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The time has come 
New Lippmann said 
To talk of many things: 
Of plates and film 
And HOEs 
And holographic fringe 
And that the image may just fade 
And whether light has wings. 

Teresa Bjelkhagen 



Foreword 

Holography is done primarily on silver-halide photographic materials. This 
was true from the very beginning in 1947 and remains true today (except, 
of course, for the mass-production embossing processes, but even these 
start with a photographic master). Since 1962, the common emulsions used 
for conventional photography have been abandoned in favor of specialized, 
high-resolution emulsions that allow holography to realize its rather aston
ishing capabilities. Even more unconventional are the various chemical 
processes for transforming the exposed emulsions into the finished holo
gram. Sometimes the usual photographic developers and fixers are used, but 
more often the chemical processes are highly complicated and esoteric. The 
aim is to produce holograms with low noise (i.e., low scatter) and with high 
diffraction efficiency, so that the image will be as clear and bright as possi
ble. As a consequence of this research, the quality of holograms has 
improved spectacularly over the past three decades. 

This book deals with the photographic process as it applies to hologra
phy. It is the only book dedicated to this topic and is the most complete 
compilation of this vast and important technology. Dr. Bjelkhagen has done 
the holography community a worthy service by producing this work. And 
his credentials are impeccable. He has worked for over two decades on 
making holograms on silver-halide emulsions and has contributed signifi
cantly to the research results that he writes about. This book, made possible 
by his considerable expertise, will be of great value to anyone seriously in
terested in the process of making high-quality holograms. 

November, 1994 Emmett N. Leith 
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Preface 

This book is devoted first and foremost to silver-halide recording materials 
for holography and their processing methods. Silver halides are commonly 
used in the recording of holograms and are particularly popular in display 
holography and scientific imaging where the demands placed on the re
cording material are extremely high. The fact is that lasers and the holo
graphic equipment of today are capable of producing holograms of the 
highest possible quality; the limitations on the quality of holograms lie in 
the recording material itself. For this very reason the author is convinced 
that a systematic and exhaustive presentation of silver-halide materials -
their features and qualities, the various processing methods and techniques 
that can be chosen from and applied in the holographic process, as well as 
the relevant chemical formulas and recipes to be used - will be beneficial 
to any reader interested in holography. It is the author's hope that the book 
will be able to serve as a source to which the interested reader may refer 
for advice on any point connected with the above, as well as that it will 
provide the reader with a general understanding and an overall view of how 
the materials work and of ways to achieve the best results from them. 

This book is based on the author's long experience in the field, com
bined with careful studies of more than 800 scientific papers and publica
tions dealing with silver-halide materials and their processing techniques. 
Among the references, the reader will find many publications from the 
former Soviet Union, where the extensive research in this field has resulted 
in many remarkable contributions to holography. As most of those contri
butions have been published only in the Russian language, the author would 
like to pass on some of that experience in the field to the Western world. 

Although this book is intended primarily for readers already somewhat 
familiar with holography, it may also be useful to students interested in the 
theoretical and practical aspects of holographic silver-halide recording mat
erials and their processing methods. For scientists working in the field of 
holography the book is meant to serve as both a general reference book in 
the area and a laboratory handbook. Finally and hopefully, for the experi
enced holographer it will provide the inspiration for further research and 
aid him/her in creating holograms of unsurpassed quality and vividness yet 
to be seen: the real world captured in a three-dimensional nutshell. 

Evanston, IL 
January 1993 H.l. Bjelkhagen 
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1. Introduction 

When we say "holography" we tend to think of it in terms of a new and 
fresh discipline that sprang up only a decade or two ago. Many have never 
even heard the word, and a few more have never yet .seen a hologram. 
Those who have, bestow holography with all the veneration that seems to be 
its natural due paid by many to this and other technological novelties of this 
our atomic age. And yet, holography is almost as old as this century - at 
least in thought, if not in practice. 

Long before the holographic theory was formulated as a coherent and 
comprehensive whole, a number of scientists (W. L. Bragg, H. Broersch and 
F. Zernike) were considering the possibilities of X-ray microscopy for re
creating the image from the diffraction pattern of a crystal lattice [1.1]. In 
1920, the Polish physicist Mieczyslaw Wolfke wrote that if an X-ray dif
fraction pattern of a crystal is illuminated with monochromatic light, a new 
diffraction pattern is created. This diffraction pattern is identical with the 
image of the object [1.2]. An even earlier publication is a paper from 190 I 
by Cotton [1.3], describing Holographic Optical Elements (HOEs). Cotton 
explained the possibility of reconstructing light waves reflected from spher
ical and multi-angled mirrors recorded in photographic Lippmann layers. 

The holographic theory was presented to the world for the first time in 
1948 by the Hungarian-born physicist and Nobel Prize winner, Dennis 
Gabor [1.4-6]. At that time Gabor was trying to improve the resolution of 
the electron microscope by overcoming the spherical aberration of the 
lenses. Earlier, in 1936, O. Scherzer was able to prove that the spherical 
aberration cannot be eliminated in any axially symmetrical electron-optical 
lens system. Gabor was trying to find a way around this problem. He asked 
himself: "Would it not be possible to take first a bad picture, but one which 
contains the whole information, and correct it afterwards by a light-optical 
process?" [1.7]. He found that, by adding a coherent background as a phase 
reference, the original object wave was contained in this "interferogram" 
which he later called a hologram. The lack of coherent X-ray sources, 
which is a problem even now, made it difficult to demonstrate the new im
aging technique in electron microscopy. Instead, Gabor concentrated on ex
perimentally verifying his theory, using visible light of the best possible co
herence that he could achieve. 

Holography had to wait for its first practical applications until the ear
ly sixties when the laser was invented and laser light could be used for the 
production of the first holograms, which happened almost simultaneously in 
both the USA [1.8-11J and the former USSR [1.l2-14J. Since that time, the 
interest in holography has been growing at an increasing rate and has given 
rise to numerous applications of holographic techniques in science, in-
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dustry, medicine and art. Today holography is a part of everyday life. To 
give just one example of a mass-application of holography today is the use 
of holograms on credit cards, where they have proved to be a successful se
curity device. Here, a special technique for mass-production is used and the 
hologram itself is embossed in a plastic material. 

Even though this type of hologram represents an important application, 
the recording materials used most frequently for high-quality, large size 
holograms, are the silver-halide materials. These are the most widely used 
ones not only because of their high light sensitivity, but also because of 
their commercial availability. A more detailed study of these materials and 
the various processing methods that have been developed throughout the 
years appears to be an interesting undertaking and one that should bring 
about a better understanding of the factors that contribute to the quality of 
the holographic image. 

A large number of books dealing with holography, holographic inter
ferometry, holographic recording materials, and processing methods have 
been published [1.15-33]. Some books, like those by Saxby [1.28,29], focus 
on display holography, whereas the main concern of other publications is 
the use of various holographic recording materials [1.30,31). However, up 
to the present moment, no single book devoted solely to the discussion of 
silver-halide recording materials for holography has appeared in English. 
Therefore, a systematic presentation of the above-mentioned materials and 
their processing methods will be of interest to many scientists and artists 
working in the field of holography. The study also includes several techni
cal papers and publications from the former USSR, e.g., the books by Kir
illov [1.31], Komar and Serov [1.32], and Sobolev [1.33]. 

The importance of the recording material to the quality of the holo
graphic image is recognized by aU who know what holography is about. 
This is what Stephen Benton of MIT said at the OSA meeting in Houston, 
Texas (1974), when presenting a new holographic processing technique: 
"Finally, most of us would agree that holography is not a straightforward 
extension of photography, yet our materials are still evaluated in terms that 
are closely related to conventional photographic analysis. It is very satisfy
ing, therefore, to find a developer that produces dreadful photographs and 
quite extraordinary holograms!" [1.34]. 

A quotation from Yuri Denisyuk is also worth mentioning: "With 
regard to the future prospects of holography development, it should be 
noted that the problems of holography as a science will apparently be 
strongly oriented toward a detailed investigation of the interaction processes 
of light with light-sensitive materials and nonlinear media." After describ
ing different applications of holography, he continues: "The basis for these 
applications will be the development of techniques for making and chemi
cally developing various photographic materials." [1.35]. 

The above quotations are meant to draw the reader's attention to the 
importance attached by the two pioneers of holography to the recording 
material itself and its processing techniques. This still holds true - the fu
ture of holography is to be found in the improvement of the existing and 
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the development of new materials and processing techniques, where the de
mands are very different from those of conventional photography. There
fore, it is necessary to compile the knowledge concerning holographic sil
ver-halide materials and their processing techniques that has been accumu
lated over the years in a variety of publications and put it in one volume. It 
is the hope of the author that the present publication, with its comprehen
sive list of references, will act not only as a source for a better understand
ing of the technology of hologram-making but also as an inspiration and a 
guide for researchers in the field to further improve the quality of holo
grams. 

This monograph is mainly devoted to the silver-halide recording mate
rials used in holography and their processing methods. However, at the end 
of this chapter, a short overview of different recording materials for holo
graphy is presented. 

In Chap.2, silver-halide recording materials are discussed from a theo
retical point of view, and the fundamental principles of the recording pro
cess are set out. The manufacturing of photographic and holographic emul
sions is described. Chapter 3 gives a detailed survey of the existing com
mercial silver-halide materials for holography, including some Russian and 
East-European materials. 

Chapter 4 deals with the development process of the latent image, de
scribing various chemical and physical development techniques and devel
opers, both from a theoretical and a practical point of view. The technique 
of producing phase holograms by means of bleaching procedures is a very 
important field in holography. Chapter 5 is devoted particularly to this sub
ject and includes both theoretical and practical considerations for obtaining 
high-quality phase holograms. In Chap.6, various special techniques, such 
as hypersensitization and latensification, problems due to a short exposure 
time when using Q-switched lasers, reciprocity failure, latent-image fading, 
etc., are treated. Chapter 7 describes well-working processing schemes for a 
variety of hologram types, based on the details described in previous chap
ters. 

Chapter 8 describes techniques applied after the main processing, such 
as washing, drying, emulsion protection, and storage. In the same chapter, 
several practical considerations concerning various aspects, such as dark 
room layout, plate or film processing, machine processing, and quality con
trol are discussed. It also contains a section on hologram copying. Chapter 9 
describes the various existing methods for recording holograms in true 
colors as well as ways for creating pseudo-color holograms, which has be
come popular among artists. It also takes up holography on silver halides 
and other materials in the IR and UV parts of the spectrum. 

Chapter 10 lists a large collection of recipes for developers, fix and 
bleach baths and other special solutions used in holography. It also contains 
a chemistry section, where most of the products employed in holographic 
processing are listed together with the corresponding chemical formulas. 

An extensive list of references is cited for each chapter including al
most every important paper that has ever been published in the field. Fi
nally, there is also a subject index at the end of the book. 
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1.1 History 

1.1.1 Before Holography 

Long before holography came into being, there existed various recording 
materials which could have been used with good results for the recording of 
holograms. The origin of processing fine-grained emulsions can actually be 
traced back to the beginning of this century when Gabriel Lippmann was 
experimenting with color photography [1.36-38]. His work concerned 
wavefront reconstruction through the recording of standing waves in a 
volume medium. To some extent the work was based on earlier contribu
tions from J.T. Seebeck, E. Beckerel and W. Zenker. Lippmann's photo
graphic recording procedure (Lippmann photography) shows similarities to 
holography, but it was not very effective in color photography as the ex
posure times were too long for practical use (Fig. I.} ). 

Because of the demand for high resolving power, the material had very 
low sensitivity. The emulsion coated on Lippmann plates was in contact 
with a highly reflecting surface (mercury) reflecting the light back into the 
emulsion, then interfering with the light from the other side of the emul
sion. The standing waves of the interfering light produced a very fine 
fringe pattern throughout the emulsion with a periodic spacing of >.j(2n), 
that had to be recorded (). is the wavelength of light in air, and n the re
fractive index of the emulsion). The color information was stored locally in 
this way. The larger the separation between the fringes, the longer the 

--II-i: 

Green 

Object Camera 

Emulsion 

Red 

Fig. I. I. The principle of Lippmann photography 
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wavelength of the recorded part of the image information. When the devel
oped photograph was viewed in white light, different parts of the recorded 
image produced colors, which was due to the fringe separation in the emul
sion. The light was reflected from these fringes and locally created dif
ferent colors corresponding to the colors that produced them during the re
cording. Only a narrow part of the spectrum around the original color was 
reconstructed because the waves scattered from the layers in the emulsion 
added up in phase only for the original color. It is obvious that there is a 
high demand on the resolving power to record the fringes separated in the 
order of half the wavelength of the light. It is also clear that the processing 
of these plates was critical, as one was not allowed to change the separation 
between the fringes, which would have created wrong colors. One also had 
to find ways for obtaining a high efficiency. 

Even though Lippmann's technique never became popular, he was 
awarded the Nobel prize for his invention in 1908. It was his idea of re
cording fringes throughout the depth of the emulsion that Denisyuk used 
when he introduced the technique of recording single-beam reflection 
holograms in the early 1960's [1.12-14]. 

Let us look at how Lippmann plates were made and processed. In 1908 
[yes published a paper providing detailed information on how to make 
Lippmann photographs [1.39]. It stated that a relatively thick emulsion was 
needed, as the information was recorded in depth. Plates were made with 
"chemically pure" silver nitrate and potassium bromide. The gelatin was, 
e.g., "a department store gelatine recommended as the best for puddings". It 
had to be of very hard consistence and free from grease. The recipe is 
given in Table 1.1. 

Table 1.1. Ives' Lippmann emulsion 

Solution A 

Gelatin 1 g 
Water 25 me 

Solution B 

Gelatin 2 g 
KBr 0.25 g 
Water 50 me 

Solution C 

AgN03 0.3 g 
Water 5 me 

The solutions A and B are heated until the gelatin melts and are then 
allowed to cool to 40° C. Solution C is then added to A and after that the 
mixture is slowly added to solution B while stirring. Thereafter, sensitizers 
are added. Finally, the emulsion is filtered and the plates coated. The thick
ness of the emulsion varied between 7 and 70 j.Lm. Isocol, erythosine, and 
pinacyanol were used as sensitizers for covering the whole visible electro
magnetic spectrum. 
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The plates were developed in developers based on pyrogallol and 
ammonia. However, developers containing ferrous oxalate, glycin and hy
droquinone yielded also good and uniform results. The paper mentions that 
bleaching with mercury chloride was employed to improve efficiency. Py
rogallol-developed plates did not perform well with this bleach, but, in 
conjunction with the other developers mentioned above, the results im
proved. 

Exposure times using bright sun light to illuminate the objects were 
between 1.5 to 5 minutes at f/3.6. The paper also discussed the application 
of dichromated gelatin - a material with high resolving power which is 
utilized nowadays in the production of certain types of holograms. 

Recent years have seen a revival of interest in Lippmann photography 
among scientists and holographers [1.40-46]. For example, Phillips et al. 
[1.43-46] found that it is possible to obtain a higher reflectivity in recorded 
interference layers from an incoherent source (e.g., sodium discharge lamp) 
than from fringes recorded with laser light. The possibilities of contact
copying holograms using incoherent light is the main topic of the above
mentioned work. Earlier, Oliva et al. [1.47,48] utilized a mercury vapor 
lamp at 405 nm to contact-copy Silver-Halide Sensitized Gelatin (SHSG) 
master holograms into dichromated gelatin. Miller [1.49] reported that a 
contact-copied hologram was made on an Agfa plate using a sodium-vapor 
lamp. The quality of the reflection copy was rather good. 

1.1.2 Early Holography 

The very first holograms recorded by Dennis Gabor in the late ] 940's were 
made on fast, black-and-white, silver-halide material and developed in a 
high-contrast developer. The demand on resolution is less critical in the 
type of hologram he was recording at that time. The very low intensity of 
coherent light achieved by Dennis Gabor and his assistant, Ivor Williams, 
using a single line from a mercury lamp focussed through a 3 J,Lm pinhole 
required a fast recording material. It should be mentioned that much later 
fast conventional photographic materials, e.g., the Kodak Tri-X Pan film, 
were recommended for the recording of in-line holograms with laser light 
[1.50]. Exposures of only about 1 nJ/cm2 were then required to obtain 
holograms of acceptable quality. Among other well-known conventional 
photographic materials that have been used for certain special types of 
holograms and holographic techniques, I1ford FP4 plates [1.51], Koda
chrome [1.52], Polaroid's P /N film [1.53-55], and Polaplan CT [1.56] can be 
mentioned. In a low-resolution holographic camera, mainly intended to be 
employed for Holographic Non-Destructive Testing (HNDT) applications, a 
conventional panchromatic microfilm (Agfa Agepan ff) was used [1.57,58]. 

The demands on the resolving power were much more severe when 
Emmett Leith and Juris Upatnieks made their first off-axis holograms in 
the early 60's, utilizing laser light. The same was also certainly true for Yuri 
Denisyuk, recording reflection holograms. 
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At the same time in the USA, Kodak was producing a spectroscopic, 
silver-halide plate with high resolving power (2000 line pairs per mm) -
649-F. This material was then used by Leith and Upatnieks for their first 
laser-produced holograms whose quality was remarkably good. The devel
oper used for processing these first holograms was the Kodak D- I 9 devel
oper. This developer is still used by many scientists and artists for a variety 
of holograms. Although the above mentioned spectroscopic plate can still be 
obtained on the market, Kodak produces nowadays silver-halide materials 
for the exclusive application in holography. 

For his first Lippmann reflection holograms, Denisyuk employed a 
modified version of Ives' formula for preparing plates [1.14]. In order to in
crease the sensitivity of Ives' emulsion to light, potassium iodide was intro
duced into solution B (Table I.I) in the amount of 3% of the silver content. 
Denisyuk mentioned two methods for chemical processing of Lippmann 
plates. The one makes use of a special pyrogallic developer, whereas the 
other employs an ordinary metol-hydroquinone developer. The paper also 
describes the way of making phase holograms by bleaching the silver im
age, and suggests different methods for hypersensitizing, such as the use of 
TriEthanolAmine (TEA). 

Soon after Leith-Upatniek's publications, Cathey mentioned in a letter 
to the Journal of the Optical Society of America that phase holograms could 
be made on Kodak 649-F plates treated in the bleach used in Kodak's 
chromium intensifier process. (Kodak In-4, potassium dichromate - hydro
chloric acid) [1.59]. The idea of making phase holograms was, however, not 
entirely new, it had been mentioned in one of Rogers' papers as early as in 
1951 [1.60]. Rogers used the so-called Carbro process to create a phase 
hologram, which "acts like a normal one, but with greater light-gathering 
power". The fact that this technique was not new at the time when the first 
laser-produced phase holograms started to appear, was mentioned by Ro
gers in a letter to the editor of the Journal of the Optical Society of Amer
ica in 1965 [1.61]. Also, as mentioned above, Denisyuk and Protas had de
scribed phase holograms in their paper [1.14J. 

This short historical survey of holography must also mention the early 
work of Stroke whose contribution to early holography was considerable 
and who published the first book on holography in 1966 [1.15]. Stroke was 
not only the first to introduce the technique of making lensless Fourier
transform holograms [1.62J but he was also among the first to make reflec
tion holograms which could be reconstructed in white light [1.63]. Earlier, 
Hoffman et al. [1.64] described a reflection hologram which they called an 
"inverted reference-beam" hologram intended for laser-light reconstruction. 
The very first reflection holograms were made by C. Schwartz and N. Hart
man at the Battelle Memorial Institute in the USA according to Leith [1.65]. 
The first laser-reconstructible color hologram was made by Pennington and 
Lin [1.66] and the first white-light viewable color reflection hologram was 
made by them together with Stroke and Labeyrie [1.67]. 

Shortly after the first publications concerning laser-recorded holo
grams, a tremendous interest in the new imaging technique called hologra-
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phy sprang up (the word "holography" was coined by G. L. Rogers; D. 
Gabor used the words "hologram" and "wavefront reconstruction" in his 
early papers) [1.68]. This interest is reflected in the increasing number of 
papers published on the subject: Between 1948 and 1964, i.e. until the first 
publications on laser-produced holograms, the number of papers was quite 
small, whereas during the following two years over 1000 papers appeared. 
Since then papers on holography have continued to appear in a variety of 
journals, with a peak in the 70's. Most of these papers deal with holo
graphic techniques or applications, whereas only a limited number of them 
is directly concerned with the recording material and the problems associ
ated with its processing. 

Among the papers published towards the end of the 60's, one particu
lar publication is especially interesting from the historical point of view [1. 
69]. The paper describes the white-light transmission holographic tech
nique, introduced for the first time by Benton. The "rainbow" or "Benton" 
hologram is probably the most commonly used hologram type so far, being 
mass-produced with cheap embossing methods for different commercial 
and security applications. 

1.2 Recording Materials 

1.2.1 Silver-Halide Materials 

Silver-halide recording materials for holography are interesting for many 
reasons. Silver halide was the first material used for recording holograms; it 
is also the most important material for holography in respect of its numer
ous scientific and artistic applications. In addition, it has high sensitivity in 
comparison with many other alternative materials, it can be coated on both 
film and glass, it can oover even very large formats, it can record both 
amplitude and phase holograms, it has high resolving power, and is easily 
available. Nevertheless, it does have some drawbacks; it is absorptive, it has 
inherent noise and a limited linear response, it is irreversible, it needs wet 
processing, it creates printout problems in phase holograms, etc. Since the 
silver-halide materials constitute the main topic of this book, these will be 
discussed in a greater detail later on, while the remaining part of this 
chapter is devoted to other, non-silver holographic materials. 

1.2.2 Non-Silver Materials 

A detailed presentation of a wide range of recording materials for hologra
phy can be found in the book edited by Smith [1.30]. There are also several 
general survey papers published on this subject [1.70-79]. The following 
non-silver materials are frequently used in holography for special applica
tions. 
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a) Dichromated Gelatin 

DiChromated Gelatin (DCG) is the material mentioned by Ives [1.39] as a 
potential recording material for Lippmann photographs. Scientists have 
known for a long time (since 1830) that UV and blue light can cause gelatin 
molecules to cross-link if the gelatin contains small amounts of dichromate. 
Dichromated gelatin has a high resolving power and remarkable brightness 
due to a refractive-index modulation of 0.08, which is the largest among 
holographic materials known today. During the exposure of a dichromated 
gelatin emulsion to UV or blue light, the hexavalent chromium ion (Cr6+) 
is photoinduced to trivalent chromium ion (Cr3+) which causes cross-link
ing between neighboring gelatin molecules. The areas exposed to light are 
hardened and become less soluble than the unexposed areas. Developing 
consists of a water wash which removes the residual or unreacted chemical 
compounds. Dehydration of the swollen gelatin follows after the material 
has been immersed in isopropanol which causes rapid shrinkage resulting in 
voids and cracks in the emulsion, thus creating a large refractive-index 
modulation. The underlying mechanism is not completely clear because 
high modulation can also be caused by the binding of isopropanol molecules 
to chromium atoms at the cross-linked sites. The DCG material has a rather 
low sensitivity of about 100 mJjcm2 • The material is employed in the pro
duction of Holographic Optical Elements (HOEs) mainly. In display holo
graphy it is used for pendants and other jewelry items. 

b) Photopolymer Materials 

Photo polymer materials can be used for recording phase holograms, where 
applications in mass-production of display holograms and optical elements 
are of main interest. A lively interest in these materials was shown at a very 
early stage of holography. Companies like AT&T Bell Laboratories, du Pont 
and Hughes have produced photopolymer materials for recording holo
grams. Normally, the material has a short shelf-life and a rather limited re
fractive-index change. Its sensitivity is not too bad though, and the advan
tages are a low noise level and its suitability for applying dry processing 
techniques. Recently, Polaroid developed a new polymer material for holo
graphy named DMP-128. E.I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. has also released 
an improved version for holography marketed under the name OmniDex. 

A photopolymer recording material consists of three parts: a photopo
lymerizable monomer, an initiator system (initiates polymerization upon 
exposure to light) and a polymer (the binder). First, an exposure is made to 
the information-carrying interference pattern. This exposure polymerizes a 
part of the monomer. Monomer concentration gradients, formed by varia
tion in the amount of polymerization due to the variation in exposures, give 
rise to diffusion of monomer molecules from the regions of high concentra
tion to the regions of lower concentration. The material is then exposed to 
regular light of uniform intensity until the remaining monomer is polymer
ized. A difference in the refractive index within the material is obtained. 
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The Polaroid polymer DMP-128 requires a developing/fixing bath to pro
duce stable holograms. Wet processing is also needed to control the color 
and the bandwidth of the material. The sensitivity of the Polaroid material 
is about 10 mJ/cm2 and the shelf life is improved compared to the earlier 
photopolymer materials. The new du Pont material requires only a dry pro
cessing technique (exposure to UV light and a heat treatment) to obtain a 
hologram. 

An interesting material has been developed in the former USSR called 
Reoxan. The recording is based on the reaction of sensitized photooxidation 
of acenes. Reoxan is a glossy polymer with a photooxidated compound and 
a dye sensitizer for photooxidation, both dissolved in it. The dye absorbs 
the visible light and anthracene compound absorbs in the near-infrared 
region. Before the recording, the material is saturated by oxygen under 
pressure in an autoclave. It is then light-sensitive and has to be exposed 
before oxygen diffuses out of the material. The phase recording is based on 
photoinduced transformation of the anthracene compound causing a change 
of the polarizability of the molecules. The hologram is auto-fixed by self
diffusion of oxygen from the polymer. It is a high-resolution (10000 line 
pairs per mm) material but its sensitivity is low (-1 J/cm2). 

c) Photoresist Materials 

Photo resists are well known from the electronic industry, where they are 
used in the production of circuit boards. In holography, they are employed 
mainly for the production of master plates for embossed holograms and for 
manufacturing holographic gratings. A photoresist is a photosensitive mate
rial which produces a relief pattern in the material after its exposure and 
processing. The exposure to actinic radiation produces changes in the pho
toresist layer that result in a solvency differentiation as a function of ex
posure. Processing is done with a suitable solvent dissolving either the un
exposed or exposed regions, depending on whether the resist is of the nega
tive or the positive type. For optical recording, positive photoresist (exposed 
resist removed during development) is preferred to the negative type be
cause of their higher resolving power and low scatter. On the resulting sur
face relief pattern particles of nickel are deposited by electrolysis to make a 
mold. This mold can than be used as an embossing tool. The photoresist 
process can be used for making transmission holograms only. If an em
bossed hologram is mirror-backed by using, e.g., an aluminum coating pro
cess, it can be utilized in the reflection-reconstruction mode as well. A typ
ical photoresist for holography (e.g., Shipley AZ-1350) has a sensitivity of 
about 10 mJ/cm2• It is sensitive for UV and for visible light up to 500 nm. 
The Waycoat HPR series of photoresists represent another popular brand 
for optical imaging purpose. Towne Laboratories, Inc. manufactures coated 
photoresist plates for holography. 
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d) Thermoplastic Materials 

Thermoplastic recording materials for holography are found mainly in the 
nondestructive testing field. Several camera types that can be used for real
time holographic interferometry investigations are presently on the market. 
The material's sensitivity is similar to that of the silver-halide materials', its 
resolving power is quite high, and it requires only dry processing, all of 
which makes it rather interesting. Briefly, the version that is used for holo
graphy is a multilayer structure coated on glass or film. The substrate is 
first coated with a conducting layer (e.g., evaporated gold), then a photo
conductor (e.g., Poly-n-Vinyl Carbazole, PVC) that has been sensitized 
with e.g., 2,4,7 TriNitro-9-Fluorenone (TNF) and on top of this layer a 
thermoplastic coating is deposited (usually a styrene-methacrylate material). 
The recording of a hologram starts with a uniform charging of the surface 
of the thermoplastic material using a corona charger. The charge is divided 
between the photoconductor and the thermoplastic layer. Exposure and the 
consequent photogeneration in the photoconductor cause charges of oppo
site signs to migrate to the interface with the thermoplastic layer and the 
substrate. This will not change the charge, but only decrease the surface 
potential. Before the image can be developed, the material has to be re
charged with the uniform corona charger. This step adds additional charges 
to the exposed areas, in proportion to the reduced potential which is also 
proportional to the exposure. The material is then heated to a softening 
temperature of the thermoplastic layer which will be deformed due to the 
electrostatic forces acting on it. The material is then cooled and the image is 
fixed as a relief surface pattern in the thermoplastic layer. The processing 
time after the exposure necessary to obtain the image is between ten se
conds and half a minute. If the material is heated to a somewhat higher 
temperature, the pattern disappears and the image is erased. The thermo
plastic material can now be used for the recording of another hologram, re
peating the recording procedure. Such a cycling technique can be repeated 
hundreds of times, without any serious affect on the quality of the image. 
That, and the fast dry processing make the material popular for the use in 
holographic cameras for nondestructive testing. The sensitivity is between 
10 and 100 p,Jjcm2 over the whole visible electromagnetic spectrum. 

e) Ferroelectric Crystals 

These normally rather small crystals, e.g., of lithium niobate (LiNb03 ) and 
barium titanate (BaTi03 ), are used mainly for scientific applications, e.g., 
phase-conjugation and nonlinear-optical experiments. Holograms recorded 
in these materials consist of bulk space-charge patterns. An interference 
pattern acting upon a crystal will generate a pattern of electronic charge 
carriers that are free to move. Carriers are moving to areas of low optical 
illumination where they get trapped. This effect will form patterns of net 
space charge, creating an electrical field pattern. As these crystals have 
strong electro-optic properties, the electrical field pattern will create a cor
responding refractive-index variation pattern, which means a phase holo-
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gram. These holograms can immediately be reconstructed with a laser beam 
different from the beams creating the hologram. The hologram can also be 
erased and a new hologram can be recorded in the crystal. The advantages 
of ferroelectric materials are their high resolution, reversibility, instant 
readout, and rather high sensitivity. 

f) Additional Materials 

The following materials can also be used for holographic purposes, but, 
very few practical applications have been reported so far: Chalcogenide 
glasses, ferroelectric-photoconductors, liquid crystals, magneto-optic films, 
metal and organic-dye ablative films, photochromic and photodichroic ma
terials, transparent electrophotographic films, and light-harvesting protein 
(bacteria rhodopsin). 
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2. Silver-Halide Materials 

The present chapter gives a general description of the ways in which holo
graphic image recording is made, describing in particular the application of 
silver-halide materials when used to store the interference patterns gener
ated during the recording process. What follows here is therefore a short 
description of the holographic theory, together with some definitions of 
common photographic properties. Both microscopic and macroscopic char
acteristics of the holographic recording process are treated. For example, 
the forming of a latent image in silver-halide grains is explained. The 
theory of noise limitations, the signal-to-noise ratio, and the diffraction 
efficiency in the holographic recording process is discussed, with practical 
examples provided. The manufacturing of both conventional silver-halide 
emulsions and holographic emulsions is described, too. 

2.1 Theory of Silver-Halide Materials 

2.1.1 Photographic Silver-Halide Materials 

For information on the general principles governing the holographic process 
the reader is referred to other, more basic books on holography mentioned 
in Chap.l, which give a more comprehensive presentation of the holo
graphic theory, including detailed definitions of different types of holo
grams. 

In order to record the entire light field scattered from an object, both 
the light's amplitude and phase have to be stored in some way. There is no 
material which can detect directly both amplitude and phase of a light 
wave. The solution is therefore to use the interferometric, two-step process 
introduced by Gabor, where the phase information is converted to ampli
tude variations and thus the recording medium is exposed to intensity vari
ations. In most general terms, the holographic process consists in the fact 
that the micro-pattern which has been created as a result of the interfer
ence between the object beam and the reference beam must be recorded in 
a light-sensitive material. The time of exposure for a given material will 
depend on the sensitivity of the material used, as well as on the intensity of 
the interference pattern. As regards the silver-halide material, this must be 
processed after the exposure in a specific way for the recorded latent image 
of the interference pattern to appear. The recorded intensity variations are 
converted during this processing step to local variations in optical density or 
refractive index and/or thickness of the recording layer. 
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A silver-halide recording photographic material is based on one type, 
or a combination of silver-halide crystals embedded in a gelatin layer, 
commonly known as the photographic emulsion. Actually, the photosensitive 
emulsion is not really an "emulsion" but rather a thin film of silver-halide 
microcrystals dispersed in a colloid (gelatin). However, the term "emulsion" 
is commonly used in photography for this perpetual suspension. The emul
sion is coated on a flexible or stable substrate material. There are three 
types of silver halides: silver chloride (AgCI), silver bromide (AgBr), and 
silver iodide (AgI). Silver chloride is used for low-sensitivity emulsions; 
chloride/bromide emulsions have high light sensitivity, but the bromide/ 
iodide emulsions have even higher sensitivity. Silver iodide is never used 
alone and when employed in a mixture with silver bromide it normally 
constitutes 5% or less. Adding some silver iodide to fine-grained emulsions 
at low concentrations gives a higher sensitivity and contrast than pure silver 
bromide emulsions of the same grain size. Silver-halide crystals are cubical 
in shape and in each crystal a silver ion (Ag+) is surrounded by six halide 
ions. The crystal normally possesses an excess of halide ions originating 
from the emulsion-manufacturing process. Silver-halide grain sizes vary 
from about 10 nanometers for the ultra-fine-grained Lippmann emulsions 
to a few micrometers for high-sensitive photographic emulsions (Table 2.1). 

Table 2.1. Emulsion grain sizes 

Type of emulsion 

Ultra-fine-grained holographic emulsion 
Fine-grained holographic emulsion 
Fast holographic emulsion 
Chlorobromide paper emulsion 
Lithographic emulsion 
Fine-grained photographic emulsion 
Fast photographic emulsion 
Fast medical X-ray emulsion 

Average grain diameter [nm] 

10 - 30 
30 - 50 
50 - 100 

200 
200 - 350 
350 - 700 

1000 - 2000 
2500 

Silver compounds are sensitive to light at various degrees. Silver chlo
ride is only sensitive to violet and UV light. Silver bromide absorbs light up 
to about 490 nm and if silver iodide is added to silver bromide the sensitiv
ity extends up to about 520 nm. Special sellsitizers (dyes) must be added to 
the emulsion to make it sensitive to other parts of the spectrum. We say that 
a photographic material is orthochromatic if it is also sensitive to green 
light. If the material has been sensitized to the whole visible part of the 
spectrum, including red light, it is said to be panchromatic. It is also possi
ble to make the material sensitive to InfraRed (IR) light. 
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Methods for preparing and coating conventional silver-halide emul
sions as well as holographic emulsions will be described in Sect.2.2. Before 
we proceed any further with the discussion of the silver-halide materials, a 
few definitions concerning various general photographic properties may be 
worth studying by the reader. For more detailed definitions and the mathe
matical theory of conventional photographic materials, the reader is ref
erred to scientific books on photography [2.1-4]. 

2.1.2 Photographic Sensitivity 

a) Exposure 

Exposure H is defined as the incident intensity E times the time t of ex
posure of the recording material. If the intensity is constant during the 
whole exposure time, which is usually the case, then 

H = Et. (2.1 ) 

In its general use, the term intensity indicates the flux per unit solid 
angle emitted by a light source. In photography, however, it is the amount 
of light radiation per unit area falling on the surface. Exposure can be ex
pressed in both photometric and radiometric units. Photometric units apply 
to light only, where light means radiant energy within the visible part of 
the electromagnetic spectrum (400~ 700nm). When exposure is expressed in 
photometric units, intensity means illuminance and exposure is then defined 
as 

Exposure = illuminance x time. 

Illuminance means luminous flux [lumen] incident on a surface. To be able 
to calculate the value of illuminance, one must know the candlepower of 
the light source and the source-to-the-recording-material distance. Since 
the unit for illuminance is lux [lumen/m2], the above formula yields the 
exposure in lux-seconds [lx·s]. 

Radiation measured in radiometric units applies to radiation over the 
whole electromagnetic spectrum and is independent of the human eye. The 
radiometric equivalent of illuminance is irradiance, and exposure is then 
defined 

Exposure = irradiance x time. 

The unit of irradiance is watt per square meter and the exposure will then 
be expressed in joule/m2. Earlier, erg/cm2 was often used. (l mJ/m2 is 
equal to 1 erg/cm2). Holographic materials are usually characterized by 
radiometric units. The sensitivity of a holographic emulsion is most often 
expressed in /JJ/cm2 or, at times, in erg/cm2 (l/JJ/cm2 = IOerg/cm2). 
Knowing the sensitivity of the material used and having measured the 
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irradiance at the position of the holographic plate, the exposure time can be 
calculated using the above formula, i.e., 

Exposure time = sensitivity /irradiance . 

b) The Characteristic Curve 

The exposure of a silver-halide material will, after processing - i.e. devel
opment and fixing - result in a certain optical density of the material, as 
silver is created during the development. The higher the exposure of the 
material, the higher the density will be (up to a certain limit). Optical den
sity provides a useful characteristic of the light-absorptive property of a 
particular region of a photographic negative. The greater the density, the 
less light is transmitted. A definition of density D or transmission density 
can be given in terms of transmittance T and opacity 0 

D = 10glO(I/T) = 10glOO, and T = IO-D . (2.2,3) 

The reciprocal of transmittance T is opacity O. Transmittance is measured 
as the ratio of light transmitted through the material and light incident on 
the material. If a certain area of the material transmits one-half of the in
cident light, the transmittance is 0.5 and the opacity 2.0; the density of that 
area will then be log10 2 (~0.30) (Table 2.2). The reason to use density or 
transmission density rather than transmittance or opacity values to plot the 
characteristic curves is that the eye judges luminance differences approxi
mately on a logarithmic scale. 

One way of presenting the characteristics of photographic materials is 
the use of the characteristic curve also known as the Hurter and Drif/ield 
curve (H&D curve). A typical H & D curve is shown in Fig.2.1. 

The curve is based on the results from a carefully controlled sensito
metric test of the photographic material, where the test sample is gradually 
exposed (in discrete steps) using a sensitometer. It is then uniformly pro
cessed and the resulting densities are determined by a calibrated instrument 
(densitometer). The densities are then plotted versus the logarithm of the 
exposures that produced them. An ideal recording material should exhibit a 
linear relationship between exposure H and density D. In real recording 
materials, though, only a part of the curve shows this linearity. The shape 
of the curve at its left end indicates that the exposure must exceed a certain 
threshold value before a noticeable density occurs above the fog level. The 
initial fog level consists of the base density (density of the substrate on 
which the emulsion is coated) and the density of the fog generated in the 
emulsion during processing when a certain amount of reduced silver is 
formed in the areas which have not been exposed. The nonlinear portion at 
the beginning of the curve is called the toe. The central region of the curve 
is most interesting because the straight line indicates that the density in
creases here in proportion to the logarithm of the exposure. The slope of 
the linear portion of the curve indicates how fast the density increases with 
the increased exposure, which is an indication of the contrast of the materi-
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Table 2.2. Relation between density. opacity. and transmittance [%1 

Density D 

0.0 
0.1 
0.2 
0.3 
0.4 
0.5 
0.6 
0.7 
0.8 
0.9 
1.0 
1.1 
1.2 
1.3 
1.4 
1.5 
1.6 
1.7 
1.8 
1.9 
2.0 
3.0 
4.0 

Opacity 0 

1.00 
1.26 
1.59 
2.0 
2.51 
3.16 
4.0 
5.0 
6.3 
7.9 

10.0 
12.6 
15.9 
20.0 
25.1 
31.6 
40.0 
50.0 
63.0 
79.5 

100.0 
1000 

10000 

= 10°.0 
= 10°·1 
= 10°·2 
= 10°·3 
= 10°.4 
= 10°·5 
= 10°·6 
= 10°·7 
= 10°·8 
= 10°·9 
= 101.0 
= 101.1 
= 101.2 
= 101.3 
= 101.4 
= 101.5 
= 101.6 
= 101.7 
= 101.8 
= 101.9 
= 102.0 

= 103.0 

= 104.0 

Transmittance T 

100 
79.5 
63 
50 
40 
32 
25 
20 
15.8 
12.5 
10 
7.9 
6.3 
5.0 
4.0 
3.2 
2.5 
2.0 
1.6 
1.25 
1.00 
0.10 
0.01 

al. The number characterizing the slope of the curve is denoted by the 
gamma value: 1 = LlDj LllogH. The angle a between the 10gH axis and the 
straight-line portion of the H&D-curve is related to the gamma value as 1 
= tana. The steeper the slope, the higher the contrast and the gamma value. 
For photographic purposes the gamma value is normally close to one, since 
then density variations in the film will directly follow the variations in ex
posure. 

Holographic emulsions are of the high-contrast (high-gamma) type. 
Small variations in exposure result in relatively large variations in densities. 
Development procedures can affect the shape of the characteristic curve for 
certain materials. In addition to that, it is possible to enhance the contrast 
between light and dark regions by selecting a suitable developer. 

If the exposure is increased above a certain value the density-exposure 
relationship becomes again nonlinear. This portion of the curve is often 
referred to as the knee or the shoulder. The slope of the curve decreases un-
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Fig.2.1. The characteristic curve (H & D curve) for a photographic material shows the 
optical density D versus the logarithm of the exposure H 

til the curve parallels the horizontal axis again. At this point, all the silver
halide crystals will produce development centers during exposure so that the 
density cannot be increased any further. If the exposure is increased above 
this point, the density will actually be reduced (additional exposure triggers 
off a number of complex reactions that cause the curve to turn downward). 
This effect is called solarization and is made use of in making reversal film 
that has been preexposed to the solarization limit, so that additional ex
posure will result in a positive image after processing. 

The linear part of the curve embraces the range of exposures called the 
latitude of the material. In both photography and holography the restricted 
linear part of the characteristic curve is associated with the problems that 
are apt to appear when recording objects with a large dynamic range. 

c) Photographic Sensitivity 

To be able to compare different products and estimate the required ex
posures; one should properly understand what is meant by photographic 
sensitivity or the speed of the recording material. When exposure is ex
pressed in radiometric units, the value obtained is called radiometric speed; 
when it is expressed in photometric units, the value is referred to as photo
metric speed, which is commonly referred to as photographic sensitivity. It 
should be mentioned that both radiometric and photometric speeds depend 
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on the spectral characteristics of the exposing radiation. An indication is 
important as regards the type of light source (or any other type of radia
tion) that a certain speed is associated with. 

The H&D curve is used to determine the sensitivity of the photo
graphic materials. The DIN and ASA speeds of conventional films are eva
luated from such curves according to special definitions. High-resolution 
holographic emulsions have low ASA values and their sensitivity is given in 
radiometric units instead (e.g., J,tJ/cm2), as described earlier. Frecska [2.5] 
actually calculated the ASA-speed for the high-sensitive holographic Agfa 
10E70 film and found it to be 0.57 ASA. The slow Kodak 649-F emulsion 
is 0.025 ASA and the fast SO-243 is 1.6 ASA. The sensitivity of a holo
graphic emulsion is normally given for an amplitude hologram exposed to 
light of a certain wavelength and developed to a density of 0.6 using a spe
cial processing method. Depending on the manufacturer, the sensitivity 
values supplied for a given emulsion may exhibit extensive variations. This 
is due to the fact that there does not exist one standard, uniform method 
for measuring the sensitivity of a holographic silver-halide emulsion. This 
is why sensitivity values supplied by the manufacturer for a particular 
emulsion should be regarded as approximate. Adequate comparisons be
tween holographic materials produced by different manufacturers are dif
ficult to make. 

Spectral sensitivity curves of a given photographic material are often 
supplied by the manufacturer. These curves show the logarithm of sensitiv
ity versus wavelength and are obtained with the help of spectrosensitome
ters. The curves show clearly that sensitivity of photographic materials is 
wavelength dependent. Holographic silver-halide emulsions are sensitized in 
such a way that they are optimized for laser wavelengths commonly used in 
holography. 

2.1.3 Emulsion Structure 

Sensitometric data alone are not sufficient to get a clear picture of the char
acteristics of a given photographic material. Several other features should 
also be described for that purpose. 

a} Granularity 

Due to the fact that the developed silver-halide emulsion consists of milli
ons of discrete silver particles, it is obvious that when a normal photo
graphic image is enlarged enough, the areas which appeared homogeneous 
to an unaided eye will now show a granular pattern. The subjective sensa
tion of how the human eye perceives this pattern is called graininess. The 
measurable variations in the density of the granular pattern are called gran
ularity. Grain sizes in the emulsion will affect granularity very much: the 
smaller the grains the lower the granularity, i.e. the higher the contrast. 
Silver-halide crystals of the conventional photographic film can be larger 
than one micrometer, which results in high granularity. Holographic emul-
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sions have grain sizes between 10 and 100 nm and will therefore show the 
lowest granularity possible. Granularity is measured with the help of a mi
crodensitometer with a very small aperture scanning the area under investi
gation. The random density fluctuations will result in variations in the light 
transmitted through the material which hits a photoelectric cell and is then 
recorded. The standard deviation of the random density fluctuations is call
ed the root mean square (rms) granularity o. R. Selwyn found that the pro
duct of the rms granularity and the square root of the aperture used to 
make the measurements is constant for a given black-and-white material. 
The Selwyn granularity G is defined as 

G = oV2a (2.4) 

where a is the area of the scanning aperture, and 0 is the rms granularity. 
Another characteristic of granularity is the Wiener spectrum that ex

presses granularity as a function of spatial frequency. 
Photographic turbidity is caused by light scattering and light absorption 

in the emulsion, which results in widening of the recorded bright points or 
lines and will increase with increased exposure. 

b) Resolving Power 

The resolving power of a photographic material is a measure of the ability 
to record fine detail. It is defined as: "The ability of a photographic materi
al to maintain in its developed image the separate identity of parallel bars 
when their relative displacement is small". Normally, the resolving power of 
photographic materials is tested by using a resolution test chart. The highest 
number of lines per millimeter that can be resolved in the emulsion corre
sponds to the resolving power of the tested material. A line in this defini
tion is a line with its adjoining space, and it corresponds to line pairs in 
electronic images. The resolving power of the holographic material is a very 
important feature that must be taken into account when defining its char
acteristics. 

c) Modulation Transfer Function 

The resolution capability of an image reproduction process is normally de
scribed by an Optical Transfer Function (OTF). For a given test input, the 
OTF is defined as the complex response (amplitude and phase) of the re
produced image for each spatial frequency II. In practice, usually only the 
modulus of the OTF is Quoted, which is known as the Modulation Transfer 
Function (MTF). The MTF is a good aid in demonstrating the Quality of a 
particular photographic emulsion as well as a means of comparing different 
emulsions. Briefly, a test pattern containing a sinusoidal variation in illumi
nance combined with a continuous variation in spatial frequency along one 
direction is recorded. The modulation M of the pattern in the test target is 

(2.5) 
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where H is the exposure incident on the photographic material. When this 
pattern is recorded in the material, light scattering will take place in the 
emulsion, which will reduce the original contrast of the pattern. Therefore, 
the modulation of the pattern will be decreased, in particular at high spatial 
frequencies. The effective exposure modulation M' will then be 

, HMA,x - HMIN 
M = HMA,x + HMIN 

(2.6) 

where H' is exposure in the emulsion. 
The original modulation M is usually constant and accurately known; it 

is also independent of the spatial frequency. After the tested emulsion has 
been processed, the corresponding "exposed" modulation is obtained from 
the density variations. The ratio between modulation M' in the emulsion 
and modulation M of the incident exposure is called modulation transfer 
factor, also called response 

R=M/M' . (2.7) 

If the response is plotted as the function of spatial frequency, this curve 
will then be the modulation transfer function of the material (Fig.2.2). The 
Fourier transform of the MTF is the light spread function of the emulsion 
which indicates the width of a line image recorded in the emulsion. 

Sometimes another function is used, the Contrast Transfer Function 
(CTF), which is defined in a manner analogous to the MTF. In this case the 

MTF 

o~-------------------------------------------. 
v 

Spatial frequency 

Fig.2.2. Graphical representation of the Modulation Transfer Function (MTF) curve 
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test pattern represents a binary intensity variation, a black-and-white stripe 
pattern. The CTF is easier to measure experimentally, since well-defined 
binary test patterns are readily fabricated. There is, however, a relation 
between MTF and CTF which in a linear system is 

MTF(II) = i [ CTF(II) + CT;(311) - CT~(511) + ... J . (2.8) 

d) Acutance 

Acutance is used to estimate the sharpness or quality of a photographic im
age. It is the spread of a knife-edge exposure in the emulsion and it is usu
ally defined as the mean-square gradient divided by the density scale. For a 
linear response, acutance is the density difference divided by the square of 
the distance over which the knife-edge image is spread in the emulsion. 
Acutance is normally a better measure of the sharpness of a photographic 
image than is the resolving power. 

e) Halation 

Halation occurs when during the exposure light passes through the emulsion 
and the support material, and is reflected back into the emulsion. The re
flected light causes some unwanted exposure and produces a halo in the im
age. The halo around a bright point source will cause the image of a point 
to look like a circle or an extended disk. The thicker the substrate, the more 
pronounced the halation effect will be. Under identical exposure con
ditions, a glass plate will show more halation than a thin film. Halation can 
be reduced by backing the material with an AntiHalation (AH) coating. 
The type of backing required depends on the type of exposure that the ma
terial has undergone (e.g., what the wavelength of the light source was). 
Sometimes the antihalation backing is provided by the manufacturer, but 
often enough the user' has to apply a suitable antihalation coating. The anti
halation coating does not only reduce the halo effect, but it also improves 
the resolving power and the MTF of the material. The coating of conven
tional materials is supplied in the form of either an AntiHalation Undercoat 
(AHU) which is a coating applied between the emulsion and the support, or 
in the form of AntiHalation Backing (AHB). 

2.1.4 Holographic Emulsions 

The final quality of a holographic image will be the function of a number 
of factors, such as the geometry and stability of the recording setup, the 
coherence of the laser light, the ratio of reference and object beam, the 
type of hologram produced, the size of the object and its distance from the 
recording material, the recording material and the emulsion substrate used, 
the processing technique applied, as well as the reconstruction conditions. In 
this and the following chapters we will focus on the way in which the 
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choice of the recording material and the processing method will influence 
the final quality of the holographic image. In most other scientific books on 
holography, the other factors mentioned above have been treated in consid
erable detail, e.g., as regards the magnifications and aberrations that occur 
when a hologram is reconstructed with a differently shaped reference beam 
and/or a different wavelength, assuming that the recording material is per
fect. We know that if during the reconstruction of the hologram, the ref
erence beam is identical with the recording reference beam, no image aber
rations will occur. This applies also to circumstances when the reconstruc
tion reference beam is a conjugate of the original reference beam (time 
reversed). Theoretically, the holographic technique is the most perfect im
aging technique in existence, since both the amplitude and the phase of the 
light wave scattered from the object are recorded. In practice, the holo
graphic image is subject to certain limitations imposed by the recording 
material. 

Three main factors will determine the resolution of a holographic im
age: The recording wavelength, the numerical aperture and the properties 
of the recording material itself. However, the following three points must 
be considered when discussing the attainable resolution of a holographic 
image: 

• Ideally, the ultimate resolution should be independent of the properties 
of the recording material, and should depend only on the wavelength 
that was used for the recording as well as on the size of the recorded 
area of the material (the aperture) and the object distance. 

• In practice, the limit on resolution may be set by the recording materi
al, e.g., if it cannot record spatial frequencies above a certain limit. 

• As regards aberrations introduced during the reconstruction of the hol
ogram the following applies: If we assume that no aberrations are in
troduced by altering the reference beam, the only aberrations that will 
occur are then caused by the recording material itself. 

a) Demands on the Recording Emulsion 

A silver-halide emulsion must comply with certain requirements to be suit
able for the recording of holograms. The most important one concerns the 
resolving power of the material. The recording material must be able to 
resolve the highest spatial frequencies of the interference pattern due to the 
maximal angle e between the reference and the object beams in the record
ing setup (Fig.2.3). 

If ). is the wavelength of the laser light used for the recording of a 
hologram, then the closest separation da between the fringes in the interfer
ence pattern (in air) is 

(2.9) 

In the recording layer the fringe spacing de depends on the refractive index 
n of the emulsion and is 
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Fig.2.3. Demand on resolution for recording a hologram. The recording material must 
resolve the highest spatial frequencies of the interference pattern created by the maxi
mal angle 0 between the reference and the object beams in the recording setup 

A 
d = . . 

e 2nsmH (2.l0) 

One example of the resolving power needed in a practical situation 
employing an emulsion with a refractive index of n ~ 1.62 is the following: 
A ruby laser with the wavelength A = 694 nm and a recording geometry 
with the maximum angle ° = 25° between the beams are used. This gives de 
~ 1 JLm, which corresponds to A = 1jd = 1000 linesjmm; this is the mini
mum resolving power required. Close to its resolution limit the material ex
hibits a low MTF and will thus make a low-quality hologram with poor 
fringe contrast and a low signal-to-noise ratio. For high-quality holograms 
the resolution limit of the material must be much higher than the minimum 
value obtained according to the above formula. For a reflection hologram 
recorded in blue light (A = 400nm) with an angle of 1800 between the 
beams a minimum resolving power of 7600 linesjmm is needed .. 

Sometimes it is more convenient to use the following equation 

(2.l1) 

where Or is the angle between the reference beam and the normal to the 
emulsion surface, and 00 is the corresponding angle for the object beam, A 
is the wavelength in air, and n the refractive index of the emulsion. 

Figure 2.4 illustrates differences in quality (mainly as regards diffrac
tion efficiency and signal-to-noise ratio) between two holographic emul
sions (Agfa IOE75, 3000 lpjmm and Agfa 8E75 HD, 5000 lpjmm) in the 
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a b 

Fig.2.4. Difference in quality between two holographic emulsions used for the record
ing of a transmission hologram. Agfa 8E75 HD with a resolving power of about 5000 
lp/mm (a) and the faster Agfa IOE75 with a resolving power of about 3000 lp/mm (b) 

recording of an in-line hologram, where both emulsions have sufficient re
solving power to record an image. 

b) Resolution of the Holographic Image 

In holography the resolution of the holographic image and the resolving 
power of the recording material are not directly related in the way they are 
in photography. Resolution of a holographic image has been discussed in 
depth in several papers [2.6-15]. According to the way in which the phase is 
normally stored in a hologram, only the phase of the object wave which is 
in phase with the reference beam is actually recorded. This leads to ambi
guity in the reconstructed wavefront and results in two different wave
fronts. This fact was pointed out by Gabor and Goss [2.14] who also sug
gested a method to record the entire phase information in a hologram. The 
influence on the image resolution caused by recording only one half of 
phase information in a hologram has been discussed from the theoretical 
point of view by Russell [2.15]. 

Equation (2.10) gives the minimum resolving power needed to actually 
record an off-axis hologram. This figure is not directly related to the reso
lution of the image recorded in or reconstructed from a holographic plate. 
If no lenses are involved in the holographic image-formation process, the 
resolution of the image will be dependent on the area of the recording ma
terial, the recording-laser wavelength and the distance between the record
ing material and the object (Fig.2.5). 

Image resolution dependent on the recording material 

Theoretically, the resolution of the holographic image should be the true 
diffraction-limited resolution that can be obtained when the information is 
collected over an aperture equal to the size of the recording holographic 
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Fig.2.5. Resolution of a holographic image depends on the area (diameter D) of the 
recording material, the recording laser wavelength ~, and the distance L between the 
recording material and the object. The resolution that can be obtained in a holographic 
iinage will, theoretically, be the diffraction-limited resolution 

plate. In principle, the larger the holographic plate the better the resolution 
will be. The limit is of the order of the wavelength>. when the dimension 
of the plate is infinite (D -+ 00). If the holographic plate is very large, how
ever, the resolving power of the recording material will eventually limit the 
resolution of the image. If the resolving power of the recording material is 
sufficient, the diffraction-limited resolution can be obtained under the as
sumption that the high-resolution recording material is also perfect in that 
the position of the recorded interference fringes will not be changed during 
the processing of the material. In practice, a stable support for the emulsion 
(like a glass plate) will be needed and the processing methods applied must 
be such as not to affect the recorded fringe position in the emulsion (e.g., 
no fixing). The factor most limiting the resolution of a holographic image 
is, however, in the form of distortions appearing in the emulsion. These 
aberrations are introduced by 
• variations in the thickness of the recording medium before processing; 
• variations in the thickness of the recording medium produced during 

processing; 
• variation in the refractive index of the recording medium produced 

during processing; and 
• deformations of the recording medium that will occur between record

ing and reconstruction. 

An ideal holographic-recording plate should consist of a uniformly 
thick emulsion coated on a perfectly flat plate of homogeneous glass and 
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uniform thickness. In practice, the recording plate must be treated as one of 
the optical elements in the holographic system that will eventually affect 
the image quality. Thus, if the variation in the thickness of the emulsion is 
approximated by a quadratic curve, the recording medium will act as a lens 
in the system. Kubota [2. I 6] investigated both theoretically and experimen
tally the influence on diffraction efficiency and angular sensitivity of in
built stresses in the emulsion. By pre-stressing the emulsion, Kubota found a 
bending of the interference fringes which was zero at the emulsion surface. 
Its shape was shown to be approximately represented by a quadratic curve 
in the direction of the emulsion thickness. This causes a decrease in dif
fraction efficiency as well as changes the direction of reference illumination 
during the reconstruction compared to the recording. To introduce artificial 
stress into the emulsion Kubota soaked the material in tepid water for 10 
minutes and then dried it under various magnitudes of the centrifugal 
force. 

The variation in the thickness of the emulsion has been studied by 
Gara and 1U [2.17], and Majkowski and Gara [2.18]. The emulsion stresses 
caused by the coating process can be released before the recording is per
formed, which will reduce the variations between exposure and reconstruc
tion. The plate is washed for two minutes in distilled water with a wetting 
agent, after which it is slowly air-dried before the actual exposure. The 
present author also recommends this method. Butters et al. [2.19] soaked the 
plate in water for two minutes, and to speed up drying, used a bath of in
dustrial methylated spirits. Friesem and Walker [2.20] applied the pre-soak
ing method combined with an optimization of the recording geometry to 
reduce the influence of emulsion changes. Majkowski and Gara [2.18] an
nealed the material in 100% humidity at 30· C for 8 hours before recording 
on it. Reducing the influence of the emulsion variations is of greatest im
portance in applications concerning high-resolution imaging, real-time 
holographic interferometry, and holographic optical elements and filters. 
Butters et al. [2.19] demonstrated the improvements of real-time fringes by 
using pre-exposure processing to relieve emulsion stresses. Duffy [2.21] 
combined this method by eliminating the fixing step as well, which further 
improved the real-time interferometric investigation. Omitting the fixing 
step is certainly an important improvement as it will affect the emulsion 
thickness variation much more than the inbuilt stresses will. Not only the 
image resolution is affected by thickness variations but also the diffraction 
efficiency, as discussed by D zyubenko et al. [2.22]. The influence of dif
ferent processing methods on the resolution of the holographic image will 
be further discussed in Chap.4. 

The use of a liquid gate will solve some of the problems caused by the 
lensing effect of the recording plate. Liquid gates can be applied for both 
the recording and the reconstruction of holograms or at the reconstruction 
stage only. High-resolution holography requires, as a rule, the use of glass 
plates combined with liquid gates for optimal results. Phase disturbances 
caused by commercial film substrates are severe (much more than the 
emulsion variations are), as shown by Ingalls [2.23]. Therefore, holograms 
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recorded on film require most often index-matching techniques. The use of 
liquid gates and suitable index-matching liquids are further discussed in 
Sect.6.5. Matsumura analyzed the wave-front aberrations caused by defor
mation of the recording media [2.24] and evaluated the deformation toler
ance for small holograms [2.25]. The main conclusions are that the inclina
tion and curvature of the medium produces astigmatism in the image. Using 
symmetrical beam arrangements during recording wiII reduce the effects of 
emulsion deformation. According to Matsumura, Fourier-transform holo
gram will be the type of hologram that is least affected by emulsion varia
tions. Soares and Leite [2.26,27] have studied the degradation of the holo
graphic image due to wavefront defects, in particular, the influence of the 
emulsion supporting substrate. The problem was analyzed for the wedge 
phase error and the sinusoidal perturbation. They also presented interfero
metric methods for testing the optical quality of the plate substrate. 

The aberrations caused by emulsion shrinkage have further been 
considered by Verbovetskii and Fedorov [2.28] and methods of measuring 
emulsion variations have been published [2.29,30]. The earlier discussed 
real-time interferometry tests using stress relieve methods have confirmed 
the reduced effect of emulsion distortions. Gupta and Aggarwal [2.29] used 
quantative speckle methods to study emulsion swelling and shrinkage rates 
during processing and drying. Jaroszewicz [2.30] used a phase-difference 
amplification method to evaluate minute emulsion movements. The method 
is much more sensitive than the real.:.time hologram interferometric evalu
ating technique. The smallest measurable emulsion movement is equal to 
0.05>', which means about 30 nm if a ReNe laser wavelength is used. Ja
roszewicz found that roughly a triple reduction in the range of emulsion 
movement can be achieved using the pre-exposure water soaking strain 
relieve techniques. 

The influence of a drastic nonuniform shrinkage on the resolution of a 
photographic emulsion is illustrated in Fig.2.6. 

The aberrations caused by the reduced refractive index of the emulsion 
must be considered, too. Even if the thickness of the emulsion is the same 
at the reconstruction (unchanged or corrected by post-process swelling) as 
at the recording, the change of the refractive index from nl to n2 (n2 < nl) 
will affect the reconstruction angle. The Bragg condition for reconstruction; 
sin4> ;:: ±).j(2n2 d), indicates that 4> > a (recording angle), when the emulsion 
thickness is constant. To make 4> = a the thickness of the emulsion can be 
increased by swelling to obtain a fringe spacing of dnl /n2 in a direction 
perpendicular to the emulsion. Only corrections for the perpendicular case 
can be performed by swelling. To avoid aberrations caused by the index 
change an increase of the refractive index to its original value. is needed, 
which may be difficult in practice. The desensitization of holographic 
emulsions instead of fixing them is not only helpful in avoiding emulsion 
shrinkage but also in reducing the refractive-index change of the gelatin 
layer. Concerning further details about the refractive-index variations of 
silver-halide gelatin emulsions refer to the index-matching techniques 
treated in Chap.6. 
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Fig.2.6. Resolution degradation due to nonuniform emulsion shrinkage. If the position 
of the recorded interference fringes is changed during the processing of the material, 
image aberrations are introduced. To obtain highest possible resolution a stable support 
for the emulsion (like a glass plate) is needed and the processing methods applied must 
be such so as not to affect the recorded fringe position in the emulsion (e.g. no fixing) 

Image resolution dependent on other factors than material 

The resolution that can be achieved in a holographic image independently 
of the restrictions that otherwise apply to the recording material are dis
cussed in the following section. Resolution can be regarded as a coherent 
observation (Young's fringes of observation) and therefore it is almost 
identical to the separation between Young's fringes projected onto the sur
face of the object at the distance L from the recording plate, when the 
fringes are created from two diagonal points situated at the periphery of a 
circular holographic plate (the recording aperture) of diameter 0 (Fig.2.7). 

The coherent sources are emitting light of wavelength >.. The separa
tion 0 is then 

>'L 0.5>. o ~ -0 for L» 0, or 0 = -.
sma 

(2.12) 

where a is the angle indicated in Fig.2.7. However, if a limiting aperture is 
part of the system, diffraction occurs, which means that the resolution is 
slightly smaller than it would be if only the two points were used. For a 
circular aperture in incoherent light the diffraction-limited resolution is 
[Ref.2.31, pA19] 

o ~ 1.22 >'DL for L» 0, or 0 = 0.~1>' . 
nsma 

(2.13) 
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Fig.2.7. Obtainable image resolution in a hologram. Resolution can be regarded as 
coherent observation (Young's fringes of observation) and therefore it is almost identi
cal with the separation between Young's fringes projected onto the surface of the 
object at distance L from the recording plate when the fringes are created from two 
points opposite to each other at the periphery of a circular holographic plate (the 
recording aperture) of diameter D. The wavelength of the laser light is ).. Image reso
lution 6 = o.s Nsina, where a is the angle indicated in the figure 

Due to aperture diffraction, a point source is viewed in any imaging 
system as the Airy disk pattern (a central area of maximum intensity sur
rounded by concentric diffraction rings of zero intensity). Normally, two 
points are said to be resolved when the maximum of one Airy disk falls on 
the first minimum ring of the second point's Airy disk. According to the 
Rayleigh resolution criterion two points can be considered resolved if the 
illumination difference between them is 20% of the maximum value. Using 
coherent light the phase difference between the waves coming from two 
points midway between them will be twice as big as the phase difference 
obtained in incoherent light. This leads to a resolution degradation by a 
factor of ../2. 

In coherent light the diffraction-limited resolution is therefore [Ref. 
2.31, p.424] 
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The quantity nsina is called the Numerical Aperture (N.A.) used as a 
measure of the "light-gathering power" for microscope lenses in particular. 
The refractive index of the space between the lens and the object is nand ). 
is the wavelength of the light in vacuum. In most cases n = I. Although 
modified expressions are used for different types of optical instruments, the 
resolving power of any such instrument (as well as that of a hologram) can 
always be found by applying the above formula and the corresponding 
numerical aperture. At the recording of a hologram the limiting aperture 
and the recording material are in the same plane. Thus, no diffraction oc
curs. 

The following example illustrates the maximum image resolution that 
can be obtained from a circular holographic plate of SO mm diameter, using 
laser light of 633 nm and a distance of 2 meters between the object and the 
plate: 

633.10-9 ·2 
o = O.OS ~ 2S J.tm . (2.lS) 

If the hologram is reconstructed with light of the same wavelength as 
was used for the recording and with the same reference beam geometry, 
and if the whole recorded area of the plate is used (reconstruction aper
ture), then the calculated resolution of 2S J.tm in (2.IS) will also be the reso
lution obtainable in the image at reconstruction, provided that the recording 
material is perfect. If, for imaging purposes, a limiting aperture of the same 
size like the recording area on the holographic plate is employed, diffrac
tion occurs and the resolution will be reduced by the factor I.S4 (~40J.tm), 
which will also be the size of the speckles in this reconstruction process of 
the recorded image. It is obvious that the image resolution depends a great 
deal on how the hologram is reconstructed. The above example is only 
meant to indicate the best possible resolution that can eventually be ob
tained. If a smaller aperture is used at reconstruction (only a part of the 
recorded area of the plate is utilized) the resolution will be lower. For ex
ample, if only a S mm aperture is used at reconstruction, the image resolu
tion will then be about 400 J.tm only. If a different reference beam or a dif
ferent wavelength is used at reconstruction, the image will normally be also 
affected by aberrations that can drastically limit the resolution. 

In all imaging systems using coherent light speckles are present [2.32]. 
Speckles usually indicate the fundamental resolution of a particular optical 
system. We can therefore say that speckles and resolution are one and the 
same thing. The speckle size will be equal to the image resolution calculated 
above. As an illustration of the relation between speckles and resolution, the 
common spatial-filtering technique applied to "clean" the illuminating laser 
beams employed in holography will be described. At the focal point of the 
microscope lens in the spatial filter equipment a pinhole is placed. The 
diameter of the aperture is chosen in such a way that only one "bright 
speckle" is covering the entire illuminating field. This field is used to illu
minate, e.g., the surface of the object to be holographed (Fig.2.S). This is 
equivalent to the highest resolution obtainable through the pinhole aperture. 
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Fig.2.8. Spatial filtering and resolution. Speckles indicate the fundamental resolution 
of a particular optical system. The diameter of the aperture in a spatial filter is chosen 
in such a way that only one "bright speckle" covers the entire illuminating field which 
is used to illuminate the object. If the object surface is observed through the aperture, 
no details can be resolved over the illuminated area, which means that the resolution is 
equal to the diameter of the total illuminated area at the position of the object 

If the object surface is observed through the aperture, no details can be 
resolved over the illuminated area, whkh means that the resolution 
(separation of the finest details) is equal to the diameter of the total illumi
nated area at the position of the object. Young's fringes generated from two 
diagonally situated points at the pinhole aperture will be separated at a dis
tance corresponding to the diameter of the illuminating field at the position 
of the object. This fact can be used to calculate the diameter of the pinhole 
in the spatial filter in a given case. 

Several different speckle-reduction methods [2.33] can be used, in par
ticular, at the reconstruction stage. Reduction of speckle noise makes it 
possible for the observer to see the image details close to the resolution limit 
- the details that would otherwise be embedded or hidden in the speckle 
background. If the speckle noise background is present in a coherent image, 
an effectively poorer resolution, lower than its theoretical limit, is normally 
experienced. In other words, image details must often be 3 to 4 times larger 
than the existing speckle size (representing the diffraction-limited resolu
tion) in order to be distinguishable. 

It is also important to realize the influence of speckles in the object 
illumination during the recording of a high-resolution image hologram. The 
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best illumination is generated from a spatial filter (only one bright objective 
speckle across the object). If a ground glass is introduced in the illuminat
ing beam (to make a more uniform illumination), fine objective speckles 
are generated all across the entire object. The size of these speckles have to 
be finer than the desired image resolution. If these speckles are too large, 
they will actually limit the final resolution of the holographic image. These 
speckles are recorded in the hologram and by, in this case, increasing the 
size of the hologram area will not improve the image resolution. The larger 
the jlluminated area of the ground glass is the finer the objective speckles 
will be. Therefore, either the illuminating light has to be generated from an 
extremly small area (the spatial filter) or from a rather large ground-glass 
area, to generate very fine speckles in the object illuminating field, in order 
to obtain holograms with high image resolution. 

c) The Space-Bandwidth Theorem 

The space-bandwidth product of a one-dimensional object or a recording 
medium can be useful in judging the combined effect of the object resolu
tion and the resolving power of the recording emulsion. The product of the 
object width and the object bandwidth cannot exceed the product of the 
hologram width and the hologram recording-material bandwidth. Assume 
that the highest spatial frequency that the recording material can resolve is 
IIh and the width of the hologram is Lh.Assume that the finest details that 
can be resolved in an object positioned at distance D from the holographic 
plate are separated at a distance 00 corresponding to the spatial frequency 
1/00 = 110 ~ Lh/()'D). For the maximum width of the object Lo at the dis
tance D which corresponds to the highest spatial frequency IIh of the re
cording material, we have the following relation: Lo ~ )'Dllh' Combining 
this relation with the previous one by eliminating the distance D, we obtain 
the following equation for the two space-bandwidth products: 

(2.16) 

2.2 Emulsion Manufacturing 

2.2.1 Conventional Photographic Emulsions 

The preparation of photographic emulsions is described in various books 
dealing with photographic processes [2.1-4]. A rather old book written by 
Baker is devoted exclusively to the process of emulsion preparation and 
contains numerous practical considerations and hints [2.34]. A good publi
cation is an English translation of a Russian book by Zelikman and Levi 
[2.35]. Another book, by Duffin, on the photographic emulsion chemistry is 
also recommended [2.36]. In a paper by Hill a good bibliography on this 
topic can be found [2.37]. 

Silver-halide emulsions can be manufactured and coated in a holo
graphic laboratory, just like dichromated gelatin emulsions for holography 
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are. However, the preparation of silver-halide emulsions is a tedious and 
difficult process and is therefore not recommended for normal applications 
of holography. Moreover, a number of manufacturers do produce silver
halide holographic emulsions (Chap.3). However, as mentioned by Phillips 
[2.38], the grain size of a holographic Lippmann emulsion should be of the 
order of 10 nm and not more, in particular if the emulsion is to be used for 
recording in blue light. At a grain size of 10 nm the Rayleigh scatter off the 
grain does not impede the transit of the light through the emulsion. On the 
other hand, such an emulsion would be very slow and a compromise be
tween speed and grain size must be made. Currently, it is difficult to man
ufacture the ultra-fine-grained emulsions (like some of the Russian materi
als) on an industrial scale. Such emulsions are best prepared and coated just 
before they are used. Likewise, emulsions exhibiting characteristics dif
ferent from those typical of the usual commercial products as regards grain 
structure, thickness, or spectral sensitivity, must be made in the laboratory. 
A brief description of how a holographic silver-halide emulsion is made is 
therefore presented below. 

a) Silver-Halide Emulsion Manufacturing 

The technique of making silver-halide photographic emulsions has been 
well known for over a hundred years now. As mentioned earlier, Lippmann 
experimented with high-resolution emulsions of this type to record color 
photographs. Later on, Denisyuk and Protas prepared an emulsion [2.39] 
which was a modified version of emulSIons made according to [yes' formula 
[2.40] for reflection holograms (Chap. 1 ). Despite this, the number of papers 
dealing with the preparation of holographic silver-halide emulsions is quite 
small, especially when compared to the amount of literature published on 
dichromated gelatin plates for holography. The reason for this may be that 
although commercial companies have extensive knowledge of the field, 
much of it is regarded as industrial secrets and does not appear in the sci
entific literature. 

Briefly, the technique of making a conventional photographic silver
halide emulsion is as follows: 

I) Emulsification. A solution of silver nitrate is mixed with another so
lution containing gelatin and an alkali halide, e.g., potassium bromide ac
cording to the following double decomposition reaction: 

Ag+ + NO; + K+ + Br- -+ AgBr + K+ + NO;. 

As regards the molecular weight, 170 parts of silver nitrate combined with 
119 parts potassium bromide will form 188 parts of silver bromide and 101 
parts of potassium nitrate. The formation of solid crystals from a solution in 
this way is called precipitation, and the chemical compound itself the pre
cipitate. Depending on the mixing technique and the gelatin concentration, 
different grain sizes can be obtained in the final emulsion. At this stage the 
sensitivity is low. 
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II) Physical ripening. At the next step the emulsion is ripened or di
gested (first ripening or Ostwald ripening) to make it more sensitive to 
light. This is done by heating the emulsion for about an hour at the temper
ature of 55° C. During this process the smallest grains are dissolved and re
deposited on some of the larger grains. In this first ripening process grain 
growth takes place, which means that the sensitivity of the emulsion incre
ases. Another reason for the increase of sensitivity is the fact that the 
ripening takes place in the presence of gelatin. Often, more gelatin may be 
added at this step. 
III) Washing. After the ripening the emulsion is cooled to a stiff jelly 
which is shredded into "noodles". The noodles are then washed in order to 
remove excess alkali halide and alkali nitrate formed in the diffusion pro
cess. The presence of excess potassium bromide in an emulsion will have a 
depressive effect on its sensitivity, whereas potassium nitrate, if not washed 
out, will craze the emulsion by crystallizing out when coated. The noodles 
can be stored until they are ready to be used for the final product. Often, 
instead of noodle-washing, salting-out by coagulation or flocculation of the 
liquid emulsion is performed. 
IV) After-ripening. Before using the emulsion for coating, it is remelted 
and kept at a steady temperature while being continuously agitated (second 
ripening or digestion). At this stage, sensitizers, hardening agents, stabiliz
ers, antifoggants, anti-bacterial preservatives and other products are added. 
In this process no grain growth will take place but the surface environment 
around the crystals will change, which will give increased light sensitivity. 
Sulfur from the gelatin adsorbed to the surface of the grains decomposes 
during this ripening process to form silver sulfide, which causes a greatly 
increased sensitivity. Excessive after-ripening results in an excess of silver 
sulfide which gives rise to fog. Therefore, the process must be carefully 
controlled. 
V) Coating. The final step consists in coating the emulsion on a suitable 
substrate. The emulsion is melted, after which certain solutions, known as 
doctors, are often added to facilitate coating and to modify the physical and 
sensitometric properties of the film. Alcohol, for example, may be added to 
reduce froth formed during coating; glycerin, to make the dry film more 
pliable; surface active agents, such as saponin, to make the film more easily 
wetted by the processing solutions, etc. The doctored emulsion in liquid 
form is then piped to a coating machine where it is applied to the substrate 
material. 

Photographic films are often coated in rolls up to 1.2 meter in width 
and thousand meters in length by passing the substrate under a roller which 
dips into the liquid emulsion contained in a shallow trough. This is, how
ever, not the only method used today to apply a uniform emulsion layer to 
one side of the base. The final step consists in cooling the film in a chill 
box and cutting it to different formats. 

Photographic plates are normally coated in a machine where the glass 
plates, butted end to end on a rotatory band, pass through a narrow slot 
across the track, just above the band, through which the emulsion is fed on 
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to them. After the coating, the plates pass a section where they are cooled 
and then removed from the band, after which they are transferred onto 
racks in drying cupboards. 

Depending on the type of emulsion desired, some variations in the 
procedure described above can occur. Also, depending on the production 
volume, emulsions can be manufactured in a batch or a continuous process. 

In general, industrial manufacturing of high-quality photographic ma
terials is a difficult process, mainly because of the following factors. For 
most operations total darkness is required and at the same time, to guaran
tee consistence from batch to batch, a meticulous control of chemical and 
physical conditions is imperative, especially as regards gelatin. The presence 
of impurities (water- or air-borne) in speck form requires that the water 
and air are very accurately filtered. Dust can cause severe problems, which 
is why the personnel have to be dressed from head to foot in lintless cloth
ing. Actually, the standard of cleanliness in a photographic factory is often 
much higher than in the food industry, so that a photographic plant resem
bles a biochemical laboratory or an operating theatre rather than a factory 
in the traditional sense of the word. 

b) Gelatin 

One of the components used for the preparation of silver-halide emulsions 
is gelatin, an organic material which is a complex compound of carbon, hy
drogen, oxygen, nitrogen, sulfur, and other elements. Gelatin is prepared 
from collagen which is a fibrous protein found in certain animal tissue. In 
collagen, three polymer chains are twisted around one another to form a 
three-stranded helix. 

Photographic gelatin is made from carefully selected hides and ears of 
calves, which are then processed according to a special technique where the 
strands are separated and converted to water-soluble protein. The medium 
by which gelatin is extracted from collagen may be aqueous acid or aqueous 
lime, Ca(OH)2. Compounds, such as gelatin, which form viscous solutions 
and jellies are known under the name of colloids. Chemically, gelatin is a 
polymer consisting of monomeric a-amino acids. A single gelatin molecule 
may contain more than 2000 amino acid units and there can be up to 19 
different units in each molecule. The gelatin structure can be represented as 

... -CO-NH-CH-CO-NH-CH-CO-NH- ... 
I I 
R R' 

where R, and R' represent a variety of groups. 
Gelatin has proved to be a most satisfactory material for the produc

tion of photographic emulsions as it possesses certain special features, as 
well as a unique combination of chemical and physical properties, which 
makes it difficult to replace it by any other material. And thus, gelatin can 
keep silver-halide crystals uniformly dispersed; it is permeable so that it al
lows penetration of the processing solutions; it also contains natural sensi-
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tizers, such as allyl thiourea and allyl isothiocyanate. In addition, dry gelatin 
is rather stable which means that unexposed and finished products can be 
stored over long periods of time. It is also believed that gelatin can act as 
bromine acceptor, which means that it will prevent the recombination of 
silver and bromine, and thereby fully guarantee that the produced latent 
image is as stable as possible. 

To measure the stiffness or rigidity of a gelatin emulsion the shear 
modulus G can be used. Gelatin of high quality produces moduli of about 
1.105 dynes/cm2• However, in practice, more common is the use of Bloom 
gel strength. In a commercial apparatus the force in grams required to pro
duce a specific distortion of the gelatin surface by a plunger is determined. 
This value is the Bloom strength. Bloom values for photographic gelatin are 
generally 200 to 300 g under specific conditions (6.66 wt.%, 100 C, and 17 
hours aging). 

The quality of gelatin is very important for the preparation of holo
graphic emulsions. Normally, photographic quality gelatin can be employed, 
such as Sigma G 9282 [2.41] of Bloom strength 225. Another company pro
ducing commercial photographic gelatin is Kind & Knox Gelatin [2.42]. 

The use of certain additives to the gelatin such as high molecular 
weight synthetic and natural polymers has been discussed by Croome [2.43]. 
He has also reviewed some attempts at the total replacement of gelatin as 
the binding agent for silver-halide photographic emulsions. Saponified cel
lulose esters, such as cellulose acetate butyrate binders is one example of an 
alternative material to gelatin. 

2.2.2 Preparation of the Emulsion 

a) Lippmann Emulsions 

In the following section various publications describing the production of 
fine-grained silver-halide emulsions for photographic or holographic appli
cations are discussed. Holographic silver-halide emulsions are generally 
emulsions of the fine-grained type. They are also of the black-and-white 
version of photographic emulsions. First, the "old" Lippmann emulsions 
from the beginning of this century are treated, and later the modern publi
cations on fine-grained emulsion making. 

The following formulae are taken from Valenta's book [2.44J and the 
Encyclopedia of Photography from 1911 [2.45] where the Valenta, Senior 
and Lippmann formulae for making Lippmann emulsions are found, com
paring them with the previously mentioned [yes' formula (Table 2.3) [2.40]. 

Neuhauss is probably the most experienced scientist as regards Lipp
mann photography and he is also believed to have made hundreds of Lipp
mann photographs. His book [2.46] and laboratory notes [2.47] contain im
portant information on emulsion making. Neuhauss stressed the importance 
of gelatin quality for making successful emulsions. The emulsion recom
mended by him consists of the following: 
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Solution A: Gelatin 2.5 g 
Distilled water 70 ml 

Solution B: Silver nitrate 1.5 g 
Distilled water 5 ml 

Solution C: Gelatin 5g 
Distilled water 75 ml 
Potassium bromide 1.5 g . 

First, the gelatin is dissolved in cold, distilled water which takes about 
10 minutes. Then the gelatin-water solutions A and C are heated until the 
gelatin is completely melted, after which solution C is cooled to 350 C and 
solution A to 370 C. The book stresses the fact that the temperature of the 
solutions must not exceed 400 C. Solution B is then mixed with solution A 

Table 2.3 Silver-halide emulsions used for Lippmann photography 

Emulsion Lippmann Vatenta Senior Ives 

Part A 
Gelatin 109 5g I g 
Silver nitrate 0.75 g (dry)a 6g 3g 0.3 g 
Water 300 ml 225 ml 30 ml 

Part B 
Gelatin 4g 20 g 5g 2g 
Potassium bromide 0.53 g 5g 2.1 g 0.25 g 
Water 100 ml 300 ml 225 ml 30 ml 

Sensitisers used Cyanine Cyanine Isocol 
1:5006 ml 1:5004 ml 

Chinoline red Erythrosine Erythrosine 
1:5006 ml 1:5002 ml Pinacyanol 
Mix the two & 
add 1+2 mll 
100 ml emulsion 

Hypersensitized in AgN03 5 g Silvereoside 
Acetic acid 5 ml 0.2 g/100 ml 
Alcohol I l emulsion 

a Part A is added to Part B 
The mixing of the emulsions is done in a similar way for all the above mentioned 
emulsions: Mix at 350 C, add Part A to Part B slowly, filter, wash, and coat. 
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under vigorous stirring. This mixture is poured drop by drop into solution C 
under stirring. When finished, sensitisers are added to the mixture: 

Erythrosine - alcohol solution (1:500) 1 mi 
Cyanine - alcohol solution (1:500) 2 mi. 

After that the emulsion (which should appear completely transparent) is fil
tered in a coating bottle, which constitutes a part of the coating process. 
The preheated plates (previously cleaned in a 50% HNOg solution for 24 
hours) are coated as soon as possible after the solution is ready. The emul
sion is coated by letting it float over the surface of the leveled plates until 
the entire plate is completely covered. The amount of the emulsion pre
pared this way will be sufficient for 8 to 12 plates 9xl2 cm2 • The plates are 
then quickly cooled by placing them on a leveled marble table. It is impor
tant that the plates do not dry out completely after cooling as there is a 
danger of potassium nitrate crystallizing within the emulsion before they 
can been washed to remove the unwanted salt. The plates are then rinsed 
and placed in a tray filJed with water for 15 minutes, during which time 
the water bath must be changed once. After the bath, the plates are dried. 
Neuhauss recommended to use a centrifuge for this purpose in order to 
avoid leaving drop marks on the finished plates. The emulsion must appear 
completely clear, otherwise the plates will not perform well. He also menti
oned another important point, concerning the mixing of the emulsion, 
which is the mixing and the coating of the plates without delay. Neuhauss 
claims that the plates prepared this way can be stored for a long time. 
However, his test is not very convincing perhaps, since, as he said, the bad 
plates prepared 1894 gave equally bad (but not worse) results in 1897 as 
when they were first used three years earlier. 

The following description for the preparation of a Lippmann emulsion 
has been taken from the book by Baker [2.34]: 

Solution A: Gelatin 
Distilled water 

20 g 
390 me. 

Gelatin is dissolved at 35° C and then filtered. Take 80 me of solution A 
and add solution B to it: 

Solution B: Silver nitrate 
Distilled water 

4g 
10 mi. 

To the balance of solution A add and dissolve 3.2 g potassium bromide. 
When potassium bromide has been completely dissolved, the solution is 
slowly poured into the gelatin silver-nitrate solution. Make sure that all the 
solutions are at 35° C. After precipitation is completed, stir for three and a 
half minutes. After that, add slowly the following sensitizing dye solutions 
(warmed to 30° C): 

Pinacyanol 
Orthochrom T 
Acridine orange 

(1: 1000 alcoholic solution) 
(1: 1000" ) 
(1 :500 " ") 

4 me 
4 me 
4 me. 
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This should be done in about 45 seconds. No further heating of the 
emulsion is allowed. Well cleaned glass plates are then coated and cooled. A 
ten-minute wash is needed to remove potassium nitrate. Finally, the plates 
are dried in a horizontal position. 

The particular sensitiiing dyes mentioned above and their combina
tions were discovered and used by H. Lehmann to produce the best correct
color sensitivity ever achieved in Lippmann photography. However, he kept 
secret his good formula for Lippmann plates and it was not revealed until 
after his death [2.34]. If one wants to try this old photographic technique 
today, these dyes are definitely the first choice. 

A paper on the preparation of Lippmann emulsions published by 
Crawford [2.48] in 1954 as well as a small booklet by the same scientist 
published in 1960 [2.49] contain many practical aspects on making fine
grained emulsions. Crawford described the difficulties that one encounters 
in the industrial production of such emulsions. The usual technique of first 
preparing the emulsion and later remelting it for the coating, will result in 
grain growth so that the fine-grained structure of the original mixture will 
be lost. Therefore, Crawford gave a rather detailed description of the ne
cessary steps for preparing emulsions with a grain size of about 30 nm. The 
components needed here are: gelatin, potassium bromide, silver nitrate and 
water, all of high purity. First, gelatin in granulated form is dissolved in 
water at 37° C; this process can take one hour or even more. It is then fil
tered and poured into a clean beaker. Potassium bromide and silver nitrate 
are both separately dissolved in water. The potassium bromide and the 
silver nitrate solutions are then simultaneously poured very slowly (drop by 
drop) at the rate of approximately two drops per second into the beaker 
with the gelatin solution (double-jet precipitation technique) [2.50]. The 
temperature of the gelatin solution must be kept at 37° C and the solution 
must be stirred vigorously during the entire process which takes five to ten 
minutes. Crawford recommended the use of two all-glass hypodermic syr
inges coupled together so that the pistons can be moved simultaneously. The 
solutions are pressed out from the two syringes into the gelatin solution 
through narrow quill glass tubes drawn out at the tips to fine jets. The im
portant thing to remember is that the two jets should be at two different 
levels in the gelatin solution, so that mixing of the reactant solutions does 
not take place until each solution has been well mixed with the gelatin solu
tion. Mixing of the emulsion must be done in a darkroom with red safe
light. Demers [2.51] designed a double-syringe machine to produce very 
fine-grained nuclear emulsions. He also recommended that the emulsion 
washing temperature should not exceed 2° C. Berriman [2.52] has investi
gated the factors affecting crystal growth during the formation of silver 
bromide using the double-jet method. The present author recommends a 
peristaltic pump for mixing the emulsion. 

After the precipitation of silver bromide it is also necessary to provide 
the emulsion with a proper color sensitivity, and harden it. For that reason, 
sensitizing dyes and chrome alum are added immediately after the precipi
tation, while the emulsion is stilI being stirred. Crawford used pinaflavol 
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for the sensitizing dye. The emulsion with the highest resolving power suit
able for casting Lippmann reflection filters was composed of 

Gelatin 12 g in 80 me water 
KBr 0.281 g in lOme water 
AgN03 0.375 g in lOme water 
Chrome alum 3 me of 2 water solution (0.5% of the dry weight of 

gelatin) 
Pinaflavol 3 me of 0.1 alcoholic solution. 

Immediately after the sensitizer and the hardener have been added and 
mixed with the emulsion, the emulsion is coated, using a casting technique 
worked out by Dew and Sayce [2.53]. The glass plates used for coating are 
now cleaned and the emulsion is casted between the top (the final plate) 
and the base plate. The top plate is equipped with three spacers whose 
thickness must be equal to the emulsion thickness desired. The base plate is 
precoated with chlormethyl-silane and cleaned. The two plates must be 
warmed up before a puddle of emulsion is put on the horizontal base plate 
and the top plate is gently pressed into contact with the three spacers. The 
emulsion sandwich is then cooled in a horizontal position. After a period of 
time between half an hour and one hour, the plates can be separated and 
the emulsion-coated plate is washed in running water until the soluble salts 
(mainly potassium nitrate) have been removed. The plates are then air
dried. This method, slightly modified, was used by Denisyuk et al. [2.54] to 
coat holographic plates with an emulsion of high surface quality usable for 
holographic optical elements. The molding plate was made of silicate glass, 
the surface of which was polished with high optical accuracy. For the 
hydrophobization process they utilized dimethyl dicloro silane. 

b) Holographic-Emulsion Preparation 

In a more recent paper, Thiry [2.55] described how he has used the Craw
ford technique for making a holographic emulsion with a grain size of 
about 20 nm. In principle, Thiry made use of the same emulsification pro
cess but he applied a different coating technique. The casting technique de
scribed above requires a high proportion of gelatin (12%), which means a 
high concentration of silver nitrate and which, according to Thiry, may 
conflict with obtaining a very fine-grained structure. Valenta and Lumiere 
used only 5% gelatin solution and a gelatin/silver nitrate ratio of 5 to make 
their emulsions. Thiry recommended the following method: A 2% gelatin 
solution is cooled by keeping the beaker with the solution in running water 
for 20 minutes. After that the solution is transferred into a 2-liter beaker 
covered with a fine cloth. The beaker is then placed under a cold-water tap 
for half an hour. The next step is to heat the solution to 3r c. Water is ad
ded to decrease the gelatin concentration to 1.5% The coating that follows 
next is a flow-coating technique. The horizontal plate to be coated is heated 
to 26° C. After the plate has been coated, it is cooled to 20° C and left to 
dry at room temperature for 18 hours. The plate is then washed for a few 
minutes and dried. ' 
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Holographic 
plate 

Point source of white light 

Beam splitter Lens Spectroscope 

Fig.2.9. Optical setup to measure the emulsion thickness. A white spotlight illuminate 
the emulsion to be measured perpendicularly through a beam splitter. The reflected 
light passes through the beam splitter and an image of the layer is created by a lens. 
The image is focused on the entrance of a spectroscope. Black lines appear in the spec
trum which are used to calculate the emulsion thickness [2.55] 

The tested emulsion formula giving 20 nm grains was the following: 

Gelatin 
KBr 
AgN03 

2 g in 80 mt water 
3.5 mt of a 0.76 g per 10 mt solution 
3.5 mt of a 1 g per 10 mt solution. 

The advance of 1 mt of the silver nitrate solution over the potassium 
bromide solution can result in finer grains according to Thiry. Sensitizing 
dies used here were pinaflavol (0.5% of the silver-nitrate amount) and "dye 
I" of a concentration between 0.5.,.0.7% of the amount of silver nitrate.1 

Dye I is a red sensitizer used by Agfa and is not described in detail in 
Thiry's paper. This dye is suitable for holographic work with a ReNe laser. 

In order to increase the sensitivity of these types of "primitive" emul
sions the material should be treated in a halogen acceptor or an anti-oxidant 
for about one minute. 0.5% solutions of hydroquinone or resorcinol are sug
gested for this purpose. 

Thiry's paper also describes an optical technique of measuring the 
thickness of the emulsion. A white spotlight (l2V, 20W) illuminates the 
emulsion to be measured perpendicularly through a beam splitter (Fig.2.9). 

The reflected light passes through the beam splitter and an image of 
the layer is created by a lens. The image is focused on the entrance of a 
spectroscope. Black lines appear in the spectrum corresponding to the ex
tinction condition 2 nd = k>., n being the refractive index, d the thickness of 
the emulsion, k an integer, and>. the wavelength. By counting the number 

1 The symbol + is used throughout the text as a shorthand for "from - to" or "between". 
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of black lines (m) between two known wavelengths ().l and ).2) the thick
ness d can be obtained from 

(2.17) 

More experimental work on making holographic emulsions has been 
done by Liu [2.56], and Shave and Liu [2.57] in the present author's labora
tory at Northwestern University. Here, the technique introduced by Denis
yuk and Protas [2.39] was studied and improved upon. The following emul
sion was made: 

Solution A: 

Solution B: 

Solution C: 

Gelatin (Bovine - 225 Bloom) 
Distilled water 

Gelatin 
Potassium bromide 
Sodium iodide 
Distilled water 

Silver nitrate 
Distilled water 

1 g 
25 me 
2g 
0.25 g 
0.0126 g 

50 me 
0.3 g 
5 me. 

The preparation and mixing of the solutions was done at 40° C. First, 
solutions A and C were mixed and the mixture was added in safelight to 
solution B. This final mixture was stirred for 2.5 minutes. 

Both chrome alum and chrome acetate were used to harden the emul
sion. In particular, chrome acetate was very effective as solutions of 3.,.5% 
chrome acetate by weight of gelatin gave best results. Plates used for coat
ing were cleaned in an ultrasonic bath. The undercoating of the clean glass 
plates is very important since if the plates are not treated properly the 
emulsion can come off the plates during the processing. Here, silane (Dow 
Corning Z-6020) was used for that purpose giving good results. A solution 
of 40% of silane, 55% of isopropyl alcohol, and 5% of water was prepared. 
This solution acted as a stock solution and was further diluted with isopro
pyl alcohol to a 2.,.5% working solution after 24 hours. The plates were then 
treated in this bath. It is important to filter the emulsion after the precipita
tion and to coat it soon thereafter. (The filtering can be done in a heated 
Buchner funnel). The next step was to coat the emulsion on glass plates 
using a Meyer bar. (Meyer bars can be obtained in the USA from, e.g., 
R.D. Specialties [2.58]). An emulsion thickness of about 5 Jl.m was obtained. 
When the emulsion was dry, the plates were washed in five trays of distilled 
water, three minutes in each tray, for a total of fifteen minutes. The plates 
were then dried. Chemical sensitization was achieved by dipping the plates 
in the solutions of the following dyes prepared at an earlier stage: 
1,1' -diethyl-2,2' -cyanine, and 3,3' -diethyl-thiocarbocyanine. The super
sensitized spectral response was achieved by the following combination: 400 
mg of the first dye and 40 mg of the second per mole of silver. This gave a 
uniform spectral response from 400 to 600 nm. 
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A paper by Bonmati et al. [2.59] also describes the preparation of a 
holographic emulsion and applies mainly to transmission holograms since 
here a slightly larger grain size (~50nm) is obtained than in the emulsion 
discussed previously. The following procedure is given in the paper. 

Potassium bromide and silver nitrate (I0mi, 0.7mol of each) are mixed 
with gelatin (200g at I % concentration). A halide excess of 0.2 to 0.5 mi 
KBr is recommended. The mixture is prepared under continuous agitation 
during two minutes at a speed of 5 mi/min. To avoid grain growth, conge
lation and then decongelation is performed. A congelator is introduced into 
the mixture at 26° C during 24 hours, which helps to avoid physical ripen
ing when the water is eliminated from the gelatin. The emulsion is then 
chipped and washed to remove the byproducts from the precipitation pro
cess. The washing takes place at a temperature of 0° C during 30 minutes. 
Before the emulsion is coated a sensitizer is added (pinacyanol, I Omg/ i), 
which takes place at 40° C. The glass plates are treated in sodium hydroxide. 
To coat a plate of 6.5x9 cm2, 2 m£ of the emulsion is needed. The thickness 
of the dry emulsion will then be 10 J..I.m. In order to increase the sensitivity 
of the emulsion, additives such as sodium thiosulfate and/or acid tetra gold 
chloride reduced with potassium thiocyanate (I0mg/i) can be added before 
coating. The usual hypersensitization using TriEthanolAmine (TEA) (2% 
solution for 5 minutes) is also suggested. The influence of excessive KBr 
concentration during precipitation is mentioned in the paper. An excess of 
0.2 mi KBr gives a faster emulsion than when the emulsion contains 0.5 mi. 
The use of a phenidone-hydroquinone developer instead of conventional 
developers such as Kodak D-19 increases the speed of the emulsion. 

c) Holographic Emulsions from Russia 

Now a few words on the work of Russian scientists. A good deal of infor
mation on that can be found in Denisyuk's work in which he described var
ious techniques used in the former USSR for manufacturing fine-grained 
emulsions [2.60-62]. In that country, the main interest has been in the pro
duction of reflection holograms of predominantly single-beam type, also 
caIIed Denisyuk holograms. In this ty,pe of hologram, the grain size is of 
primary importance, which is why Russian holographers concentrate on 
emulsions containing very fine grains. In the emulsion which Denisyuk used 
for his first holograms, grain growth was slowed down by high concentra
tion of KBr [2.39]. This emulsion had grain sizes of about 30 nm. TEA was 
utilized to sensitize the emulsion prior to use. The next step was to improve 
the so-called "Valenta layers" [2.44]. In this case it was possible to reduce 
grain sizes by instantaneous emulsification at a low temperature. A paper 
by Zagorskaya [2.63] describes this process. Here, the emulsification tem
perature was 32° C and chilled alcohol was used. Rapid melting of the coag
ulated emulsion in a steam bath provided reproducible results. A diffraction 
efficiency between 20.,.24% was obtained and the grain size was about 30 
nm. The basic parameters of Zagorskaya's emulsion are 
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Silver bromide 
Gelatin 
Excess bromide (Be) 

0.06 molll 
5 Wt.% 
om mol/l. 

The optimal exposure for the TEA-sensitized (0.2%) emulsion was 20 mJI 
cm2 • 

The experience gained from Valenta emulsions enabled Protas to make 
the high-quality plate LOI-2 (now called PFG-02). Protas was able to slow 
down grain growth during emulsification by increasing the number of 
growth centers and introducing special growth inhibitors. The best Russian 
emulsion ever made is probably the one achieved by Kirillov et al. [2.64,65]. 
In their case, grain growth was hampered by the fact that in the emulsifica
tion process, a highly diluted solution was used and the emulsion concentra
tion was increased by applying the method of gradual freezing and thawing. 
They used a rather diluted solution of emulsion containing 0.5;.1 % gelatin 
and the following method: Just after the emulsion has been mixed, it is 
poured into a beaker and frozen at a temperature between -100 C and 
-200 C or even lower. The emulsion is kept in the beaker for 10 to 15 hours. 
A rapid freezing method is also suggested. Here, a thin layer of emulsion is 
poured into an already chilled tray. The frozen emulsion is then chopped 
into small noodles and put on a grid for thawing. To speed up this process, 
the frozen emulsion noodles are showered using cold water (3;.5° C). During 
this process, the emulsion is at the same time washed in order to remove 
unwanted salts. When the temperature of the emulsion increases (about 
25;.30° C) and becomes liquid, it undergoes a gentle ripening. The process 
of freezing and thawing can be repeated several times iQ order to increase 
the concentration of the emulsion. It has been verified that the silver con
tent in the emulsion typically increases about ten times in this repeated pro
cess. The silver content of the emulsion is about 2;.2.5 gil at emulsification 
and 20;.30 gil after concentration. Sodium thiosulfate is added at a temper
ature of 30° to 32° C for 5 to 10 minutes. Then, gold sensitizing takes place 
for 5 minutes as well as optical sensitizing. A 20% gelatin solution is added 
to the emulsion before it is coated on glass plates. This type of emulsion is 
used for the PE-2 plates (now called PFG-03) which has a grain size of 
about 10 nm. Kirillov et al. [2.64,65] recommended a special developer for 
this material, which contains a high level of phenidone: 

Phenidone 
Hydroquinone 
Sodium sulfite 
Sodium hydroxide 
Potassium bromide 
I-phenyl-5-mercaptotetrazole 
Distilled water 

Development time 0.5 to 1 minute. 

7g 
20 g 
40 g 
20 g 
2g 
0.01 g 
I l. 

At the Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy in Moscow, Ryabova et 
al. [2.66] published a report on making emulsions for pulsed-laser hologra-
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phy with a sensitivity about 60 to 70 times higher than the PE-2 sensitivity. 
They discussed the following factors important in emulsion making: 

• The concentration of gelatin in the emulsification process. 
• The concentration of silver halide. 
• Excess of halides and silver nitrate during emulsification. 
• The presence and quantity of potassium iodide. 
• The presence of silver-halide Microcrystals Growth Inhibitors (MGI). 

In particular, the influence of MGIs was experimentally investigated. 
A MGI in the emulsion acts both as a grain growth inhibitor and a stabil
izer. Normal stabilizers (e.g., a sta-salt) are not needed in an emulsion with 
a MGI. The MGI reduces both the grain size and the distribution as well as 
increased the gamma-value of the emulsion. The MGI emulsions are also 
more stable and almost no fog is developing over several months of storage. 
A 12% drop in sensitivity was experienced after the first month but then it 
was stabilized. The content of metallic silver in the dry emulsion layer 
amounts to about 1.5 g/m2. The sensitivity of the new IAE material is typi
cally about 1 j.LJ/cm2, the resolution between 2000 to 3000 lines/mm and 
different versions of the emulsion have spectral sensitivity both for green 
and deep red (including infrared) pulsed lasers. 

An interesting investigation concerning emulsions of the Russian type 
has been described by Crespo et al. [2.67]. They have studied the influence 
of the silver-ion concentration in the emulsion on the diffraction efficiency 
of colloidal silver-halide holograms. The most common procedure used for 
these types of holograms is based on rather diluted emulsions processed in 
semi-physical developers in such a way that silver particles of the order of 
20 nm are obtained. A semi-physical developer contains not only a reducing 
agent but also a silver-halide dissolver (ChapA). In principle, during the 
development process Ag+ ions are reduced to metallic silver in the latent 
image centers. The number of these centers grows with increased exposure, 
whereas the number of silver ions in a given emulsion is constant, i.e. it is 
dependent solely on the concentration of silver in the emulsion and is inde
pendent of the exposure time. If the exposure time is short, few centers will 
be formed and silver ions will produce silver particles in the same way as 
when a conventional developer is used. The density of the emulsion will in
crease with exposure. However, above a certain exposure value (the number 
of latent image centers is high), due to the action of the semi-physical de
veloper, the number of silver ions transferred to every center diminishes 
considerably, which results in silver particles of a smaller size than for con
ventional processing, and which, in turn, causes a lower density of the 
emulsion, i.e. low absorption (colloidal silver). 

Reflection holograms in the work by Crespo et al. were made using 
different emulsions with a silver-ion concentration between 0.8 and 4.7 
g/m2. The sensitizer employed was pinacyanol and exposures were made 
with a 633 nm laser wavelength. The plates were hypersensitized being 
heated for 24 hours and then treated in a 0.5% TEA solution for 2 minutes 
before they were used. The developer applied for the processing was the 
Russian GP 2. Two development times were studied, namely 12 or 24 min-
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utes at 20° C without agitation. The influence of an additional heat treat
ment before exposure was also investigated (30 minutes at 95.,.100° C). 

The following conclusions were made in the paper: 

• The optimum silver concentration in the emulsion was found to be 1.1 
g/m2 with an emulsion thickness of about 10 p.m. 

• The development time in the GP 2 developer was 12 minutes without 
agitation at 20° C. 

• The highest optical density was obtained at the exposure of about 0.2 
mJ/cm2 , while the optimum diffraction efficiency was found at the 
exposure of about 0.6 mJ/cm2 (3 times higher) when the optical den
sity is reduced and colloidal silver is formed. 

• The additional heat treatment also improved the diffraction efficiency, 
hardening the emulsion and thus making it less prone to shrinkage 
during processing. 

• In general, the lower the concentration of silver ions in the emulsion, 
the longer the development time must be in order to obtain a high dif
fraction efficiency. 

From the discussion above it is clear why little success can be expected 
from the application of the semi-physical developing technique to the Wes
tern types of silver-halide materials which have a high silver content and 
rather large silver-halide grains. Normally, if this technique is applied to, 
e.g. Agfa materials, problems with silver precipitation on the emulsion sur
face combined with dispersion due to dichroic effects may occur [2.38]. It is 
also clear that due to the combination of very small grains in the emulsion 
and the demand for higher exposure in order to create colloidal silver 
during processing, Russian types of emulsions are much less sensitive com
pared to commercial silver-halide emulsions produced by Western photo
graphic companies. 

d) Sensitizing Dyes 

The most difficult part of emulsion-making is to find suitable sensitizers 
for, in particular, fine-grained materials. Commercial companies are usually 
very secretful about sensitizers they apply to their emulsions, which is why 
it is so hard to find any publication that gives comprehensive description of 
dyes or sensitizers. In particular, sensitizers for the deep-red part of the 
spectrum are difficult to find. There are two types of sensitization of pho
tographic emulsions. 

I. Chemical sensitization which refers to methods to obtain the highest 
possible sensitivity of the silver-halide crystals. Here, sulfur, gold and re
duction sensitization are common. 
2. Spectral sensitization which refers to methods to sensitize the silver
halide grains to light in a region of the spectrum in which they would nor
mally not absorb. Here, special dyes are used. 

In this section the second type of sensitization is of main interest. 
Chemical sensitization of holographic silver-halide emulsions has, in gen
eral, been discussed by Pantcheva et al. [2.68]. Emulsions intended for short 
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exposure times using pulsed lasers have been treated by Pangelova et al. 
[2.69]. 

As already mentioned, pure silver-halide crystals are only sensitive to 
light in the UV and violet parts of the spectrum. According to the Grot
thus-Draper law, only light which is absorbed can cause a chemical change. 
The formation of a latent image is a chemical change. Up to a certain 
photon energy, the silver-halide crystal alone can absorb the radiation ener
gy according to Planck's law (E = hll). The energy is high enough to raise 
the silver-halide molecule from the ground state to a higher state to free an 
electron which can combine with a silver ion and thus form a latent-image 
speck. For light of longer wavelengths the energy of individual photons are 
not high enough and no photon absorption takes place. Therefore, in order 
to record at other wavelengths within the electromagnetic spectrum the 
emulsion has to absorb the radiation in some way and transfer the energy to 
the silver-halide grain to produce a latent image. There are special dyes that 
can absorb light of different wavelengths. At certain wavelengths the mole
cules of the dye can absorb the radiation and the molecule is then raised to 
a higher state. This means that an electron is raised from the valence band 
to the conduction band. Now two things could happen: 

Either the electron is directly transferred to the silver-halide crystal to 
form· metallic silver by combining with a silver ion (electron transfer); or 
the electron formed by the dye will bring about an excitation of the silver
halide crystal, causing a bromide ion to part with an electron (energy 
transfer). The duration of the exited state of the dye molecule which is re
sponsible for the sensitization is very short, about 10-11 s. Both electron and 
energy transfer can take place depending on type of dye. By such mechan
isms it is possible to affect the silver-halide crystals to form a latent image 
at radiation of various wavelengths. 

Not only must such a dye absorb the light of a certain wavelength but 
also must it adsorb to the silver-halide crystal surface. Only if the dye is in 
intimate contact with the grain can it transfer the effect of the light. The 
force acting between the dye and halide molecules is of the Van der Waal 
type. If the dye is not in good contact with the grain or if it is located in 
the gelatin matrix the effect of it is a light-filtering function which actually 
reduces the intensity of the illumination in this region. 

The dyes used for the sensitization are mainly the cyanine dyes. They 
can be divided into two classes: the true cyanines and the merocyanines. 
Often the chalkocarbocyanines are used. More about these dyes can be 
found in Duffin's book [2.36]. Some of the dyes employed in Lippmann 
emulsions and holographic emulsions have already been mentioned and are 
listed in Table 2.4. 

A special sensitizer mentioned in one of the Russian papers that is 
claimed to be very good for holograms at the ruby-laser wavelength 
(694 nm) is the: 3-allyl-3' - ethyl-4' ,5' -diphenyl-4-keto-5(I "-ethyl-di
hydroQuinolilidene-4"-ethylidene) thiazolinothiazolocyanine bromide [2.70]. 
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2.2.3 Substrates for Holographic Emulsion 

The material on which the emulsion is coated has a strong bearing on the 
final quality of the hologram. The best choice is often a glass plate as it is 
mechanically stable and optically inactive. Also, the light-scattering noise 
level in clear glass is very low. In many applications of holography glass is 
actually the only possible support material. High-resolution imaging, holo
gram interferometry, Holographic Optical Elements (HOEs) and spatial 
filters are a few examples where a very stable emulsion support is impor
tant. In display holography it is also often convenient to use glass plates, 
mainly because of the need for stability when using CW lasers. Producing 
master plates for hologram-copying is another example when most hologra
phers choose glass plates. Yet another example is the use of glass in the re
cording of expensive art holograms where it is important to protect the 
emulsion well (if sealed with another glass plate after processing) against 
detrimental environmental effects (humidity, air pollution, etc.). 

The use of film substrates has been growing steadily in recent years, 
especially in display and industrial holography. In many cases, the use of 
film has many advantages as compared to that of glass (breakage, weight, 
cost, size, etc.). For example, for industrial applications, such as Holo
graphic NonDestructive Testing (HNDT), film substrates are often suf
ficient and more economical than glass. In display holography, hologram 
copying in larger quantities is done mainly on film (sometimes the copies 
are laminated to a stable substrate after processing). The increased use of 
pulsed lasers has made hologram recording simpler when utilizing film sub
strates. Finally, film substrates are exclusively employed in the production 
of large-format holograms. 

In Fig.2.l 0 the difference between holographic emulsions coated on 
glass or film substrates is illustrated. 

a) Glass Plates 

Holographic glass plates are commonly made of soda-lime glass of high 
quality (free from graininess and molecular orientation) with the help of 
the flat-drawn sheet or the float process method. The refractive index (re
fractive dispersion) of glass varies depending on the light wavelength and is 
about 1.516 for >. ~ 600 nm. Good optical quality and high mechanical and 
thermal stability of glass are the main advantages for glass as a substrate for 
holograms. Young's modulus for glass is 70.109 N/m2 and the thermal 
coefficient of expansion is only 8.1,10-6 cm/cm;o C. 

The glass thickness varies depending on the format and is between 1.0 
mm and 6 mm. Some manufacturers offer plates of different flatness. The 
standard plate format is between 50mmx50mm and 500mmx600mm. 

The emulsion coated onto untreated glass plates tends to peel off when 
dry, or frill off when it is wet. Therefore, a well cleaned glass plate is often 
pre coated with an extremely thin substratum of gelatin hardened with 
chrome alum, or sometimes with a layer of chrome-alum solution alone, for 
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Plain gelatin 
pressure reBef 

layer 

Substrate 

Plain gelatin anti-curl layer 
(with or without AH dye) 

~=======::k_.......:..A:.:..H:...:I:::.at..::.:.er (optional) 

Glass Film 

Fig.2.l0. Holographic silver-halide material. Holographic emulsion coated on glass and 
film substrates, including additional layers used in holographic materials 

the sake of making the underlayer of the subsequently applied emulsion 
very hard. This process is referred to as subbing. 

If one wants to remove the gelatin emulsion from existing plates in 
order to use the glass substrate for coating a new emulsion the old has to be 
dissolved away. This can be done using, e.g., a solution of sodium hypo
chlorite (Clorox, household bleach). A biologic detergent, such as Biotex, 
can also be taken advantage of. Soak the plate for about 30 minutes in a 
solution at a temperature of between 300 and 400 C. A faster way is to use a 
1 ;.2% solution of ammonium or sodium bifluoride in which the plates 
should be soaked for only 10 to 30 seconds otherwise the glass surface can 
be affected by the etching bath. An acid solution of sodium fluoride can al
so be used. 

b) Film Substrates 

Film substrates are of two types mainly: a polyester (polyethylene tere
phthalate) or a cellulose ester, commonly triacetate (cellulose triacetate) or 
acetate-butyrate. In addition to the light-sensitive emulsion coating (and the 
necessary subcoating), curl control and antihalation coating are often added 
here. Film may curl badly due to the variations in gelatin concentration 
caused by humidity. Therefore, a coating of pure gelatin is often applied to 
the back of the substrate to counteract the curl of the emulsion. If an ab-
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sorbing dye is added to such gelatin coating, it can serve as an antihalation 
layer at the same time. A film can also receive a coating for static protec
tion. The coating can be in the form of a layer containing matting particles, 
which prevents close surface-to-surface contact and the generation of static 
electricity upon separation. The matting layer (coated on both sides of the 
substrate) also prevents individual film sheets from sticking together due to 
humidity variations during storage. In holographic materials these coatings 
are sources of noise explaining why the quality of a film hologram (espe
cially on a polyester base) not always can be as good as a hologram recorded 
on glass. As a matter of fact, a thin layer of pure gelatin is often coated 
over the light sensitive emulsion (super coating). The reason for this is that, 
if this layer is not applied, emulsion grains affected by, e.g., pressure 
marks, could produce image defects during development. 

Various important aspects must be considered when choosing a film
base material for a given holographic application. Sprackling has published 
an investigation on the mechanical response of film materials [2.71]. The 
mechanical behavior of the base material, with or without the emulsion, is 
strongly viscoelastic. Polyester is mechanically more stable (Young's mod
ulus 4.5·109 N/m2) than triacetate (Young's modulus 3.8·109 N/m2 ) and it is 
also less sensitive to humidity. Because of the higher tensile strength, the 
polyester film can be made thinner than the triacetate film. On the other 
hand, it is birefringent and can cause many problems when recording re
flection holograms (where the reference beam has to pass the substrate). It 
also has a higher inherent scattering level. During the manufacture of poly
ester, the polymer is biaxially oriented when it is drawn and tentered so 
that it has different refractive indices for each of the three orthogonal di
rections (a,f3,1). Polyester shows larger wavelength-dependent variations in 
refractive dispersion than triacetate does. For polarized light entering the 
polyester material at normal incidence the refractive index for light at ). ~ 
600 nm is n"'7 = 1.66 and nr; = 1.65, respectively, depending on whether the 
electric field vector is oriented parallel or perpendicularly to the major axis. 
For polarized light propagating in the plane of the support the effective re
fractive index is typically na = 1.50. The refractive index for triacetate is 
about 1.48 at ). ~ 600 nm. This material is optically inactive and has a low 
inherent scattering level. 

In general, polyester is recommended for transmission holograms in 
cases when a mechanically stable base is important, whereas triacetate is 
more suitable for reflection holograms, where birefringence causes severe 
problems if polyester is used. The inherent scattering levels in these materi
als are discussed in Sect.2.3.3a. 

The thickness of film substrates for holography varies between 64 and 
200 p.m. Thinner film substrates apply to polyester only. Film materials are 
normally manufactured in sizes from 41X5" and up to 1.25x 10 m2 in rolls. 
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2.2.4 Antihalation Reduction for Holography 

Transmission holograms need sometimes to be protected by AntiHalation 
(AH) coating. Without that, the highly coherent laser light reflected (Fres
nel reflection) from all interfaces within the material and, in particular, 
from the back of the support material, will interfere with the recorded in
terference pattern and modulate it. This will result in a coarse pattern 
resembling a piece of grainy wood [2.72]. Since the highest refractive-index 
gradient occurs at the glass-air interface at the back of the plate, the 
strongest reflection is also produced there. The spurious interference pattern 
is not only aesthetically disturbing but it also gives a variation in the dif
fraction efficiency of the holographic image. The modulation can be quite 
strong so that a reflection of only 0.25% can create interference fringes 
with a modulation of 10%. 

a) Brewster-Angle Method 

Under certain conditions the reflected part is minimized, which happens 
when polarized light is incident at the so-called Brewster angle. This con
dition is frequently used in holography to minimize the internal reflections 
in the plates, when the plane-polarized reference beam is directed so that it 
hits the plate at the Brewster angle (Fig.2.ll). 

When the incident light is plane-polarized with the electric vector par
allel to the plane of incidence, it is referred to as p-polarization. When the 
electric vector is perpendicular to the plane of incidence, it is called s-pol-

--s Reflectivity 

1.0 

0.8 

0.6 

0.4 

0.2 

o 
o 

Reflection factor of a glass surface 
for p - and s -polarizations as a 
function of angle of incidence 

Fig.2.11. Polarized laser light incident on a plate at the Brewster angle. The incident 
light is plane-polarized with the electric vector parallel to the plane of incidence 
(p-polarization). At a certain angle of incidence the reflected p-polarized light will be 
zero. This angle /1s is called the Brewster angle and is given by tan /1s = n2 /n1' where 
n1 is the refractive index of the medium surrounding the material and n2 the refrac
tive index of the material 
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ariza/ion. The letters p and s stand for parallel and senkrecht (German). At 
a certain angle of incidence the reflected p-polarized light will be zero. 
This angle is called the Brewster angle and is given by 

(2.18) 

For a glass plate (n2 = 1.52) in air (n1 = 1.0) the Brewster angle liB is about 
56.7° . 

b) Additional Methods for Antihalation Reduction 

In addition to the Brewster-angle method, there are two other methods to 
reduce or eliminate the antihalation effect: 

• Matching the refractive-index difference at the interface and absorb
ing the transmitted radiation. 

• Using antireflection coating at the interface. 

The fact that internal reflections (caused by light reflections from the 
boundaries: glass/air and emulsion/air) in holograms affects the quality of 
the recording interference patterns was pointed out by Phillips et al. [2.101]. 
Actually, boundary reflections are also a problem when recording reflection 
holograms which have been discussed by Owen et al. [2.73]. The recording 
of volume-reflection gratings surrounded by an index-matching liquid was 
performed in that investigation. Concerning reflection holograms, the in
dex-matching technique or the Brewster-angle incidence can reduce the 
negative influence of the unwanted reflections. 

Concerning transmission holograms, if a suitable backing is not pro
vided by the manufacturer one can make use of several coating techniques 
which have been developed especially for holograms. Material which does 
come with an antihalation backing, is often insufficient and additional 
backing is necessary: 

I. To improve the commercial antihalation backing Richter and Carlson 
used a mixture of xylene and benzene as an index-matching liquid ap
plied between the recording plate and a black plate placed behind the 
recording plate [2.74]. The same technique (30% xylene and 70% chlo
robenzene in contact with a black painted ground glass) was also used 
by Chang and Bjorkstam [2.198]. 

2. A simple method to provide antihalation backing is to apply a black 
lacquer, which can easily be stripped off after processing. Black lac
quers are widely used in the graphics industry as they peel off easily 
from the substrate. In 1967, Foley and Wendt [2.75] published a paper 
describing a technique in which "Optical Black Lacquer 48-774" manu
factured by Pratt and Lambert, Inc. was used. This lacquer remains in
tact during processing and is easily peeled off after drying. In a more 
recent paper Wesly [2.76] mentioned that the "33 Metal Blocking Spray" 
from Universal Photonics, Inc. [2.77] is a good antihalation coating 
spray for holograms. The Universal X-59, Black Stripable Coating, 
which is applied with a brush, can be used, too. 
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3. An efficient but rather messy technique employed mainly for film is 
the use of water-soluble black ink for block printing, (e.g., Speedball 
Screen Print Ink) [2.76] mixed with water and applied to the back of 
the film. The ink also acts as an adhesive to attach the film to a suit
able support, such as a glass plate, for example, during exposure, 
which provides the necessary stability for CW laser holograms. After 
the material has been exposed, it is removed from the supporting glass 
plate and the ink is washed off by showering the back of the material. 
The ink is easily removed this way, but it must not come in contact 
with the gelatin, which makes it tricky to handle in a darkroom. 

4. Biedermann [2.78] recommended a coating consisting of a mixture of 
100 g polyvinylalcohol dissolved in one liter of boiling water. After the 
solution has cooled down, a suitable non-scattering dye is added. For 
the argon-laser wavelengths metanil yellow can be utilized, whereas 
methylene blue is used for red laser wavelengths. The dry coating can 
easily be peeled off after exposure before processing. Phillips [2.79] 
suggested also the use of non-scattering dyes, such as, e.g., a blue glass 
lacquer to be employed with red lasers for antihalation purposes. 

5. A simple dry method that causes sufficient reduction in the halation is 
the use of a black self-adhesive PVC masking tape method described 
by Soares [2.80]. 

6. Another dry method is to utilize the new black laminating materials 
for holography. They have an index matching adhesive and can be re
moved from glass plates before processing. The MACT AC MACal 
9800 series or MACbond B2978 can be applied for this purpose.[2.81]. 

2.3 The Holographic Recording Process 

2.3.1 Microscopic Characteristics. Latent-Image Forming Process 

For a comprehensive description of the formation of the latent image in a 
silver-halide emulsion the reader is referred to the Gurney-Matt concentra
tion theory [2.82,831 or the Mitchell concentration theory [2.84-86]. Re
cently, Tani published a paper on the physics of the latent image [2.87]. 
Briefly, the theory of forming a latent image in a silver-halide emulsion 
which can be later developed to a silver image, can be summarized in the 
following way. 

As the reader already knows, gelatin is a necessary component of pho
tographic emulsions. The reason for this is gelatin's unique combination of 
features mentioned earlier. One of the features not mentioned before is that 
gelatin contains labile sulfur compounds which easily decompose when 
heated, producing silver sulfide (Ag2S). The sensitivity specks that silver
halide grains exhibit on their surface and which are formed during the 
emulsion manufacturing process are made up of sulfur sulfide. According 
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to Mitchell, sensitivity specks play an important roll in forming the latent 
image. 

The silver-halide crystal is an n-type photoconductor with a valence 
band of electrons and with a conduction band in which injected electrons 
are free to migrate throughout the crystal until trapped by a lattice defect. 
During the exposure of an emulsion, photons are absorbed by the crystals. 
When a photon of sufficient energy is absorbed, an electron from the crys
tal is promoted to the conduction band, leaving behind a positive hole 
which is a free halogen atom: 

Ag+X- (silver-halide crystal) + hll -+ Ag+Xo + e- . (2.19) 

In Mitchell's theory the photogenerated hole is believed to be trapped 
at a surface sensitivity site by partial S2- charges from the adsorbed silver 
sulfide specks. This results in a positively charged Ag2 S+ particle, which 
dissociates into AgS and Ag+: 

Ag2 S+ -+ AgS + Ag+ . (2.20) 

The silver ion will then attract the photogenerated electron to form a silver 
atom, the so-called prespeck: 

Ag+ + e- +-+ Ago. (2.21) 

The Gurney-Mott theory describes this process in a slightly different 
way. Here, the free electron is first trapped by a positively charged surface 
lattice defect. Once trapped, the electron will attract an interstitial silver ion 
(Ag+) to the sensitivity site to form the silver atom prespeck (AgO). 

One isolated silver atom has an average lifetime of about one second, 
statistically. The lifetime can b~ calculated knowing the binding energy for 
the electron to the subspeck which has been experimentally measured to be 
about 0.70 eV. The Boltzmann statistical lifetime is then 

t = reEo / kT (2.22) 

where r = 10-12 is the estimated electron collision period, Eo is the binding 
energy, k Boltzmann's constant (1.3805.10-23 J/K), and T the temperature 
[KJ. For T = 300 K and Eo = 0.70 eV we have t ~ 1 s. 

In order to create a sublatent image speck on the silver-halide crystal 
where a diatomic silver molecule is formed by the process of nucleation, a 
second silver atom is needed at the site of the first silver atom during its 
lifetime: 

Ag + Ag+ + e- -+ Ag2 . (2.23) 

A subspeck of two atoms is stable at room temperature (Eo = 1.74eV, t 
= 1.7·1017 S). The sublatent image speck grows larger with further photon 
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absorption, resulting in photogenerated electrons. The lalent image is usu
ally regarded as a collection of a few silver atoms at one site produced by 
the reduction of silver ions in the process of photolysis. Silver formed in 
this way is known as photolytic silver. A latent image of at least three to 
four silver aloms is needed for developability. Developability means the 
formation of a latent image which has the catalytic property of increasing 
the development rate of silver-halide grains reduced to metallic silver by 
the reducing agent called developer. For all the exposed grains, chemical 
development will then reduce the entire silver-halide grains to metallic 
silver. 

The chemical sensitization of an emulsion is similar to the doping pro
cess of a semiconductor. The introduction of such impurities as sulfur, gold, 
or silver - alone or in combinations - into the emulsion increases the grain's 
sensitivity (finishing). The chemical reduction is induced by raising the 
temperature. Depending on the impurities which have been introduced into 
the emulsion the emulsion is called sulfur sensitized, gold sensitized, sulfur 
plus gold sensitized, or at times, reduction sensitized. The sensitivity of a 
grain is defined as the reciprocal of the number of absorbed photons neces
sary to produce developability of the grain. A highly sensitized grain re
quires fewer photons than a less sensitized grain to be developable. Grain 
size is, however, even more important for sensitivity: the larger the grain, 
the higher the sensitivity of the material. A typical large silver-halide grain 
with the volume of 1 J.Lm3 (=10-12 cm3 ) contains about 2'1010 silver ions. In 
such a grain just a few photons are expected to produce a stable latent im
age, which can later be used to trigger off the process of converting the 
entire grain to silver atoms. The overall amplification, from the quanta ab
sorbed to the silver atoms produced, can be greater than 109 in this process. 
For a typical holographic emulsion with the grain size of about 50 nm, the 
amount of silver ions in the grain is about 2.6'106 , which means an ampli
fication of about one million. However, this constitutes only about 1/1000 
of the sensitivity of a conventional high-speed photographic film. 

The latent-image-formation theory and its finer points will be further 
discussed in Sect 2.6.3. The mechanism behind reciprocity failure of photo
graphic materials' and latent-image fading will be treated in Chap.6. 

2.3.2 Macroscopic Characteristics 

Hologram recording on photographic materials has been given a more or 
less full account in many publications [2.88-105]. In brief, when recording 
the interference structures in an emulsion the following macroscopic aspects 
of the holographic recording process must be observed: 

The complex amplitude transmittance T a (x) of a holographic recording 
material can be written in a general manner as 

(2.24) 
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where ex is the absorption constant of the material, d the thickness, n the 
refractive index of the material, and >. the wavelength of the laser light. 
The amplitude transmittance T a is the square root of the transmittance T 

Ta = fl = IO-D/2 . (2.25) 

There are two main types of holograms: amplitude and phase holo
grams. In a pure amplitude hologram (<pt(x) = const.) only the absorption ex 
varies with the exposure (after processing), whereas in a pure phase holo
gram (ex = 0, !ta(x)! = 1) either n or d changes with the exposure. For the 
phase hologram the phase factor is 

<Pt = (271"/>') nd , 
tl<Pt = (271"/>.)[dtln + (n-1)tld]. 

(2.26) 

(2.27) 

If the hologram is thin, d ~ 0: Phase variations are then caused by surface 
relief variations only 

tl<Pt = (271"/>.)(n-1)tld. (2.28) 

If the hologram is thick and has a negligible surface relief (tld = 0), 
phase variations are caused by index variations only 

(2.29) 

In many cases the phase modulation in a hologram is a combination of 
the two different extreme types (a complex hologram). 

For amplitude holograms the amplitude transmission T a against ex
posure [2.199] (or log exposure [2.206]) is used instead of the R&D curve 
described in Sect.2.1.2b (Fig.2.l2). For a phase hologram the corresponding 
curve is the phase shift against a log exposure relation (Fig.2.l3). 

One should also get familiar with the following definitions in order to 
understand the recording process. The beam ratio (K-value) between the 
intensity of the reference beam Er and the object beam Eo is expressed as 
K = Er/Eo. This ratio may be considered the best if K = 1, but that is only 
true when making gratings and other optical elements. Using extended 
objects and operating at a K-value close to 1, intermodulation will take 
place resulting in increased noise and running into nonlinearities of the re
cording process. Hence, for extended objects the K-value has to be greater 
than 1 - in holography it is normally somewhere between 4 to 20. Even 
very large K-values can produce holograms of good quality but the diffrac
tion efficiency is then low. 

The K-value determines the modulation M j of the interference fringes 
created between the reference and the object waves: 

(2.30,31) 
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Fig.2.12. Amplitude transmission Tn versus the logarithm of exposure H used for the 
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Fig.2.13. Phase shift /1; versus the logarithm of exposure H used for the characteriza
tion of phase transmission holograms 
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If Er = Eo, then K = 1 and M j = 1: 

(2.32) 

For small values of M j , and K-values larger than 1: 

Note that the modulation is dependant on the degree of polarization 
between the beams. If both beams are linearly polarized in the same plane 
then the above relation is valid. If, however, the object beam is polarized in 
a plane at an angle t/J to the polarization plane of the reference beam, the 
modulation will be 

(2.33) 

The intensity in the recording plane varies according to 

(2.34) 

At the highest possible modulation (M j = 1, and Er = Eo): 

These variations are normally too large to be recorded within the linear part 
of the Ta -exposure curve, which is why distortions may occur resulting in 
higher-order images and cross-correlation. 

One of the most important hologram characteristics is its diffraction 
efficiency 'rJ. It is defined as the diffracted intensity E j of the wanted dif
fraction order of the hologram in relation to the incident intensity of the 
reconstruction beam Er: 'rJ = Ej/Er. In the definition of 'rJ the incidental 
light losses caused by surface reflection and base absorption should be sub
tracted but are often ignored in practice. 

Another important hologram characteristic is the signal-lo-noise ratio 
which will be discussed in Sect.2.3.3. The dynamic range of the recording 
material will also be discussed in the same section. 

There are many ways of categorizing holograms but here we are 
mainly interested in definitions related to the recording material and its 
processing. One of the valid criteria here is the thickness of the recording 
layer (as compared to the interference-fringe spacing within the layer), i.e. 
the layer coated on the material substrate. Holograms can thus be classified 
into "thin" or "thick" (sometimes also called "plane" or "volume" holograms, 
respectively). To distinguish between the two types, the Q-parameter is 
normally used; it is defined in the following way: 
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(2.35) 

where ). is the wavelength of the illuminating light, d the thickness of the 
layer, n the refractive index of the emulsion, and A the spacing between the 
recorded fringes. A hologram is considered thick if Q ~ 10, and thin when 
Q :$ 1. Holograms with Q-values between 1 and 10 are sometimes treated as 
thin and at other times as thick. 

Holograms can also be classified into amplitude holograms (holograms 
in which intensity variations of the interference pattern are converted to 
density variations in the finished hologram) and phase holograms (holo
grams in which intensity variations of the interference pattern are con
verted to variations in thickness and/or the refractive index in the finished 
hologram). If a hologram affects both amplitude and phase simultaneously 
it is termed a complex hologram. In the following sections the above menti
oned hologram types are described in brief. For a complete description of 
the above-mentioned hologram types the reader is referred to the more 
general books on holography mentioned in Chap. 1. 

a) Hologram Type: Thin Holograms 

The following short exposition of the theory of the thin holograms starts 
with the description of the recording process of thin amplitude holograms. 
This is because with this type of hologram it is easy to understand just how 
the information is recorded and what properties the reconstructed image 
will possess. 

For a given input modulation M j (II) of the interference fringes created 
between the object and the reference fields at a certain spatial frequency II, 
reduced modulation Me(lI) will be recorded in the silver-halide emulsion 
due to scattering that will occur within the emulsion. This effect increases 
with increased spatial frequencies. The Modulation Transfer Function of 
the material is normally used to describe this relation. 

Figure 2.l4 shows how the input modulation signal is recorded in the 
material. Both the theoretical D-logH and the Ta -logH curves are pre
sented. The derivative of the Ta -logH function is indicated as lal. An im
portant characteristic of diffraction efficiency is the function a(H) which is 
the derivative of T a with respect to 10gH, i.e., 

{ dTa 1 InlO 
a(H) = dlogHJH:= - -2- Ta (Hh(H) . (2.36) 

The second relation indicates that the diffracted flux is proportional to the 
square of the local gradient 'Y(H) of the D-logH curve. The diffraction ef
ficiency of the hologram is dependent on both a(H) and 'Y(H). The two will 
actually move in two opposite directions with increasing exposure. It is 
obvious that the maximum of the diffraction efficiency will be obtained in 
the toe region of the D-logH curve. This means that a steep bend in the toe 
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Fig.2.14. Holographic recording process. Recording of the input modulation signal in 
the material. The relation between log exposure H and density D or amplitude 
transmittance T in the developed hologram are shown. The derivative of the T a -logH 
function is the jal-curve. This is an important characteristic of diffraction efficiency. 
The diffracted flux is proportional to the square of the local gradient 1(H) of the D-
10gH curve. The diffraction efficiency of the hologram is dependent on both a(H) and 
1(H). The maximum diffraction efficiency will be obtained in the toe region of the D-
10gH curve [2.93] . 

region is more important than a high ,-value in the straight-line part of the 
D-logH curve. Operating close to the toe requires that the material has a 
low fog (and base fog) level. Biedermann showed that the Q2 values varied 
between I and 3 for various holographic materials present at the time of his 
investigation [2.1 00]. At the maximum 6:2 values the T a values are about 0.4 
to 0.5, which corresponds to density values of about 0.6 to 0.8. 

Intensity variations of an interference pattern are recorded as varia
tions in exposure and they increase proportionally to the exposure time. 
There is a choice between two different operating points. A minimum of 
harmonic distortion is obtained at the inflection point of the T a versus H 
curve where the gradient ,B(H) = dT a/dH has its maximum. The maximum 
diffraction efficiency will occur at the point where the gradient Q(H) of 
the T a versus 10gH is largest: 
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,B(H)H = H(dTa/dH) , 

,B(H)H = 10glOe(dTa/dlogH) = 0.434(dTa/dlogH) . 

(2.37) 

(2.38) 

The density curve normally indicates that the density increases with 
exposure, which takes place when the negative developing technique is ap
plied. However, Gabor showed that a gamma 0/ -2 is needed for a perfect 
linear recording using a positive interference pattern [2.104]. The reason for 
this is the following. Generally speaking, in photography a linear recording 
is such that the difference in density is proportional to the difference in the 
corresponding log exposure, with the constant of proportionality being the 
gamma value Ct) when operating along the straight-line portion of the 
H&D curve 

(2.39) 

In holography, as indicated above, it is the amplitude transmittance 
versus exposure which is of importance instead. Therefore, if transmittance 
is substituted for density in the above formula, we obtain 

log(1/T2) - log(1/T1) = 'Y(logH2 - logH1) , 

10gTl - logT2 = 'Y(logH2 - logH1) 

and with the amplitude transmittance 

log(Ta1 )2 - log(Ta2)2 = 'Y(logH2 - logH1) , 

10g(T adT a2) = log(H2 /H 1)''1/2 . 

(2.40) 

(2.41 ) 

(2.42) 

(2.43) 

The above indicates that a linear recording can be obtained only when 
'Y = 121· 'Y = +2 describes the negative recording process and 'Y = -2 the pos
itive one. 

In a pure in-line hologram, a positive image is obtained if a positive 
interference pattern is used in the hologram and the hologram is processed 
with a gamma value of -2. In this case the image intensity will be added to 
the bright background. If a negative pattern is used, the object contrast is 
reversed (the image intensity will then be subtracted from the bright back
ground) and a negative image is obtained, which will produce a correct 
negative image if a gamma value of +2 is used. 

Using the negative developing technique for an off -axis amplitude 
hologram, a negative image of the intensity distribution of the interference 
pattern is obtained in the final amplitude hologram. It is, however, possible 
to reconstruct the original wavefront from this negative recording. Both the 
positive and the negative recording 0/ the interference pattern reconstruct the 
same original wavefront according to Babinet's principle. The invariance of 
the reconstructed holographic wave front with the sign of the gamma value 
can be considered to be an exact form of this principle. The image recon
structed from the hologram will therefore always be a positive image of the 
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object. Nevertheless, there are ways of obtaining a negative. reconstructed 
image from such holograms. Nishida [2.105] has shown that using K < 1, 
i.e., when the object beam is of a higher intensity than the reference beam, 
one can produce a negative image or at least a partial negative image in 
direct transmission or image-plan~ holograms. Normally, recording with K 
< I is not advisable, which is why this technique has limited applications. 
Nishida also claimed that a negative image can be produced using a high 
bias exposure level, which will resemble photographic solarization. 

The modulation transfer function. Holographic silver-halide materials 
have high resolving power, which normally means that the Modulation 
Transfer Function (MTF), denoted by M(II), is close to one even at quite 
high spatial frequencies II. The MTF describes the results of light scattering 
in the emulsion during exposure. Figure 2.15 shows a typical holographic 
MTF compared with the MTF of conventional photographic materials. 

Several papers have appeared dealing with holographic MTF's as well 
as methods for obtaining an MTF of holographic materials [2.106-114]. 
Emulsions for conventional photography show an approximately exponen
tial line spread function which decreases to 1/10 at a width k of about 20 
jjm [2.106]. The thinner the layer is the better the MTF will be for a given 
type of emulsion. The mean diffusioll length is important, but it would be 
unrealistic to try to make very thin emulsions in order to reduce scattering. 
The way to improve the mean diffusion length would rather be to make 

MTF 
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photographic 
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o ~----------~----------,-----------~------~ 
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Fig.2.IS. Modulation Transfer Function (MTF) curves for a conventional photo
graphic material and a holographic material 
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very transparent emulsions with extremely fine grains. The photons enter
ing the emulsion should be either absorbed directly upon their first contact 
with a silver-halide grain or else leave the emulsion. They should not be al
lowed to get scattered by the grains and be absorbed later on. The directly 
absorbed photons will be represented by a o-function of the spread func
tion, which means that their Fourier transform is a constant extending the 
MTF to high spatial frequencies forming a plateau. The mean diffusion 
length in a typical holographic emulsion is increased by at least one order of 
magnitude compared to conventional photographic materials. The MTF can 
be described in the following way according to Frieser [2.l06] 

1 - P M(v) - p + ----'---:-
- 1 + (1rkv/2.3)2 

(2.44) 

where p is the fraction of photons absorbed at the first contact with a grain 
and (l-p) describes the photons absorbed after scattering. The parameter 
for the exponential line-spread function is k, the width at 1/10 of the max
imum, or k/2.3 at l/e. 

The MTF is wavelength dependent, a fact to be well aware of. And so, 
a material that performs very well in red laser light, may not perform so 
well at a blue laser line. The scattered part (l-p) that has not been used for 
information recording in the hologram is stilI coherent and can interfere 
with the reference field, producing a coherent noise pattern referred to as 
"diffusion mottle" by Biedermann [2.l 00]. When the exposing light fields 
and the scattered light are reflected (Fresnel or total) at the boundaries of 
the medium, more spurious patterns are exposed in the volume of the 
emulsion, which Biedermann refered to as "reflection mottle" [2.100]. 

Biedermann has also introduced the so-called "as-if -MTF' or "apparent 
MTF' [2.93,100]. Due to the adjacency or neighborhood developing effect 
during the processing of holograms it is possible to enhance the contrast of 
the fringes which can actually improve the MTF of an emulsion. The adja
cent effects will occur only if the developer has some silver-solvent com
pound added to it. The edge effect works in such a way that a fringe with 
high exposure will be developed to an increased density compared to a un
iform area exposed of the same level. The reason is that neighboring (less 
exposed) silver-halide grains will be slightly dissolved during the processing 
and thus contributing liberated silver ions which will be reduced to silver 
atoms at highly exposed grains in the fringe. Therefore these grains will 
contribute to a higher density of the fringe than motivated by the received 
exposure. These phenomena will be discussed in a greater detail in Chap.4. 

Diffraction efficiency. The recording material is exposed to the intensity 
of the interference pattern during a certain time t. If the intensity distribu
tion in the pattern is constant during the exposure, the total exposure of the 
material is 

H = Et (2.45) 
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where E is the average intensity plus the intensity modulation (depending 
on the beam ratio, the phase, the original object intensity variations, and 
the MTF of the material). If linear recording is assumed, these intensity 
variations will be recorded as density variations in the processed emulsion 
for an amplitude hologram. The density variations are causing an amplitude 
modulation of the reference beam, when the processed hologram is recon
structed. The amplitude modulation of the primary, first-order diffraction 
light is mainly of interest, since it contains the original scattered wavefront 
from the recorded object. This is the holographic image when recording 
diffuse wavefronts. The intensity of this light over the intensity of the light 
illuminating the holographic material is known as the diffraction efficiency 
T] of the hologram. Normally, light reflected from the interfaces are first 
subtracted, to obtain a more accurate value of the real diffraction ef
ficiency. 

Theoretical evaluation of the diffraction efficiency for different types 
of holograms (gratings) is straightforward and has been published in many 
papers and books. Therefore, in the following only a brief explanation will 
be given and the results concerning the diffraction efficiency under optimal 
conditions (e.g., Bragg condition satisfied) will be presented for various 
hologram (grating) types. 

Diffraction efficiency for amplitude holograms. The diffraction ef
ficiency T] of a thin amplitude hologram is 

(2.46) 

It is proportional to the square of the gradient of the T a vs 10gH curve, 
[a{H)], as well as to the squares of the input modulation M j and the Modu
lation transfer function M(II). The input modulation M j is K-dependent 
which is why the diffraction efficiency can be expressed in the following 
way as well 

(2.47) 

In the expression above, the input modulation is assumed to be not too high 
so that the recording will occur within the linear part of the T a 710gH 
curve. 

To estimate what the maximum diffraction efficiency can be (for a 
diffraction grating with an input modulation Mj = I) the following has to 
be considered. The amplitude transmittance of the exposed and processed 
grating is 

(2.48) 

The first term represents the average transmittance dependent on the aver
age exposure, whereas Tv is the amplitude of the spatially varying portion 
of the exposure H = tE 
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H = t[(02(X») + R2]MiM(v)cos(wx - ifJO) • (2.49) 

In order to achieve the maximum diffraction efficiency for the grating, Mi 
and M(v) must both be equal to I, and T a (x) should vary between 0 and I. 
Thus 

Ta(x) = t + tcos(wx - ifJo) , 

Ta(x) = t + tei(wx - ¢o) + te-i(wx-¢o) . 

(2.50) 

(2.51 ) 

The above equation shows that only one-fourth of the illuminating ampli
tude is diffracted into either the primary or the conjugate wave. The inten
sity in the primary diffracted wave is then only 1/16 of the intensity illu
minating the grating, which means that the maximum diffraction efficiency 
for a thin amplitude hologram is 6.25%. The diffraction efficiency obtain
able in an amplitude hologram of an extended object is always lower than 
the maximum value, normalIy 1 to 2% only. 

Diffraction efficiency for phase holograms. For a thin, lossless phase 
grating ITa (x) I = 1, which means that the complex amplitude transmittance 
is only phase dependent 

(2.52) 

If the phase shift produced by the recording medium is linearly propor
tional to the intensity in the interference pattern 

ifJ(x) = ifJo + ifJv cos~ (2.53) 

where ~ = !Po - {3x. 
The complex amplitude transmittance of th~ grating is 

(2.54) 

If the constant phase factor on the right-hand side of the equation above is 
neglected, this side can be expanded into the Fourier series 

+00 

Ta(x) = I inJn(ifJv)ein~ (2.55) 

n=-oo 

where In is the Bessel function of the first kind of order n. When a thin 
phase grating is illuminated, the light is diffracted into several orders. The 
diffracted amplitude in the nth order is proportional to the value of the 
Bessel function In{<pv). Since only the first order is of interest in hologra
phy, the amplitude of the light diffracted into order 1 is proportional to 
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J1 (cPv ) which has a maximum value of 0.58. Thus, the maximum diffraction 
efficiency for a thin phase hologram is (0.58)2 = 33.9%. This value is about 
five times higher than the diffraction efficiency obtainable for a thin amp
litude grating, which makes the production of phase holograms a desirable 
and attractive venture. An even more dramatic difference is experienced in 
volume holograms which will be studied in the next subsection. 

b) Hologram Type: Thick Holograms 

The thick or volume hologram represents a very important hologram type 
since it is here where, at least theoretically, the highest possible diffraction 
efficiency can be obtained. A simple theory of the first-order properties of 
thick holograms was presented by Gahor and Stroke [2.115]. A special 
theory known as the coupled-wave theory has been developed by Kogelnik 
[2.116]. In the analysis of a hologram formed with two plane waves, a sinu
soidal recording is used to find the different diffraction efficiencies. Only 
some results concerning the maximum diffraction efficiency predicted by 
this theory will be presented here. In general, the coupled-wave theory can 
be used to study, e.g., the angular and wavelength selectivity of a hologram. 
There are many papers specifically on the subject of volume gratings and 
volume holograms [2.117-160]. Recently, an alternative theory of diffrac
tion by modulated media was presented by Harthong [2.161]. A modulated 
medium is a medium in which the refractive index varies in such a manner 
that it is approximately periodic in small regions. Typical modulated media 
are holograms, because holograms record interference fringes, which are al
ways contour surfaces. The theory is devoted to the analysis of the wave 
propagation in modulated media with a period of the same order of magni
tude as the wavelength. The purpose of the paper was to give a method for 
treating the complete, three-dimensional problem in which an arbitrary 
shaped wave is diffracted by a medium of arbitrarily shaped modulation. A 
book on practical volume holography written by Syms has also been pub
lished [2.162]. 

Bragg's law and the Bragg condition are of importance for thick holo
grams (Fig.2.16): 

2d sinO = ).a /n (2.56) 

where 0 is half the angle between the reference and the object beams at the 
recording stage (as well as the angle between the illuminating and the dif
fracted beams and the scattering planes in the emulsion at reconstruction), 
d the spacing between the interference planes in the emulsion, ).a the wave
length in air, and n the average refractive index of the hologram medium. 

The following four types of thick holograms will be discussed, assum
ing that the recorded fringes are the sinusoidal variations of the refractive 
index or the absorbtion constant: Thick amplitude transmission. thick phase 
transmission. thick amplitude reflection. and thick phase reflection holo
grams. 
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Fig.2.16. Bragg condition. B is half the angle between the reference and the object 
beams at the recording stage, t/J is the angle between the normal and the reference 
beam at reconstruction, d is the spacing between the interference planes in the emul
sion, ~a is the wavelength in air, and D the average refractive index of the hologram 
medium. The Bragg angle (t/J .. B) is then given by 2dsinB = ~a/n 

For pure phase holograms no = n+n1 cos(211'x/ A) and for pure ampli
tude holograms Qo = Q+Ql cos(211'X/ A), where A is the period of the grating, 
and Q and n are the average values of the refractive index and the absorp
tion constant, respectively. In the following equations d is the thickness of 
the recording layer, >. the wavelength of the light, and 90 half the angle be
tween the recording reference and object beams. 

Thick transmission holograms. Providing that the Bragg condition is sat
isfied the diffraction efficiency for a pure phase transmission hologram is 
expressed by 

_ . 2(~) 
T}tp - sm >.cosOo . (2.57) 

The diffraction efficiency of a thick. phase hologram will be theoreti
cally 100% when n1 d = t(>.cosOo)' 

When the Bragg condition is satisfied the diffraction efficiency for a 
pure amplitude transmission hologram is given by 

-2ad/c0a80 • h2 ( Q1 d ) 
T}ta = e sm -2 1I • cosuo 

(2.58) 
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The maximum diffraction efficiency will occur when 0: = 0:1 , i.e., when the 
hologram is completely transparent at the absorption minima. The maxi
mum efficiency for a thick transmission grating at the Bragg condition will 
then be reached when o:d/cosOo= In3 = 1.1, which means 3.7%. In practice, 
most holograms are complex holograms and it may therefore be of interest 
to mention that the diffractive-efficiency contributions of the phase and 
amplitude parts are simply additive at the Bragg incidence. 

Thick reflection holograms. When the Bragg condition is satisfied the 
diffraction efficiency for a pure phase reflection hologram is expressed by 

_ 2(~) Tlrp - tanh ).coseo . (2.59) 

The diffraction efficiency for a thick reflection hologram approaches 
asymptotically 100% with increasing n1 d. For example, if n1 d/().cosOo) = I, 
a diffraction efficiency of 60% can be obtained. When the emulsion thick
ness is 20 j.Lm, eo = 0° , and ). = 600 nm, the expected necessary change in 
the refractive index amounts to n1 = 0.01. Such a change in the refractive 
index can be achieved for a bleached silver-halide material. 

The diffraction efficiency for a pure amplitude reflection hologram 
when the Bragg condition is satisfied, can be written as 

(2.60) 

The maximum diffraction efficiency will occur when 0: = 0:1 , i.e. when 
the hologram is completely transparent at the absorption minima. The max
imum efficiency for a thick reflection grating at the Bragg condition is ob
tained when o:d/coseo ~ 2, which corresponds to an optical density ~1.7, re
sulting in the maximum value of 7.2%. 

c) Summary of the Diffraction Efficiency 

The highest possible diffraction efficiencies obtainable for gratings are 
shown in Table 2.5. 

According to the efficiencies obtainable, predicted by the coupled
wave theory, it is obvious that for some applications only thick holograms 
of the phase type are of interest. Holographic optical elements possessing 
thick emulsion layers are usually extremely efficient and are therefore of 
great importance to practical holography. Diffraction efficiencies that can 
be obtained from extended, diffuse objects recorded in thick phase holo
grams have been studied by Upatnieks and Leonard [2.122]. They found 
that the theoretical maximum efficiency for a diffuse wavefront is 64%. 
The analysis of diffuse objects and a plane reference wave based on the 
coupled-wave theory can be found in a publication by Korzinin and Sukha-
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Table 2.5. Theoretical maximum diffraction efficiency for a grating 

Hologram type 
Modulation 
Efficiency 

Thin transmission 
Amplitude Phase 
6.25% 33.9% 

Thick transmission 
Amplitude Phase 
3.7% 100% 

Thick reflection 
Amplitude Phase 
7.2% 100% 

nov [2.147]. Lokshin et al. [2.148] gave an account of a quantitative experi
mental investigation on diffuse objects recorded on some Russian materials. 

The question about the influence of the thickness of the emulsion on 
the diffraction efficiency from a theoretical as well as a practical point of 
view is important. Smith [2.149] has studied the diffraction efficiency of 
amplitude transmission holograms as a function of emulsion thickness. He 
found that (under the assumption that the K-value is moderately high, at 
least >5) the diffraction efficiency is independent of the emulsion thick
ness. Experimentally, he found no change in diffraction efficiency above 
about 7-p.m emulsion thickness. Recently, Fimia et al. [2.150] carried out 
experiments of the Agfa 8E75 material with thicknesses of 7 and 14 p.m 
and found no difference in the diffraction efficiency between the two mat
erials. This was observed for diffuse-object holograms. However, an in
creased signal-to-noise ratio was noted for the thicker emulsion for pre
bleached densities between one and four. For densities above five no 
difference in the signal-to-noise ratio was found. Fimia et al. concluded 
that the intermodulation noise of diffuse-object holograms is dependant on 
the nonlinearity of the developer and the photochemical processes at the 
high density in multiplexed holograms. Kiemle [2.151] h;tS adopted the 
electrical ladder-network model to find an expression for the diffraction 
efficiency of the reflection phase hologram, which is actually dependent on 
the emulsion thickness. The theory predicts for a certain emulsion having a 
diffraction efficiency of 15% for a 7-p.m thick emulsion it will increase to 
50% at 20 p.m thickness and 76.4% at 50 p.m. Another contribution to the 
treatment of thick phase reflection holograms has been made by Hariharan 
[2.152]. The Kogelnik theory [2.116] indicates that the diffraction efficiency 
is directly proportional to the emulsion thickness and the refractive-index 
modulation. Hariharan has shown the existence of an optimal value for the 
emulsion thickness achieved as a result of a compromise between the ratio 
of peak diffraction efficiency and bandwidth at hologram reconstruction in 
white light. A thickness between 5 and 7 p.m seems to be a good comprom
ise according to the paper. Another fact mentioned is that an increase in the 
emulsion thickness will also cause an increase in the scattering within the 
emulsion which is due to the finite size of the grains. This is the reason 
why fine-grained emulsions are in high demand as well as improved pro
cessing methods giving higher refractive-index modulation for holograms 
of higher luminance. It is interesting to state that for thin or thick, ampli
tude or phase, transmission or reflection holograms the optimum thickness 
of a silver-halide emulsion is about 7 p.m. 
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Dammann [2.153] has demonstrated that the diffraction efficiency is 
limited to 18.4% for a thin phase hologram of a diffuse object compared to 
33.9% for the sinusoidal thin diffraction phase grating. Upatnieks and Leo
nard [2.123] found the diffraction efficiency to be 22% for a diffuse object 
recorded in a thin phase hologram. More information concerning diffuse 
objects including experimental work done in this area can be found in a 
paper by Clausen and Dammann [2.154]. Sidorovich [2.134] has analyzed the 
diffraction efficiency of three-dimensional phase holograms for the case of 
an arbitrary ratio of the beam intensities (K-values). Diffraction efficien
cies obtainable from holograms made on the recording material treated as a 
discrete-carrier material (here, the interference fringes are recorded by iso
lated particles dispersed in a binder; this procedure applies to silver-halide 
materials) have been presented by Kovachev et al. [2.155]. The paper con
tains information concerning the influence of the size, the optical properties 
and the concentration of the light-sensitive particles on the diffraction ef
ficiency. The results are presented as topograms. Zeldovich et al. [2.141] 
have shown that energy characteristics of both transmission and reflection 
speckle-field holograms differ considerably from the characteristics of 
plane-wave holograms. A classification of speckle-field holograms was pro
posed and volume holograms were investigated in detail. Korzinin and Suk
hanov [2.147] have presented interesting aspects of recording diffuse 
objects in volume phase holograms. They found that the optimum K-value 
from an energy point of view depends on the geometry of the recording 
scheme. When recording a hologram of a diffuse object one should use an 
obliquely incident reference beam. If the angle of incidence of the object 
beam is reduced, the efficiency of the hologram is increased. Diffusely 
scattering objects recorded in thick layer transmission holograms have been 
treated by Staselko and Churaev [2.156]. In Chap.5, some volume effects 
directly related to phase holograms will be described in some detail. 

A special phenomenon that occurs in volume holograms with strong 
coupling, is a secondary scattering effect that can cause scattering rings or 
general noise. Ragnarssoll [2.157] has explained the factors causing these ef
fects using a modification of the Ewald-sphere concept, previously expla
ined by Forshaw [2.158]. Ragnarsson used extremely thick silver-halide 
emulsions (about 400j.Lm) in order to experimentally verify how internally 
scattered light is affected by the Bragg condition producing image disturb
ing scattering rings and Kossel lines. The secondary scattering effect has al
so been treated by Yakimovich [2.159]. 

Recently, Dubois et al. [2.160] developed a new integral model of the 
diffraction process for thick holograms that makes possible the derivation 
of analytical solutions. The new theory predicts the same holographic beha
vior as does the coupled-wave theory when the hologram size is large with 
respect to the thickness of the material and for diffraction efficiencies up 
to 25%. When the size of the hologram is smaller and when the recording 
and reconstructing wavelengths are different the new theory is more ac
curate. Dubois et al. claimed that the new theory makes it possible to handle 
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holographic problems more easily than using the coupled-wave theory. The 
earlier-mentioned modulation theory introduced by Harthong [2.161] can 
also be compared with this new theory as well as Kogelnik's theory for 
volume holograms [2.116]. 

d) Holographic Exposure Index 

The fact that a certain optical density in an amplitude holographic plate has 
very little meaning as regards the reconstructed image quality, led to the in
troduction of the Holographic Exposure Index (HEI) by Biedermann [2.93]. 
HEI is a figure which should be a better means of describing the holo
graphic recording process. The HEI value SI1 is defined as the sensitometric 
speed Sj divided by the holographic expenditure factor X 

SI1 = SJX. (2.61) 

In a holographic system a certain amount of radiant flux has to be used 
to illuminate the object in order to achieve a desired diffraction efficiency 
T}. Hence, exposure time th necessary for a hologram to undergo the average 
required exposure H j becomes X times as long as the exposure time (tmin) 
which corresponds to the hypotethical case of sending all the laser flux 
through the reference beam alone. For a given material the tmin exposure 
time is correlated with the sensitometric speed value Sj for that material. In 
order to estimate the value of the expenditure factor X, the reflectivity r of 
the object must be known. The flux scattered from the object is normally 
considerably reduced, compared to the object illuminating flux, which is 
why r « 1. If q is the ratio by which the beam splitter divides the laser 
beam into the reference and the object beams, the reflectivity r is 

r = q/K (2.62) 

where K = Er/Eo. 
The polarization of the light scattered from the object will also affect 

the recording. If ,p is a fraction of the object-field flux linearly polarized 
parallel to the reference field, ,p will normally be ~ 1. The expenditure 
factor X is a function of diffraction efficiency T}, and therefore 

X = _t_h_ = 1 + ____ -,,-.:...I_-.....:r~---_ 
tmin r,p[log2(e)et~axM2(ZI)/T} - IN] 

(2.63) 

In the above formula the et-value (amplitude holograms) can be substi
tuted by the corresponding r-value at the operating point for phase holo
grams. A decrease of the expenditure factor gives an increase of SI1' which 
indicates a shorter exposure time. Possibilities to increase the HEI value of 
holographic materials, which involve hypersensitization techniques, as well 
as other methods for increasing the sensitivity of holographic materials will 
be discussed in Chap.6. 
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Leonard and Smirl [2.163] presented two other figures of merit: Q and 
A. Q is defined as the maximum diffraction efficiency divided by the 
signal beam exposure, valid only for high values of K. (K > 100). A is de
fined similarly for the maximum contrast instead. Leonard and Smirl also 
used the following model: Ta = [b/(b+Hd)]c, from which the A and Q 
values could be calculated for a given recording material. In the formula, b, 
c, and d are constants depending on the material and its processing, and H 
is the total exposure. Q and A values presented in the above mentioned 
work apply to different commercial materials existing at the time of the in
vestigation. 

Finally, it should be mentioned that Lin [2.94] described a rather gen
eral and interesting method of characterizing recording materials for holo
graphy. He used the following relation: V17 = S(H)Mj, where 7] is the dif
fraction efficiency, (H) the average exposure, M j the modulation (or visi
bility) of the interference fringes and S a constant ("holographic sensitiv
ity") for a given material. For a perfect recording material, the curves of ..;r, 
versus (H) with M j being constant as a parameter, as well as curves of ..;r, 
versus M j with (H) being constant as a parameter are straight lines 
(Fig.2.l7). 

Such curves can easily be plotted for different real recording materials, 
since 7], (H), and Mj are all measurable quantities. In this case, the curves 
are straight lines only within limited ranges of 7], (H), and Mj. Within these 
ranges the material has a linear response, which is why it can be regarded 
as ideal. Outside these regions, the curves indicate nonlinear recording and 
suggest other unwanted behavior. The following information concerning the 
particular recording material can be obtained froni such curves: 

• The range of modulation M j (or K-value) within which the recording 
is linear, which is indicated by the straight-line part of the V17 vs M j 

curve at an appropriate average exposure (H). 
• The maximum achievable diffraction efficiency 7]. 

• The exposure sensitivity, i.e., the exposure value needed to obtain a 
certain diffraction efficiency 7] at a fixed modulation value M j or for a 
fixed K-value. 

• The optimum average exposure (H) for the best compromise between a 
large range of linearity and high diffraction efficiency. 

The holographic sensitivity expressed as S = V17 I( (H) M j ) is constant 
only for a perfect material having any combination of 7], (H) and M j. For a 
real material, the holographic sensitivity can be determined by taking the 
slope of the linear region of a V17 vs Mj curve and dividing it by the aver
age exposure (H) at the center of the linear region. These S-values can be 
expressed in m2 /J for real materials, where these values represent the larg
est area (m2) of a given material that can be exposed with the energy of 
one Joule. 

Some S-values for the following materials were presented in the paper: 

Kodak 649-F, amplitude hologram 0.26 m2 /J 
Kodak 649-F, phase hologram 0.04 m2 /J 
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Fig.2.l7a-d. Lin's holographic sensitivity curves for both ideal and real recording 
materials [2.94J. (a) v'ii-lio characteristics of the ideal recording material, (b) v'ii- V 
characteristics of the ideal recording material, (c) composite v'ii -lio characteristics of 
real recording materials, and (d) composite v'ii- V characteristics of real recording 
materials (77: diffraction efficiency, lio: average exposure value, R: irradiance ratio of 
interfering plane waves, V: fringe visibility) 

Agfa IOE70 amplitude hologram 
Dichromated gelatin hologram 

7.3 m2 /J 
0.0065 m2 /J . 

The most practical side to this way of characterizing holographic mate
rials (using the Vr7-Mj curve) is that different materials or hologram types 
can be compared directly to each other and that they can also be related to 
an ideal material. However, there are two important properties of the re
cording material not reflected in these curves, namely the spatial frequency 
response (the MTF of the material) and the influence of noise on the re
cording due to scattering within the emulsion. 

2.3.3 Noise 

a) Noise Factors 

Noise is often the most important image-degradation factor, particularly 
when the object wave is weak as compared to the reference field (this ac-
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cording to Goodman [2.164]). Apart from speckle noise caused by coherent 
illumination necessary for hologram recording, there are specific material
associated noise factors which fall into the four main groups: 
I) Nonlinearity noise which is caused by the nonlinear input-output 

relationship in the holographic recording process. 
II) Phase noise or intermodulaJioll noise which occurs in diffuse objects. 

Here, the self-interference of the object light is recorded as a low fre
quency interference pattern in the hologram emulsion which in some 
cases diffracts unwanted light into and around the holographic image. 

III) Surface-relief noise which is caused by a distortion of the emulsion 
surface due to, e.g., chemical processing. 

IV) Emulsion-grain noise which is caused by the granular structure of the 
photosensitive layer in photographic materials (including also noise 
caused by the substrate material on which the emulsion is coated). 
In this section the fourth noise factor will be treated in greater detail 

since it is the one that plays an important role in all hologram recording and 
can be directly related to silver-halide recording materials. Noise problem 
in holography has been studied in several papers [2.165-189J. For reasons 
given by Biedermann [2.173] it seems to be more appropriate to use the 
term scattered flux spectrum rather than the common term grain noise. 
Arguments have also been raised against the usage of the term intermodula
tion noise, since, as it is casual rather than truly random in nature, it might 
more accurately be called intermodulation degradation [2.171 J. The upper 
limit of the dynamic range of a holographic recording is set by noise from 
Group I and II, and the lower limit is set by noise from Group IV. 

The noise background limits the weakest signal that can be recorded in 
a holographic system. Goodman [2.l64] pointed out that the spatial fluctua
tions in the background coherent light should be regarded as noise in a 
holographic emulsion. Biedermann [2.173] has shown that the noise level in 
a coherent system is different from the noise level in an incoherent one due 
to diffusion mottle in the emulsion produced by the coherent light in the 
first case. The diffusion mottle increases the noise level by a factor of 1.5 in 
a coherent optical system as compared to the incoherent system. 

Helstrom [2.165J has computed the average value {En} of the back
ground noise light in emulsions. Goodman [2.164] defined the relevant 
signal-to-noise ratio as the ratio between the deterministic reconstruction 
image intensity E j at a given point and the standard deviation (1 of the total 
image intensity in the vicinity of that point, i.e., 

(2.64) 

If Ed {En} » I , which means that the image point is easily detectable 
in the background-noise field, then 

(2.65) 
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In general, the signal-to-noise ratio is a monotonically increasing func
tion of the signal-to-background ratio EJ(En}. In order to calculate the 
grain noise in the emulsion simple models can be used, e.g., the checker
board or the overlapping circular grain model [2.l90]. Both models predict 
that the maximum signal-to-noise ratio for amplitude transmission values 
will be in the range of 0.5 to 0.6. These models will be discussed again later, 
when a comparison of experimental results is made with what can be pred
icted from these models. 

Burckhardt [2.l66] presented some experimental data on Wiener spectra 
for holographic emulsions. The Wiener spectrum also measured by Bieder
mann [2.173], Vilkomersoll [2.l76], and Smith [2.l81] for holographic mate
rials, describes noise distribution in space from all points. The noise level at 
a particular point in' space is measured over a particular area (bandwidth). 
The early papers treated the only holographic plate of the time - the Kodak 
649-F spectroscopic plate - which is why most of the information presented 
concerns this particular material. For 649-F, Burckhardt showed that the 
storage capacity of this plate was two orders of magnitude lower than that 
of a hypothetical noiseless emulsion. Kozma [2.168] as well as Urbach and 
Meier [2.l70, 171] presented interesting calculations based on noise charac
teristics for Kodak 649-F. For a point object (an object that emits light in 
all directions) we have 

(2.66) 

where K is the MTF M(v) for a Fourier transform hologram, X the slope of 
the Ta-H curve, Hr the reference exposure (ex IrI2), Ho the object ex
posure (ex 101 2), Qh the recording area of the holographic plate, and rp(v) the 
value of the Wiener spectrum at an appropriately chosen spatial frequency 
v. 

In this case we consider the distribution of noise in one dimension 
only. The function rp(vx;vy) is in reality two-dimensional but Vy can be 
regarded to be zero for a simpler analysis. 

Sometimes it is more convenient to use 

(2.67) 

where e = X Hr is the slope of the normalized T a - H curve, and m2 is 
Ho/Hr in this case. For Kodak 649-F at an amplitude transmission of 
0.529, rp(v) is according to Kozma [2.l68] 

rp(v) = e-O.OO24811 .10-8 mm2 • (2.68) 

It is now possible to calculate (Ho/Hr)min, i.e. the weakest point
source object that can be recorded by the Kodak 649-F material. Say that 
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we wish Edu to equal 5 in order to easily identify the object image in the 
hologram. If Edu = 5 then 

E· 
(E~) = 50 . (2.69) 

If we choose the spatial frequency II to be 300 lines/mm, for example, 
which corresponds to the angle of ~100 , the MTF for the Kodak 649-F 
plate will be 0.95 at this frequency. M(300) = 0.95 (=K). The slope e of the 
normalized Ta-H-curve at Ta = 0.5 will then be 0.56 for 649-F developed 
for 5 minutes at a temperature of 200 C in the Kodak D- 1 9 developer. By 
combining (2.67 and 68) we obtain 

( Ho) 50e-O.OO248·300. 10-8 

Hr min = (0.95)2 (0.56)2Qh 

which gives 

For a lOx 10 mm2 hologram 

(Ho). = 8.4.10-9 , 
Hr nun 

and for a 100x 100 mm2 hologram 

(Ho). = 8.4.10-11 • 
Hr nun 

(2.70) 

(2.71) 

If, however, the angular distribution of the object light is limited, we 
will not gain anything by increasing the holographic plate area Qh' If the 
illumination from the object is limited to the area Qo in the plane of the 
holographic plate then 

(2.72) 

If we now consider an object with a diffuse surface containing N 
resolved object points Ho' then H. = NHo 
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(2.73) 

If the object is a square with side Lo positioned at the distance d j 

from a square holographic plate with side L, then the object consists of 

L 2 
N= ° 

()'dj/L) 2 

resolved points. The area is 0h = L2. Then 

E j K 2e2).2(Hs/Hr) 

(En) = cP{1I)(Lo/d j )2 

(2.74) 

(2.75) 

Ej/(En} is then independent of the size of the holographic plate but it is 
inversely proportional to the square of the angular size of the object. 

Knowing the sensitivity of the Kodak 649-F plate (at a certain wave
length) to be ~110 jJ.J/cm2 for Ta = 0.5, (Ho)min will be 9.2.10-9 jJ.J/cm2 
for a point-source object recorded in a 100 cm2 hologram. 

b) Dynamic Range 

The upper limit of the object intensity guarantees that the holographic re
cording is confined to the linear region of the T a - H -curve. According to 
one of the early investigations on the Kodak 649-F material, the K-value 
should be larger or equal to 13.5 for linear recordings [2.90]. 

The maximum value of the object/reference exposure ratio is 

( Ho) = 7.4.10-2 • 
Hr max 

Knowing the upper and the lower limits for the object light it is possible to 
calculate the dynamic range of the recording in a hologram. King has dis
cussed the dynamic range of holographic materials in some detail and de
scribed methods for measuring it [2.91,92]. He has also introduced a figure 
of merit, which is found by dividing the dynamic range by the energy re
quired to bias the recording material at the proper exposure point. This 
ratio, which is called the dynamic-range efficiency of the material, can be 
interpreted as the dynamic range of a hologram per unit optical-energy in
put. Materials with high dynamic-range efficiency are preferable to the 
ones whose ratio is low. Compare also the HEI-values presented in Sect. 
2.3.2f. 

The dynamic range for the Kodak 649-F material in the example 
above is then 

H 10-2 
o,max = 7.4. = 8.8. 106 a . 

Ho,min (8.4· 10-9)/0 
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For a hologram recorded on a 125 cm2 plate the dynamic range is 
1.1.109 (-90dB). The Kodak 649-F plate used for the above calculations is 
coated with a silver-halide emulsion that can be considered representative 
of the contemporary materials for holography as regards scattering. The 
dynamic range that can be captured in a hologram exceeds the range of any 
other imaging technology known today. The reason for this is that the high
intensity parts of the holographic object are not focussed on any particular 
part of the emulsion (as is the case in photography, which means running 
into nonlinearity of the recording process) but that they are spread over the 
entire recording area of the holographic material. Leith [2.88] has investi
gated the dynamic range for conventional film materials used in coherent 
optical systems and found that the dynamic range for Kodak Tri-X film, 
for example, is 19 dB for a l-mm aperture, and 35 dB for a 40 mm aper
ture. The dynamic range is increased by 3 dB each time the aperture is 
doubled. In photography it is not practical to increase the recording aper
ture too much because of the limitations on the imaging lens system. In 
holography, in principle, the problem associated with the use of very large 
recording apertures (very large plates) does not exist. 

Biedermann [2.1 00,173] and several others [2.l68, 176, 181] investigated 
the relationship between emulsion and scattering (scattering actually limits 
the dynamic range of a holographic recording) in both the Kodak 649-F 
material and other emulsions. Let us compare some of these results for v = 
300 lines/mm (corresponding to the angle of _10 0 between the beams). 

Table 2.6. Scatter noise in different holographic recording emulsions and substrates 

Material 
Scattering values (xI0-9 mm2 ) 

Kodak Agfa Agfa DCG Glass Brewster 
649-F 10£70 8£70 window 

Kozma [2.168] 4.7 
Smith [2.181] 1.7 
ViIkomerson [2.176] 8.0 
Biedermann [2.100] 1.5 

25 
3.0 

0.12 
0.8 0.01 

2.0 0.5 

Polyester 
substrate 

10 

Interesting experiments regarding scattering in different film substrate 
materials as well as various holographic recording materials from Russia 
were reported by Stozharova [2.183]. In particular, it should be noticed that 
for the high-resolution materials the scattering from the base material 
(cellulose acetate or polyester bases) is the biggest contributor to noise. The 
thicker the base material, the more scattering is observed. 
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c) Models of Holographic Emulsions 

The checkerboard model, already mentioned, can be used for computing 
the noise level in an emulsion for a holographic recording. The emulsion 
grains are assumed to be regularly spaced squares (side L, area Ag: L2). 
O'Neill [2.190] has shown that the predicted noise-power spectrum has the 
following form 

(2.76) 

where T is the transmission of the emulsion, L the side of the square grain 
in the checkerboard, and v the radian frequency of the spectrum. 

The length L of the grain in the above model is not the physical meas
urement of the silver-halide grain size but a correlation length, i.e. a meas
ure of the distance which is parallel to the surface of the emulsion over 
which the transmission does not change appreciably. The model does not 
include multiple scattering, overlapping, etc., that occur in a real, three-di
mensional emulsion. 

For the 649-F plate, Vilkomerson [2.176] compared the theoretical 
values predicted by the model with the measured values. Using the check
erboard model he found, for example, that for 

T = 0.75, L = 0.2,10-3 mm, 
vx = 300 lines/mm and Vy = 540 lines/mm , 

Stheory = 7.10-9 mm2 , Smeasured - 10-8 mm2 • 

A more accurate model for the emulsion is the overlapping circular 
grain model [2.190] in which one assumes that the grains are of circular 
shape (diameter L). They are either perfectly opaque or perfectly transpar
ent. The area of a single grain is then Ag = 1r(L/2) 2 . Grain centers are as
sumed to be randomly distributed with the uniform probability over the 
emulsion area. Goodman [2.164] has shown that 

(2.77) 

where 
1 

G(Tb) = c L(Tb2-F(e) - Tb2)€d€ (2.78) 

(2.79) 

and Ep is the intensity over the area of the holographic plate, ah the area of 
the holographic plate, Ag the area of the grain in the model, ). the wave
length of the light, d j the distance to the image, c a constant depending on 
the material (for Kodak 649-F: c = 8), and T b the bias transmittance. 
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Both models disregard the fact that in a real emulsion grains would 
vary in size and shape and would have different transmittance values, also 
that the emulsion's thickness is not zero. 

Phillips et al. [2.191] and Phillips [2.192,193] discussed scattering in 
silver-halide emulsions from the concept of the mean diffusion length. 
Photographic layers for commercial holographic materials are normally 
about 7 J.l.m thick. The emulsion consists of small silver-halide crystals in a 
gelatin matrix. In 1871, Lord Rayleigh suggested that light scattering from 
these crystals would be proportional to the sixth power of their radius for a 
given wavelength and would increase with the inverse fourth power of the 
wavelength as the wavelength decreases. If the radius of the silver-halide 
crystals is a and the number per unit volume of the layer is N, then 

4dN1I'"as p 
3 = mAgH (2.80) 

where p denotes the density of silver halide, mAgH is the mass of silver
halide unit area, and d the thickness of the emulsion. The atomic weight of 
silver is 108 and that of bromine is 80. Then 

mAgH = 188/108 mAg , 
mAg = 5 g/m2 (for Agfa materials) , 
p AgBr = 6.47 g/cms . 

Therefore, an emulsion with the grain size of 2a = 30 nm will give 

N = - - - .10-4 -'10-4 ,.., 1016 grams/cms 3 (J88)4 2 3 . 
411'" 108 3 6.5 - , 

i.e., the gelatin layer has approximately 1016 grains/cms . A change in grain 
size usually means that the same amount of silver bromide would be shared 
between fewer but larger grains which, in turn, means that N as is constant. 
For the following Agfa materials we have 

8E-materials: 2a = 30 nm 2 -+ N8E - 1016 grains/cmS , 

lOE-materials: 2a = 90 nm --+ NlOE - 1011 grains/cms . 

The scattered intensity Is of light off these small particles is S ex N da6 • 

But since Nas is constant, Is is therefore ex as. which means that light-scat
tering varies with the cube of the grain size. Phillips et al. [2.191] have in
troduced the parameter f denoting the ratio of scatter mean free path to the 
emulsion thickness, which can be used as a figure of merit to describe the 
holographic recording layer, namely 

2 The real grain size of the Agfa 8E emulsion is about 44 nm (precoated about 35nm). 
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f = J/(NO'RSd) (2.S J) 

where N denotes the number of grains/unit volume, d the emulsion thick
ness, and O'RS the Rayleigh scatter cross section being 

(2.S2) 

with .Aa being the wavelength of the light in air, nG the refractive index of 
the gelatin (nG = J .54), the nH the refractive index of the halide grain 
(nAgBr = 2.236), and 5 the grain diameter. 

The numerical value of f for the Agfa lOE-materials is ~O.6 and for 
the SE-materials ~5, which indicates that the SE-material is just on the 
border of acceptability for the use in holographic recordings when the 
emulsion thickness is -6 pm. The lOE-material will have a higher scattering 
level which makes it difficult to be used for high-quality holographic im
aging, especially, in the reflection regime (Denisyuk holography). 

2.3.4 Recording Materials 
from the Quantum-Theoretic Point of View 

a) Theoretic Considerations 

The process of photographic exposure was first considered from the quan
tum-mechanical point of view by Silberstein [2.l94, 195]. Goodman [2.l64] 
and Goodman et al. [2.169] have also treated the holographic recording pro
cess in this way. 

The physical limitations on the signal-to-noise ratio in the recon
structed image are related to the mechanism by which the object exposure 
variations are transformed into variations of transmittance in the recording 
material. The sensitivity of a grain from the quantum point of view is de
scribed by two numbers: 
• The probability € that the photon will be absorbed by a grain, which is 

referred to as quantum efficiency of the grain. 
• The minimum number m of absorbed photons required to make a 

grain developable, which is called the quantum threshold of the grain. 
Using the checkerboard model and on the assumption that the arrivals 

of photons are Poisson-distributed, the probability that a grain will become 
opaque during the development is 

00 

Prob(t=O) = I 
k=m 

(€N)k -
--exp(-€N) 

k! 

and the probability that the grain remains transparent is 

(2.S3) 
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m-I 
~ (f~)k --

Prob(t=l) = L klexp(-f~) (2.84) 

k=O 

where t is the transmittance of an individual grain, and ~ the average num
ber of photons incident on the grain during exposure. ~ is then 

-- HTA 
~ = :..:£...I 

hv 
(2.85) 

with HT being the total exposure, Ag the area of the grain, h th~ Planck 
constant, and v the light frequency. The expected transmittance t of the 
film at any point is then given by 

t = O· Prob(t=O) + I· Prob(t= 1) , (2.86) 

m-I 
~ (f~)k --

t = L klexp( -f~) . (2.87) 

k=O 

The standard deviation of the grain transmittance is 

(2.88) 

The bias transmittance T b is determined by the exposure from the 
reference HR mainly, when considering a weak object field, i.e., 

(2.89) 

(2.90) 

(2.91) 

Direct differentiation of T b with respect to HR gives the slope of the 
Ta -H curve 

(2.92) 
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Substitution of (2.91 and 92) into the expression for EJ(En} for the 
checkerboard model gives after some mathematical steps 

(2.93) 

(mr )2m-l e-mr 

Qm = m-I m-I 

[(m-I)!]2{ L [(mr)k /k!]} {I - L [(mr)k /k!]e-mr } 

(2.94) 

k=O k=O 

(2.95) 

No is the average number of photons from the object point striking any 
part of the entire holographic film Qh' Qm depends on the quantum thres
hold, but is independent of E. The product (mr) can be set to any desired 
level regardless of E (the reference beam exposure). For a perfect recording 
material (E= I, m= 1) Qm = I. However, it can be shown that Qm > 2/1r, re
gardless of how large m may be. Therefore, the signal-to-noise ratio (S:N) 
is approximately 

(2.96) 

It should be noted that the effective sensitivity in the holographic re
cording technique is independent of the quantum threshold m. It is propor
tional only to E. In holography the reference beam does more than just ex
posing the film to a certain bias level. The fact that it is coherent with the 
object beam is of great importance. The total exposure of the film is 

(2.97) 

where w is the spatial frequency due to the angle between the object and 
the reference beams, O(x) is the remaining phase difference between the 
object and the reference beams at each point. The information-bearing 
fringes have an amplitude that is proportional to J(HR Ho) rather than to 
Ho alone. In heterodyne detection this is referred to as the conversion gain 
and it occurs only when the reference field is coherent with the signal field. 

For radiation detectors the Detective Quantum Efficiency (DQE) is 
often introduced; it is the squared value of (S/N)reaJ/(S/N)ideaJ [2.l96]. For 
a photographic film it has been shown that DQE is 

0.434ep ( dD )2 
DQEfilm = H(Aa2 ) dloglOH (2.98) 
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where ep denotes the energy of the photon in ergs, H the total exposure, 
dD/ dloglO H the gradient (-y) of the H&D-curve, and Aa2 the Selwyn 
granularity. For most of the photographic silver-halide materials the DQE
value is only about 1%. 

b) Practical Applications of the Quantum Theory 

Let us look at a practical example of the theory just presented, in which 
holograms are exposed on a 60 mm diameter area of a recording material, 
for example. The area will then be 1f·302 mm2. If the material used is an 
emulsion coated on a polyester substrate, the limiting scattering level will be 
about 10-8 mm+2. From the scattering point of view, it does not matter 
which emulsion is used as long as the scattering level within the emulsion 
itself is lower than the scattering from the base material. The modulation 
transfer function M(II) can vary from emulsion to emulsion and it should be 
as close to one as possible for the actual spatial frequency 11 of interest. 
Equation (2.67) gives (for EJa = 5, K = 0.95 and e = 0.56) 

[ Ho) 10-8 

Hr min = 50· (0.95)2(0.56)21f(30)2 = 6.25.10-10 • 

Let us assume that the Agfa IOE75 is used. The lowest detectable light 
energy from a point object can be calculated here, knowing the sensitivity 
of this material which is ~0.5 J.'J/cm2. This means that the energy density 
from the object must be only ~1.5·10-18 J/cm2 (corresponding to 7.5.10-11 

W /cm2, for a 20 ns pulse from a ruby laser) at the recording plane. 
Using 10E75 as the recording material it is possible, in principle, to re

cord a point object down to ~1.5·10-18 J/cm2 if the present background
light level caused by other factors than the scattering within the material is 
well below this value during the exposure of the film. The Agfa 10E75 
emulsion has about 1011 grains/cm3 [2.191]. The thickness of the emulsion 
is 7 J.'m and the exposed area AHOLO is 28.3 cm2 assuming a circular holo
gram with a diameter of 6 cm. The emulsion volume used is then V HOLO = 
0.02 cm3 . The total number of grains (size: 90nm) in this volume is NHOLO 
= 7.4.109 grains. If all these grains were located in one plane and were 
placed side by side in the emulsion, the area they would cover an area 
AGRAIN which is then ~ 10 cm2. The ratio between this area and the actual 
hologram area would then be A GRAIN / AHOLO = 1/3. Only a maximum area 
of one-third of the total recording area of the hologram would then really 
be able to detect the photons emitted from the object. In practice, the area 
is much smaller since the grains are distributed in depth within the emul
sion. The scattering calculations have shown us that the minimum energy 
density from the weakest detectable point object must be 

Ho min = 1.5.10-18 J/cm2 . . 
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For the ruby-laser wavelength >. = 694 nm, the corresponding fre
quency II is 4.28,1014 Hz. The energy of such a photon is 

Eph = hll = 6.6.10-34 . 4.28,1014 = 2.8· 10-19 J . 

The minimum object exposure for the hologram area AHOLO which 
has been used then 4.2' 10-17 J. The amount of photons emitted from the 
weakest object point is then 4.4· 10-17 /(2.8' 10-19 ) ~ 150. The bias exposure 
needed to secure the hologram with the appropriate density is provided by 
the reference beam. Since the sensitivity of the Agfa 10E75 is -0.5· 10-6 
J/cm2 , the energy that is needed for the hologram is then 14.2,10-6 J. The 
amount of the photons emitted in the reference beam is then 

14.2· 10-6/(2.8' 10-19 ) ~ 5'1013 . 

The total amount of grains in the recording area of the hologram was 
7.4.109 (-1010 grains). This means -5000 photons/grain on average. The 
DQE for the recording material is normally about 1 %. Therefore, - 50 pho
tons/grain can exert certain influence on the grain. In the case of short ex
posure (for a Q-switched pulse of 20 ns duration), the material may suffer 
from high intensity reciprocity failure (HIRF) and the required amount of 
photons may be higher. 

It is remarkable that only about 150 photons from the weakest object 
point can be detected. But, as mentioned earlier, there is no quantum thres
hold for the object beam and as long as the reference-beam bias exposure 
makes it possible to operate in the linear region of the T a - H curve, the 
object information will actually be recorded. 

The recording materials and the scattering properties described in 
Goodman's investigation [2.169] show slight differences when compared to 
the above example, but on the whole the two agree to a large extent, which 
is not surprising as most of the theories presented here are based on Good
man's analysis. However, the most important thing is that his experimental 
investigation is in good agreement with the theory, which shows that holo
graphic recording technique is really unique in its ability to store informa
tion. 

Goodman et aI. [2.169] have also presented some experimental results 
which can be directly compared with the calculations above. They found, 
e.g., that 120 photons were emitted from each fundamental resolution cell 
of the object surface in their test. Due to depolarization effects in the 
object field, only about 90 photons per resolution cell were co-polarized 
with respect to the reference beam. This was the very limit in the experi
ment. In the same investigation they also compared the holographic record
ing technique with the conventional photographic recording technique and 
found, e.g., that about 900 photons per resolution cell were needed to yield 
a barely recognizable effect on the original negative (Kodak Plus-X film). 

The influence of the polarization of the scattered light from the object 
during recording is important since it affects the obtainable signal-to-noise 
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ratio. The decrease in fringe visibility due to depolarization is causing this 
influence on the signal-to-noise ratio, as shown by Ghandeharian and 
Boerner [2.189]. 

For other investigations concerning the information capacity of image 
recording media when using conventional photographic film the reader is 
referred to an interesting paper by Jones [2.197] as well as the previously 
mentioned investigation by Leith concerning photographic film as one ele
ment of an optical system [2.88]. 

Chang and Bjorkstam employed a threshold model for the photo
graphic detection process to predict suitable bias exposure values for thin 
amplitude and phase holograms [2.198,199]. They found that for holograms 
recorded with a small modulation depth the optimum linearity for a thin 
amplitude hologram is obtained at an average T a value = 0.66 and the max
imum efficiency at T a = 0.49, which is in good agreement with the experi
ments performed by Thomas [2.200]. The corresponding biasing points for 
optimum linearity and maximum efficiency of a thin phase hologram are 
found at pre-bleached average densities of 0.99 and 1.59, respectively, as
suming a maximum possible density of 2.8 in the threshold model. Chang 
and Bjorkstam later investigated the case when the modulation depth was 
arbitrary, using a more sophisticated but still realistic model of the photo
graphic emulsion [2.201]. The results that were obtained are somewhat in 
conflict with Kogelnik's coupled-wave theory, mainly because of the fact 
that a more realistic model of the emulsion was used, taking, e.g. nonlinear
ities into consideration. 

2.3.5 Ordered Grain Structures 

Phillips [2.202] has pointed out that the irregular grain structure in holo
graphic emulsions is the main source of noise. His considerations are based 
on the original ideas of E. Land at Polaroid and experiments performed by 
Cowan [2.203], Cowan and Slaler [2.204], and Cowan [2.205]. Phillips was 
seeking ways of arranging the grains in the emulsion in a regular array as a 
potential means of reducing noise. Cowan has applied a three-beam record
ing process to create hexagonal isophotic patterns. These high contrast pat
terns are recorded onto a layer of photoresist. Using nonlinear processing 
technique the high spots of the isophotic pattern are enhanced. A sym
metric relief image is the result, with very little random noise. 

2.3.6 Nonlinear Recording 

The holographic recording theory assumes sometimes that the recording 
process is linear, which is not the case when using, e.g., silver-halide mate
rials. Here, due to the existence of a developable threshold in silver-halide 
emulsion grains and a saturable optical density for the emulsion, the photo
graphic recording process is nonlinear. Various effects brought about by 
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the nonlinear recording of holograms have been studied in several papers 
[2.206-228]. Kozma [2.206] was the first to publish the results of an investi
gation on nonlinear recording of holograms. The effects of a nonlinearity 
applied to simple objects were discussed by Friesem and Zelenka [2.207], 
and for diffuse objects by Knight [2.209], and Goodman and Knight [2.210]. 
Bryngdahl and Lohmann [2.212] studied the influence of nonlinearities as
suming that amplitude transmittance can be represented by a polynomial. 

Not always is the nonlinear effect decreasing the performance of the 
recording process, as shown by Bendall et al. [2.217]. They improved the 
diffraction efficiency of thick amplitude gratings to exceed the efficiency 
predicted from the coupled-wave theory (3.7%) [2.l16]. They also modified 
the coupled-wave theory to include nonlinearities. They treated the grating 
produced by nonlinear recording as a superposition of sinusoidal gratings. 
The modified theory predicts a diffraction efficiency of 6.4% in the nonli
near case. Experimentally, they obtained an efficiency of 5.8% using the 
Kodak 649-F material. 

Goldmann [2.220] presented a theory not only for the nonlinearity of 
amplitude holograms but also of phase holograms. Converting amplitude 
holograms to phase holograms by bleaching can reduce nonlinear effects in
troduced during development. Phillips and Heyworth [2.225] explained that 
the effect of high contrast in development can be counteracted by a bleach 
process that modulates the hologram by diffusion transfer. In fixation-free 
rehalogenating bleaching the diffusion transfer mechanism is an important 
feature that will be described in Chap.5. 

As may be seen from Fig.2.18, providing that a sinusoidal fringe signal 
has been recorded in the linear part of the T a - H curve, the intensity distri
bution of the optical field will be stored as a distortion-free, sinusoidal 
amplitude-transmission distribution in the emulsion. But if the sinusoidal 
input is allowed to record in the nonlinear regions of the curve, then the 
output signal will be distorted. In the terms of the Fourier analysis this im
plies the introduction of further harmonics into amplitude transmission, 
which means that non image waves components are created at the reconstruc
tion. Nonlinearities can be divided into two classes; intrinsic and material 
nonlinearities. 

In a thin phase diffraction grating, produced by two intersecting laser 
beams of equal intensity, a first-order image or spectrum will be generated 
when the grating is illuminated with laser or white light. In addition to the 
first order, higher orders will appear simultaneously due to wavefronts 
leaving the grating with two or more times the tilt of the first order relative 
to the zero order. Often the higher orders are well separated from the first 
order and will thus not affect the first-order image. The diffraction grating 
is a simple example of a HOE with intrinsic nonlinearity affecting the 
holographic recording process. Material related nonlinearity to the holo
graphic process is also important, in particular for volume holograms. 
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logH 

Fig.2.IS. Nonlinear recording. If a sinusoidal input signal is allowed to record in the 
nonlinear regins of the T. -logH curve, then the output signal will be distorted, which 
implies the introduction of further harmonics into amplitude transmission, which 
means that nonimage waves are created at the reconstruction 

Intrinsic nonlinearities 

For a linear recording the amplitude transmittance T a of an amplitude 
hologram is 

() * * * * Ta = t + ,8T[rr + 00 + r 0 + ro ] (2.99) 

where (t) is the average transmittance for the average exposure (H), p = 
dt/dH at (H), T is the exposure time, r the reference-wave amplitude, and 
o the object-wave amplitude. 

In practice, if the fluctuation terms on the right-hand side of the 
transmittance equation (2.99) are comparable with the bias term, the re
cording will no longer be linear when using photographic silver-halide ma
terials for the recording. 

The complex amplitude transmittance Ta(x, y) for a phase hologram is 

(2.100) 
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To show the effect of nonlinearities we can make a Taylor series ex
pansion of Ta(x,y) 

(2.101) 

The expansion is taken around the phase point zero, for simplicity. The 
series is infinite but can be terminated after a number of terms if the ex
ponent is small compared to 211". If the phase modulation is increased during 
holographic recording, the higher-order terms of T a (x, y) cannot be neg
lected. At reconstruction the reference wave is multiplied with the holo
gram transmittance, T a (x, y) and the reconstructed wave will contain all the 
corresponding terms. All terms containing absolute squares of 0 and r con
stitute the zero-order wave. Terms containing 0 r' and r o· constitute the 
first-order images, terms containing (or')2 and (ro')2 constitute the se
cond-order images, etc. The first-order terms contain not only the primary 
and conjugate waves but also spurious terms [e.g., (00')2] proportional to 
101 2 propagating in the same direction as the image wave, which will affect 
the image quality. The effect is primarily the generation of a halo sur
rounding the directly transmitted first-order beam. Such a halo is also gen
erated at reconstruction due to the 00' -term in the linear recording case. 
However, the spatial frequency spectrum of the quadratic term in the non
linear case has twice the width of the spectrum of 00', which means dou
bling the angular width of the halo. There are also first-order intermodula
tion terms [e.g., 2020'] in the reconstruction field that will give rise to false 
images and contribute to the noise halo around the true image. The degra
dation of the image is caused by both the nonlinearity of the recording pro
cess as well as the object field itself. The image of a single point source will 
not be disturbed by nonlinear effects, as only higher-order images will be 
created. Diffuse objects will suffer from the degradation, which is why the 
ratio between the reference and object beams (K-value) has to be increased 
when recording these objects holographically. 

Due to the intermodulation effects it is difficult to produce high-qual
ity images of diffuse objects using thick phase holograms. However, as de
scribed by Gilther and Kusch [2.219] cue to the angular selectivity of such 
holograms the intermodulation noise can be significantly suppressed, which 
means that the Bragg condition is not satisfied as regards the (rather low) 
intermodulation frequencies. 

De Belder [2.213] has shown that, because of emulsion shrinkage, se
cond-order images can be generated even in the absence of second harmon-
ics. 

Kasprzak et al. [2.226] published recently an analytical approximation 
of the recording-material characteristic curve based on the Fermi formula 
for energy distribution. The formula is easy to use for all kinds of holo
graphic materials and it also provides the possibility to calculate the influ
ence of nonlinearity on Fourier transform hologram recording parameters. 
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with 

The approximation formula for the D-logH is 

Doo 
D = -:-----:-=:-~-::-:::-

1 + exp(a- blogH) 

a = 2(1 + 2110gHdDoo) , 
b = 41/Doo , 
Doo: maximum optical density. 

(2.102) 

A somewhat better representation of the D-logH curve in the toe
region can be obtained by adding a correction term to the Fermi formula 
which is presented in the paper by Kasprzak et al. [2.226]. From the D-
10gH formula the T -H characteristics can be easily obtained. These 
researchers claimed that the approximation formula introduced by them is 
more convenient to use than polynomial approximation methods which are 
often employed for studying nonlinearities. 

Sultan ova and Staneva [2.228] have compared the linearity of Agfa and 
Bulgarian holographic emulsions, and presented optimal biasing points (T a 

values) for these materials. 

Material 

Agfa IOE56 
Agfa 8E75 
Agfa IOE75 
HP490 
HP650 

Optimum biasing point 

0.72 
0.66 
0.69 
0.75 
0.66. 

The main observation here seems to be the fact that green-sensitive 
materials have a slightly higher T a value than red-sensitive recording mate
rials. 
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3. Commercial Silver-Halide Materials 

In this chapter the eXlstmg commercial silver-halide materials for holo
graphy are treated. Plate and film materials manufactured by well-known 
Western photographic companies are described. After the manuscript was 
completed, Ilford ceased the production of holographic materials. Instead of 
removing the Ilford section, it was kept for comparison and historical rea
sons. Included also are many Russian and some East-European materials. 

3.1 Manufacturing Companies 

The market offers various types of holographic silver-halide recording ma
terials. The holographic materials produced by Agfa-Gevaert, Ilford and 
Kodak are easily obtainable in most countries of the world. 

In addition to the above-mentioned, holographic materials are also 
produced in Russia and in some Eastern European countries. These, how
ever, are still difficult to purchase outside the former iron curtain. The 
main reason to present them in this chapter is for comparative purposes, as 
they are often quite different from the Western materials. Holographic ma
terials similar to the Russian products are also manufactured in China, e.g., 
the Tianjing-I and HP-633P plates. 

Kodak materials were used, as mentioned earlier, for the very first 
laser-produced holograms in the USA. Nowadays the company has a selec
tion of holographic materials suitable for different recording regimes. 

Nevertheless, since Agfa-Gevaert introduced their materials in 1968, 
these have become the leading products for recording purposes in hologra
phy all over the world, including the USA. This is especially true for re
flection holograms. On the other hand, for transmission holograms, some 
holographers prefer Kodak materials. In the mid 80's, Ilford introduced a 
new line of materials for holography. In the early days of holography Ilford 
manufactured a red-sensitive material (a plate named He-Ne 1) which, 
however, had never become very popular and was therefore discontinued. 
Today, Ilford holographic products are of high quality, in particular their 
green-sensitive emulsion. Ilford's main interest is to produce fine-grained 
recording materials coated on film intended for mass production of holo
grams. 

At the present moment, Japan has no holographic silver-halide materi
als to offer on the international market - the reason being probably that the 
market for holography is not big enough for the Japanese to be seriously 
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interested in competing with the "old" photographic companies. (Locally, 
Sakura manufactures a holographic HRP plate, e.g.) A rather limited 
market may also explain why Kodak has not really made any serious effort 
to produce a material that could eventually become the leading, number
one· material for holography. 

On the following pages materials from different manufacturers are 
presented. The information indicated here is based mainly on the data pro
vided by the respective companies. For comparing different holographic 
materials and their parameters, no uniform set of rules has been worked out 
yet, (like in the ASA and DIN systems in photography) which is why one 
must be very careful when making comparisons between the parameters of 
various materials, such as sensitivity and the resolving power, for example. 
The sensitivity indicated in the printed tables is the sensitivity correspond
ing to the exposure of the material resulting in an optical density of 0.6 
(amplitude transmission holograms). A special, controlled processing meth
od is often also used which, however, differs from manufacturer to manu
facturer. The sensitivity of an emulsion depends on many factors, e.g., the 
laser wavelength, the exposure time (reciprocity failure), the development, 
(developer type, processing time, temperature, agitation, etc.) and the stor
age conditions. Holographic sensitivity can vary to a certain degree from 
batch to batch, which is rare in conventional photographic materials. It is 
therefore recommended to make exposure and processing tests each time an 
important holographic recording is to be performed. 

3.2 The Agfa-Gevaert Materials 

The Agfa-Gevaert products are manufactured in Belgium, where holo
graphic materials are a part of the NDT -product line (NonDestructive 
Testing) of the company [3.1-5]. The address is 

Agfa Gevaert N.V. 
Septestraat 27 
B-2510 Mortsel, Antwerp, Belgium. 

The first Agfa-Gevaert's holographic recording materials were found 
among materials for scientific applications, called Scientia. Following the 
growth of holography, holographic materials became a separate product 
group and received the name Holotest. The name carries a hint as to the 
main application of Agfa-Gevaert's holographic materials, which is in the 
field of holographic nondestructive testing. The current materials have been 
improved in comparison with the early products, as regards both sensitivity 
and the resolving power as well as in regard to the signal-to-noise ratio. 
The Agfa materials for holography are the ones to have been most fre
quently used so far, they have been described in many papers which are 
referred to in other chapters of the book. 
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Agfa's coding system used for the Holotest materials is somewhat com
plicated and should therefore be explained here. The product can be lab
elled something like this: 
Holotest 8E75-T3-HD 

8 indicates the relative sensitivity. It can be either 8 or 10. Eight stands 
for a slower emulsion and 10 for a faster one. 

E indicates contrast. A scale from A to E is used, where E stands for 
the material of highest contrast ("1 ~ 5). 

75 refers to the spectral sensitivity. The number 75 indicates that the 
material is sensitive up to 750 nm. The green sensitivity material is 
marked 56, which means a sensitivity of up to 560 nm. 

T indicates the base material, namely T for triacetate and P for polyes
ter. 

3 is the thickness of the base. 3: 190 p.m for triacetate. A thinner poly
ester base, marked 1, is used for roll films. 1: 100 p.m. 

HD High Definition. A material with the smallest grain size (about 35 
nm). 

If an Anti-Halation backing has been provided, only for films never 
for plates, this is indicated as AH, while NAH means No Anti-Halation. If 
there is no indication, there is no anti-halation backing. For roll films, the 
indication P means perforated and NP, not perforated. 

3.2.1 Emulsion Characteristics 

Table 3.1 gives a review of Agfa materials. Currently, there are three dif
ferent emulsions to choose from: Two red-sensitive materials (10E75 and 
8E75 HD) and one green-sensitive (8E56 HD). Only the 10E75 film offers 

Table 3.1. AGFA products 

Material Emulsion Spectral Sensitivity Resolving Grain 
thickness sensitivity [p.J/cm2] power size 
[p.m] [nm] at [ip/mm] [nm] 
plate/film 514633694 

8E75 HD 6/5 <750 10 20 <5000 35/44a 

10E75 6/5 <750 2 <2800 90 
8E56 HD 6/5 <560 25 - <5000 35/44a 

a The mean grain size before coating the emulsion is about 35 nm. Investigatins on the 
actual grain size in a coated emulsion indicate the mean grain size for the HD material 
of about 44 nm. 
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a choice of AH backing or NAH backing. Here, anti-halation is frequently 
required as the IOE75-fiIm is used for the recording of transmission holo
grams. The 35 and 70 mm film rolls are the ones that have the anti-halation 
backing as a rule. The 8E materials are normally not anti-halation pro
tected, since they are mostly employed for the recording of reflection holo
grams. 

3.2.2 Base Substrate and Formats 

The customer has a choice of glass or film for the material. The emulsion is 
usually coated on normal photographic glass. 
Glass plates are produced in the following formats: 1 

2.5" x 2.5" thickness 1.5 mm 
4" x 5" "1.5 mm 
8" x 10" "3.3 mm 
30 cm x 40 cm 3.3 mm 
32 cm x 43 cm 3.3 mm . 

The film material used is either triacetate (T) or polyester (P). The re
fractive index for triacetate is 1.485 and about 1.6 for polyester. The mater
ial can be ordered as sheets or rolls of film. 
Sheets of film are produced in the following formats: 

4" x 5" thickness 190 J.Lm 
8" x 10" 190 J.Lm 
30 cm x 40 cm 190 J.Lm 
50 cm x 60 cm 190 J.Lm . 

Rolls of film are produced in the following formats: 
35 mm x 100' thickness 100 J.Lm 
70 mm x 100' 100 J.Lm 
9t" x 200' 190 J.Lm 
II 4 cm x 10m 190 J.Lm • 

In Fig.3.1, the characteristic curves for Holotest materials are shown. 
Red exposures were made at 627 nm and green ones at 514 nm. The pro
cessing was carried out in G 282 (diluted I + 2) for 4 minutes at 20° C. 
After an intermediate rinse in water (1 minute at 20° C) fixing was per
formed in G 321 for 4 minutes, followed by washing for 15 minutes. Figure 
3.2 exhibits T a versus exposure curves for Agfa materials using the same 
processing technique, and in Fig.3.3 absolute color sensitivity curves are 
presented. 

1 Nonmetric units are used, for example, when materials are actually produced in exact 
inch formates. Note that 1" =2.54 em, and l' =30.5 em. 
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Fig.3.l. The characteristic curves for Agfa Holotest materials. Red exposures were 
made at 627 nm and green at 514 nm. The density of the developed emulsion layers 
was measured by parallel light. (Reprinted courtesy Agfa Gevaert N.Y.) 
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Fig.3.2. Amplitude transmission Ta versus log exposure curves for Agfa Holotest mat
erials. Red exposures were made at 627 nm and green at 514 nm. (Reprinted courtesy 
Agfa Gevaert N.Y.) 

The emulsion side of the sheet film is marked by a notch along one 
side, as indicated in Fig.3.4. This way of marking the film is not only used 
by Agfa, but also other manufacturers apply the same convention. 

In Table 3.1 the most characteristic parameters of the Holotest emul
sions are listed. At the end of the chapter, Table 3.7 compares different 
commercial holographic recording materials. 
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3.2.3 Safelight Recommendations 

For the red-sensitive material 8E75 HD a dark green filter such as Agfa G 
V 505 or Kodak Safelight No.3 (panchromatic) can be used. It must be 
noted that the IOE75 material is too sensitive even to this illumination, for 
which reason it should be treated in complete darkness. More information 
on how to make a suitable filter for the red-sensitive materials using a 
Kodatrace and the Ilford gelatin spectrum blue-green (603) filter can be 
found in a paper by Rogers [3.6]. Instead of the Ilford filter a Kodak Wrat
ten 75 can be employed. Safelight filters from EncapSulite International 
[3.7] have been recommended by Feroe [3.8] to be utilized with fluorescent 
light fixtures. 

The green-sensitive material 8E56 HD can be used with dark red safe
light illumination without any problems. An Agfa R 4 filter or Kodak 
Safelight No.2 (orthochromatic) are recommended. Safelight filters are nor
mally used with a J 5 W bulb. For low-sensitive holographic materials 25.,.40 
W bulbs can be used, depending on the distance between the lamp and the 
material. The Deep Ortho Red, No. R-20 filter from EncapSulite was men
tioned by Feroe [3.8] to be suitable for the green material. 

3.2.4 Processing 

Agfa has developed special chemistry for the processing of their materials. 
In the following chapters processing regimes will be described in great 
detail, including the chemistry recommended by Agfa. The recipes from 
Agfa, in general, give good results, but in many cases various other proce
dures and processing regimes produce better results on Agfa materials than 
the processing methods recommended by Agfa. More details regarding this 
are given in Chaps.4 and 5, where Agfa developers and bleach solutions are 
discussed. Agfa recipes are also found in Chap. 10. 

3.3 Materials from IIford 

Ilford is a company based in England, with a new line of holographic 
silver-halide products, as well as special processing chemicals for manual or 
machine operation [3.9-10]. The address of the company is 

Ilford Limited 
Mobberley 
Knutsford, Cheshire WA16 7HA, England. 

The development of the Ilford holographic material is based on their 
UFG (Ultra Fine Grained) emulsions. Two different emulsions are availa
ble - a red- and a blue-green-sensitive product. The red material is the 11-
ford holographic glass plates FT340T/SP696T and the film Hotec R, while 
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the blue-green version is named SP 695T (plates}/SP 672T (film). SP stands 
for Special Products. When first introduced in the early 80's, the red mate
rial (SP673) was produced mainly for recording with a Q-switched ruby 
laser, as Ilford was then part of a joint venture with Applied Holographies, 
PLC., developing a new mass-replication system for holograms. It was soon 
noticed that the new material was also in demand among the people work
ing with CW lasers, e.g., HeNe lasers. The company has therefore modified 
the emulsion's sensitivity so that it could be useful for the HeNe laser re
cordings as well. The material has a high resolving power and the same sen
sitivity as Agfa's corresponding red-sensitive material but the Ilford green 
version is faster than the green Agfa 8E56 HD material. The reader may 
wish to refer to some of the papers on IIford holographic materials [3.11-
16]. 

The red-sensitive material has a built-in pre-swell treatment (BIPS 
factor), which means that the material will shrink about 8.8% after process
ing. This unique feature is of special interest to people working with reflec
tion holograms. Holograms recorded at 633 nm will then replay at 577 nm, 
which gives an orange-yellow color, suitable for a variety of holographic 
images. A reflection master recorded with a ruby laser at 694 nm will re
construct at 633 nm, which can be useful for film copying, using, e.g., a 
scanning HeNe-laser beam. The predetermined shrinkage will only occur if 
non-tanning processing chemicals are used such as products recommended 
by IIford. Tanning processing solutions containing, e.g., pyrogallol or PBQ 
will partly over-ride the BIPS factor, producing holograms which will re
construct at the wavelength close to the one used for the recording. If non
tanning processing is applied and no shrinkage wanted, IIford recommends 
washing the unexposed material in water prior to exposure, which will 
remove the swelling agent in the emulsion. In addition to eliminating the 
BIPS factor, this treatment will also increase the sensitivity of the material 
by a factor of two. 

3.3.1 Emulsion Characteristics 

The characteristics of the two Ilford emulsions are presented in Table 3.2. 
Since the Ilford material is intended mainly for the use in reflection holo
graphy, it is not treated with anti-halation backing. 

Figure 3.5 shows the characteristic curve and Fig.3.6 the spectral sensi
tivity. 

3.3.2 Base Substrate and Formats 

Ilford materials can be ordered on both glass and film. The glass plates are 
of the following formats: 

4" x 5" thickness 
8" x 10" " 

100 

1.6 mm 
3.0 mm 



Table 3.2. Ilford products 

Material Emulsion Spectral Sensitivity Resolving Grain 
thickness sensitivity [JlJ/cm2 ] at power size 
[JIm] [nm] 442 514 633 694 [lp/mm] [nm] 

Ff340T /SP696T 6+0- <700 200 <7000 30b 

HOTEe R (film) 5+2a <700 20 50 <7000 30b 

SP695T (plate) 6+0- <560 200100 - - <7000 30b 

SP672T (film) 6+1- <560 200100 - - <7000 30b 

a The first figure indicates the thickness of the active emulsion and the second the gel
atin supercoat. 
b Mean grain size in a coated emulsion. 

Density 

3.0 

2.0 

1.0 

Fig.3.5. The characteristic curve and the amplitude transmission curve for IIford's 
red-sensitive emulsion. (Reprinted courtesy IIford Ltd.) 

30 cm x 40 cm 
50 cm x 60 cm 

thickness 
" 

3.0 mm 
5.0mm. 

Ilford coated the holographic emulsion on either polyester or triacetate 
base. The polyester base is a 63 p,m thick (2.5-mil) film and the triacetate 
base has a thickness of 198 p,m (8-mil). The existing sheets of film have the 
following formats: 

4" x 5" 
8" x 10" 

thickness 
" 

198 p,m 
198 p,m 
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Fig.3.6. Spectral sensitivity curves for liford's red- and green-sensitive materials. 
(Reprinted courtesy IIford Ltd.) 

12" x 16" 
20" x 24" 

thickness 
" 

198 pm 
198 pm . 

Rolls of film have the following formats: 
9.5" x 200' thickness 63 pm 
5" x 10 m " 198 pm 
50 cm x 10m " 198 pm 
1.1 0 m x 10m " 198 pm . 

3.3.3 Safelight Recommendations 

The SP696T and Hotec R material can be handled in blue/green safelight 
illumination achieved by employing the I1ford 916 filter and an I1ford 
DLIO darkroom lamp. The SP 695T/SP672T materials can be handled in 
dark-red safelight illumination by employing the I1ford 906 filter or its 
equivalent. 

3.3.4 Processing 

I1ford produces holographic developers and has also developed bleaching 
chemistry for their products. The chemical products from Ilford intended 
for the red materials are all marketed under the name Holec. The developer 
and the bleach can be used for the producion of both transmission and re
flection holograms. The processing chemicals can be employed for both 
machine processing (at a temperature of 300 C) or in a tray at room temper
ature (200 C). The Hotec developer is used diluted 1 +4 and the developing 
time is 3 minutes with constant agitation. It is based on sodium-L-ascorbate 
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and pentasodium DTPA (DiethyleneTriaminePentaAcetic acid). The ca
pacity of one-liter working strength developer is about 2500 cm2 emulsion 
area. 

The Hotec bleach is of the rehalogenating type. The bleach is of a 
completely new type containing: dipotassiumferric DTPA, hydrobromic 
acid and sulfuric acid. It is supplied as a working strength solution. The 
normal bleaching time is between I and 2 minutes. The capacity of the 
bleach is about 12500 cm2 emulsion area, which corresponds to about 100 
4"x5" plates. 

IIford claims that Hotec products as well as other processing chemicals 
manufactured by the company are safe to use, the only exception being the 
SP715C-light stabilizer. As already mentioned, Hotec products can be used 
both in machines and trays. However, the SP holographic chemicals are re
commended mainly for machine processing of reflection holograms exposed 
with helium-neon, krypton, or ruby lasers. The following processing baths 
for machine processing can be obtained from IIford: 

SP678C developer/replenisher part A 
SP716C developer/replenisher part B 
SP617C developer starter 
SP718C stop bath 
SP679C bleach 
SP715C rinse and light stabilizer 
The SP products are all optimized to work at 30· C processing temper

ature but they can also be used at a lower temperature in a tray. The 
SP679C is a reversal bleach based on dichromate. The rehalogenating 
bleach, Hotec bleach, can also be employed in processing machines if less 
shrinkage is desirable. The SP715C rinse and light stabilizer is not freely 
available. It is the only chemical product from IIford that is really toxic 
and cannot be disposed of down the drain. A customer has to sign an agree
ment concerning waste solutions to be collected by licenced contractors to 
be able to order this product. 

In addition to the processing solutions manufactured by the company, 
IIford has also published several developer and bleach recipes for their ma
terials which are given in the references as well as in the recipe chapter of 
this book. More details on I1ford processing can be also found in Chaps.4 
and 5. 

3.4 Materials from Kodak 

Kodak's holographic materials are produced in the USA. The plates and 
film are part of the Scientific Imaging Products and Graphic Imaging Sys
tems Division [3.17-20]. The address is 

Eastman Kodak Company 
343 State Street 
Rochester, NY 14650, USA. 
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As mentioned earlier, Kodak was producing a spectroscopic plate 
(649-F), long before the first holograms were recorded, which came in very 
handy when the very first laser-produced holograms were to be recorded in 
the USA. The plate is still being manufactured, in spite of the fact that 
Kodak has a variety of products made especially for holographic purposes 
nowadays. Kodak materials are described in many papers refered to in 
other chapters of this book. 

Holographic materials from Kodak have grain sizes from 45 nm to 85 
nm and a resolving power from 1500 line pairs/mm to >2500 line pairs/ 
mm. The spectral sensitivity of the material covers the whole visible part of 
the spectrum. 

3.4.1 Emulsion Characteristics 

Kodak Spectroscopic Plate and Film, Type 649-F 

The 649-F products are characterized by high contrast, high resolving 
power and panchromatic sensitivity from UV to almost 700 nm. The letter 
F indicates that the plate is sensitive within the whole visible part of the 
spectrum. The thickness of the emulsion is 17 Jl.m when coated on glass, and 
6 Jl.m when coated on film base (EST AR) which is a polyester base of 100 
Jl.m (4-mil) thickness. The sensitivity is rather low compared to other holo
graphic emulsions. The material can be ordered with or without the AH 
backing. 

Kodak Holographic Plate. Type 120-01 or -02 
and Holographic Film, Type SO-173 

The Kodak holographic plate/film is covered with an emulsion coated on 
glass or on the EST AR base, and is 6 Jl.m thick. The spectral sensitivity is 
inherent in the blue range and reaches its optimum in the 580 to 750 nm 
range. The indicators -01 or -02 show the way Kodak marks the presence 
or the absence of the anti-halation layer in the holographic material. Mate
rials with no anti-halation layer are marked -02 and the ones supplied with 
it -01. Note that this convention does not apply to spectroscopic plates. The 
120 plates are Kodak's best choice for reflection work. 

Kodak Special Plate. Type 125-02 

This is a high-speed, 6 Jl.m thick emulsion with the spectral sensitivity in 
the blue and green parts of the spectrum. The product is intended to be 
used mainly in hologram interferometry or educational transmission work. 

Kodak Special Plate. Type 131-0 I or -02 
and Kodak High-Speed Holographic Film, SO-253 

Compared to most of the other holographic materials the above two are 
very fast materials, especially when exposed with the helium-neon or kryp-
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ton lasers in the red part of the spectrum. They also have strong sensitivity 
in the blue and green parts of the spectrum. The 131-01 & 02 plates have a 
resolving power of up to 1500 line pairs/mm and an emulsion thickness of 
6 J.Lm, whereas the SO-253 film is 9 J.Lm thick. The above materials are in
tended for the use in hologram interferometry mainly, but they are also 
suitable for other applications when low-power, red CW lasers are em
ployed and for educational purposes. 

Kodak High-Resolution Film. SO-343 
and Kodak Spectrocsopic Film. Type 649-GH 

These films have orthochromatic spectral sensitivity of up to 560 nm and 
the emulsion thickness of 6 J.Lm. SO-343 is coated on a 175 J.Lm (7-mil) 
EST AR base and has a dyed gelatin backing, while Type 649-GH is coated 
on the regular 100 J.Lm (4-mil) EST AR base, and has an antihalation back
ing. 

Kodak High-Resolution Plate. Type IA 

This plate has the same emulsion as the SO-343 and 649-GH materials, but 
is coated on a 1.5 mm (0.060-inch) thick, ultra-flat quality glass in order to 
achieve high dimensional stability and a high degree of flatness. The plate 
is used mainly for graphic application. 

Kodak High-Resolution Plate. Type TE 

This plate is the same as Type lA, but its emulsion thickness is only 3 J.Lm. 

3.4.2 Base Substrate and Formats 

Like the other companies, Kodak offers glass or film substrates for their 
products. Holographic glass plates are made of the best quality soda-lime 
glass and can be up to 750 mm (30 inches) wide. Only a few popular sizes 
are factory stored, the other sizes being made on a special-order basis with 
30 to 90 days delivery time. The thickness varies from 0.8 mm (0.030") to 6 
mm (0.250") The glass plates are grouped in the following categories in 
regard to their flatness: Selected-flat, Ultra-flat, Precision-flat, and Micro
flat. 
Formats of standard holographic plates: 

2" x 2" thickness I mm 
6.5 cm x 9 cm 
4" x 5" 
9 cm x 12 cm 
8" x lO" 

II 

II 

I mm 
1 mm or 6 mm 
I mm 
2mm. 

The standard film base used by Kodak is a polyester base, named 
ESTAR, of 100 J.Lm (4-mil) thickness. Products with ESTAR base are 
marked "E". If, instead of a polyester base, an acetate base is used, the 
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product is marked "A". A thicker base, 175 J,Lm (7-mil) is another alterna
tive for some films. Films may be ordered on different supports at a prem
ium price. A product can be marked E4AH, e.g., which means a 4-mil 
EST AR base and a 0.1 neutral density in the base to suppress lightpiping 
and halation. With the exception of "AH", the letters following the thickness 
number describe the backing applied to the film base: 

B Dyed gelatin pelloid 
CB Clear gelatin pelloid 
C Clear; i.e. unbacked . 

Standard sheet film size: 
4" X 5" 

Standard roll film sizes: 
35 mm x 125' 
70 mm x 125' 

thickness 

thickness 
" 

100 J,Lm (4mil) . 

100 J,Lm (4 mil) 
100 J,Lm (4mil) . 

Figure 3.7 shows Ta-DLogE curves for 649-F, 120-02 and SO-173, 
and Fig.3.8 depicts spectral-sensitivity curves. The materials are developed 
in Kodak D-19 developer (8 minutes at 20° C) under continuous agitation. 

Exposure: Time scale exposure in the range 1 to 50 sec at 633 nm 
Kodak Developer 0-19 : 8 min at 20°C (68°F) with continuous agitation 

Amplitude 
Transmittance 

1.0 
0.9 
0.8 
0.7 
0.6 
0.5 
0.4 
0.3 
0.2 
0.1 
0.0 

Kodak Holographic plate 
Type 120-02 

and 
Kodak HolographIc film 
(ESTAR Base) SO-173 

2.0 3.0 4.0 

Specular 
Density 

3.0 

2.0 

1.0 

HGC 

Log Exposure (Ergs/cm2) 
Fig.3.7. Characteristic curves and amplitude transmission for Kodak materials: 649-F, 
120-02 and SO-I73. (Reprinted courtesy Eastman Kodak Company) 
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Ellecllve Exposure: 24 sec 
Kodak Developer 0·19 : S min al 20·C (SS·F) wilh continuous agllalion 

" 0 _ 0.3 above Gross Fog 

••••• 0 _ 1.0 above Gross Fog 
Kodak Holographic plale Type 120002 and 
Kodak holographic film (ESTAR Base) SO·173 
Kodak Siereoscopic fUm Type 649·F 

Log sensitivity 

1.0 

2.0 

3.0 

Type 120-02 Plale 
and 

SO·173 Film 

HGC 
4.0+----r---.----.---,----r---,----.---,----r---. 
~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

Wavelength (nanometers) 

Fig.3.S. Spectral-sensitivity curves for Kodak materials: 649-F, 120-02 and SO-I73. 
Sensitivity is defined as the reciprocal of exposure, in ergs/cm2, required to produce a 
density D above fog. [Reprinted courtesy Eastman Kodak Company] 

Table 3.3. Kodak products 

Material Emulsion Spectral Sensitivity Resolving Grain 
thickness sensitivity [tlJ/cm2] at power size 
[tim] [nm] 442 514 633 694 [tp/mm] [nm] 

649-F (plate) 17 <700 80 80 90 500 >2000 58 
649-F (film) 6 <700 80 80 90 500 >2000 58 
649-GH (film) 6 <560 100 100 - >2000 58 
120 (plate) 6 <700 50 40 40 40 >2500 50 
125 (plate) 6 <560 8 5 >1250 70 
131 (plate) 6 <700 5 3 0.5 100 >1250 70 
50-173 (film) 6 <700 50 - 40 40 >2500 50 
50-253 (film) 9 <700 5 3 0.5 100 >1250 70 
SO-343 (film) 6 <560 100 100 - >2000 58 
HR-IA (plate) 6 <560 100 100 - >2000 58 
HR-TE (plate) 3 <560 300 200 - >2000 58 

In Table 3.3, the most characteristic parameters of the Kodak holo
graphic emulsions are listed. A comparison between these materials and 
other commercial holographic products is given in Table 3.7 at the end of 
the chapter. 
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3.4.3 Safelight Recommendations 

Kodak recommends handling all their red-sensitivity materials in total 
darkness. For the orthochromatic materials Kodak's safelight filter lA (light 
red) can be used, whereas for the low-sensitivity red materials, a safelight 
filter No.3 (dark green) can be selected. 

3.4.4 Processing 

Kodak supplies very little information as regards the processing methods of 
their holographic materials. The only recommendation given is to use 
Kodak D 19 developer for most of their materials. This developer is not a 
bad choice in many processing situations, although in some cases better al
ternatives may exist. Processing methods are discussed in greater detail in 
Chaps.4,5. Recipes for Kodak processing baths are found in Chap. 10. 

3.5 Materials from the Former USSR 

In the former Soviet Union several different types of silver-halide materials 
are produced for holographic purposes, which were described in Chap.2. 
The two main differences between these and the Western materials are the 
grain size and the silver content in the emulsion. The former Soviet record
ing emulsions can have grain sizes as small as 10 nm and the silver content 
is usually one-half (about O.25g/cm3 ) of the normal silver content in the 
Western materials. Materials such as PE-2 and LOI-2 posses the above
mentioned characteristics. The LOI-2 materials were developed by R. 
Protas and are now manufactured under the name of PFG-02. The PE-ma
terials were developed by N. Kirillov and are of the highest quality - their 
grains do not exceed 10 nm. They are now manufactured under the name 
of PFG-03. Another type of silver halides manufactured in the former 
USSR are the VR-M and the VR-P plates which have similar characteris
tics to those of Agfa 8E and 10E materials. Yet another type of materials 
with high sensitivity' are the FG- emulsions which are coated on film. The 
new FG-690 materials are specially made for recording holograms with 
pulsed ruby lasers. 

Materials produced in the former USSR cannot be exported as a rule 
and are therefore intended for domestic use in the country. The company 
producing these is Soiuzhimfoto. Further information concerning these hol
ographic materials can be obtained from the following address: 
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Table 3.4. Russian products 

Material Emulsion Spectral Sensi ti v i ty Resolving Grain 
thickness sensitivity [Jll/cm2 ] at power size 
[I'm] [nm] 514 633 694 [ip/mm] [nm] 

FG-690 (film) 8+12 694 100 1000 40 
FG-KR (film) 8+12 633/694 20 30 1000 40 
FG-KC (film) 8+12 633 5 500 
FP-GT (film) 8+12 633 1000 - 3000 20 
PFG-OI (VRM) 10+12 694 100 5000 30 
PFG-02 

(LOI-2-500) 10+12 530 1200 - 5000 26 
PFG-02 

(LOI-2-633) 10+12 633 1000 - 5000 26 
PFG-02 

(LOI-2-694) 10+12 694 1000 5000 26 
PFG-03 (PE-2) 7+8 633/694 500 500 10000 12 
PFG-04 10 530 1200 - 5000 30 
VR-P 530 100 - 1200 100 
IAE-530 530 10 3000 
IAE-630 630 1+5 - 3000 
IAE-690 690 2000 

Logak et al. [3.21] have described existing holographic materials on tri
acetate film base currently produced in Russia. In Table 3.4 the characteris
tics of different materials are presented. 

3.6 Materials from Eastern Europe 

3.6.1 Bulgarian Materials 

Bulgaria is a producer of one type of commercial holographic recording 
material which has similar characteristics to those of the Russian materials 
just described [3.22-23]. It is manufactured by the Bulgarian Academy of 
Sciences through the Central Laboratory of Optical Storage and Processing 
for Information located at the following address: 

Central Laboratory for Optical Storage and Processing of Information 
Bulgarian Academy of Sciences 
P.O.Box 95 
Sofia 1113, Bulgaria. 

The material is produced in two main versions, one red-sensitive, HP-
650, and one green-sensitive, HP-490. The red-sensitive material comes in 
two versions, the second being used in interferometry which is harder than 
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the regular type. It is labelled HP-650I. Sainov [3.24] has published a paper 
on the characteristics of the Bulgarian materials, in which also theoretical 
aspects of colloidal silver recording technique are discussed. The grain 
thickness in the emuls.ion is about 10 nm. The size of the colloidal silver 
particles after semi-physical development (in the FHP-3 developer) is about 
30 nm with a typical concentration of about 2.5·1 03 ~m -3. According to the 
paper, the diffraction efficiency reaches a peak at a developed grain size of 
30 nm. 

The performance of the green-sensitive material including its process
ing with the FHP-3 developer has been described by Katsev et al. [3.25] 
Similar to the Russian materials, it is normally not possible to purchase 
these materials outside the country. 

Emulsion Characteristics 

The parameters for the two Bulgarian emulsions are presented in Table 3.5. 
As the material is mainly intended for reflection holography, it is not 
treated with any anti-halation backing. 

Figure 3.9 shows the characteristic curve and Fig.3.10 the spectral sen
sitivity. 

Table 3.5. Bulgarian products. 

Material Emulsion Spectral Sensitivity Resolving Grain 
thickness sensitivity [J.lI/cm2) at power size 
[11m) [nm) 514633694 [lp/mm) [nm] 

HP650 7 <680 500 - >6000 10 
HP490 7 <520 1500 - >6000 10 

Base Substrate and Formats 

The emulsion is coated on glass plates with the so-called "selected flat" only. 
The standard plate size is 14x 14 cm2 • Larger plates can be delivered on 
special order. 

Processing 

Bulgarian materials can be processed with help of various Russian develop
ers; the manufacturer recommends, however, a modified version of the 
GP-3 developer which is supposed to give the best results with the Bulgar
ian emulsion. A Bulgarian FHP-3 developer can also be employed. A more 
detailed description regarding the processing methods of the above-menti
oned materials can be found in Chap.4. 
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Fig.3.9. Characteristic cl!rves and amplitude transmission curves for Bulgarian red 
(HP650) and green (HP490) sensitive materials 
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The modified GP-3 developer used for the Bulgarian materials is 
mixed in the following way: 

Bulgarian GP-3 developer, stock solution: 
Phenidone 0.2 g 
Hydroquinone 5 g 
Sodium sulfite 100 g 
Potassium hydroxide 25 g 
Ammonium thiocyanate 45 g 
Distilled water I l . 

Dilution for display holograms: 1.5 stock solution + 40 parts of dis
tilled water. Dilution for interferometric holograms: 3.75 stock solution + 40 
parts of distilled water. Development time at 20° C: >5 minutes. 

3.6.2 Materials from the former East Germany 

ORWO is a company situated in the former East Germany that produces 
holographic plates and film for recording holograms in red or green laser 
light. These materials, although with a rather low resolving power, are fre
quently mentioned in the Russian literature, which is why a brief presenta
tion is given below. The material is manufactured at the following address: 

VEB Filmfabrik Wolfen 
VEB Fotochemisches Kombinat Wolfen 
D-06766 Wolfen, Germany. 

Emulsion Characteristics 

Table 3.6 presents a review of ORWO materials. Currently, there are three 
different emulsions to choose from: Two red sensitive materials (LP2 and 
LP3) and one green sensitive material (L02). The company offers an anti
halation backing as a rule. The parameters for the ORWO emulsions are 
presented in Table 3.6. 

Table 3.6. OR WO products 

Material 

LP2 
LP 3 
L02 
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Emulsion 
thickness 
[pm] 

12 
15 
9 

Spectral 
sensitivity 
[om] 

<630 
<630 
<530 

Sensitivity Resolving Grain 
[pJjcm2] at power size 
514633694 [lpjmm] [nm] 

200 - 2500 100 
10 - 2500 120 

10 2800 90 



Base Substrate and Formats 

The emulsion is only coated on glass plates. Glass plates are produced in the 
following formats: 

5 em x 5 em thickness 1.3 mm or 1.6 mm 
6.5 em x 9 em "1.3 mm 
9 em x 12 em "1.3 mm 
10 em x 15 em "1.3 mm 
13 em x 18 em "1.6 mm 
18 em x 24 em "1.6 mm . 

Safelight Recommendations 

The LP 2 and LP 3 emulsions can be handled in green safelight illumination 
achieved by employing the ORWO 108 filter in a darkroom lamp with a 
15-W bulb. The LO 2 emulsion can be treated in dark-red safelight illumi
nation by employing the OR WO 104 filter or its equivalent. 

Processing 

The OR WO materials are recommended to be developed in the developer 
ORWO 71: 

~etol 5 g 
Hydroquinone 6 g 
Sodium sulfite 40 g 
Potassium carbonate 40 g 
Potassium bromide 3 g 
Distilled water 1 l. 

Development time at 20° C: 4 to 5 minutes. 

In Table 3.7 a comparison of all the existing holographic silver-halide 
materials is given. 
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Table 3.7. Commercial holographic silver halide products 

Material Emulsion Spectral Sensitivity Resolving Grain 
thickness sensitivity [JIl/cm2] at power size 
[11m] [nm] 442 515 633 694 [tp/mm] [nm] 

Agfa 
8E75 HD 7 <750 10 20 <5000 35/44 
10E75 7 <750 I 2 <2800 90 
8E56 HD 7 <560 25 <5000 35/44 

I1ford 
Ff340T (plate) 6 <700 200 - <7000 30 
Hotec R (film) 7 <700 20 50 <7000 30 
SP695T (plate) 6 <560 200 100 - <:7000 30 
SP672T (film) 7 <560 200 100 - <7000 30 

Kodak 
649-F (plate) 17 <700 80 80 90 500 >2000 58 
649-F (film) 6 <700 80 80 90 500 >2000 58 
649-GH 6 <560 100 100 - >2000 58 
120 6 <700 50 40 40 40 >2500 50 
125 6 <560 8 5 >1250 70 
131 6 <700 5 3 0.5 100 >1250 70 
SO-173 6 <700 50 40 40 >2500 50 
SO-253 9 <700 5 3 0.5 100 >1250 70 
SO-343 6 <560 100 100 - >2000 58 
HR-IA 6 <560 100 100 - >2000 58 
HR-TE 3 <560 300 200 - >2000 58 
Former USSR 
FG-690 (film) 8+12 694 100 1000 40 
FG-KR (film) 8+12 633/694 20 30 1000 40 
FG-KC (film) 8+12 633 5 500 
FP-GT (film) 8+12 633 1000 - 3000 20 
PFG-OI (VRM) 10+12 694 100 5000 30 
PFG-02 10+12 530 1200 - 5000 26 
PFG-02 10+12 633 1000 - 5000 26 
PFG-02 10+12 694 1000 5000 26 
PFG-03 (PE-2) 7+8 633/694 500 500 10000 12 
PFG-04 10 530 1200 - 5000 30 
VR-P 530 100 - 1200 100 
Bulgaria 
HP650 7 <680 500 - >6000 10 
HP490 7 <520 1500 - >6000 10 
ORWO 
LP 2 12 <630 200 - 2500 100 
LP 3 15 <630 10 2500 120 
L02 15 <530 10 2800 90 
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4. Development 

Development is a processing technique by which the latent image recorded 
during the exposure of the material is converted into a silver image. In 
chemical development, this processing technique is called chemical reduc
tion. From the chemical point of view, reduction is a process in which ox
ygen is removed from a chemical complex. The acting compound is called a 
reducer. Reduction is always accompanied by a reciprocal process called 
oxidation. 

What happens during development is that a silver-halide crystal con
taining a latent-image speck (a few silver atoms) is converted into a silver 
grain by the reduction process triggered off by the reducing agent con
tained in the developer. The reducing agent contained in the developer is 
then oxidized. The development in which the developing agent acts as a re
ducer is called chemical development. This is, indeed, the most common 
way of developing photographic materials, which also applies to the major
ity of holographic silver-halide materials. 

Another type of development, rarely used in conventional photogra
phy but sometimes used in holography, is called physical development. It is 
partjcularly useful in the processing of ultra-fine-grained emulsions. Both 
methods will be treated here in great detail, in addition to the developing 
processes which are a combination of the two. 

4.1 Theory of Development 

4.1.1 Different Types of Developers 

The theory of the photographic development of silver-halide emulsions has 
been presented in the literature [4.1-9]. In addition, some publications sup
ply information related directly to the development of holographic silver
halide materials [4.10-32,43-56,60-62,64-88]. 

The development of the exposed silver-halide emulsion can proceed 
along at least two distinct paths which can, at times, occur even simultane
ously. In the first, the silver ions situated at the interface between the 
silver-halide crystal and a latent-image speck (which is the developing 
silver center) are reduced to silver atoms by the action of the developer. 
The development that proceeds along these lines is called chemical or direct 
development. In the second type of development, the silver ions from the 
processing solution (developer) are transferred to the silver centers, such as 
the initial latent-image nuclei or the silver centers already developed by 
chemical reduction. The silver ions are then reduced to silver by the action 
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a 

Fig.4.I. Silver structure caused by different development types. Physical development 
normally yields compact plates of silver (a), whereas chemical development yields 
mostly filament-like structures of silver (b) 

of the developer. This mechanism is called physical development. A slightly 
different mechanism applies if a developer containing no soluble silver salt 
is used. Here, the silver ions involved in the physical development will be 
provided from the emulsion's own silver-halide grains. This type of physi
cal development is referred to as solution-physical development or semi
physical development. Physical development normally yields compact plates 
of silver, whereas chemical development leads to mostly filament-like 
structures of silver (FigA.1). In holography all the three types of developing 
mechanisms are utilized in different processing regimes which are described 
below. 

4.1.2 Chemical Development 

Chemical development is based on the reduction of silver-halide grains by a 
soluble developer substance. The deposition of silver atoms occurs in the 
next step. The following equations describe the process: 

Oxidation: Devred -+ Devox + e- , 

Reduction: Ag+ + e- -+ Ag . 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

The reaction will take place only if the equilibrium redox potential of the 
system developer/oxidized developer, see (4.1), is more negative than that 
of system Ag+jAg, see (4.2). 

The latent image consists of "specks" residing in silver-halide crystals 
or grains. Each speck is a collection of a few submicroscopic silver atoms. 
The specks have a catalytic effect in that they trigger the process of chemi-
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cal reduction in which each speck acts as a microelectrode which brings the 
developer molecules into electrical contact with the silver ions. A large 
number of silver atoms is thus created in all the silver-halide crystals with 
latent-image specks. There is a tremendous amplification in this process -
for conventional photographic materials it is about 109 • 

4.1.3 Physical Development 

In pure physical development, silver is supplied externally from the devel
oping solution. The silver from the developer is deposited on the silver 
specks in the latent image. The developer is thus the source of silver ions. 
Post-fixation in physical development is a processing technique in which 
the material is first fixed, which means that the silver-halide grains are 
totally dissolved and that only the latent-image silver nuclei are left in the 
emulsion. During the succeeding development process silver is deposited 
onto these nuclei. This is a rather time-consuming technique since develop
ment can take hours. Physical development creates a very fine silver struc
ture (colloidal) in the emulsion, which is why this technique is suitable for 
the processing of fine-grained materials. The exposure needed for physical 
development of fine-grained emulsions must be about five times higher 
than that required for chemical development of the same material. 

4.1.4 Solution-Physical Development 

The solution- or semi-physical development technique differs slightly from 
pure physical development. The silver ions involved in solution-physical 
development will be provided from the emulsion's own silver-halide grains. 
The. developer triggers off the dissolution of the previously exposed grains 
and even of the nearby unexposed grains. The developer used in this type 
of processing contains silver-halide solvents, such as, e.g., ammonium thio
cyanate or high amounts of sodium sulfite. 

4.2 Photographic Developers 

A developer for conventional black-and-white photographic materials con
sists of the following components: 
• Developing agent. 
• Preservative (or antioxidant). 
• Weak silver-solvent agent. 
• Accelerator (or activator). 
• Restrainer. 
• Addenda. 
• Solvent. 
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These seven groups of a developer's chemical building blocks will be dis
cussed in consecutive order. 

4.2.1 Developing Agents 

The developing agent is the most important constituent in the developer. 
Chemical reducing agents are only suitable as photographic developing 
agents if they are capable of differentiating between the exposed and non
exposed silver-halide crystals. A large variety of synthesized developing 
agents can be obtained on the market. The most commonly used agents are 
derivatives of organic benzene (CsHs). The majority of developing agents 
may be classified as regards their structure by the Kendall-Pelz rule 

a - (A = B)n - a' (4.3) 

where A denotes carbon, B carbon or nitrogen, a and a' designate OH, 
NH2 , NHRI or NRI R2 • 

Benzene is a ring compound consisting of six carbon atoms linked 
together with a hydrogen atom attached to each carbon atom in the ring 
(Kekule structure). To simplify the notation benzene is often represented as 
a hexagon, with identification numbers at the six positions on the ring 
(Fig.4.2). 

1 

SO~2 
5 #3 

4 

Symbolic representation 

FigA.2. Structure of the benzene molecule. Often the benzene ring of six carbon 
atoms is shown simply as a hexagon. Sometimes the hydrogen atoms are not shown, but 
only other groups attached to the ring 

Hydrogen atoms on the ring can be replaced by other atoms. When two 
substitutions are made in position I and 2, the substitutions are said to be 
artha to each other; in I and 3, the substitutions are meta, and in I and 4, 
they are in a para configuration. Developing agents are substitutes of ben
zene in artha and para positions. The metaposition does not, as a rule, pro
duce active developing agents. With the exception of the ascorbic acid and 
phenidone, organic developing agents are derivatives of benzene. Many de
veloping agents are benzene derivatives consisting of three inorganic com
pounds: hydrogen peroxide (HO-OH), hydroxylamine (HO-NH2 ), and hy-
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FigA.3. Structure formulas of common developing agents 

drazine (NH2 - NH2 ) in ortho or para posItIOns. For example, the well
known developing agent hydro qUill one is a derivative of benzene where the 
two hydroxyl groups (OH groups) are in the para position on the ring. If 
they are in the ortho position, the agent is called pyrocatechol. The same de
veloping agent can appear under many different names, both chemical and 
trade names. Hydroquinone can be named, e.g., para-dihydroxybenzene or 
1,4-dihydroxibenzene, while pyrocatechol will be named, by the same 
token, ortho-dihydroxybenzene or 1,2-dihydroxybenzene. 

Sometimes more than two substitutions on the benzene ring positions 
are made so that when, e.g., three hydroxyl groups are in the 1, 2, and 3 
positions, the compound is called pyrogallol or 1.2.3-trihydroxybenzene. 
Figure 4.3 illustrates various modern developing agents used in common 
developers. 

4.2.2 Conventional Black-and-White Developers 

Today practically all standard Black-and-White (B/W) photographic devel
opers are of two main types. They are compounded of either metal and 
hydroquinone (MQ) or else of phenidone and hydroquinone (PQ). The reason 
for using a combination of two agents in a developer is the superadditivity 
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effect that the two will have together. When combined, the two agents act 
in such a way that they will produce a higher density in the material than 
they would if they were used separately. MQ developers were the most 
commonly used type of developers throughout many years but after the 
discovery of phenidone, PQ developers have became very popular instead. 
The reaSons for their popularity are the following: In a solution, metol oxi
dizes more rapidly than phenidone. No sulphonation of the phenidone takes 
place during development in the presence of sulfite. Moreover, the ratio 
between metol-hydroquinone and phenidone-hydroquinone is more favor
able for the PQ combination as regards superadditivity. Only one tenth of 
the amount of metol normally used is needed when using phenidone in a 
developer (in the ratio 1:40). lt is metol or phenidone that initiates the de
velopment of silver-halide grains; hydroquinone is used mainly to regener
ate these agents to their active form. The induction period (the time neces
sary for the developer to induce the first signs of a visible image) is shorter 
for the PQ developer than for the MQ developer. PQ developers are also 
less sensitive to restrainer buildup because of halide release during develop
ment, which is why they give more uniform results when used repeatedly. 
One disadvantage of using phenidone is that it tends to produce fog, which 
is why a bromide restrainer is usually required in a phenidone developer. 

The developing agents mentioned here are also used in developers for 
holography. A short presentation of different developing agents currently 
utilized in holographic developers is given below. 

Di-AminophenoI: (NH2hC6HsOH·2HCI. (Other names: 2,4-diamino
phenol dihydrocloride, 4-hydroxy-l ,3- phenylenediamine dihydrocloride, 
Acrol, Amidol, Diamol, Dolmi) -

This is a developing agent that can work without an alkali at low pH-values 
and which causes less swelling of gelatin than other developers usually do. 
lt is used for the development of nuclear emulsions where a low level of 
gelatin swelling is important. When an amidol developer is acidified to the 
point where no neutral sulfite is left in the solution, it will act as a depth 
developer, and the development will start at the bottom of the emulsion 
layer. Amidol in the solution oxidizes fairly rapidly in the air and if alkalis 
are added the oxidation is even more rapid. If, on the other hand, a weak 
acid (bisulfite or boric) is added, the solution becomes quite stable. 

Ortho-Aminophenol: NH2 C6H( OH. (Other names: 2-hydroxyaniline, 
2-amino-l-hydroxybensen, 2-aminophenol, O.A.P.) 

This developing agent is used in developers for ultra-fine-grained materi
als. 

Para-AminophenoI: NH2C6H(OH. (Other names: 4-hydroxyaniline, 
4-amino-I-hydroxybensen, 4-aminophenol, paramidophenol, P.A.P., Azol, 
Rodinal, Kodelon) 
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Para-Aminophenol may be isolated as a free base, but its hydrochloride salt 
(NH2 C6 H4 OH· HC!), is normally used in developers. It is employed in con
centrated developers, as it is easily soluble in water and has excellent keep
ing properties. A developer based on this agent is free from stain and has a 
low fog level. It is useful for high-temperature processing. The pH-value of 
the developer must be >8.0 for a developer based on this agent to work 
well. 

Ascorbic Acid: CH2 0HCHOHCHCOH:COHCOO' (Other names: L
ascorbic acid, vitamin C, cevitamic acid) 

Ascorbic acid may be thought of as a dihydroxydihydrofuran developing 
agent which forms almost colorless oxidation products. This is one of the 
most useful developing agents for holography and it is also non-toxic. It is 
often combined with metol or phenidone. Conventional sulfite-free metol
ascorbic acid developers are used for latent-image studies since they de
velop only the surface latent image. They are typical depth developers 
which, when combined with bromide, provide high contrast and low fog 
level. Their superadditive effect, when combined with phenidone, is util
ized in holographic developers. Iso-ascorbic acid (d-iso-ascorbic acid) has 
very low antiscorbutic activity and may be substituted for ascorbic acid. 
Another complex related to ascorbic acid is sodium iso-ascorbate (sodium 
erythorbate) which has become common in monobath developers with rapid 
developing activity. 

Glycin: HOC6 H4 NHCH2 COOH. (Other names: para-oxyphenylglycin, 
para-hydroxyphenylaminoacetic acid, para-hydroxyphenylglycin, Athenon, 
Glyconiol, Iconyl, Kodurol) 

Note that glycine (amino acid) is not a developing agent and must not be 
confused with photographic glycin described here. Glycin is a slow acting 
but a powerful developing agent, producing fine-grained silver structures. 
The pH-value of the developer must be >7.5 for a developer based on this 
agent to work well. It is an agent that oxidizes very slowly in the air, even 
in alkaline solutions. It is therefore often used in tank developers. Its tend
ency to fog, even in the absence of bromide, is very low. 

Metol: (HOC6 H 4 NHCH3 h' H2 S04 , (Other names: monomethyl
para-aminophenol sulfate, para-methylaminophenol sulfate, Elon, Genol, 
Pictol, Rhodo!) 

Metol is a derivative of para-aminophenol. It is a popular developing agent, 
used in many photographic and holographic developers. Used alone in a de
veloper, it gives low contrast and is therefore often combined with hydro
quinone. Note that metol has to be dissolved before other components, such 
as, e.g., sodium sulfite, are added to the developer. The pH-value of the 
developer must be >6.9 for a developer based on this agent to work. Highly 
alkaline metol baths will tend to produce fog, unless restrained. This agent 
(or impurities of it) is prone to cause dermatitis in allergic users. 
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HydroQuinone: C6 H4 -I,4-(OH)2' (Other names: para dihyroxybenzene, 
1,4-dihydroxybenzene, 1,4-benzenediol, hydroquinol, quinol) 

This is perhaps the most popular developing agent used in many different 
kinds of developers. If employed alone with a strong alkali and low concen
trations of sulfite, it will produce a high-contrast developer used for infec
tious development, eliminating tones intermediate between black and white. 
It is almost always applied together with metol or phenidone for continu
ous-'.tone photographic work. The pH-value of the developer must be >9.7 
and the temperature above 15° C for the developer based on this agent to 
work well. 

Chlorohydroquinone: CIC6 H3 -I,4-(OHh. (Other names: 2-chloro
l,4-dihydroxybenzene, Adurol, Chloroquinol, Quinotol) 

This agent is actually better than hydroquinone as it is more stable, has bet
ter solubility, a smaller tendency to create fog and is easier to adjust (using 
potassium bromide) than the regular hydroquinone. Its reduction potential 
is higher than that of hydroquinone and it has about six times the develop
ing energy of hydroquinone because of the presence of a chlorine atom in 
the quinol structure. Under normal photographic conditions it gives a 
blacker image. Its solubility in water is higher than that of hydroquinone, 
which is why it is often used in concentrated developers. It can be used as a 
preservative in amidol developers. This agent was frequently used in the 
early days of photography and has later been proven useful for developing 
nuclear and holographic emulsions. 

Phenidone: C6 Hs -Cli Hs N2 ° (Other names: l-phenyl-3-pyrazolidone, 
I-phenyl-3-pyrazolidinone, Graphidone, Phenidone A) . 

Phenidone is one of the most useful developing agents for holography, in 
particular as regards holograms recorded at very short exposure times (e.g., 
with Q-switched lasers). Its superadditivity effect, when used together with 
hydroquinone, is strong, and it also shows a superadditive effect when 
combined with ascorbic acid, which makes it the fastest holographic devel
oper of today. Ph enid one is difficult to dissolve in water but very soluble in 
alkaline solutions. For best results, phenidone should be added to the devel
oper just before it is used. Unlike the aromatic developing agents, pheni
done is not indefinitely stable in alkaline solutions, as it will be affected by 
hydrolysis. A phenidone developer cannot be stored over long periods of 
time. Degradation of phenidone developers during storage has been studied 
by Alletag [4.34]. It has a low toxicity. 

Methyl Phenidone: C10H12 N20. (Other names: I-phenyl-4-methyl-
3-pyrazolidone, Phenidone B, Phenidone Z) 

Methyl phenidone and dimethyl phenidone (other names: I-phenyl-4,4-
dimethyl-3-pyrazolidone, dimezone) are derivatives of phenidone. They are 
slightly better than phenidone in that they are more alkali-stable in a mixed 
developer. Dimethyl phenidone does not undergo hydrolysis. The methyl 
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group (CHg) has an increasing effect on the development speed in a high
pH developer. Methyl phenidone has been strongly recommended for many 
Russian holographic developers. Its additive effect is believed to be even 
stronger than that of phenidone. The solubility of phenidone derivatives in 
water is similar to that of regular phenidone. 

Ortho-Phenylenediamine: C6 H.(NH2 )2' (Other names: ortho-diamino~ 
benzene, 2-aminoaniline, O.P.D.) 

This developer agent is similar to the para-version, but does not have the 
staining effect on the emulsion. It is also weaker, which is why it is usually 
combined with other agents in developers for producing fine-grained re
sults. It is a toxic developing agent. 

Para-Phenylenediamine: C6 H.(NH2 )2' (Other names: para-diamino
benzene, 4-aminoaniline, P.P.D., Diamine, Paramine) 

This is a developing agent used for fine-grained materials. It works in a 
semi-physical way, has a tendency to stain the emulsion, and is very toxic. 
A developer with this agent has no induction period. The pH-value of the 
developer must be >10 for a developer based on this agent to work well. In 
plain sulfite solutions, para-phenylenediamine works very slowly, reducing 
a part of each grain only, which results in low contrast and granularity. It is 
often combined with glycin or metal in developers for fine-grained materi
als. 

Pyrocatechol: C6 H. -I ,2-(OHh. (Other names: ortho-dihydroxyben
zene, 1,2-dihydroxybenzene, catechol, pyrocatechin, DinoI) 

This hydroquinone isomer is another agent commonly used in holography. 
It has the advantage of producing no fog. Employed without sulfite, it 
hardens gelatin just like pyrogallol does. It is utilized in high-quality devel
opers for reflection holograms. Similarly to pyrogallol, it also stains the 
emulsion, but to a lesser degree. This agent is outstanding in the ability to 
retain its activity in the presence of large quantities of sodium thiosulfate, 
which is why it is often used in monobath developers. 

Pyrogallol: C6 H3 -1 ,2,3-(OHh. (Other names: 1,2,3-trihydroxybenzene, 
1,2,3-benzenetriol, pyro, sometimes improperly called pyrogallic acid) 

Pyrogallol is a very important developing agent in holography. Used in a 
developer without sulfite, it has a hardening effect on the gelatin. It also 
has a staining effect on the emulsion, which is good from the point of noise 
suppression. The staining of gelatin (to a brownish color) results from the 
oxidation products in the development of the silver image. Since pyrogallol 
solutions are stable only when they are acid, they are usually prepared by 
mixing two stock solutions: one containing the pyrogallol with bisulfite, and 
the other containing an alkali. If the developer is mixed with sulfite, the 
staining and hardening effects are reduced. The pH-value of the developer 
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based on this agent should be >8.2. When combined with di-aminophenol 
the developer works without an alkali. The behavior of a pyrogallol devel
oper depends upon its dilution: high concentration produces density and 
contrast readily, whereas low concentration is softly working and produces 
density and contrast slowly. The mono methyl ether of pyrogallol (3-meth
oxycatechol, Rubinol) may be used instead, as it is less readily auto-oxi
dized and has a smaller staining effect. 

4.2.3 Preservatives 

Sulfite is the most common preservative in photographic chemistry. Sul
fite's main role is to prevent the developer from getting oxidized by the ox
ygen in the air. Sulfite usually reacts with the oxidation products to form 
sulfonates. However, it also serves as a weak silver-solvent compound. Nor
mally, sodium sulfite (Na2S0g) is used but at times potassium sulfite 
(K2SOg) can be preferred because of its greater solubility. It is particularly 
found in liquid concentrated developers. Although sodium sulfite is invari
ably used in practice, organic compounds, such as cysteine or thioglycolic 
acid have also been reported to be effective in inhibiting the oxidation of 
developing agents. 

If a developer does not contain sulfite, it is called a sulfite-free devel
oper. This type of developer is important in some holographic processing 
regimes. In general, a developer that contains no sulfite oxidizes very fast. 
It must therefore be prepared just before being used. During the develop
ment, such a developer can cause oxidation fog in the emulsion. 

A gradual increase of the amount of sulfite in the developer will make 
the developer more and more oxidation resistant, but, on the other hand, 
high concentrations of sulfite will also cause increased silver-solvent action, 
which in some holographic processing schemes can become a problem. Too 
high concentration of sulfite can also cause th~ appearance of fog in the 
emulsion. Sulfite is alkaline enough to be able to function as both a preser
vative and an accelerator in some weak developers. 

Sodium sulfite can be dehydrated (anhydrous) (Na2SOg) or crystalline 
(Na2 SOg . 7H2 0). For developers intended for the processing of fine-gra
ined materials sodium sulfite of the highest quality must be used. If the 
crystalline version is used instead of the dehydrated one, the quantity of 
sodium sulfite must be doubled. 

In some developers advantage is taken of sodium metabisulfite 
(Na2S20S) (other names: sodium acidsulfite. sodium pyrosulfite) or potas
sium metabisulfite (K2S20 S• another name: potassium pyrosulfite). In a
queous solutions sodium metabisulfite undergoes the process of hydrolysis 
and forms sodium bisulfite (NaHSOg). These compounds are used particu
larly in developers for fine-grained materials to decrease the developer's al
kalinity and thus to reduce their intensity. Metabisulfite is also employed as 
a preservative in high-energetic developers. 
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4.2.4 Silver-Solvent Agents 

Sulfite is a weak silver solvent and can be used in developers as such, as 
well as combining the actions of a solvent and a preservative. In a compen
sating developer for fine-grained materials, the sulfite concentration is 
higher than what is necessary for bare preservation. Silver solvents play an 
important role in many holographic developers. Strong silver solvents are 
ammonium thiocyanate (NH4SCN) (other names: ammonium sulfocyanate, 
ammonium sulfocyanide), potassium thiocyanate (KSCN) (other names: 
potassium sulfocyanate, potassium sulfocyanide), and sodium thiocyanate 
(NaSCN) (other names: sodium sulfocyanate, sodium sulfocyanide). Identi
cal to these are ammonium rhodanide (NH4 CNS), potassium rhodanide 
(KCNS) and sodium rhodanide (NaCNS), respectively, which sometimes 
appear under slightly different formulas. These compounds are used in, 
e.g., physical developers. They are very tricky to control and many prob
lems can occur, e.g., dichroitic fog may form as a result of a too high con
centration of these substances. James and Vanselow [4.35] investigated the 
rate of solution of silver-halide grains caused by these compounds in a de
veloper. 

4.2.5 Accelerator 

With few exceptions a developer becomes active. only when it is alkaline. 
Moreover, its activity increases with the increase in alkalinity. The alkaline 
compound acts like an accelerator in a developer. Alkalines used in devel
opers can be classified into three main groups: 
(i) Strong alkalines. 
(ii) Medium alkalines. 
(iii) Weak alkalines. 

Strong alkalines include potassium hydroxide (KOH) (other names: 
caustic potash, potassium hydrate), sodium hydroxide (NaOH) (other 
names: caustic soda, sodium hydrate), and ammonium hydroxide (NH40H) 
(other names: aqua ammonia, ammonia water). Ammonium hydroxide has 
silver-solvent properties and is therefore seldom used. Strong alkalines are 
used in rapid developers. Normally, they produce relatively large silver 
grains in a developed emulsion. Developers mixed with these alkalines have 
a pH-value of> 12. 

Medium alkalines include sodium carbonate (Na2C03) (other names: 
soda, washing soda, soda ash, solvay soda) and potassium carbonate 
(K2C03) (other names: potash, pearl ash). Sodium carbonate can be anhy
drous (Na2 C03), monohydrate (Na2 C03 . H20), or decahydrate (Na2 C03 . 
10H20). Potassium carbonate comes as anhydrous (K2C03) or crystalline 
(K2 C03 . 2H2 0). At equal concentrations, potassium carbonate will render a 
developer more alkaline than sodium carbonate will. Phosphate is used 
sometimes. Sodium orthophosphate (Na3P04 . 12H20) or sodium pyrophos-
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phate (Na4P207 ·10H20) can be employed, in particular, for fine-grained 
material development. Developers containing these alkalines have pH
values between 10 and 11.5. 

Weak alkalines include sodium tetraborate (decahydrated) (Na2 B4 °7. 
IOH20) (other names: sodium borate, sodium biborate, sodium pyroborate, 
Borax) and sodium metaborate (NaB02 ·4H20) (other names: Kodak's 
balanced alkali, Kodalk). Developers with weak alkalines produce fine 
grains and will also level out the contrast. Note that borates should not be 
used in developers containing pyrocatechin or pyrogallol developing agents. 
Sodium metaborate does not give rise to bubbles of gas when carried into 
an acid stop bath introduced directly after development. Sulfite is a very 
weak accelerator but it can be used in some slow developers. For weak al
kalines the pH-values are between 8 to 10. 

4.2.6 Restrainer 

Certain chemical processes are responsible for the fact that some of the un
exposed grains of the emulsion will also be developed. That phenomenon 
causes fog in the photographic emulsion. In order to prevent this, re
strainers are added to the developer. Some low-alkalinity developers do not 
produce fog and there is no need for a restrainer. Bromide and, in particu
lar, potassium bromide (KBr) are the most commonly employed restrainers 
found in most developers. Occasionally sodium bromide (NaBr) is used. 

In stock solutions, potassium bromide should be mixed with the alkali 
part as it has a tendency to oxidize the developing agent. Other restrainers 
include citrates, tartrates and borartrates, among which alkali iodides should 
be mentioned particularly. Potassium iodide can also accelerate the develop
ment process (the Leiner effect). Antifoggants can also be considered as 
restrainers from the functional point of view. They are treated next. 

4.2.7 Addenda 

Various compounds that can influence the development process in one way 
or another can be found in the recipes for developers. Antifoggants [4.36] 
are one example of such compounds, e.g., benzotriazole (CaH4 NHN2) 
(other names: J -2-3 benzotriazole, I-H-benzotriazole, azimidobenzene, 
Kodak Anti-Fog I) and 6-nitro-benzimidazole (another name: Kodak 
Anti-Fog 2), as well as ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid tetra sodium salt 
(other names: EDTA NA4, Squestrene, Trilon B). One gram of the last 
compound chelates 215 milligrams of calcium carbonate, which is why it is 
often used in developers as a calcium sequestering agent. Yet another com
pound, 2.4 dihydroxybenzophenone [(HOhCaH3COCaHs] (other names: 
DHBH, Kodak Antical No.3) which acts as an antistain and antisludge 
agent is often added to developers. Powerful organic compounds containing 
sulfur can also be utilized, such as J-phenyl-5-mercaptotetrazole. The 
chemical structure of some of these compounds as well as common wetting 
agents discussed in the next subsection are shown in Fig.4.4. 
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Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid 

(EDTA) 

Benzotriazole 

Diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid 

(DTPA) 

6-nitro-benzimidazole 1-phenyl-5-mercaptotetrazole 

Fig.4.4. Structure formulas of common sequestering and anti-fog agents 

4.2.8 Solvent Agents 

The main solvent employed in developers as well as in other photographic 
processing baths is water. Certain things should be kept in mind when 
mixing developers with water. Regular tap water is not recommended for 
holographic processing baths. However, if tap water is used, it is advisable 
to add 1 gil of sodium hexametaphosphate [(NaP03)6] (other names: Gra
ham's salt, Calgon) to the developer to prevent the precipitation of insoluble 
calcium, magnesium, or other salts usually present in tap water. EDT A 
(Sect.4.2.7) is often used as a calcium sequestering agent in photographic 
processing solutions and especially in developers. To be on the safe side it is 
recommended to take advantage of distilled water for the preparation of 
processing baths, or at least deionized water. Deionized water is tap water 
that has been passed through a bed of certain synthetic resins to remove 
ions from the water. It is also a good idea to boil the water before mixing a 
developer, in order to reduce the air-content in the water. 

A suitable wetting agent can be added to the developer to make the 
wetting action on the material during processing more uniform. Wetting 
agents are also used in the final wash of holograms. Suitable wetting agents 
are compounds containing a hydrophilic part and a hydrophobic part. There 
are three groups of wetting agents: 
(i) Anionic compounds, such as sodium alkyl sulphonates (RS03 Na) or 

sodium alkyl sulfates (RS04 Na). R represents a long-chain alkyl 
group, which may contain cyclic substituents. 

(ii) Non-ionic compounds, such as polyethyleneglycol derivatives, saponin, 
etc. 

(iii) Cationic compounds, such as hexadecyltrimethyl-ammonium bromid, 
for example. 

Only small quantities (about O.l %) are required. Wetting agents are 
supplied by all the photographic companies. Often Kodak Photo-Flo is used 
in holographic processing baths. 
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4.3 Holographic Developers 

Silver-halide materials for holography are all of the fine-grained type. Such 
materials require the application of special processing techniques to achieve 
the best possible results. Therefore, a great deal of research has gone into 
the problem of processing methods of holographic silver-halide emulsions. 

In general, the processing of conventional fine-grained, black-and
white silver-halide materials is performed along the following lines: 
• Overexpose the material and underdevelop it. 
• Use slow developers with a weak alkaline and a high concentration of 

sulfite. 
• Use a developer with high silver-solvent action, containing, e.g., am

monium thiocyanate. 
• Use a semi-physical developer containing, e.g., para-phenylenediam

ine. 
• Use physical development technique. 

Since a hologram is something very different from the conventional 
photographic picture, strict adherence to the processing recommendations 
just mentioned will not guarantee that a high-quality hologram will be ob
tained in each and every case. Back in Lippmann's times (Chap. 1 ) one was 
faced with a similar problem, namely, that the processing parameters had to 
be adjusted to suit the development of color photographs on silver-halide 
materials which are quite similar to the holographic materials of today. And 
thus, the processing techniques used for the development of transmission 
holograms will differ from those used for reflection holograms. The same 
goes for the production of amplitude holograms as opposed to phase holo
grams. 

Besides considering the type of hologram being produced, one must al
so consider other parameters, such as, for example, the grain size of the 
holographic material used. Thus, the processing technique wiII be different 
for the ultra-fine-grained emulsions and for a material with a somewhat 
larger grain structure. Another example of the importance of matching the 
processing methods with the type of hologram to be obtained comes from 
display holography. Here, normally a phase hologram is desired in which 
bleaching is done after development. This calls for a developing technique 
that will match the subsequent bleaching. Bleaching procedures for phase 
holograms are discussed in Chap.5. 

In the early days of holography the already existing conventional de
velopers were used for the processing of amplitude holograms - the basic 
hologram type at that time. To develop a high-resolution plate such as 
Kodak 649-F which was employed for the recording of early holograms in 
the USA, a high-contrast, fast developer of the X-ray type was required. 
Kodak D-19 is such a developer and it still gives good results in the pro
cessing of different types of holograms. Agfa-Gevaert recommended for 
developers: G3P, G150 and Metinol-U (similar to D-19) at the time they 
introduced the first Scientia materials for holography. 
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The first attempts to produce phase holograms created a problem with 
obtaining high diffraction efficiency coupled with a low noise level. This 
triggered off extensive research into the improvement of the performance 
of holographic materials and led to the presentation of various processing 
regimes. In this chapter the developing process will be described, in Chap.5 
the bleaching process, and in Chap.7 complete well-working processing 
schemes will be presented. 

4.3.1 Conventional Developers Used in Holography 

Kodak D-19 black-and-white developer is the most frequently used con
ventional developer for both transmission and reflection holograms. The D-
19 and the D-19b versions consist of 

Metol 
Sodium sulfite (anhydrous) 
Hydroquinone 
Sodium carbonate (monohydrated) 
Potassium bromide 
Distilled water 

Developing time 4 to 5 minutes at 20° C. 

D-19 
2 g 

90 g 
8 g 

52.5 g 
5 g 
I l 

D-19b 
2.2 g 

72 g 
8.8 g 

48 g 
4 g 
1 l. 

This MQ developer is a high-contrast, low-fog developer that will 
produce clean amplitude transmission holograms on the majority of the ex
isting materials. Often, the b-version is recommended for holographic pro
cessing, mainly because of its lower sulfite and bromide contents. 

Biedermann and Stetson [4.13] mentioned that the confluence point (the 
point where the extensions of the linear parts of the D-IogH curves 
intersects) may lie below or on the 10gH axis depending on whether or not 
the developer has a high concentration of potassium bromide. The conflu
ence point is situated on the 10gH axis for a surface developer (a developer 
without KBr). If the confluence point is situated below the axis, the devel
oper is a depth developer (a developer with high KBr concentration). Phil
lips [4.24] has actually recommended to reduce sodium sulfite to 30 g and 
to completely omit the potassium bromide in the D-19 developer. The de
velopment time for holograms is about half of the time recommended by 
the manufacturer for conventional materials, indicating the earlier-menti
oned overexpose/underdevelopment approach to reduce grain size in the 
final hologram. Pernick et al. [4.12] investigated the influence of the devel
oping time on the slope and linearity of the T a -logH curve for the Kodak 
649-F emulsion developed in D-19. Biedermann and Stetson [4.13] did a 
more fundamental test and found that higher-quality holograms could actu
ally be made using shorter developing times. The slope of the linear region 
of the D-logH curve changes with development time. They also found that 
the noise increased faster with increasing development time than does the 
diffraction efficiency. This indicates that shorter development times tend to 
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favor signal-to-noise ratios in hologram reconstructions. The effect can be 
further enhanced by reducing the development time down to one to two 
minutes with the corresponding increase of exposure, of course. If the time 
is too short, however, the developer has no time to penetrate to the bottom 
of the emulsion and the development will take place mainly at the surface 
of the emulsion. The, development will not be very uniform, which will re
sult in poor-quality holograms. The influence of the developing tempera
ture is also affecting the quality of the holograms. For example, Cox and 
Buckles [4.14] obtained higher diffraction efficiency of holograms recorded 
in Kodak SO-243 material and developed in D-19 at 30° C compared to 
24° C. They also compared the performance of the D-19 developer with 
two other Kodak developers: D-76 and Microdol-X. 

The MQ-developer can also be used for the processing of reflection 
phase holograms, provided that it has the high concentration of sodium sul
fite and potassium bromide. The b-version is very often the best choice. 
However, certain modifications that have been made in order to adjust the 
MQ-developer for the particular use in holography make it easier to use. 
These will be discussed separately at a later stage. 

The Agfa 80 developer is similar to D-19 but according to Bieder
mann and Johansson [4.17] Agfa 80 is slightly better than D-19 for 
transmission holograms. The developer is mixed in the following way: 

Metol 2.5 g 
Sodium sulfite (anhydrous) 100 g 
Hydroquinone 109 
Potassium carbonate 60 g 
Potassium bromide 4 g 
Distilled water 1 l. 

Developing time 5 minutes at 20° C. 

The main difference between D-19 and Agfa 80 is the use of potas
sium carbonate in the latter, instead of sodium carbonate, which in some 
processing regimes is believed to give slightly better results. Nowadays, 
Agfa recommends the use of the conventional developer REFINAL for de
veloping their holographic materials if their own special holographic devel
opers GP 61 or GP 62 are not used. 

D-19 is not the only Kodak developer for holographic purposes. An
other useful developer is Kodak D-8, which is supposed to give slightly 
better results than D-19 in some processing techniques [4.15,37]. This de
veloper has been designed to suit very high contrast work. Note the high 
concentration of KBr in this developer, indicating that it is a depth devel
oper: 

Sodium sulfite (anhydrous) 
Hydroquinone 
Sodium hydroxide 
Potassium bromide 
Distilled water 

90 g 
45 g 
37.5 g 
30 g 

1 l. 
Normally, this developer is diluted: 2 parts developer + I part water. 
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A developer recommended by Smith [4.37] for the development of 
phase transmission holograms is Kodak SD-48. It consists of two parts: 
Solution A: 

Sodium sulfite (anhydrous) 
Ascorbic acid 
Pyrocatechol 
Sodium sulfate 
Potassium bromide 
DistiIIed water 

Solution B: 
Sodium hydroxide 
Sodium sulfate 
DistiIIed water 

8g 
1 g 

40 g 
100 g 
30 g 

1 l 

20 g 
JOOg 

1 l . 
Mix solution A and solution B for use. Developing time 5 to 8 minutes. 

This standard developer produces reduced-noise phase holograms when 
combined with the Kodak R-9 bleach. The influence of the relief image on 
the surface is such that it eliminates the noise produced by the refractive
index variation in the bleached hologram. Lamberts and Kurtz [ 4.15] found 
that by removing potassium bromide completely from SD-48 the diffraction 
efficiency of phase holograms on 649-F plates with a reversal bleaching 
technique was increased three to six times. Bleaching techniques will be 
discussed in Chap.5. It often seems that a surface developer is more suitable 
for processing transmission holograms, which explains the better perfor
mance in this case when the potassium bromide was omitted. Remember 
that Phillips [4.24] also recommended to omit KBr from the D-19 devel
oper since he regarded D-19 to be a developer for primarily transmission 
holograms. A depth developer is obviously not a good choice for the pro
cessing of phase holograms of the reversal type. In this case, the developer 
must not contain KBr. This problem wiII be discussed in Chap.5, where 
Fimia et al. [4.23] reported that the D-8 developer (with KBr) could only 
be used for rehalogenated phase holograms. The D-8 applied to the rever
sal-bleaching method produces very low-efficiency holograms. 

It should be mentioned that occasionally the following Kodak devel
opers were also used: HRP, Microdol-X, D-76, D-82 and D-165. They are 
mentioned in some of the early publications on holography. 

Another developer, Neofin Blue from Tetenal [4.38] was introduced 
by Phillips and Porter [4.19] and is considered to give good results in 
transmission holograms. It works particularly well for pulsed holography. It 
is a proprietary developer intended for one-shot processing. The developer 
comes in as a concentrated liquid to be diluted before processing conven
tional films. For holography, however, it was originally suggested to be 
used undiluted, which meant an extremely concentrated solution. The 
reason for this is clear - the concentration of the developing agent is much 
higher when undiluted and it will also have strong alkaline concentration. 
These factors have been proved to be important for some holographic de
velopers. A dilution of 1: 1 developerjdistiIIed water is what the present 
author recommends as it wiII favorably affect the viscosity of the developer 
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and ensure a better penetration into the emulsion. The developer can be 
applied at temperatures between 20° and 26° C depending on the exposure 
of the hologram. Processing time is between 2 and 5 minutes. 

For transmission holograms best results are obtained if the developer 
has a temperature of 20° C and a processing time of 3 to 4 minutes (when 
used without additives and diluted I: 1). A longer time at higher tempera
tures will produce some fog. It should always be used fresh. The original 
paper suggests certain additives to the developer, such as 0.3 gil of benzo
triazole in order to further decrease the fog level which is already low even 
without it. This will, however, reduce the speed of the developer. Adding 
120 gil of sodium metaborate will slightly increase the pH-value, which is 
rather modest (pH = 10.5) in the original developer. The developer can be 
purchased in half-liter bottles, which makes it more economical than to buy 
it in small ampules normally found in the photographic stores. Neofin Blue 
is definitely recommendable for transmission holograms. 

Another category of developers not so well known among holographers 
are developers used for processing nuclear emulsions. Nuclear emulsion 
processing is, of course, a rather special technique and cannot be regarded 
as "conventional". These developers were originally not intended for holo
graphy and are therefore interesting to study, especially because there are 
some similarities between the two fields. The author has been working in 
the field of high-energy physics where these emulsions are used, and tried 
some of the techniques applied there for holography. A nuclear emulsion is 
an extremely thick photographic silver-halide material in which particle 
tracks are recorded directly as the particles pass through the emulsion [4.39-
41]. The emulsion is very thick, (25+600jlm) which is why 'it is difficult to 
obtain a uniform development in depth through the entire emulsion. One is 
faced with the same problem when processing Lippmann plates used for re
flection holography even though the thickness of the emulsion in Lippmann 
plates is much smaller. One solution to this problem as regards nuclear 
emulsions is to use amidol as a developing agent, since it can develop at low 
pH-values, which reduces the swelling of the emulsion during processing. 
Another trick is to adjust the solution temperature in such a way that the 
developer can penetrate through the emulsion without having a developing 
effect on it. (At low temperatures the amidol developer is almost inactive). 
This is achieved if the developer is kept at a low temperature during the 
penetration stage and if at the offset of development the temperature is in
creased. This procedure produces very uniform results. The reader may 
want to refer to the test on an ice-cold developer for transmission holo
grams described in a paper by Kaspar et al. [4.42]. It should be remem
bered, however, that this technique is applicable mainly for the processing 
of reflection holograms. 

way: 
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A typical developer for nuclear emulsions is mixed in the following 

Amidol 
Sodium sulfite (anhydrous) 
Boric acid 

4.5 g 
18 g 
35 g 



Potassium bromide 
Distilled water 

0.8 g 
I l. 

Processing is done by soaking the emulsion in distilled water at 20° C 
for 30 minutes and then for one hour at a lower temperature (5° C). After 
that, the cold water is replaced by the developer also at 5° C, and then the 
emulsion is soaked for one hour. After that the developer is replaced by an
other developer with a lower amidol concentration (2.25gll) which acts 
upon the emulsion for 50 minutes at 24° C. The cold developer previously 
absorbed by the emulsion will become active when the temperature rises 
and very uniform development will take place throughout the entire emul
sion. The processing continues with a stop bath and fixation, using similar 
cycles and long processing times. Sometimes the warm developer must con
tain 12 gil sodium sulfate (Na2S04) to prevent too much swelling of the 
emulsion. 

Holographic processing using this technique with a much shorter pro
cessing time (IS minutes instead of one hour) results in reflection holo
grams of a more narrow spectral bandwidth which is caused by a more uni
form processing of the emulsion layers. However, when the plate was illu
minated with white light, one could see that the diffraction efficiency was 
not so high which was due not only to the more narrow bandwidth, but also 
to the fact that amidol could not provide the necessary high contrast. To 
obtain better results some modifications of the existing nuclear emulsion 
developers will be necessary and further investigation of this interesting ap
proach to holographic processing is needed. Compare also the new microhe
terogenous volume recording Focar material described in Sect.6.9. 

4.3.2 Divided Development 

In addition to the just described processing techniques used for nuclear 
emulsions, another possibility to get a very uniform development through
out the entire emulsion is to utilize the divided development technique. In 
this case the developer consists of two parts. The first solution contains the 
developing agent(s) and preservatives (sodium sulfite and potassium bro
mide). The second solution contains the alkali. These two baths are used in 
succession without a rinse in between. The developing process starts with 
soaking the emulsion in the first solution. The time here is not critical; one 
to two minutes will assure that the entire layer is filled with the developing 
agents. When the emulsion is immersed in the second solution the develop
ment process starts. The temperature of this bath and the processing time 
here controls the development. This type of developing technique is very 
interesting for the processing of, in particular, reflection holograms. Often, 
holographic developers consist of two parts (A and B). To apply the divided 
development technique; simply soak the holographic emulsion first in part 
A and then in part B. However, some modifications can be suggested here. 
The part A of the developer can be made stronger, i.e., higher concentra
tion of developing agent(s). This stronger solution is used as the first bath 
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in the process. The same will also apply to part B; it can contain an alkali of 
higher concentration. Instead of using part B (regular strength or stronger) 
as the second solution, a regularly. mixed (part A + part B) developer can be 
used for the second part of the process. This means that some fresh devel
oping agents are introduced during the actual development. This technique 
works with many developers but some are performing better than others. 
For example, MQ developers are not recommended. In these developers it is 
difficult to increase the concentration of developing agents because of the 
poor solubility of hydroquinone. Instead, adurol (chlorohydroquninone) 
based developers are recommended, in particular, since such a developer 
works better with harder emulsions to guarantee a good penetration of the 
solution into the emulsion. 

One advantage of this process is that the part A is not becoming oxi
dized and therefore it is long lasting. Only part B has to be replaced more 
frequently, but if it contains only the alkali it is cheap. 

The divided development technique is a good solution when very un
stable developers are used, such as the sulfite-free pyrogallol developer. For 
example, in holographic processing this technique has been applied using 
the popular CW -C2 developer with good results. 

4.3.3 Special Holographic Developers 

There are many developers created specifically for holographic purposes 
and satisfying the particular requirements of a given hologram type. The 
choice of a particular developer depends, firstly, on the type of hologram to 
be made, and, secondly, on whether bleaching will or will not be performed 
after the hologram has been developed. The following presentation of the 
existing developers discusses them according to the processing method for a 
given hologram type. A full presentation of a given processing technique, 
including bleaching procedures, is given in Chap.7 since the choice of a de
veloper depends also on whether or not a bleaching process will be per
formed after development. In general, a processing scheme which is suitable 
for reflection holograms normally works equally well with transmission 
holograms; but the reverse is not always the case. 

a) Theory of Holographic Developers 

The theory of holographic developers is slightly different from that of con
ventional photographic materials. Here, a short presentation will be given, 
highlighting some of the important factors to consider when formulating 
developers for holograms. Formulating developers which will work well for 
processing holograms exposed with high intensity - ultra- short pulses will 
differ from the recipes for developers with low intensity - long exposure 
recordings. Processing of holograms exposed with short pulses will be 
treated in Chap.6. The references to the present chapter contain more deta
ils on the subject of hologram processing. 
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The main concern in selecting a suitable processing technique is how to 
best develop the latent image that was formed during the exposure of the 
holographic emulsion. Normally in holography, a high contrast combined 
with fine silver grains is desired. A distinction between faster/coarse-gra
ined holographic materials and ultra-fine-grained materials must be made. 
The latter can be processed using physical and solution-physical develop
ment techniques, while the former as a rule can only be processed using 
chemical development. 

b) Developing Agents Used in Holographic Developers 

The most common developing agents used in different holographic devel
opers are: ascorbic acid, catechol, hydroquinone, metol, phenidone, and 
pyrogallol. For transmission holograms often MQ or PQ developers are used 
and for reflection holograms ascorbic acid, pyrogallol or catechol develop
ers. 

c) Silver-Halide Solvents in Holographic Developers 

In early papers on holographic development Usanov and Yermolayev [4.16], 
and Biedermann and Johansson [4.17] found that adjacency or edge effects 
could improve the quality of holograms. In the first paper a special edge
enhancement developer was used to increase the diffraction efficiency of 
holographic gratings. In the second paper the MTF function of holographic 
materials was improved by taking advantage of the adjacency effect during 
development. In both cases developers having certain amount of silver
halide solvent action were employed. The question concerning the use of 
silver-halide solvents in holographic developers has been treated in a paper 
by Smith and Callari [4.18]. In general, the use of sodium sulfite in holo
graphic developers was discussed by Austin [4.43] and for conventional de
velopers van Veelen and Villems [4.44] described its influence on the super
additivity effect. Since sulfite is a weak silver solvent it may eventually dis
solve the exposed fine silver-halide crystals before they have been devel
oped. A slight reduction of the exposed grains size can actually be useful to 
reduce noise or even to create a reflection hologram using a coarse-grained 
emulsion demonstrated, as by Thiry [4.45]. However, for solution-physical 
development a controlled silver-solvent action is desired, where sulfite will 
serve this purpose better than, e.g., ammonium thiocyanate. The effects of 
the presence of sulfite in a developer intended for processing phase holo
grams will be further discussed in Chap.5. It is believed, in general, that 
holograms intended to be bleached should be developed in a sulfite-free 
developer. However, the opinions concerning this problem are by no way 
uniform and the subject will be treated again in Chap.5. 

Austin [4.43] explained that sulfite acts like a silver solvent which is 
based on the fact that sulfite ions form complex argento-sulfite ions. A 
solution containing 66 gil of sodium sulfite can dissolve 1.9 gil of silver 
bromide. Since a 4" x 5" Agfa 8E75 plate contains about 0.07 g of silver 
bromide, the entire silver content of the plate could be dissolved, given 
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sufficient time. A sulfite solution is actually a very slow fixing bath. Sulfite 
also reacts with the oxidation products of the developer, which can affect 
th~ contrast and image brightness. In particular, a positive effect in this re
spect has been experienced in developers based on metal. 

Comparing the PQ and the phenidone-ascorbic acid developers (PA), 
the following must be observed. As already mentioned, van Veelen and Wil
lems [4.44] have studied the influence of sulfite on the superadditivity ef
feet of these developers. If there is no sulfite in a PQ developer the super
additive effect will be drastically reduced. A PA developer, however, will be 
almost independent of the sulfite content. The reason for the sulfite de
pendance in a PQ developer is that the regeneration of phenidone by hy
droquinone can only occur if sulfite is present. In a PA developer, regener
ation occurs even without sulfite. Therefore, a sulfite-free PA developer 
for holography is much faster than a PQ version. The same study showed 
that a PQ developer containing sulfite is more active at higher phenidone 
concentrations. Therefore, the phenidone content should be rather high in 
holographic PQ developers containing sulfite. 

The importance of silver solvents in holographic solution-physical de
velopers will be treated in Sect.4.3.6. 

d) Holographic Developers for Transmission Holograms 

In general, development of transmission holograms of the amplitude type is 
quite simple and straightforward. Using modern holographic materials ex
posed with CW lasers, MQ developers, such as Kodak D-19, for example, 
work rather well. Conventional photographic developers applied to hologra
phy have already been discussed. Some other developers are listed in 
Chap.lO. A high-contrast, low-fog developer which also shows some adja
cency effect, would be, however, ideal for this type of holograms. Most 
conventional developers contain hydroquinone which is not the optimal de
veloping agent for transmission holograms. Austin [4.43] found that metol 
and phenidone can produce higher MTF values at spatial frequencies com
mon in transmission holograms, based on adjacency effects. Hydroquinone 
reveals no such effects when used alone in a developer. Since these effects 
are important in holography, developers containing metol combined with 
phenidone are worth considering for this type of processing. However, 
phenidone's superadditivity effect combined with hydroquinone is very 
strong, which explains why hydroquinone often is found in holographic de
velopers. 

For creating phase holograms special developers have been formulated 
to work in different processing regimes and with different materials. 

Below, Agfa's recipe for a developer for transmission holograms, the 
GP 61, which is formulated for their Holotest materials: 

Metol 6 g 
Hydroquinone 7 g 
Phenidone 0.8 g 
Sodium sulfite (anhydrous) 30 g 
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Sodium carbonate 
Potassium bromide 
Tetrasodium EDT A 
Distilled water 

Developing time: 2 min at 20° C. 

60 g 
2g 
I g 
I l . 

This developer give rather good results, but often some of the develop
ers discussed in the following give slightly better results on Agfa materials, 
e.g., the adurol developer introduced by Phillips [4.32]. 

e) Holographic Developers for Reflection Holograms 

With the exception of applying some semi-physical and solution-physical 
processing methods, reflection holograms recorded on commercial Western 
materials are seldom processed in the way of creating amplitude holograms 
because of the low diffraction efficiency of the latter. Therefore, all devel
opers employed in chemical development are used for producing phase 
holograms. The ultra-fine-grained emulsions of the Russian type are nor
mally developed by using the physical or the semi-physical development 
technique producing colloidal silver. A developer, primarily intended for 
reflection phase holograms is often working very well for transmission 
phase holograms, too. 

A depth developer (a long-incubation time developer) is preferred for 
processing reflection holograms. One extreme of such developer is the 
hydroquinone - potassium carbonate developer. The opposite to the depth 
developer is the surface developer. One example of such a developer is the 
metol-potassium carbonate developer. The acid amidol developer is a real 
depth developer. Development, instead of starting at the top of the emul
sion, works from the bottom up. Unfortunately, this developer produces 
rather poor contrast, another important factor in hologram processing. 

In general, it is important that the developer can penetrate the entire 
emulsion before the process starts. This gives a more uniform development 
throughout the depth of the emulsion. Compare also the divided develop
ment technique in Sect.4.3.2. 

4.3.4 Chemical Development of Reflection Holograms 
Exposed with CW Lasers 

a) Developers Based on Pyrogallol 

Going back to Lippmann's days, it is interesting to study again the way in 
which the researchers of those days approached the problems encountered 
then when dealing with materials of the fine-grained type. The Lippmann 
plates were mainly of the ultra-fine-grained type since they were supposed 
to work in the whole visible part of the electro-magnetic spectrum includ
ing the blue part. This was, and still is, the most difficult problem in the 
recording and processing of reflection holograms made on silver-halide ma
terials and exposed to short wavelengths. The scientists processing Lipp-
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mann photographs used most often the Lumiere pyrogallol-ammonia de
veloper. Small variations concerning the concentration used, could be ob
served, but generally it was mixed in the following way: 
Solution A Solution B 
Pyrogallol 1 g Potassium bromide 15 g 
Distilled water 100 mt Ammonia (saturated) 30 mt 

Distilled water 150 mt . 
Mix: 3 mt part A + 6 mt part B + 100 ml water. Developing time: I to 3 
minutes. 

This developer is based on pyrogallol as the developing agent. Am
monia in the developer is acting as the alkali and a silver solvent at the 
same time. This means that the developer is of the solution-physical type. 
This type of developer was first used by Denisyuk and Protas [4.10] for de
veloping the first single-beam reflection hologrlfms recorded in the former 
USSR. 

Van Renesse [4.22] introduced tanning development as an important 
part of the bleaching process which will be described in the next chapter. 
Spierillgs [4.46] employed pyrogallol developers without solvent action for 
processing reflection phase holograms, combined with a subsequent reversal 
bleaching process known as "pyrochrome processing". The name of the 
process is a combination of "pyro" from the pyrogallol developer and 
"chrome" from the oxidizer (potassium dichromate) utilized in the bleach 
bath. See further details in Chap.5. The developer is mixed in the following 
way: 
Solution A Solution B 
Pyrogallol 109 Sodium carbonate 60 g 
Distilled water I l Distilled water 1 l '. 
Mix: 1 part A + 1 part B (pH about 10.6). Developing time: 2 min at 20· C. 

This developer both hardens and stains the gelatin. The tanning effect 
is most beneficial in processing high-speed, coarse-grained holographic 
materials such as, e.g., Agfa lOE or Kodak SO-253 products. Saxby [4.47] 
added phenidone to this developer to increase the effective emulsion speed 
of the Agfa 8E75 materials. The following recipe for Pyrochrome Plus 
gives a threefold increase compared with the previous solution: 
Solution A Solution B 
Pyrogallol 20 g Sodium carbonate 
Phenidone 1.2 g Distilled water 
Sodium metabisulfite 30 g 
Distilled water 1 l 

130g 
1 t 

Mix: 1 part A + I part B. Developing time: 2 to 6 minutes at 20· C. 
In addition to phenidone combined with a doubling of the pyrogallol 

and carbonate contents, the developer also contains sodium metabisulfite 
which will slightly reduce the tanning effect. This means that a color shift 
can be obtained when processing reflection holograms with a reversal 
bleach. Sodium metabisulfite has also a preserving effect which means that 
the mixed developer will last longer. 
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Blyth [4.28] has recommended a special version of the pyrogallol devel-
oper used in his improved reversal bleach process: 

Pyrogallol 35 g 
Sodium phosphate (dibasic) 80 g 
Sodium hydroxide 25 g 
Distilled water 1 l . 

Developing temperature 30° C. 

The main difference between the holographic, pure pyrochrome devel
oper and the old Lippmann pyrogallol developer is that the former is a 
nonsolvent chemical developer. Since it contains no sulfite (or metabisul
fite), it will oxidize very quickly when the alkali is added. Therefore, the 
solutions A and B should be mixed just before being used. 

However, the use of a silver solvent in a developer can have some 
advantages for holography as well. Thiry [4.45] has shown that applying an 
ammonia-pyrogallol developer (Valenta's formula) it was possible to obtain 
a Qetter-quality reflection hologram on the Agfa IOE75 emulsion than that 
obtained with the pyrochrome processing technique. Normally it is difficult 
to record reflection holograms on the 10E75 material because of the 
marginal resolving power and a high scatter within the 10£75 emulsion 
during exposure. The reason it could be done at all in Thiry's experiment 
was that the developer actually reduced the grain sizes during the develop
ing process, which, in turn, produced interference fringes in the emulsion 
of sufficient quality for the holographic image to be reconstructed. The 
quality of the hologram obtained by Thiry is nonetheless not comparable to 
that which can be achieved by a material with a higher resolving power. 

A developer formulated in the present author's laboratory in Sweden in 
the early 70's was based on a similar approach in order to produce low
scatter Denisyuk reflection holograms, using the highest-resolution plates of 
that time from Agfa. Instead of using ammonia, the developer contains a 
rather high amount of sodium sulfite, which also has a solvent effect. At 
the same time the hardening effect of pyrogallol was reduced. A good color 
control was achieved using an EDT A - based rehalogenating bleach. This 
was quite an unusual approach to take at that time. For more details con
cerning bleaching refer to Chap.5. 

The Holodev 602 developer composed according to the following re
cipe was used: 
Solution A 
Pyrogallol 

Sodium sulfite (anhydrous) 
Potassium metabisulfite 
Distilled water 

50 g 

BOg 
50 g 

I l 

Solution B 
Sodium carbonate 
Distilled water 

85 g 
1 l 

Mix: 1 part A + 1 part B + 1 part water. pH = 9.4. Developing time: 2.5 
min at 22° -25° C. 

The above-mentioned developer was used to produce reflection holo
grams of the phase type on the existing Agfa 8E75 materials (grain size of 
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about 50nm) with a high signal-to-noise ratio. Because of the high content 
of sodium sulfite, this pyrogallol developer is stable even when mixed as a 
working solution. The developer produces high-quality Denisyuk-type 
holograms on the modern materials as well. When processing today's finer
grained materials, such as the Agfa BE75 HD, it is recommended to reduce 
the sodium-sulfite content from 130 g to somewhere between 30 to 60 g. 
This developer can produce results similar to the more well-known CW-C2 
catechol developer. Typically, an exposure energy of 240 j1.J/cm2 gives 
optimal results in combination with the reversal Pyrochrome bleach for 
HeNe laser recordings on Agfa BE75 HD. 

In general, pyrogallol-based holographic developers are very popular in 
processing reflection holograms recorded with CW lasers. 

Agfa has formulated a developer based on the combination of metol 
and pyrogallol, which produces reflection holograms on their materials. The 
developer is the GP 62: 
Solution A 
Metol 
Pyrogallol 
Sodium sulfite 
Tetrasodium EDT A 
Potassium bromide 
Distilled water 

15 g 
7 g 

20 g 
2g 
4g 
I l . 

Solution B 
Sodium carbonate 
Distilled water 

60 g 
I l 

Mix 1 part A + I part B + 2 parts distilled water. Developing time: 2 min at 
20°C. 

However, most holographers today prefer developers, such as, e.g., 
CW-C2 for processing reflection holograms. 

b) Developers Based on Catechol 

The catechol (or pyrocatechol) developing agent for reflection holograms 
was introduced by Lamberts and Kurtz [4.15] in an early processing tech
nique for phase holograms. It became popular after the publication of a 
paper on that subject by Cooke and Ward [4.48]. Catechol processing has al
so been treated by Aliaga and Chuaqui [4.49]; they have found that the tan
ning effect produced by catechol developers is not as important for obtain
ing high efficiency as was often believed before. They also showed that im
proved efficiency could be obtained with the CW-C2 developer as com
pared to that obtained by Agfa GP 62 developer. The CW-C2 developer by 
Cooke and Ward consists of 

Catechol 
L-ascorbic acid 
Sodium sulfite (anhydrous) 
Urea 
Sodium carbonate (anhydrous) 
Distilled water 

10 g 
5g 
5 g 

50 g 
30 g 

I l . 
Developing time: 2 min at 20° C (continuous agitation). pH = B.B. 
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The best way of mixing this developer is in two-stock solutions with 
the sodium carbonate in the second part. 

The CW -C2 developer has become one of the most successful develop
ers for the processing of the CW-laser-exposed reflection holograms on, in 
particular, Agfa materials. The use of urea which softens gelatin serves to 
increase the developer's penetration by the developer by combating harden
ing of the emulsion due to tanning. The developer therefore introduces 
some shrinkage of the emulsion, which does not happen when a sulfite-free 
pyrogallol developer is employed. CW -C2 can be used in combination with 
rehalogenating bleaches as well as solvent bleaches. The divided develop
ment technique (Sect.4.3.2) works well with this developer. It competes 
with such developers as Rolodev 602 and PAAP for the CW-laser-recorded 
reflection holograms. Typically, an exposure energy of 240 p.J/cm2 gives 
optimal results in combination with the reversal pyrochrome bleach for 
ReNe-laser recordings on Agfa 8£75 RD. 

Although the CW -C2 developer gave the best results when combined 
with the PBQ-2 bleach, Cooke and Ward presented yet another version of 
the catechol developer in the earlier-mentioned paper [4.48], namely the 
CW-CI developer: 

Catechol 
Sodium sulfite (anhydrous) 
Sodium carbonate (anhydrous) 
Distilled water 

Development time 2 minutes at 200 C. 

10 g 
109 
30 g 

) l . 

For better storing purposes it is advisable to mix this developer in two 
parts where the sodium carbonate is dissolved in the second solution. 

c) Developers Based on Other Developing Agents 

Among other developing agents encountered in holographic developers 
metol and hydroquinone stand out as the ones frequently used in various 
recipes. The Kodak D-19 developer mentioned earlier, which is just one of 
several types of MQ developers, is normally used for the processing of 
amplitude transmission holograms, but from time to time it is used in the 
processing of reflection phase holograms as well. This developer will pro
duce high-quality holograms, provided the right bleaching procedure is 
chosen for hologram processing. 

Phillips [4.32] introduced for holographic processing the chlorohydro
quinone (adurol) developing agent as an alternative to the regular hydroqui
none. The adurol developer was mixed in the following way: 

Ascorbic acid 109 
Chlorohydroquinone 2 g 
Sodium sulfite (anhydrous) 30 g 
Potassium bromide 5 g 
Sodium metaborate (Kodalk) 10 g 
Sodium carbonate (anhydrous) 60 g 
Distilled water 1 l . 

This developer is used at a temperature between 21 0 and 230 C. 
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It was mainly introduced as a low-noise transmission-hologram devel
oper which overcomes some peculiar properties of ascorbic acid employed 
in holographic developers. It works very well both for Agfa and Ilford ma
terials. 

If a nonsolvent developer is desired, the developing agent(s) must 
create photographically inert oxidation products. The best agent for this 
purpose is probably ascorbic acid. Conventional developers without nonsol
vents are known as surface developers. Benton [4.50] has introduced such a 
developer, known as the PAAP-developer: 

Phenidone 0.5 g 
Ascorbic acid 18 g 
Sodium hydroxide 12 g 
Sodium phosphate (dibasic) 28.4 g 
Distilled water 1 l . 

Developing time: 4 minutes at 20° C, (pH slightly higher than 7). 

Nonsolvent developers are believed to produce the highest-quality 
phase holograms if used with the correct rehalogenating bleaching tech
nique and without fixing before bleaching [4.32]. 

Another ascorbic acid developer introduced by Crespo et al. [4.29] is 
applied for fixation-free rehalogenating bleaching. The AAC developer is 
mixed in the following way: 

Ascorbic acid 
Sodium carbonate to give a pH of 
Distilled water 

18 g 
10.5 

I l . 

4.3.5 Monobath Developers for Holography 

A monobath developer is a processing bath where development and fixation 
are carried out at the same time. Since these two are competing reactions, 
such baths used in regular photography are balanced in such a way that the 
development is rapid and the fixation is slow. The composition of a mono
bath developer is usually prepared especially for each emulsion, taking into 
consideration even such factors as agitation and temperature. Highly al
kaline solutions of phenidone and hydroquinone are popular. The fixing 
agent is very often sodium thiocyanate. The mono bath development tech
nique for conventional photography has been described in a book by Haist 
[4.51]. 

In holography mono bath developers are required mainly within inter
ferometry and Holographic NonDestructive Testing (HNDT). Here, it is 
important to reduce the time between the exposure and the reconstruction 
of the hologram in order to speed up the evaluation in many industrial ap
plications. 

Ragnarsson has investigated the standard Agfa Dokufix monobath de
veloper for holograms [4.52]. He found that the useful exposure interval for 
an amplitude hologram was about five times longer when the above-men-
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tioned developer was used in comparison with a conventional developer. 
For a phase hologram the useful exposure interval was also considerably in
creased and it was almost independent of exposure over a large interval. 
The holograms developed with Dokufix were bleached in an Agfa/Orwo 
710/1 bleach bath (copper sulfate/sodium chloride). 

Hariharan described another monobath developer for holography [4.53, 
54] - the result of certain modifications to the regular monobath developers 
which could be made thanks to the fact that holographic emulsions have a 
high surface-to-volume ratio of the grains. His developer containing lower 
than usual concentrations of developing agents, alkalis, and sodium thiosul
fate produced very satisfactory results. He also achieved a low fog level 
without adding antifoggants: 
Stock solution A 

Metol 
Sodium sulfite (anhydrous) 
Hydroquinone 
Potassium alum 
Sodium thiosulfate 
Distilled water to make 

Stock solution B 
Sodium hydroxide 
Distilled water to make 

3.5 g 
50 g 
15 g 
5 g 

50 g 
800 ml . 

10 g 
200 ml . 

Mix 4 parts of solution A with I part of solution B before use. 
For Agfa IOE75 materials an exposure of 0.016 J/m2 at 633 nm and a 

processing time of 2 minutes at 20° C are recommended. More details about 
this technique, including a design of the liquid gate, are found in a publica
tion by Hariharan and Ramprasad [4.55]. 

A monobath developer for the Kodak 649-F materials was discussed 
by Dietrich et al. [4.56]. It is intended to be used in real-time holography in 
a liquid gate, where the material, surrounded by water, is both recorded 
and reconstructed. According to Dietrich et al. the following developer gives 
high-quality holograms on 649-F materials, without silvering the plate 
holder, which is often a problem with monobath developing techniques: 
Stock solution A 

Sodium sulfite (anhydrous) 
Hydroquinone 
Phenidone B 
Potassium carbonate (anhydrous) 
Potassium hydroxide 
Distilled water 

Stock solution B 

65 g 
15 g 

0.7 g 
12.5 g 
4 g 

700 ml . 

Sodium thiosulfate 100 g 
Thiovanol (monothioglycerol) 10 ml . 

Prior to use, solution B substances are added to solution A and diluted to 
make one liter of working solution. The developing time is 5 minutes at 
room temperature. 
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In the above case one should use thiovanol (monothioglycerol) as a co
complexing agent with sodium thiosulfate, as this will result in clear holo
grams and little or no silvering of the processing vessel. Organic silver
complexing agents for photographic monobaths have been studied by Haist 
et at. [4.57]. They recommend monothioglycerol, 2-thiobarbituric acid and 
the p-mercaptoethylamines in a phenidone-ascorbic acid monobath devel
oper. Since phenidone-ascorbic acid developers are frequently used in holo
graphy, in cases when a solvent action of a developer is of interest in a par
ticular regime, these silver complexing agents could be worth trying. 

Monobath processing is actually employed by various companies for 
automatic film processing machines and in holographic cameras. The Holo
matic system from Laser Technology, Inc. [4.58] uses a proprietary devel
oper called "Holo-bath", which processes a hologram in 20 to 60 seconds. In 
the automatic film processing system from Keystone Scientific Co. [4.59] 
the standard Eastman Kodak 448 monobath is recommended to be used 
which will produce a hologram in 30 seconds upon exposure. 

The thermoplastic camera is probably the most frequently used com
mercial recording device in real-time holography. Since silver halides are 
not utilized in thermoplastic cameras, these will not be discussed here as a 
separate product. The main advantage of the thermoplastic technique is the 
fast and dry processing. Nevertheless, it might be interesting to mention a 
new, experimental silver-halide material in the processing of which a dry 
processing technique is employed [4.60]. In the new material, the dry, 
silver-halide emulsion contains a developer and stabilizers. The emulsion is 
processed with gases, such as ammonia or methylamine gas. The sensitivity 
of the material is high (about 1.2J.t1jcm2 ) and the processing fast (2 to 8 
seconds). The diffraction efficiency of holograms recorded on the new ma
terial is higher than that of identical holograms recorded on Kodak 649-F 
plates. The signal-to-noise ratio is, however, lower. The material was pri
marily intended for the application in real-time holographic interferometry. 
No commercial equipment based on this technique has been developed and 
therefore this type of recording material is not produced. 

Another fast technique for holographic plate processing based on a 
contact-diffusion method has been described by Ermolaev et at. [4.61]. A 
web containing three layers is applied to the holographic plates (Russian 
PE-2 emulsion). The first layer which is in contact with the emulsion con
sists of a fine-structure fiber; the second layer is a coarser fiber material 
impregnated with a monobath developer of the Russian GP-type and the 
third layer is made of polyethylene and imparts the required strength to the 
strip. A special apparatus described in the paper was employed for the con
tact-diffusion processing of the plates. 

4.3.6 Solution~Physical Developers 

The mono bath developers just discussed are similar to developers used in 
solution-physical development. The main difference between the two is that 
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the purpose of the mono bath developer is to omit the fixing step without 
affecting the quality of the silver image, whereas in solution-physical de
velopment the quality of the silver image can be affected in such a way that 
the diffraction efficiency increases in the final hologram. Therefore the 
solution-physical developers are slightly different from mono bath develop-
ers. 

The solution-physical development is dependent on the original grain 
sizes of the emulsion. The technique gives best results in ultra-fine-grained 
emulsions, such as the emulsions of the Russian type. Some Western materi
als can be processed in this way as well, but normally it is more difficult to 
obtain consistent results on them as well as a high image quality. Solution
physical development is also important when processing fine-grained emul
sions using regular chemical development. The rate of solution of silver
halide grains in a developer has been described by James and Vanselow 
[4.35]. For example, the standard 0-19 developer has a silver-halide solvent 
rate that is about 30 times higher than a nonsolvent metol-ascorbic acid de
veloper [4.8]. 

The first publication on processing holograms using solution-physical 
development is not surprisingly a paper from the former USSR [4.62]. The 
advantages of solution-physical development were, however, noticed and 
made use of for the processing of Lippmann photographs. Denisyuk applied 
this old type of developing technique (Lehmann's ammonia-pyrogallol de
veloper [4.63] for his first holograms [4.10]. In the paper by Andreeva and 
Sukhanov [4.62] a modified version of the ammonia-pyrogallol developer is 
given as 
Solution A Solution B 
Pyrogallol 1 g Potassium bromide 20 g 
Distilled water 100 mt 25% ammonia 30 mt 

Distilled water 240 mt . 
Mix 2.5 mt part A + 5 mt part B + 92.5 mt distilled water. Developing 
time: 9 to 12 minutes at 17° C. 

This developer was aimed for an emulsion (thickness 7 j.tm) prepared 
according to Valenta's recipe [4.33]. A diffraction efficiency of 20% was 
obtained for these colloidal silver holograms. The bandwidth was about 15 
nm. 

Usanov et al. [4.20] reported on an interesting investigation dealing 
with the size of a developed grain as a function of exposure and the result
ing diffraction efficiency versus grain size. The investigated material was 
the Mikrat LOI-2 plates (grain size 26j.tm), developed in the solution-phy
sical developer GP-2. The following results were obtained: 
• As the amount of exposure increased, the average diameter of the de

veloped silver particles decreased. 
• The variation in grain size around the average value decreased with in

creased developing time. 
• For the particular material under investigation, amplitude holograms 

were created when the exposure was ~24 j.tJ/cm2 and phase holograms 
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when the exposure was ~76 J,£J/cm2. In the first case the developed 
silver grains were large and possessed a high absorption. In the second 
case the silver grains (colloidal silver) were reduced in size after devel
opment, due to increased exposure. The grains were also capable of al
tering the refractive index of the emulsion containing them. As the size 
decreased, the absorption was also drastically reduced (as is Rayleigh 
scatter noise). 

• The size of the colloidal silver grains varied between 15 and 50 nm in 
the phase holograms. For example, the grain-size variation in the in
terference fringes formed in a reflection hologram exposed with HeNe 
laser (exposure 210J,£J/cm2) and developed for 12 minutes in GP-2 was 
between 15 nm and 30 nm. 

The first Western publication on solution-physical development ap
peared in the form of a short note by Benton [4.64]. He developed an inter
esting, two-step processing method for making reflection holograms, in 
which the second step made use of solution-physical development. The idea 
behind all the solution-physical processing techniques is that by preserving 
the polarizable volume of the emulsion a higher diffraction efficiency can 
be obtained. Instead of the prevailing concept of silver atom removal, a new 
concept of silver-halide molecular redistribution within the emulsion was 
introduced by Benton. It consists of the fact that any small area of the pro
cessed emulsion will have the same average silver-halide molecular content 
during reconstruction as during exposure. Instead of being uniformly distri
buted during exposure, the silver-halide microcrystals wiII here be redistri
buted over very small distances into the grating structure constituting the 
holographic interference pattern in the emulsion. This intra-Emulsion-Dif
fusion-Transfer (lEDT) method proceeds as follows: 
• The usual chemical development step, using the James and Vanselow 

MAA-3 developer [4.35] (contains no silver-halide solvents): 
Metol 2.5 g 
Ascorbic acid 109 
Sodium carbonate 55.6 g 
Distilled water 1 l. 

• A solution-physical development step, -.using the following developer 
[4.65]: 
para-phenylenediamine dihydrochloride 
Sodium sulfite (anhydrous) 
Potassium bromide 
Sodium thiocyanate 
Distilled water 

18.1 g 
50 g 

1 g 
0.25 g 
1 l . 

Adjust to pH = 8 with sodium metaborate. Development time: 32 minutes 
(not critical, the diffusion-transfer process self-terminates when the silver
halide supply has been exhausted). 

As this process was intended for materials with slightly larger grains 
than what is really desirable for a solution-physical development, the plates 
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were bleached to convert all the silver created in the process to a transpar
ent silver salt using a rehalogenating bleach. 

The advantage of this method is that a high diffraction efficiency can 
be obtained, which, combined with the fact that no relief image is created 
on the emulsion surface means that low-spatial-frequency intermodulation 
noise is reduced. The main drawback of the IEDT method when used with 
Western materials is that in solution-physical development excessive scatter 
noise is produced after bleaching. In another publication Benton [4.66] com
pared a nonsolvent chemical developer TMRA-3 which is based on tetra
methyl reductic acid and potassium hydroxide pussessing inert decomposi
tion products with the IEDT process. 

In general, the solution-physical development works best with ultra
fine-grained emulsions in which the sizes of the colloidal silver grains 
formed in the emulsion are so small that very little absorbtion occurs (they 
act more like phase holograms), and where Rayleigh scattering is low. If 
coarser-grained materials are processed in this way and bleaching is applied 
after development, strong scattering will often occur. The reason for this is 
that the process of the solution-physical development is difficult to control 
since, unfortunately, silver also tends to precipitate at random within the 
emulsion, producing "dichroic fog" or forming a scum on the emulsion sur
face. These phenomena are more pronounced in the coarser-grained mate
rials than in the ultra-fine-grained ones. The extent of the above-men
tioned effects depends also on the exposure time as well as the exact adjust
ment of the silver-solvent complex in the developer, which has to be care
fully balanced for a given material. 

As already mentioned, solution-physical development has been fre
quently applied in the former USSR [4.10]. A well-known solution-physical 
developer is the GP-8 developer which consists of 

Methylphenidone 0.2 g 
Hydroquinone 5 g 
Sodium sulfite (anhydrous) 100 g 
Potassium hydroxide 10.6 g 
Ammonium thiocyanate 24 g 
Distilled water I l. 

Mix 60 ml of the developer with 400 ml of distilled water. Development 
time: 6 minutes at 20° C. 

This developer works very well with the ultra-fine-grained materials 
from Russia. Nevertheless, it is the GP-2 developer which is most fre
quently used in that country. Other popular Russian developers are pre
sented in Chap. 10. 
GP-2 stock solution: 

Methylphenidone 
Hydroquinone 
Sodium sulfite (anhydrous) 
Potassium hydroxide 
Ammonium thiocyanate 
Distilled water 

0.2 g 
5g 

100 g 
5g 

12 g 
1 l . 
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Working solution: 15 ml stock solution + 400 ml distilled water. Developing 
time at 20° Cis 12 minutes without agitation. 

Several papers discussing the use of the GP-8 developer for the pro
cessing of Western materials, in particular the Agfa HD-materials, have 
been published [4.67-721. In most of the investigations some modifications 
to the basic formulation for the developer were made. 

Ruzek and Fiala [4.671 used the GP-8 developer strictly adhering to its 
basic formulation for Agfa 8E75 plates exposed with a HeNe laser. They 
only modified the development time (3 minutes at 20° C). The plates were 
exposed with the energy density of 300 J.LJ /cm2, which is about 10 times 
higher than when chemical development is applied. High-quality holograms 
with a diffraction efficiency of 25-30% were obtained. 

Aliaga et al. [4.681 employed a slightly modified version of the GP-8 
developer for Agfa 8E75 HD plates. They called that particular processing 
technique the CPA -1 processing: 

CPA-l GP-8 
Phenidone 0.02 g 0.026 
Hydroquinone 0.65 g same 
Sodium sulfite (anhydrous) 13 g same 
Potassium hydroxide 1.4 g 1.38 
Ammonium thiocyanate 3.1 g 3.12 
Distilled water I l same. 

Development time: 2 minutes at 22° C (+/ -I ° C) (3s initial agitation). 
Aliaga et al. emphasized the importance of preparing and diluting the 

developer with clean water, preferably with deionized water. The differ
ence between the composition of CPA-I and GP-8 is actually very small -
the 'main difference being the reduced development time. This seems to be 
the only outstanding difference between the processing of Western materials 
as opposed to Russian materials with the GP-8 developer. The reduction of 
development time when processing Western materials is necessary for the 
reason that the Agfa emulsion is more active than the Russian materials. By 
reducing the time of development one is able to keep the dichroic fog at an 
acceptable level. The degree of dichroic fog depends on the developer 
activity, agitation, development time, temperature, and concentration. Ex
posure levels used in this investigation for 8E75 HD material were between 
500 and 1000 J.LJ/cm2. The CPA-processed Agfa materials 8E75 HD and 
lOE75 show some interesting features described by Aliaga and Chuaqui 
[4.691. Electron micrographs of the emulsions indicate a slight grain growth 
for the 8E75 HD emulsion when fixed after development in CPA-I. For 
the 10E75 emulsion an opposite effect is observed; a reduced grain size is 
obtained after fixing. In the same paper a micrograph of a CW-C2 devel
oped emulsion shows the common filamentary structure. If such an emul
sion is bleached (using PBQ-2) instead of being fixed, the grains are fairly 
regular in shape, not very different from the original grains. Aliaga et al. 
claimed in [4.701 that the solution physical developer CPA-I followed by a 
fixing step produces holograms with high archival stability combined with a 
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diffraction efficiency up to 26% for Agfa 8E75 HD materials. Another 
advantage is that an improved linearity is obtained with this process. 

Spierings [4.71] discussed some practical aspects of the Western materi
als' processing with the GP-8 developer. He mentions the importance of re
ducing the development time when processing the Agfa HD-materials and, 
in addition, recommends to watch the following points as well: 
• The activity of the developing part of the processing solution which is 

affected by dilution, PQ ratio and pH. 
• The activity of the fixing part of the solution which seems to be of 

crucial importance. Fixing for too long and/or too quickly will result 
in the disappearance of the image. Agitation will increase the fixing 
rate. If the solvent action is too low, no physical development takes 
place and fog will be created, caused by the precipitation of silver thi
ocyanate in the emulsion. 

• The temperature of the processing solution. Development rate increases 
faster with temperature than does the fixing rate. 

• The processing time is critical. Normally, a rather short processing time 
produces better results, with the hologram showing less tendency to 
dichroic fog, provided the material has undergone a much higher ex
posure than what is normal in chemical development. 
Bonmati et al. [4.72] investigated four different solution-physical de

velopers for processing reflection holograms on specially made silver-halide 
emulsions containing various silver-halide concentrations. They found that 
the Russian developers GP-2 and GP-8 were the best. The optimum silver
halide concentration in an emulsion suitable for solution-physical develop
ment is about I g/m2 of coated emulsion (thickness lOJ.lm). Fiala et al. 
[4.73,74] used the GP-2 developer to process their own silver-halide mate
rial from Czechoslovakia (SHE-ZE-3) applying the solution-physical de
velopment technique. 

Leclere et al. [4.75,76] investigated solution-physical development and 
optimized a developer consisting of pyrogallol, sodium hydroxide and am
monium thiosulfate for the Agfa 8E75 HD material. By varying these three 
constituents it is possible to obtain a hologram with either large bandwidth 
and low reflectivity or with a narrow bandwidth and high reflectivity. Also 
a developer for the Ilford SP 737 T emulsion has been formulated by 
Renotte et al. [4.77]. The following optimized developers for producing large 
bandwidth (70.,.200nm) reconstruction on Agfa and Ilford materials are de
scribed in these three papers. No accurate information as regards the 
needed exposure energy is, however, provided in these papers. It is only 
mentioned that the Ilford emulsion needs three times higher exposure than 
the Agfa material: 

For processing: 

Pyrogallol 
Ammonium thiocyanate 
Sodium hydroxide 

Agfa 
8E75 HD 

3.0 g 
5.5 g 
2.3 g 

Ilford 
SP 737 T 

3.0 g 
4.4 g 
2.5 g 
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Distilled water l 
Development time at 20° C 3 min 

I l 
3 min. 

The materials are normally fixed after the development. The publica
tions also contain information concerning bleaching, fixation-free proces
sing and comparisons with chemical development. For holograms processed 
in the solution-physical type of developer the MTF of the material was in
creased 20% over chemically developed holograms. 

In China some papers have been published [4.78-851 on using diluted 
developers for the processing of the domestic holographic plates: HP-633P, 
Thianjin and Hep-f'li. All these plates are of the ultra-fine-grained type. 
For the development of the super micro-fiche holography storage system 
(SMH) at the Tianjing Radio Technique Institute a very-high-resolution 
recording material was required [4.78,79]. A theoretical analysis (based on 
the Maxwell-Garnett effective medium theory) of the development of 
silver-halide materials with developers containing a diluted solvent has been 
presented [4.851. The recipes for highly diluted Chinese developers are 
given in [4.80-841. One of them is the N6 developer [4.841 presented here: 

Metol 0.5 g 
Sodium sulfite (anhydrous) 100 g 
Hydroquinone 45 g 
Sodium carbonate 30 g 
Potassium thiocyanate 5 g 
Potassium bromide 109 
Distilled water I l . 

Mix I part developer + 8 parts distilled water. Development time not men-
tioned in [4.841. ' 

Another developer mentioned in [4.831 is the Kodak D-76 to which 2.5 
g ammonium thiocyanate per liter has been added. The working solution 
was then diluted I: 15 (development time 30 minutes). The diffraction ef
ficiency obtained on the HP 633P plates using this developer was 50%. 

It is worth mentioning that often it has been found that by overexpos
ing the holographic material one can obtain higher-quality holograms. This 
is, in particular, true when using a developer containing silver-halide sol
vents. Solman [4.51 found for conventional fine-grained emulsions that if 
physical development also takes place in a chemical developing process the 
grain sizes will depend on the exposure. This was also confirmed, as already 
mentioned, by Usanov et al. [4.201 as well as Bonmati et al. [4.721 concerning 
holographic processing. When the recording material is exposed to a high 
level more grains are made chemically developable and thus there are fewer 
undevelopable grains left to provide silver ions for physical development. 
Hence, the filament dimensions decrease with increased exposure which 
was experimentally verified in Solman's investigation. This is important to 
remember when developing holograms that are supposed to be bleached 
using a rehalogenating bleach process. If a developer containing silver
halide solvents is used the exposure of the material must be high to produce 
smallest possible silver grains after development. Therefore, often develop-
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ers containing no silver-halide solvents are recommended for this type of 
processing. 

4.3.7 Physical Development 

There are very few reports on processing holograms using pure physical de
velopment. An early investigation demonstrated the possibility of using the 
old Agfa Scientia IOE70 materials for producing reflection holograms [4.86]. 
After exposure, the plates were fixed for one minute. After that they were 
washed for five minutes. The physical development took three minutes (in 
daylight). The following developer was used (after Lumiere and Seyemetz): 
Solution A Solution B 
Sodium sulfite (anhydrous) . 180 g Sodium sulfite 
Silver nitrate solution (1/10) 75 ml Metol 
Distilled water 1 l Distilled water 

20 g 
20 g 

1 l . 
Mix 5 parts solution A + 1 part of solution B. Development time: 3 minutes. 

The following findings were reported in [4.86]: 
• The physically developed plates show less surface relief than the 

chemically developed plates. 
• The exposure of the holographic material intended for physical devel

opment should be 2 to 5 times higher than that of the material in
tended for chemical development. 

• An increased noise level was observed compared to chemically pro
cessed holograms (partly due to the fact that the old IOE70 material 
was rather coarse-grained). 

• The grain size of the physically processed emulsion depends solely on 
the time of development. A three-minute development time was found 
optimum in this case. 

Another investigation by the same group [4.87] reported on the possi
bility of using reflection holograms for microscopic recordings. This time 
the material used was the Agfa Scientia IOE75. A comparison was made be
tween physically developed plates using the above-mentioned technique and 
conventional processing for amplitude holograms developed in Kodak D-
19b, or phase holograms bleached in Kodak R -10. The main conclusions 
were that the efficiency of the physically developed plates is higher than 
for conventionally developed amplitude holograms, but not as high as for 
chemically processed phase holograms. The bandwidth, however, is nar
rower for the physically developed plate (23nm) compared to the amplitude 
hologram (28nm) and the bleached hologram (31 nm). 

Two physical developers from the former USSR were used by Verbo
vetskii et al. [4.88] to make holograms with binary data on VRL holo
graphic plates. One developer (Fl) was mixed in the following way: 

Amidol 4 g 
Sodium sulfite (anhydrous) 30 g 
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Silver nitrate 
Potassium bromide 
Sodium thiosulfate 
Distilled water 

Developing time 8 minutes. 

3g 
2& 

45 & 
1 l . 

Using this developer, both physical and chemical development occur 
simultaneously. It is recommended to fix the material after development for 
2 to 3 minutes. 

The other developer (F2) was mixed as follows: 
11etol 10 g 
Sodium sulfite (anhydrous) 100 & 
Silver nitrate 2 g 
Potassium bromide 2 g 
Sodium thiosulfate 30 g 
Distilled water 1 l . 

Developing time 35 minutes. 

When processing holograms in this developer the process of developing 
and fixing occurs simultaneously which means that no additional fixing is 
necessary after development. 

It is mentioned in the paper that a much higher exposure is needed 
when using physical development than in the case of chemical development. 
The best quality (very high contrast) was obtained using the F2 developer. 

4.4 Photographic Fixation 

4.4.1 Stop Baths and Fixation Solutions 

When the development has been completed a conventional photographic 
material must be treated in an acid stop bath or it must be rinsed in water, 
after which it is treated in a fixation bath. The fixation solution will dis
solve the unexposed silver-halide crystals leaving only the silver grains in 
the gelatin. The stop bath is normally a diluted acetic acid (CHgCOOH) 
solution. The fixation step is either performed in a rapid or a slow fixer, 
with or without hardener. In principle, the fixation step can be expressed 
by the formula 

(4.4) 

The silver thiosulfate ion in the formula is the most important one of 
the several possible silver thiosulfate complexes. It is easily soluble and will 
diffuse from the emulsion into the fixing bath. The remaining ions can be 
readily washed out from the emulsion in the subsequent wash. However, if 
the silver concentration in a fixing bath becomes excessive, less soluble 
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complexes are formed which are difficult to wash out. If these remain in 
the emulsion they can cause yellow silver-sulfide stains. Therefore, the 
fixing bath should be replaced with a fresh one before the silver concentra
tion becomes too high. 

There are four different types of fixing baths used in photography: 
(i) Plain fixing baths. 
(ii) Acid fixing baths. 
(iii) Hardening fixing baths. 
(iv) Rapid fixing baths. 

4.4.2 Plain Fixing Baths 

The advantage of a plain or "neutral" fixing solution is that it will not attack 
the very fine silver grains in the emulsion, which the acid fixer attacks. The 
disadvantage of using a neutral bath is that if some residual developing 
solution has been mixed with this type of fixing bath, there is a risk of 
creating dichroitic fog in the emulsion. However, if the material is properly 
washed this danger can be eliminated and the gentle performance of this 
fixing bath is exactly what is needed when processing fine-grained holo
graphic emulsions. A standard "neutral" fixer (pH about 5.2) is based on 
sodium thiosulfate (hypo) (Na2S203'5H20) and can be prepared in the 
following way: 

Sodium thiosulfate (hypo) 
Distilled water 

4.43 Acid Fixing Baths 

200 g 
1 l . 

The most common fixing bath for photography is the acid fixing bath. Acid 
baths are based on sodium thiosulfate (like the previous fixing bath) com
bined with either potassium metabisulfite (K2 S2 0 5 ), sodium meta bisulfite 
(Na2S20 5) or sodium bisulfite (NaHS03) in order to obtain an acid solution 
with a pH of 4 to 5. In order to protect the pyro from the action of the acid 
carried over from a stop bath if required, a small quantity of sodium sulfite 
(Na2S03) is also added to the bath. When a strong acid is added to a hypo 
solution, the hypo starts to decompose, forming a fine suspension of sulfur 
in the solution. The sulfur enters the emulsion creating an opalescent struc
ture in it, the so-called colloidal sulfur. Sodium sulfite reacts with the 
sulfur, forming sodium thiosulfate and acting as a preservative and regen
erator of the pyro in the fixing bath: 

(4.5) 
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4.4.4 Hardening Fixing Baths 

The hardening fixer is an acid fixing bath to which a hardening agent has 
been added, such as, e.g., formalin, alum; chrome alum [Cr2(S04h ·K2S04] 
or potassium alum [A12 (S04)3 . K 2S04]. These are buffered to obtain a 
rather low pH, about 3.1 to 4.1. The hardening of an emulsion is done in 
order to prevent excessive swelling and softening during washing, with the 
consequent danger of mechanical damage. The hardening is also important 
if the emulsion is going to be dried at a high temperature. These baths are 
not recommended for holographic processing. 

4.4.5 Rapid Fixing Baths 

The rapid fixer is a fixing bath that will clear the photographic material 
much faster than the conventional acid fixer. It is based on ammonium thio
sulfate {(NH4hS203) or ammonium thiocyanate (NH4SCN). These types of 
rapid fixing solutions are not recommended for the processing of fine-gra
ined emulsions. The solvent action of ammonium thiosulfate on fine silver 
grains is stronger than that of sodium thiosulfate. The fixing rate in general 
is determined by the following factors: 
• Thiosulfate type. 
• Fixer concentration. 
• Temperature. 
• Amount of silver already in the fixer. 

An old rule of thumb in photography is that the total fixing time 
should be about twice the clearing time of the emulsion. 

4.4.6 Stop Baths 

The use of a stop bath in ordinary photography is common, but when pro
cessing holograms certain points should be kept in mind as regards the type 
of hologram to be processed. Amplitude holograms and certain types of 
phase holograms are also normally fixed before bleaching. It is important to 
avoid contamination resulting from the use of different processing solu
tions, which is why careful washing between active baths is necessary. It is 
also important to maintain a constant temperature of all processing solu
tions, including all washing baths. 

If a developer contains sodium carbonate (like in Kodak D-19) which 
when mixed with the acetic acid stop bath can cause liberation of carbon 
dioxide, it will result in the emulsion being perforated with a multitude of 
tiny bubbles. The other consideration is the colloidal sulfur formation if a 
plain fixing bath is used. Therefore, it is safer to employ just a pure water 
bath followed by rinsing for at least 5 minutes before fixation. However, a 
stop bath will immediately arrest the development process, which will 
shorten the necessary rinsing time compared to when using only water 
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baths. If a stop bath is applied, it should not be too strong. A suitable stop 
bath for holography may consist of 

Acetic acid (glacial) 10 ml 
Distilled water 1 i. 

The treatment time is between 15 to 30 seconds at 20° C. 

An alternative for holography is to use a stop bath based on citric acid 
and mixed in the following way: 

Citric acid 15 g 
Distilled water 1 l . 

4.4.7 Fixation of Holograms 

Fixing baths are used mainly for the processing of amplitude holograms. 
Several processing techniques for phase holograms require also a fixing step. 
As all the holographic silver-halide materials are of the fine-grained type, 
slower fixing solutions can be used, since even here the solvation of the 
small unexposed silver-halide grains will take a very short time only. Rapid 
fixers containing such fixing complexes as ammonium thiosulfate for ex
ample, are not recommended. A general rule in hologram processing is that 
the slower the action of a solution, the more gentle its action on the emul
sion. A nonhardening fixer, such as the Kodak fixing bath F-24 (pH about 
4.6 to 5.0) for example, can be used for holograms: 

Sodium thiosulfate (hypo) 240 g 
Sodium sulfite (anhydrous) 10 g 
Sodium bisulfite 25 g 
Distilled water 1 l . 

Treatment time double the visible clearing time at 20° C. 

The previously mentioned plain fixing bath is best to use, on the con
dition that the holographic material has been carefully washed and no traces 
of the developer have been left in the emulsion. After the fixing step the 
emulsion must be carefully washed again since holograms which are going 
to be bleached must be free of all hypo stains. One can use conventional 
hypo clearing baths to decrease the washing time. 

The use of a hardening fixer is not recommended, especially for holo
grams which are to be bleached. If hardening of the emulsion is necessary 
for satisfactory drying of the hologram, a separate hardening bath can be 
employed later on. 

During the fixation step, unexposed silver salts are removed from the 
emulsion, which will result in a shrinkage of about 15 to 20% of the origi
nal thickness of the emulsion. Wilkomerson and Bostwick studied the influ
ence of the fixation process on the reconstructed image [4.89]. If the 
shrinkage is not uniform, it can affect the diffraction efficiency; it will 
slightly change the reference angle at reconstruction; and it will also reduce 
the resolution of the holographic image. The way in which shrinkage af-
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Fig.4.S. Holographic image resolution test. A test target positioned at a two-meter dis
tance from the location of the holographic plate was observed through a telescope, 
using white-light and laser-light illumination. The reconstructed virtual image of the 
test target recorded in different holograms was also observed through the telescope. 
The influence on resolution due to different emulsions and substrates as well as differ
ent processing techniques is shown 

fects the resolution of a holographic material in bubble chamber recordings 
has been studied by the present author [4.90] and some results are shown in 
Fig.4.5. 

4.4.8 Desensitization 

In order to avoid negative effects of shrinkage on the quality of the holo
graphic image, it is sometimes best to avoid the fixing of the emulsion. In
stead, the emulsion can be desensitized. Holographic materials can be 
treated in the following desensitizing solution - which procedure will pro
duce stable amplitude holograms with a higher resolution than if they had 
been fixed: 

Phenosafranine (CIS HIS CIN4 ) 

Methanol 
Distilled water 

Treatment time of about 3 minutes. 
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The experimental results of the investigation are summarized in Fig.4.5 
which shows that the best image resolution is obtained on glass plates for 
amplitude holograms when the fixing step has been omitted. Here, the reso
lution is very close to "the best possible" which corresponds to that of the 
resolution observed in the test target illuminated with laser light and studied 
through a telescope (no hologram involved). The telescope placed in one 
and the same position was used to study different holograms recorded from 
the test target. The holograms were recorded on both glass plates and film, 
and processed with different techniques. The reconstruction was made in 
the same setup as the one used for the recording of the holograms and with 
the same wavelength (identical reference beam). In this way, the influence 
of the recording material and the processing regimes on the resolution of 
the holographic image could be investigated. And thus, the resolution ob
served directly (without holograms) through the telescope in laser light was 
110 p.m, a reconstructed hologram recorded on a desensitized glass plate 
without fixing gave a resolution of 140 p.m, while a fixed plate gave a reso
lution of about 250 p.m. When holograms are used for high-resolution im
aging, the actual processing technique is very important for obtaining the 
optimal resolution. Sometimes it is recommended to employ a liquid gate 
when reconstructing holograms recorded on film [4.91]. 

Instead of using the desensitizing technique just discussed, a method of 
controlling the emulsion thickness is recommended [4.92]. If fixing has been 
performed (or a dissolving bleach has been used) the emulsion thickness can 
be permanently altered by imbibing a water-soluble monomer into the 
emulsion layer and polymerizing it in situ. For Kodak high-resolution 
plates and the Kodak 649-F plate a 70% aqueous solution of N-vinyl-
2-pyrrolidone gave the same thickness of the emulsion after processing 
(development and fixing) as that during the recording. The treatment time 
was 30 minutes in the solution, after which the plate (still wet) was placed 
10 cm from a 125 W mercury lamp for one hour where polymerization (and 
drying) occurred. For fine control of the profile it is necessary to calibrate 
the monomer concentration for each batch of plates, which applies also to 
materials other than the ones from Kodak. 

In Chap.6 a paper by Angell [4.93] will be discussed. He used an 
organo-silane coupling agent in the fixing step, which makes it possible to 
maintain the emulsion thickness after the processing. The N
(2-aminoethyl)-3-amino-propyltrimetohoxy silane agent (Dow Corning Z-
6020) [4.94] was recommendatd since it is compatible with the gelatin 
matrix. This new technique introduced by Angell makes it possible to ob
tain a permanent chemical way of controlling emulsion thickness in holo
graphic emulsions. It is not adversely effecting the noise level of the holo
gram. Actually, it is improving the signal-to-noise ratio according to 
Angell. This method is dependent on emulsion type, silver-halide solids 
loading, exposure level, bleaching technique, etc. For the Kodak 649-F 
emulsion, Angell found that adding 2% to 4% to the fixer resulted in an 
emulsion thickness of 16 p,m after drying which was equal to the original 
thickness. This percentage has to be adjusted in each and every case when 
other materials or processing methods are used. 
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Another way of reducing the shrinkage effect was proposed by Her
nandez et al. [4.95]. They incoherently superimposed a second grating 
structure in the emulsion in addition to the holographic fringe pattern. The 
additional fringe structure was perpendicular to the holographic one, and it 
is mechanically strengthening the gelatin layer by increasing the mass of 
silver. It was demonstrated to be useful both for transmission and reflection 
holograms. The drawback of the method is that it reduces the diffraction 
efficiency of the hologram due to cross-coupling between the fringe sys
tems. 
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5. Bleaching 

Bleaching is an important phase in the recording of holograms on silver
halide materials, ensuring a high diffraction efficiency which is so impor
tant for holographic images. In this chapter the general theory for photo
graphic bleaching is reviewed, followed by a detailed description of the 
holographic bleaching theory. The history of the holographic bleaching 
technique is summarized and common bleach baths used in holography 
today are carefully described. The printout problem of bleached holograms 
is treated at the end of the chapter, where also the stability of bleached 
holograms as well as methods of increasing the printout resistance are dis
cussed. 

5.1 Photographic Bleaching 

Bleaching is the process of converting the silver image produced during the 
development into a water soluble or an insoluble silver compound. In con
ventional photography bleaching is used to reduce the density and to vary 
the contrast of black-and-white images. The processing solutions used for 
bleaching are therefore often referred to as reducers, a confusing term since 
from the chemical point of view bleaching is an oxidation process and not a 
reduction. The bleach itself becomes chemically reduced by silver during 
this process. The major photographic application of bleaching is in the pro
cess of removing the negative silver image from developed dye images in 
color photography. Information on the conventional bleaching and intensi
fying processing techniques can be looked up in the general photographic 
literature. In holography, bleaching represents a processing technique of 
vital importance and it will be comprehensively reviewed, placing emphasis 
on producing phase holograms. 

Metallic silver is stable in aqueous solutions at all pH-levels. To affect 
the silver metal an oxidizing agent is needed. There are several agents that 
can be used in various bleaching baths. However, not all oxidizing agents 
are suitable for photographic purposes. Nitric acid, for example, is an oxi
dizer which readily dissolves silver to form a soluble salt, silver.nitrate, but 
it also attacks the gelatin, converting it into a soluble compound. Another 
example is sodium hypo chloride (household bleach) which affects the gel
atin as well. 

In the following, several oxidizing agents suitable for photographic ap
plications will be presented. They can be grouped into three classes: 
(i) Metallic ion. 
(ii) Metallic oxide. 
(iii) Nonmetallic oxide. 
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Iron, copper, and cobolt belongs to metals that can be used as silver 
bleaching agents. Iron-based bleaches are very common (e.g., ferric EDTA 
solutions) because of their low toxicity. Copper bleaches are fast working 
and can be formulated as both acidic and alkaline versions. The type of 
metal contained in metallic ion bleaches is found in the transition metal 
region of the periodic system. The metal should be such that it can exist in 
multiple ionic states. Certain metal oxide ions are also good silver bleaches 
when in their highest oxidation states, e.g., dichromate and permanganate. 
The by-products of the chemical reactions in which they are involved have 
a staining effect on the gelatin, which can be advantageous in that it re
duces scatter noise when producing holograms. Some elements of the peri
odic system, such as sulfur and boron, for example, have metallic properties 
without being metals. The important feature is their ability to form oxides 
in high oxidation states. Persulfate ion is an example of such a bleaching 
agent. Among the nonmetallic organic compounds quinone is a representa
tive example. 

5.1.1 Oxidizing Agents 

This subsection gives a presentation of photographic oxidation agents in al
phabetical order. 

Bromine: Brz . Bromine gas or bromine solutions can be used to oxi
dize the silver image to silver bromide. Bromate (BrOi) is also a potential 
oxidizing agent. 

Ceric: CeH . The yellow ceric sulfate Ce(S04)Z is a slowly acting 
agent. It dissolves readily in water, and is the most. costly agent used for 
reversal bleaches. Sometimes ceric peroxide is used as a bleach solution. 

Chlorine: Clz . Chlorine gas or chlorine solutions can be used to oxi
dize the silver image to silver chloride. 

Cupric: Cuz+. Cupric chloride (CuClz) or cupric bromide (CuBrz) 
are used. Cupric bromide can be replaced by a mixture of cupric sulfate 
(CuS04 ·SHzO) and potassium bromide (KBr) which acts in the same way. 

Dichromate: CrZ072-. Potassium dichromate (KZCrZ07) has the 
advantage of a high valency (+6). In the presence of sulfuric acid, it readily 
gives up its excess oxygen to oxidize silver. This is a moderately rapid 
agent. Chromium salts, such as chromium sulfate have the property of com
bining with gelatin to form a complex, hardening the gelatin. The harden
ing effect is proportional to the amount of chromium sulfate, which makes 
hardening proportional to the optical density of the emulsion. This agent is 
therefore used when hardening is of interest, e.g., in the Carbro process. 
Employed with an acid, this oxidizer forms a popular reversal bleach bath 
frequently used in holography. 

Ferric: Fe3+. Iron can exist in the ferric form (valency +3) and a 
ferric salt can oxidize metallic silver. It is the most practical agent to use for 
rehalogenating bleach solutions. It must be employed with a chelate of high 
stability, such as EDT A for example, to prevent iron stains in the material. 
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Normally the iron III chelate of EDT A is utilized. Combined with bromide, 
it is slowly acting. The ferric-EDTA bleaches are very common, both in 
photographic color processing as well as in holography. However, there ex
ist other chelates, such as disodium salts of Imino Diacetic Acid (IDA), 
Methyl Imino Diacetic Acid (MIDA) and Nitrilo Triacetic Acid (NT A). A 
fourth alternative is the dipotassium DiethyleneTriamine Pentaacetic Acid 
(DTPA) which IIford is using in a holographic bleach. The ferric chloride
acid-oxalate-thiosulfate solution is known as the Belitski reducer. 

Ferricyanide: Fe(CN)I-. Potassium ferricyanide or hexacyanofer
rate III {K3 [Fe(CN)6]} (red prussiate of potash) is a complex salt containing 
the trivalent iron ion. In the presence of a soluble halide, potassium ferricy
anide will convert silver to silver halide. This is a rapid agent which is most 
often used with bromide to slow down bleaching speed, which is why it is 
used only for rehalogenating bleaches. This agent was frequently applied to 
photographic color processing in the past since it does not attack the dye 
image, but because of toxic waste problems, it has currently been replaced 
by the Fe-EDT A bleaches. Ferricyanide solutions are decomposed by light, 
which is why they should be kept in darkness and used in dim light only. 
The photographic reducer called Farmer's reducer is based on this agent 
combined with thiosulfate. If combined with thiocyanate instead, the re
ducer is known as Haddon's reducer. 

Hydrogen peroxide: H2 0 2 . This agent tends to soften the gelatin in 
regions of high density during bleaching. It is often used in the etch bleach 
process combined with copper chloride to bleach the silver image and 
soften the gelatin so that these areas can then be washed out. It attacks 
badly most holographic gelatin emulsions. 

Iodine: 12 . Iodine solutions can be used to oxidize the silver image to 
silver iodide. Most conveniently, iodine dissolved in potassium iodide 
should be used. Note that a mixture of hypo and iodine is impractical as the 
two react to form a complex which neither oxidizes nor fixes. 

Mercuric: Hg2+. Mercuric chloride (HgCI2 ) is sometimes employed 
in photographic intensification processes. Mercuric chloride (corrosive sub
limate) is a dangerous poison which must be handled with great care. It is 
always applied in a two step process since the silver chloride becomes white 
when bleached in mercuric chloride. The silver in the emulsion is converted 
to silver chloride (AgCI) and the mercuric chloride around each grain is 
converted to mercurious chloride (Hg2 CI2 ) (calomel). When the silver parti
cles are very small, a possible reaction might be the forming of a double 
chloride (silver mercurochloride, HgAgCI2). In photographic image intensi
fying, the white image is blackened using ammonia, sodium sulfite, or a 
sulfite-free developer. In addition to mercuric chloride, both mercuric bro
mide and mercuric iodide have sometimes been used. 

Permanganate: MnO.-. Potassium permanganate (KMn04 ) is mainly 
used because of its high valency (+7). In the presence of sulfuric acid, it 
readily gives up its excess oxygen to oxidize silver. The crystals are of violet 
color and the dilute solution is bluish pink. The crystals must not be al
lowed to come into contact with concentrated sulfuric acid which decom-
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poses them violently. This is a moderately rapid agent which combined with 
the acid forms a popular reversal bleach solution. Acid permanganate has 
little effect on the gelatin, which makes it suitable for photographic use. 
However, it stains the emulsion by the residual brown manganese dioxide. 
The acid permanganate reducer is known under the name of Namia's re
ducer. 

Persulfate: S201-. Potassium persulfate (K2S20 S)' ammonium per
sulfate [(NH4 )2 S2 Os], and sodium persulfate (Na2 S2 Os) are oxidizing 
agents that can be used to form slow-acting bleach baths. Persulfate oxidiz
ers are sensitive to salts of iron and copper, and to chlorides. The presence 
of chloride in a persulfate solution is revealed by the formation of a white 
precipitate in dense parts of the emulsion. Only persulfate of the highest 
purity should be used and solutions should be prepared using distilled 
water. Ammonium persulfate is obtained in colorless crystals which are 
very hygroscopic. When the crystals have absorbed moisture they become 
unstable. Ammonium persulfate is easily soluble in water, but the solution 
is not very stable. Potassium persulfate is less water soluble, but for this 
reason much easier to obtain in a pure form. Sodium persulfate is used in 
bleaches for color motion-picture film. Persulfate bleach removes residual 
stain. 

Quinone: C6 H4 °2, In conventional photography, quinone combined 
with thiosulfate has been used as a single-solution intensifier. Para-Benzo
Quinone (PBQ) has ,been introduced as a good bleaching agent for holo
grams. PBQ can cause eye irritation, and with longer exposure, damage to 
the cornea. To reduce the risks, in particular when mixing the solution, one 
can form para-benzoquinone in the bleach by oxidizing hydroquinone 
using potassium persulfate (Sect.5.2.3). 

5.1.2 General Bleaching Theory 

Bleaching is the reversed process of development. During the developing 
process, a silver ion is reduced to free silver whereas during the bleaching 
process, metallic silver is oxidized to a silver ion. It is interesting to consider 
the chemical equation for development being reversible. For example, the 
action of hydroquinone on silver bromide is: 

The reversed action is the formation of hydroquinone and silver bromide 
caused by the oxidizing agent quinone acting on metallic silver. In practice, 
the reversal (oxidation) can only take place in an acid environment. The 
development (reduction) is only taking place in an alkaline solution. Actu
ally, acid quinone bleaches are used in some cases. 

There are various bleach solutions formulated on the basis of the dif
ferent oxidizers just discussed. A concern in one area of conventional pho
tography is to apply bleach baths which have different effects on the silver 
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image depending on the subtractive, sub-proportional, proportional or su
per-proportional reducing effect. This is of no importance in holography 
where the entire silver image has to be converted to a silver compound of 
one type or another. Therefore, these properties of the bleach solutions will 
not be treated here. 

Redox Reactions 

Silver bleaching is an example of a reduction-oxidation reaction often 
shorten to a redox reaction. Oxidation can be described as de-electronation, 
and reduction as electronation. Both the oxidizer and reducing agent in such 
a reaction have their individual reaction voltages or redox potentials. Redox 
reactions are also known as half-cell reactions because of their importance 
in electrolytic cells. In chemistry handbooks electrochemical half -cell reac
tions and redox potentials (P) can be found. The P value for the oxida
tion of silver metal to silver bromide is -0.07 Y, found in an oxidation 
table. Using a bleaching agent, such as ferricyanide, the corresponding EO 
value for the reduction of ferricyanide to ferrocyanide is 0.57 Y, found in a 
reduction table. Since one electron is involved in both complexes, the ob
tained reference voltages have to be added. The net, balanced silver bleach
ing action is then E~et = 0.57 -0.07 = 0.50 Y. The go or no-go character of 
a redox reaction is determined by the E~et value and the concentrations of 
the two reactants and byproducts. Nernst's equation takes all these factors 
into account. The equation expresses the driving force or ElectroMotive 
Force (EMF) for the reaction. For a fresh bleach the bleaching agent and 
alkali halide are at their peak values and byproducts are minimum. A start
ing voltage is then obtained. If the value is high enough the redox reaction 
starts. During bleaching, the reducing agent becomes more positive and the 
oxidizing agent more negative, and the amount of byproducts increases 
which reduces the voltage and the reaction rate decreases. Eventually, when 
the voltage is zero the reaction stops. 

Conventional Photographic Bleaches 

Dichromate Bleaches. In the presence of sulfuric acid, potassium dichro
mate reacts in the following way: 

6Ag + K2Cr207 + 7H2S04 
-+ K 2S04 + Cr2 (S2 04)3 + 3Ag2S04 + 7H20 . (5.2) 

Chromium sulfate that has been formed combines with gelatin to form 
a complex, which has a hardening effect on the gelatin. The degree of 
hardening is proportional to the amount of chromium sulfate, and therefore 
the hardening is proportional to the optical density of the emulsion. 
Dichromate is therefore used when a hardening effect is of interest, e.g., in 
the Carbro process. If alum is added to a dichromate bleach, the hardening 
effect can be increased. Employed with an acid, this oxidizer forms a pop-
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ular reversal bleach bath. Dichromate bleaches are fairly corrosive and can 
cause dermatitis. 

Permanganate Bleaches. Potassium permanganate with sufficient acidity 
to form a neutral sulfate acts on silver in the following way: 

lOAg + 2KMn04 + 8HaS04 
-+ KaS04 + 2MnS04 + 5AgaS04 + 8HaO, (5.3) 

or ionically 

(Mn04)- + SAg + 8H+ -+ 5Ag+ + Mn2+ + 4HaO . (5.4) 

Acid permanganate has little effect on the gelatin, which makes this 
type of bleach suitable for many photographic processes. 

In general, it is important that both dichromate and the permanganate 
bleach solutions are free from soluble halides (e.g., chlorides from tap 
water) as these will react with the silver sulfate to form silver chloride and 
stain the emulsion yellow. Therefore it is important to use distilled or de
ionized water for the preparation of bleach solutions. 

Ceric Sulfate Bleaches. In this bleach ceric sulfate is converted to cerous 
sulfate, which is an example of a silver solution formed by a soluble salt of 
an element that changes its valency by a single unit during this process: 

2Ce(S04)a + 2Ag -+ Ag2S04 + Cea(S04h ' 
Ce4+ + Ag -+ Ag+ + Ce3+ . 

(5.5) 
(5.6) 

A practical difficulty in the use of ceric salts is the ease with which 
they precipitate as basic compounds. Therefore, the presence of an ad
ditional, strong acid is usually required. 

Copper Bleaches. One example of a copper bleach is the following reac
tion: 

Ag + CuBr 2 -+ AgBr + CuBr . (5.7) 

Copper bleaches are used in photographic intensification processes. 

Ferricyanide Bleaches. In the presence of a soluble halide, potassium fer
ricyanide will convert silver to silver halide, which occurs in two steps: 

(5.8) 

Silver is oxidized to form silver ferrocyanide which, in turn, reacts 
with potassium bromide to form silver bromide and potassium ferrocyan
ide, i.e., 

(5.9) 
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Potassium ferrocyanide is soluble in water and dissolves away. 
In spite of its ability to oxidize silver, potassium ferricyanide is a mild 

oxidizer which, unlike dichromate and permanganate, can be combined 
with hypo in the same solution, as in the case of Farmer's reducer, for 
example. 

If hypo and ferricyanide are combined, the following reaction takes 
place during the second step: 

However, the mixed solution is unstable. An advantage of ferricyanide 
is that it does not attack the organic compounds, such as the dyes used in 
photographic color emulsions. One disadvantage is that ferricyanide decom
poses in light and air to form cyanide ions, which causes a waste disposal 
problem in color processing laboratories. Nowadays, the ferricyanide 
bleaches employed in color processing are often replaced by ferric-EDT A 
bleaches which can be easily combined with hypo to form stable bleach
fixing solutions. 

Mercurious Bleaches. Several photographic intensifiers are based on mer
curic chloride. The silver image is converted to silver chloride, together 
with insoluble mercurous chloride: 

Ag + HgCl2 -+ AgClHgCl . (5.\ 1) 

Persulfate bleaches. The reaction between ammonium persulfate and sil
ver can be simply explained by the following formula: 

(5.12) 

In actual fact, the reaction is more complicated since the solution be
comes acid during use. Both ammonium sulfate and silver sulfate are water 
soluble and can be easily removed from the emulsion. 

The reaction between potassium persulfate and silver is 

(5.13) 

Persulfate bleaches which are least harmful from the environmental 
point of view are now replacing ferricyanide bleaches in motion-picture 
film processing. To increase the reaction rate, which is very slow in persul
fate bleaches, reaction-rate accelerators are often added to persulfate 
bleaching solutions. Various onium compounds considerably accelerate the 
bleaching out of the silver. However, some of these components are toxic 
and can cause safety problems when used. The best accelerator seems to be 
an organic thiol compound which acts as an electron transfer agent, thereby 
increasing the reaction rate. The material must be treated in an accelerator 
before entering the bleach solution. Kodak has a special persulfate bleach 
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accelerator on the market, the PBA -I, that is often applied in processing 
laboratories. This agent is adsorbed to the silver grain surface and facilitates 
electron transfer during the reduction process of metallic silver to its ionic 
state. 

5.2 Holographic Bleaching 

5.2.1 Background 

The conversion of amplitude holograms recorded on silver-halide materials 
into phase-contrast holograms, commonly referred to simply as phase holo
grams, was first performed by Rogers [5.1] and Denisyuk [5.2]. As regards 
the laser-recorded holograms, the first paper that dealt with this area was 
written by Cathey [5.3]. After that publication, in the late 60's and the early 
70's, a lot of research efforts went into the discovery of bleaching processes 
capable of producing both a high diffraction efficiency and a low scatter 
noise [5.4-113]. It was not until the mid 70's, however, when the holo
graphic bleaching technique was better understood and became capable of 
getting more satisfactory results. This breakthrough was due to a great 
degree to the magnificent contributions made by such researchers (with co
workers) as Hariharan [5.44,45,47], van Renesse [5.32,48,50], Graube [5.49] 
and Phillips [5.51,52]. At the same time Agfa introduced a new line of bet
ter recording materials possessing finer grains. The most important contri
butions will all be discussed in the following subsections; including a chro
nological survey of the progress made in the field of holographic bleaching. 
In the early days, the testing of various bleaching baths was often per
formed on diffraction gratings only, which meant that the influence of in
termodulation noise caused by extended, diffuse objects was not always 
considered. Therefore, high diffraction efficiencies obtained for a given 
process could be rather misleading since the noise level for holograms of 
diffuse objects could be extremely high when applying that particular pro
cess. 

Bleaching is a particularly important technique for holograms recorded 
on Western holographic materials since it constitutes the only way of pro
ducing holograms with high diffraction efficiency on these materials. 
Therefore, most papers discussing bleaching can be found in Western litera
ture. The Russian and the East-European works concern mainly colloidal 
development in order to obtain high efficiency and low noise, which has al
ready been discussed in Chap.4. Likewise, the general theory of dielectric, 
thin or thick holograms has already been given in brief in Chap.2. More 
details concerning this can be found in the references mentioned. This 
chapter concentrates on theories directly related to the bleaching of silver
halide materials for creating phase holograms. 
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5.2.2 Holographic Bleaching Theory 

General Considerations 

Bleaching of the interference fringes recorded in the emulsion will change 
the emulsion in such a way that the light used for reconstruction of the im
age will be modulated by retardation of the wave front instead of by attenu
ation as in the case of amplitude holograms. Theoretically, this can lead to a 
substantial increase of the diffraction efficiency (100%) of a hologram. 
Retardation of the wavefront is caused either by variations of the refractive 
index within the emulsion (inner image) or by local variations of the emul
sion thickness (relief image). At high spatial frequencies, the inner image 
predominates, whereas at low spatial frequencies the relief image is more 
pronounced, shown by Hannes [5.6]. A characterization of bleached photo
graphic materials has been given by Lamberts [5.40], where these mech
anisms are treated. The first of the two mechanisms is mainly in current use 
for producing high-quality phase holograms on silver-halide materials. 
Concerning the pure relief phase hologram, a theoretical analysis has been 
provided by Collins [5.8]. The possibility to create relief images using sil
ver-halide emulsions will be further discussed in Chap.6. 

Most often the theories of bleached, silver-halide holograms assume 
that the hologram is a pure phase hologram of the index or the relief type, 
or else a combination of the two (phase-only hologram). As a matter of 
fact, a bleached gelatin emulsion is actually a combination of both an amp
litude and phase hologram (a complex hologram). Several papers take up 
this subject as, for example, in the case of reflection volume holograms a 
theory has been formulated by Alekseev-Popov and Gevelyuk [5.70]. 

- Lorber [5.18] extended the Kelly's three-stage model [5.19] of photo
graphic information recording to include the formation of phase holograms. 
Briefly, Kelly described the photographic process in three stages, independ
ent in time and space. The first stage consists in exposure where optical 
diffusion takes place within the emulsion and its backing. The second stage 
concerns the latent-image forming process - a sensitometric stage acting 
upon the silver-halide crystals. The last stage is the chemical-diffusion 
stage taking place during the development. Lorber has modified this model 
for exposure with coherent light and the chemical-diffusion stage is dis
cussed here in terms of the developed silver density rather than the optical 
density. He also added a fourth stage, another chemical-diffusion stage, to 
account for granularity and bleaching or the etching of the emulsion. The 
first three stages were formulated in terms of nonstochastic functions. Ef
fects of granularity were discussed in terms of the theory of nonhomogene
ously filtered Poisson processes. The granularity theory was formulated in 
such a way as to make use of the valuable frequency-domain concepts of 
the stati~nary-process theory without forcing the analyst to assume a uni
form, featureless exposure pattern. The four-stage model was introduced to 
define the signal-to-noise ratio for a bleached hologram and to determine 
the optimal frequency-domain characteristics of a grain cloud in the 
bleached emulsion. 
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Chang and George [5.20] analyzed the photographic emulsion as an ar
tificial dielectric, which made it possible to relate the refractive change 
after bleaching to its prebleached density. They suggested that the Lorentz
Lorenz equation could be applied to predict the bulk refractive index of the 
emulsion if the respective concentrations of the gelatin and the silver halide 
were known. They established that a linear density vs exposure relationship 
is needed to produce a sinusoidally modulated index of refraction in a 
bleached emulsion. They also defined the phase-MTF function for the 
bleached (but partly lossy) case, which showed that the phase-MTF relation 
is equal to the modulation index m: 

~MTF=m. (5.14) 

The thickness of a holographic emulsion was also analyzed by applying 
a modified Raman-Nath formalism to incorporate a loss. Their conclusion 
was that an emulsion thickness of about 20 J.'m is necessary to obtain high 
efficiency for photographic-recording materials. The Chang and George 
paper will be further discussed later on in this chapter. 

Upatnieks and Leonard [5.21,22] investigated theoretically and experi
mentally the conditions important for imaging holography, having a diffuse 
signal beam interacting with the reference beam, which is recorded in di
electric media. They considered only the noise generated by the intermodu
lation terms in their analysis. They also assumed a linear phase modulation 
as a function of exposure, the Rayleigh-probability amplitude distribution 
in the signal beam, and two-dimensional recording of the intermodulation 
terms. They found that the diffraction efficiency was limited to 22% for 
thin holograms (compared to 33.9% for thin, two-wave gratings) and to 
64% for thick holograms (compared to 100% for thick, two-wave gratings). 

Electrical Polarizability Theory 

In the beginning, it was incorrectly believed that the refractive-index mod
ulation increased with the increased refractive index of the silver-com
pound grains in the gelatin emulsion. Bleaching experiments performed by 
van Renesse and van der Zwaal [5.32] indicated that, to obtain the identical 
diffraction efficiency, holograms had to receive a higher exposure if con
verted to silver bromide than if converted to silver iodide. This fact is con
tradictory to the refractive-index theory since the refractive index is higher 
for silver bromide (n = 2.25) than for silver iodide (n = 2.20) (Table 5.l). 
This observation resulted in the electrical-polarizability/molecular-volume 
theory developed by van Renesse and Bouts [5.48]. 

The first important part to consider in the bleaching process is the 
density obtained in the holographic plate during development. The density 
D is proportional to the partial atomic concentration of silver in the emul-
sion Ns 

(5.15) 
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where d is the thickness of the emulsion and 9 the angle between the 
normal and the incident direction of light. The factor a is normally constant 
and depends on the size, shape and weight of the silver grains. Being an ab
sorption constant in nature, it can be calculated in the following way 

a = M./PN (5.16) 

where M. is the atomic weight of silver, N Avogadro's number, and P the 
photometrical equivalent which is a quantity by weight of silver per unit of 
surface emulsion with unit density. 

The molecular concentration of a silver compound during bleaching is 
considered proportional to the original density which is the concentration of 
silver atoms. Therefore, any variation in density (D.D) per unit of emulsion 
surface will result in a difference of the number of silver-compound mole
cules D.Ae per unit of emulsion surface. The relation between D.D and D.Ae 
uses (5.15) 

d N - d N 
D.D = a 2 c2 1 el = aAA /(qcos9) 

qcos9 e 
(5.17) 

where NeZ and Nel are the respective partial molecular concentrations of 
the silver salt in two units of the surface emulsion. The factor q indicates 
how many molecules of the silver compollnd are formed from one silver 
atom. In Fig.5.! d1 and dz are defined. 

The theory is based on some additional assumptions. Firstly, that the 
silver in the emulsion is converted into one and only one compound (no 
other bleaching products are formed), contributing to the light modulation. 
Secondly, the ultra-fine-grained holographic emulsion is considered to be a 
homogeneous mixture of gelatin and a silver compound. Fine-grained holo
graphic emulsions can be regarded as Rayleigh scatterers. If that is the case, 
then the Lorentz-Lorenz equation will give the refractive index of the mix
ture of substances, n, which is 

n2 = ------- (5.18) 

where Qj is the electrical polarizability of the molecule of type i, and N j is 
the concentration of type i molecule. The electrical polarizability of a sub
stance has the dimension of a volume and is given by the dipole moment of 
a molecule which is brought about by a unit electric field. The electrical 
polarizability increases with the increase of the molecular volume. 

If the differences in emulsion thickness, Ad, are due only to the dif
ferences in concentration of the silver compound, then 
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(5.19) 

where Vc is the molecular volume of the silver compound, namely 

(5.20) 

where Nc is the molecular concentration of the compound which is a mate
rial constant, Me is the molecular weight of the compound, N is Avogadro's 
number, and Pc is the specific gravity of the silver compound. The electri
cal polarizability of a compound can be calculated using (5.15 and 17), pro
vided the refractive index, the molecular weight, and the specific gravity 
are known for the specific compound. The electrical polarizability and 
other parameters for some common silver compounds used in holographic 
bleaching are found in Table 5.1. 

Table 5.1. Properties of silver compounds 

Silver Molecular Refractive Electrical Molecular 
compound weight index polarizability volume 

[l0-30 m3] [l0-30 m3] 

AgCl 143.32 2.07 5.3 42.7 
AgBr 187.78 2.25 6.6 48.5 
AgI 234.77 2.20 9.2 68.5 
Ag4 Fe(CN)6 643.43 1.56 35.9 465 
AgHgCI2 379.36 1.82 12.4 120 
Ag 107.87 

There are other factors which influence the thickness of the emulsion, 
such as the tanning activity of solutions, the drying method, etc., but here 
only the differences in concentration will be considered. The thickness 
modulation of the emulsion is then 

(5.21) 

From (5.17 and 21), Lld, representing the actual difference in thickness 
between two units of the emulsion surface, is found 

(5.22) 

For a small change of the molecular concentration in the Lorentz
Lorenz equation (5.15), to a first-order approximation, a linear equation 
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describing the refractive index n of the mixture, has been as 

(5.23) 

For c = 8.7 and no = 0.89, (5.23) is valid with an accuracy better than 
1% for 1.5 < n < 1.7. 

Phillips [5.98] introduced another approximation to the refractive in
dex n derived from a Quadratic fit and the regression method, which con
siders the influence of large change of N due to physical transfer, namely 

n = 1 + 1.3904X + 1.0689X2 , 

where X = (411/3) L <XjN j • 

Phase Variations as a Function of 
Pre-Bleached Differences in Density 

(5.24) 

The phase of the light which has passed through the bleached emulsion is 

(5.25) 

where n is the refractive index of the emulsion, d is thickness, ). is wave
length, and 9 the angle between the incidence direction and the normal to 
the emulsion. 

According to Fig. 5.1 , the phase difference tl.l/J between the two in
dicated beams is 
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Fig.S.l. Phase difference between two beams passing through the emulsion surface 
with differences in thickness and refractive index, caused by differences in concentra
tion [5.48] 
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(5.26) 

where nl and n2 are the refractive indices of two different parts of the 
emulsion traversed by the two beams, and na is the refractive index of the 
surrounding medium, usually air. 

Combining (5.17,23 and 26), the phase difference as a function of the 
original differences in density can be obtained 

(5.27) 

where k = 211/().a). Since k contains the absorption coefficient a, k is con
stant only when the fine-grained emulsions are processed in the same way. 
At increasing spatial frequencies, the modulation me caused by thickness 
variations has a tendency to decrease. Such is also the case when rehalogen
ating methods are used and minimum thickness variations occur (me = 0) 
and (5.27) takes on the simple form 

(5.28) 

It is obvious that the phase change that will affect a light beam passing 
through the emulsion is dependent only on the number of polarizable mole
cules on the way through the emulsion. 

The diffraction efficiency 1] is directly proportional to the square of 
the phase difference AifJ, if AifJ < 1, 

(5.29) 

Combining (5.28 and 29) we get 

1] ex (kcqaJ 2 (5.30) 

which means that the bleaching agent is fully characterized by the effective 
polarizability of the compounds that have been formed in the emulsion and 
not by their refractive indices. This is very important for the understanding 
of the fact that by forming a silver compound with a refractive index close 
to that of the gelatin (e.g., silver ferrocyanide, n = 1.56), such a compound 
can actually form an efficient hologram. It also explains the possibility of 
forming a silver salt identical to the original type of salt in the emulsion. 
This takes place during fixation-free rehalogenating bleaching, provided 
that the concentrations of original and formed halides differ slightly from 
each other. In a bleached hologram, substituting the silver image with a low 
electrical polarizabiIity compound rather than with a high one means that a 
higher than usual pre-bleached density is required to obtain the same dif
fraction efficiency. 

As regards variations in the emulsion thickness which often give rise to 
noise problems, the change in thickness is proportional to the molecular 
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volume of the substituting compound and is therefore also proportional to 
density variations. Generally, the electrical polarizability of an ion increases 
with its volume, which means that a compound of high polarizability will 
directly be associated with an increased noise level. 

Van Renesse and Bouts [5.48] supported the theory with convincing ex
periments. Holographic emulsions were exposed through a grey scale with 
incoherent light, resulting in a continuously increasing density. The local 
change in density as a function of position within the emulsion on the 
plates was measured with high accuracy. After that the plates were 
bleached in various bleach baths. The phase changes within the emulsion of 
the test plates related to the previously measured density variations were 
measured with laser light in a Mach-Zehnder interferometer. Measurements 
were also performed on the plates submerged in an index-matching liquid 
to eliminate the influence of phase modulation due to emulsion thickness 
variations. A linear relation between the original density variations and the 
resulting phase modulation was revealed. 

The relative diffraction efficiencies obtained for different common 
silver compounds related to silver chloride and having the lowest polariza
bility is presented in Table 5.2. 

Table S.2. Relative diffraction efficiency for different silver compounds 

Silver 
compound 

Silver chloride (AgCI) 
Silver bromide (AgBr) 
Silver ferrocyanide (Ag4 Fe(CN)6) 
Silver iodide (AgI) 
Silver mercurochloride (AgHgCI2) 

Relative diffraction 
efficiency 

I 
1.6 
2.9 
3.0 
5.5 

Sirko and Slaby [5.67] used the approach applied by van Renesse and 
Bouts to find an expression for holograms bleached with the reversal tech
nique. They introduced the quantity m(v), which is a function of the spatial 
frequency v. It is used to calculate the change in the emulsion thickness ~d 

(5.31) 

where ~Nc is the variation in number of silver-compound molecules (Nc is 
the number of silver-compound molecules per unit area), and V c is the mo
lecular volume of the silver compound. For the reversal-bleaching method 
and for I < v ~ 500, m is negative [5.40]. It means that the emulsion is 
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thicker in places with fewer silver compounds. In the reverse process, the 
developed silver is removed from the emulsion whereas the undeveloped 
silver-halide grains remain in the emulsion. We get 

(5.32) 

where N. is the number of silver atoms per unit area, and No is the initial 
number of silver-halide molecules per unit area of the unprocessed emul
sion. For reversal bleaching, Nc = No-N., and ~Nc = - ~N8. Assuming 
that during the processing the gelatin is neither washed out nor dislocated 
and using the same notation as in the previous subsection, the expression 
for a reversal hologram will be 

(5.33) 

where p = Ng~ag/ ~N8. a~ indicates the average polarizability of the virgin 
silver-halide molecules in the emulsion, and V~ is the molecular volume of 
these molecules. In a practical situation when using reversal bleaching, the 
dichromate ions will affect the polarizability of the gelatin in a way differ
ent from what happens when applying the direct bleaching technique. 

The corresponding expression for direct bleaching can also be evalu
ated. With Nc = N. and ~Nc = ~N8 we obtain 

(5.34) 

Sirko and Slaby discussed the displacement of gelatin during the 
drying process in the same paper. 

The electrical-polarizability theory was studied by Quintanilla et al. 
[5.76]. Here, the variation of the emulsion thickness at zero frequency was 
of main interest. They modified (5.27) by van Renesse and Bouts, to con
sider the volume effect of salt, 

i~ [meVc ] ~D = kcqac 1 - ~(na - no) . (5.35) 

Syms and Solymar [5.71] made important contributions to the under-
standing of silver-halide emulsions by investigating both theoretically and 
experimentally volume phase holograms formed in bleached photographic 
emulsions using Kogelnik's coupled-wave theory. They found that the 
theory works well close to the Bragg condition but away from the Bragg 
condition certain deviation between theory and experiments were found. 
This led to the formulation of a more accurate model based on the coupled
wave theory in which phase and absorption modulation, the second har
monic in the grating profile, and the appearance of some higher diffraction 
orders are taken into account. The agreement between the new model and 
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the experimental data seems to be much better. The model is also used to 
deduce the major characteristics of the photographic recording material, in
cluding saturation of the modulation with exposure. This theoretical model 
enabled Syms and Solymar to offer certain suggestions for the improve
ment of the recording material. 

The previously discussed paper deals with diffraction gratings only, 
which is not sufficient to describe the behavior of a phase hologram of dif
fuse-wave recordings normally employed in, e.g., display holography. Ac
cording to the coupled-wave theory it is possible to obtain 100% diffraction 
efficiency for phase gratings, provided the refractive-index modulation is 
high enough for a given thickness of the recording emulsion. If the material 
has a linear relation between the refractive-index modulation and the ex
posure modulation, the diffraction efficiency as a function of exposure will 
follow a sin2 form for a transmission grating and a tanh2 form for a reflec
tion grating according to Kogelnik's theory. This is fine as long as the two 
collimated, interfering beams have the same intensity (K = 1). If one of 
these beams is diffuse and has a lower intensity level than the other (K > 
1), the diffraction efficiency of the recorded hologram will be lower than 
for the case when K = 1. Ward and Soiymar [5.94] presented a model con
cerning phase holograms, valid for different beam ratios and exposures. 
Initial experimental data yielded the efficiency of the recorded holograms 
where one beam consisted of light emitted from a diffusing screen. The 
following diffraction efficiencies as a function of K-values were obtained 
for holograms recorded on Agfa 8E56 HD (utilizing CW-Cl - PBQ-2 
processing [5.77]): 

K T} [%] 
1.05 40 
2.l 37 
5.6 34 

13 26 
32 15 
64 10. 

It is clear that the efficiency reaches a maximum for each K- value. 
Increased exposure at the higher K-values did not increase the efficiency. 
The following three reasons are mentioned as possible explanations: 
(i) A material nonlinearity. 
(ii) A competition with the noise grating. 
(iii) A modulation nonlinearity. 

As regards the material nonlinearity it was found that the optimum ef
ficiency of holograms recorded at high K-values was obtained at exposure 
levels below the saturation level, i.e., the recording was within the linear 
part of the H-D curve. Therefore reason (i) does not constitute the main 
limitation. Reason (ii) was also ruled out since various experiments showed 
that noise gratings formed within the emulsion had very little influence on 
the modulation of the main grating. The main problem seems to come from 
the modulation nonlinearity during the bleaching process, which is actually 
not fully understood. 
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The intensity maxima and minima created by two interfering waves 
are 

(5.36) 

where 

IdI2 = K (or = m, modulation). 

The mean intensity is 

(5.37) 

The linear part of the H-D curve can be approximated by the relation 

D = ,10gH + c. (5.38) 

The optical density is directly proportional to the optical absorption (being 
proportional to the silver density in the emulsion, S ex D). The silver-den
sity modulation oS caused by the spatially varied exposure is 

( v'K +1) oS = t (Smax - Smin) ex , log v'K _ 1 . (5.39) 

The relation between the silver modulation oS and the refractive-index 
modulation on after bleaching was actually found to be (after experimen
tally confirming the linear relationship between on and oS), too: 

( v'K +1) on ex ,log v'K _ 1 (5.40) 

which means that the refractive-index modulation (and hence the diffrac
tion efficiency) of a bleached hologram is independent of the exposure H 
for a fixed beam ratio and that the modulation is smaller for higher beam 
ratios (large K-values). The refractive-index modulation is directly propor
tional to the contrast,. This equation is valid as long as the spatial maxima 
and minima of the exposure lie within the linear part of the on-oS curve, 
which normally corresponds to the D-logH curve. 

Recently, Churaev and Artyomova [5.106] investigated the phase shift as 
a function of the optical density for various materials from the former 
USSR, such as LOI-2, VRL, FP-R and IAE. They studied, in particular, 
the influence of the developer type and the developing time as well as the 
effect of various spatial frequencies. The main results are that for some 
developers the slope of the phase shift versus optical density curve is stee
per for a short developing time compared to a longer time. Also the slope is 
steeper for high spatial frequencies (> 1000lp/mm) compared to low fre
quencies « 1 OOlp/mm). The spatial frequency effects will be further dis
cussed later on. 
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As already mentioned, Chang and George [5.20] treated theoretically 
the bleached silver-halide emulsion. The developed and fixed emulsion 
consists of a suspension of discrete small silver particles in the gelatin layer. 
If these particles, by rehalogenating bleaching, are converted to a dielectric 
compound, e.g., silver bromide the effective dielectric constant f of the 
emulsion can be obtained on the basis of Mie's theory. The polarizability a: 
of a small (k1 a « I) absorbing sphere is 

(5.41) 

which is substituted into the Lorentz-Lorenz formula to get f, i.e., 

f 
-= 

I + 871Na13 
I - 471Na:/3 . 

(5.42) 

Including losses, the complex dielectric constant for the emulsion is 

(5.43) 

where €1 and €2 are the dielectric constants of the gelatin and the lossy scat
terer, respectively. The radius of the scatterer is a. The number of scat
tering centers per unit volume is N, and kl is the wave number. The filling 
factor f is defined by f = 471Na3 /3. F is proportional to N and, for f « I, 
(5.43) can be expanded using the refractive indices n1 = .;;; and n = v€ to 
give approximately 

(5.44) 

The change in the index f ~n2 is 

(5.45) 

If the real and imaginary parts of the effective index of refraction is used, 
we have 

n = n2 + ifn'2 (5.46) 

where 

n' = n 1 + 1.5f 2 2 1 1 2 ( 
f' 2 + fn 2 _ 2€ 2 + € f' ) 

2 1 (f2 + 2€1)2 + f'2 2 
(5.47) 
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and 

(5.48) 

If the emulsion is uniformly exposed and developed, the attenuation of 
a normally incident plane wave [exp( -2kofn2' d}) is given in density units 
(02) as 

(5.49) 

for a thickness d and a free-space wave number ko. 
To find the index of refraction of the bleached emulsion, (5.44 and 49) 

are combined and if the subscript (3) denotes bleaching, i.e. f2 - fg, we 
have 

(5.50) 

where the expansion factor r is the volume ratio of the bleached to the un
bleached globule. 

Diffraction Efficiency and Noise 

The question about the emulsion's optimum thickness for holograms in gen
eral was discussed in Chap.2. Specifically, bleached phase-reflection holo
gram recording has been treated by Hariharan [5.57]. The volume regime is 
well valid if Q > 10. If two laser beams enter the recording material per
pendicularly from opposite sides, the fringe separation is at the minimum 
and the Q-value is about 100 for an emulsion of an approximate thickness 
larger than 2 I'm. The diffraction efficiency for the wavelength and the re
construction geometry that satisfy the Bragg condition, is then 

T1 = tanh2 ,p with ,p = 1I"c5nd/'>'n . (5.51) 

The efficiency increases with an increase of ,p, first rapidly and then 
more slowly to finally reach 100%. For a given wavelength '>'0' the parame
ter ,p is proportional to the total phase modulation available in the emulsion 
and is determined by the product of the emulsion thickness d and the amp
litude of the refractive index modulation. It is obvious that it is easy to ob
tain a high efficiency if the thickness is increased or else by increasing the 
refractive index modulation on. 

For a reflection hologram reconstructed with white light, a compromise 
between bandwidth and efficiency must be made. The more selective the 
hologram is (higher thickness) the less efficient it becomes. If the hologram 
is reconstructed with white light of the wavelength band 2~Ao, as Hari
haran [5.57] has shown, the luminance of the ima_ge is_ determined not only 
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by the peak diffraction efficiency but also by the bandwidth diffracted by 
the hologram. For a relatively narrow bandwidth, the luminance is 

(5.52) 

where G().o) = GE).K). for>. = >'0' E). is the spectral irradiance of the 
source, K). is the spectral luminous efficacy of the radiation, and G is a pa
rameter determined by the hologram recording geometry. The integral in 
(5.52) was numerically evaluated for the emulsion-thickness variation and 
the refractive-index modulation 6n. For a possible refractive-index modu
lation of 0.025 (e.g., silver halide), the results reveal that the image lumi
nance did not improve if the emulsion thickness was above 7 pm. What did 
improve then was the selectivity of the hologram, which means better 
sharpness for deeper objects. Unfortunately, the improvement in the holo
gram's selectivity implied also lower luminance of the image for a given 
white-light reconstruction irradiance. 

Grain growth during rehalogenating bleaching contributes to light scat
tering in the emulsion after bleaching. Ioly [5.73] investigated some bleach
ing agents and various concentrations of the rehalogenating agent (KBr). In 
particular, he studied closely the effects of using tanning developers during 
processing. The important factors which contribute to scattering are: 
• Particle size. 
• Particle composition. 
• Environment (the degree of tanning). 

The intensity of light scattered by a small particle is proportional to the 
square of its electrical polarizabiIity a. The polarizabiIity of a spherical par
ticle (radius r) with a refractive index n1 imbedded in a homogenous medi
um with a refractive index n3 is given by 

411"r3 n12 - n32 
a= -3- n1 + 2n32 . 

This is the case when a non-tanning developer is used. The silver-bro
mide particles (n1) are imbedded in the gelatin where the refractive index 
is constant (n3)' 

If a tanning developer is used, the silver-halide particle is enveloped by 
a shell of tanned gelatin with a refractive index n2 which differs from both 
n1 and n3. The polarizability of such a particle (radius: particle + shell = r, 
particle itself: fr, where 0 ~ f~ I) is then 

(5.54) 
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The refractive index for AgBr is 2.25. The refractive index of non
tanned gelatin is 1.5426 and that of tanned 1.5488, using values for dichro
mated gelatin from Shanko// [5.114]. Based on the formulas above, calcula
tions were performed for the following cases: 
0) No tanning occurs, particle size 50 nm. 
(ii) A tanned shell is formed: size, including shell, 50 nm. 
(iii) A tanned shell is formed: size, including shell, 70 nm. 
(iv) The gelatin layer is uniformly tanned. 
The results are presented in Tables 5.3 and 5.4. 

In conclusion, it can be said that the use of a tanning developer creat
ing a shell around the silver-bromide grain will increase the scattering by a 
factor of two at the very least. For the silver-halide grains that grow larger 
during the rehalogenating bleaching process, this difference will be even 
bigger. This means that if tanning development is used, to minimize wave
length-shift in white-light reflection holography, grain growth must be 
strictly controlled in order to avoid excessive scattering. 

]oly discussed also some experimental results on the Agfa 8E56 and 
IOE56 film, developed in GP 62, fixed and bleached in PBQ, ferric nitrate, 
and potassium ferricyanide. The bleaching time depends on the speed with 
which silver ions are formed and removed. The formation of silver halide 
will be faster if the concentration of the halide ions is high. A strong oxi
dant wiII create silver ions faster, thus speeding up the bleaching process. 
As in emulsion making, grain growth depends on the KBr concentration. A 
high KBr concentration will yield larger grains. Ferric nitrate bleach gives 
smaller grains than the PBQ bleach due to the fact that Fe3+ is a stronger 
oxidant than PBQ. A high concentration of Ag+ means that the relative 
concentration of Br- will be lower even if a strong oxidant bleach and a 
weak oxidant bleach contain identical amounts of KBr. The ferric nitrate 
bleach has also a low pH value (about 2.35), which will reduce grain 
growth. The results indicate that the ferric nitrate bleach gives the smallest 
rehalogenated grains with a rather narrow grain-size distribution. If the 
concentration of KBr is increased in the bleach bath, both the grain size 
and their distribution increase, which means increased scattering (but also 
higher diffraction efficiency). 

Staselko and Churaev [5.79] presented a theory describing how the dif
fusion of light in silver-halide emulsions affects the contrast of holographic 
images of diffusely scattering objects. Scattering from all the following 
sources was taken into account: the grainy structure of the emulsion before 
and after processing, the emulsion surface irregularities, speckle patterns 
produced by nonuniform object beams, the beam ratio and the angular size 
of the object. The theory has been verified experimentally by recording 
volume phase holograms of diffusely scattering objects on the Russian ma
terial PE-2. 

The general phase characteristics of holographic recording media are 
discussed in a paper by Staselko and Churaev [5.74], where a physical model 
is constructed based on a function describing the phase characteristics ob-
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Table 5.3. Grain-size distribution of the AgX formed during rehalogenation bleaching 

Bleaching Mean grain 
time diameter X [nm] 

Bleach solution 8E56HD 10E56 8E56HD 10E56 

PBQ 25 g KBr 105" 105" 46 57 
PBQ 50 g KBr 105" 90" 61 69 
PBQ 100g KBr 75" 60" 73 82 
PBQ 32 g KCI 14' 12' 87 104 
Fe(N03 )3 30 g KBr 40" 46" 34 38 
K 3 Fe(CN)6 5 ga 39" 46" 37 35 

Compare: Original 
AgBr in the emulsion 40 75 

Spread 

a [nm] a/X 

8E56HD 10E56 8E56HD IOE56 

11 17 0.25 0.30 
15 16 0.25 0.23 
29 24 0.40 0.29 
46 42 0.53 0.40 
8 11 0.25 0.28 
12 12 0.33 0.34 

10 15 0.25 0.20 

a The bleach solution contains 5 g of K3 Fe(CN)6. the halogenating agent being 

(Fe)CN:-

tained from the experiments performed on the most widely used Russian 
silver-halide materials for holography. 

Qui and Jiang [5.96] published findings with a multi-factorial method 
of a fuzzy-set theory to predict the diffraction efficiency of bleached holo
grams. The factors considered were exposure, developer dilution, develop
ment time, and bleaching time. Experimental verification of the theory was 
performed using 33 specimens. The obtained diffraction efficiency versus 
the predicted one revealed a fitting rate of 85%. 
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Table S.4. Influence of the grain size of AgBr formed after rehalogenation bleaching 
on the scattering (n1 - 2.25, a is measured in 10-24 mS, and R stands for r .AcX+theU> 

Tanning Tanning Uniformly 
Non-tanning developer developer tanning 
developer R-50nm R-70nm developer 

Radius n3 - 1.5426 n3" 1.5426 n3" 1.5426 n3" 1.5488 
oC n2 - n3 n2 "I- n3 nJ"I- n3 nJ .. n3 
AgBr F-l C"l-l C .. 1 Cool 

[nml a a2 r nJ a a2 C n2 a a2 a a2 

26 3.8 14.4 0.52 1.549 6.3 39.6 0.37 1.54\88 5.7 32.5 3.7 13.7 
34.5 8.8 77.4 0.69 1.635 16.0 256 0.49 1.572 15.1 228.0 8.7 75.7 
39 12.7 161.3 0.78 1.745 23.3 542.9 0.56 1595 22.7 515.3 12.6 158.8 

5.2.3 The Holographic Bleaching Technique 

The holographic bleaching techniques can be divided into three categories: 
(i) Conventional or direct (rehalogenating) bleaching. 
(ii) Fixation-free rehalogenating bleaching. 
(iii) Reversal (complementary) or solvent bleaching. 

In conventional bleaching, the developed hologram containing the silver 
image is converted into a phase hologram by changing the silver image into 
a transparent silver halide. This is performed after fixation, i.e. after the 
unexposed silver-halide crystals have been removed. We say that the devel
oped silver grains have been rehalogenated. Fixation-free rehalogenating 
bleaching means that the hologram is bleached directly after development, 
without fixing, leaving the unexposed silver-halide crystals in the emulsion 
(Fig.5.2a and b). Essentially, the same type of bleach bath is used for both 
the conventional and the fixation-free processes. A rehalogenating bleach 
bath consists of 
• an oxidizing agent, 
• an alkali halide (often KBr), 
• a buffer (often H2S04), and 
• additives such as printout stabilizers (dyes). 
Rehalogenating bleaches will be further discussed in Sect.5.2.3a. 

In reversal bleaching, the developed silver image is converted into a 
soluble silver complex which is removed from the emulsion during bleach
ing, leaving the original, unexposed silver-halide grains in the emulsion 
(Fig.5.2c). These crystals modulate the light to reconstruct the holographic 
image. In reversal bleaching, the hologram is not fixed after the develop
ment, as otherwise all the silver-halide grains (exposed and unexposed) 
would disappear after bleaching. A reversal bleach bath consists of 
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Exposure Development Axing 

a) Conventional (Rehalogenatlng) Bleaching 

Exposure Development Bleaching 

b) Fixation-Free Rehalogenatlng Bleaching 

Exposure Development 

c) Reversal Bleaching 

Fig.5.2. Various bleaching techniques 

• an oxidizing agent, 
• a buffer (often H2S04 ), and 
• additives such as printout stabilizers (dyes). 

Bleaching 

Reversal bleaching will be further discussed in Sect.5.2.3b. 

Bleaching 

Diffusion 
transfer 

It should be mentioned, however, that certain special methods can be 
applied to remove all silver-halide crystals from the emulsion and thus to 
create modulation by a superficial effect, producing gelatin relief images. 
These very special techniques, which are normally not included among the 
conventional holographic bleaching procedures, will be treated in Chap.6. 

The first bleaching techniques for laser-recorded holograms was the 
one introduced by Cathey [5.3]. It is based on a bleach from Kodak used in 
the chromium-intensifier process. Many rehalogenating-bleaching tech
niques (with or without intermediate fixing) have been suggested during 
the years, but only a few have produced sufficiently high quality to survive 
the tide of time. The latest holographic bleaching products and procedures 
will be treated in greater detail in the next section. Here, various important 
rehalogenating processes of earlier days will also briefly be discussed. In 
Chap.7 the reader will find complete processing schemes that have been 
successfully applied for different commercial silver-halide materials. 
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a) Rehalogenating Bleaching 

Rehalogenating bleaching can be divided into aqueous and non-aqueous 
bleaching. The aqueous-bleaching methods use bleaching agents that dis
solve in water. The non-aqueous methods use gases or vapors that interact 
with the dry emulsion or else the bleaching agent is dissolved in an organic 
solvent. 

Aqueous Rehalogenating Bleaching. The early publications on conven
tional bleaching methods reported improvements of the efficiency when 
mercuric and chromium intensifier bleaches were used [5.9]. Various prob
lems and misunderstandings about the reversal-bleaching technique were 
also mentioned. To overcome the problems with scattering in mercury
bleached holograms, a complicated two-step processing scheme was sug
gested, involving blackening of the mercury-bleached emulsion and re
bleaching it again in another bleach (potassium ferricyanide) [5.9]. Upatni
eks and Leonard [5.11] investigated the early types of bleach baths and in
troduced ferricyanide and copper bleaches. The Kodak R-10 bleach was also 
among the ones used and improved upon by McMahon and Franklin [5.13] 
They found that a thinner emulsion (Agfa 8E70) produced better holograms 
than the thicker Kodak 649-F emulsion on plates. Burckhardt and Doherty 
[5.16] improved the quality of the ferricyanide-bleached holograms by 
using the Kodak D-76 developer instead of the usual D-19, combined with 
a sophisticated drying procedure to minimize the scattering from the gelatin 
surface in the dry hologram. In an early investigation by Pennington and 
Harper [5.23] some of the important factors contributing to noise produc
tion in holographic bleaching techniques were addressed, as well as the im
portance of fidelity in the hologram recording process. Also the emulsion 
stress (due to manufacturing, fixation and drying) and the ways of reducing 
it were discussed. The main source of noise was found to be the reticulation 
of the emulsion surface after drying. Stress-relieved plates were therefore 
processed using non tanning developers and a new bleach - the cupric halide 
bleach Kodak EB-2. Before developing, the exposed plates were prehard
ened in the Kodak SH-5 pre hardening solution, which reduced any ten
dency towards emulsion tanning. The drying was controlled by successive 
alcohol baths of increasing concentration. An obvious comment to this 
would be that the hydrogen peroxide used in the EB-2 bleach attacks the 
gelatin. This fact was also mentioned by Pennington and Harper who, how
ever, claimed that prehardening eliminated most of that effect. 

Lehmann et al. [5.25] utilized a similar bleaching technique based on 
cupric bromide. Lehmann [5.26] recommended the copper-sulfate bleach 
(EB-2). He also provided another copper-sulfate bleach formulation in
tended for Agfa materials. Lehmann's copper sulfate bleach 
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Potassium alum 
Sodium sulfate 
Copper sulfate 
Potassium bromide 

20 g 
25 g 
40 g 
20 g 



Sulfuric acid (cone.) 
Distilled water 

5 mt 
It. 

U patnieks and Leonard [5.22] suggested that the hardening of the 
emulsion should take place just before bleaching and not before develop
ment since that retards the speed of development and hampers development 
in depth. They used the Kodak SH-I hardener instead of the SH-5. 

Schmackp/e//er et al. [5.28] found that the EB-2 bleach combined 
with the Agfa 8E70 emulsion badly attacked the latter which is softer com
pared to the 649-F emulsion. The 8E70 material required a 25-minute pre
hardening in a SH-5 bath to prevent the EB-2 bleached emulsion from 
peeling away. (649-F only required a lO-minute prehardening). The article 
also contains SEM photographs of the EB-2 and the R-I0 bleached emul
sions. These photographs confirm that the R -10 bleach produces a relief 
structure with a periodically varying emulsion thickness due to the tanning 
action of the reaction products. They concluded that the Agfa materials re
quire less-active bleaches. 

The real improvement in the bleaching of transmission holograms came 
when Phillips and Porter [5.51] published their work on the low-noise tech
nique which uses a mild-bleaching agent (ferric nitrate). This technique 
consists of a process which works well even for the argon-laser-recorded 
holograms (). = 514nm). The development was performed in the concen
trated Neo/in-blue developer (already described in Chap.4) including the 
options of adding antifogging agents or increasing alkalinity of the devel
oper. The prehardening of the emulsion was performed in an alcoholic bath 
(Drysonal) which had the advantage of simultaneously dissolving the anti
halation dye from the emulsion. (Agfa used at that time a dye to suppress 
scattering in the green-sensitive emulsion. If not dissolved, the dye leaves a 
heavy·residue of scatter in the finished emulsion). 

After being prehardened and exposed, the plate was developed in 

• concentrated Neofin blue for 5 minutes. (18° C, D ~ 2), 
• 5-minute wash in running water, 
• fix in Agfa G334 without hardener, 
• pre-bleach clean (optional) (5-10 gil ferric nitrate), 
• bleach in (Stock solution): 

Ferric nitrate 150 g 
Potassium bromide 33 g 
Glycerol 20 g 
Phenosafranine 300 mg 
Isopropyl alcohol 500 mt 
Distilled water 500 ml . 
Dilute: 1 part stock solution with 4 parts of water 

• a wash (15 minutes) and bath in Drysonal (2 minutes), and thereafter 
• drying. 

In another paper Phillips and Porter [5.52] discussed the influence of 
organics in inorganic bleach baths. Phenosafranine, normally used as a de-
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sensitizing dye for silver halides, can also be employed for the acceleration 
of bleaching. Methylene blue has the same effect. The presence of this kind 
of dye in a bleach bath reduces ionic migration of silver in two ways: 
(i) By causing a reduced ion mobility which is due to the presence of 

large dye cations in the neighborhood, and 
(ii) by shortening the ionic lifetime before precipitation of the halide due 

to the influence of the local anionic cloud. 

These two processes have an image-sharpening effect since they pre
vent the growth of large crystalline halide structures by clumping. 

Phillips et al. [5.59] further advanced the science of bleaching by in
troducing the organic oxidizing agent quinone or Para-BenzoQuinone (PBQ) 
bleach. The existing ferric-nitrate bleach from the same group was dis
cussed in light of the experience gained, in which the main concern was the 
bleach's acidity and its tendency to soften the gelatin. In addition, the large 
amount of the oxidizing agent necessary made it also an expensive bleach 
bath. 

The main feature of the PBQ bleach is that it does not destroy the oxi
dation products created during the pyrogallol development in which emul
sion tanning occurs. The pyrogallol developer produces a blanket or a stain 
around the grain (the same applies to the catechol and hydroquinone devel
opers) which is of the quinone type of structure. The idea behind the PBQ 
bleach was that a bleach based on an oxidizing agent such as quinone would 
probably not destroy the blanket around the grain. Normally, this blanket is 
destroyed in bleaches containing free bromine. Para-BenzoQuinone (PBQ) 
proved to posses the expected and desirable quality of not affecting the 
grain's blanket. 

Although the PBQ bleach has proved successful from the point of 
hologram processing, it must be noted that this chemical is associated with 
toxic hazards, which is why severe precautions must be taken when using it. 
Quinone can cause eye irritation and, with longer exposure, damage to the 
cornea of the eye [5.60]. The upper limit of exposure to quinone vapor in 
room air has been set to 0.44 ppm in the USA. (Typically, quinone vapor 
just above an open tray is about 0.30ppm). The PBQ bleach (PBQ-I) was 
mixed in the following way: 

p-Benzoquinone (PBQ) 2 g 
Potassium bromide 30 g 
Boric acid 1.5 g 
Distilled water 1 l. 

The pH of this bleach is adjusted to about 5. 

The importance of a buffer was mentioned. A correctly buffered solu
tion in which, e.g., KOH and an acid were used is not as desirable as the 
formulation above which uses only a very small amount of acid. The reason 
for this is that the buffer constituents can affect both the gelatin-surface 
reticulation and the grain coagulation. Equally important is the KBr level, 
since excessive values of this substance can also cause coagulation which 
will increase scattering. For soft gelatin (Agfa) the upper level of KBr is 
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about 30 gil. For harder gelatin (Kodak) the limit is about 50 gil. How
ever, concerning KBr concentrations, see recent investigations by, e.g., 
Hariharan and Chid ley [5.90] indicating a lower optimum KBr level, name
ly 16 gil (for Agfa materials). 

Phillips et al. also recommend a tanning version of the PBQ bleach 
(PBQ-3) to be used with nonhardening developers (such as, e.g., Neofin 
blue): 

p-Benzoquinone (PBQ) 2 g 
Potassium dichromate 2 g 
Potassium bromide 30 g 
Borax 15 g 
Distilled water 1 l. 
Note that the PBQ should be added just before use, and that its life

time will then be about 15 minutes only. Ackermann et al. [5.97] have found 
that the lifetime of PBQ bleaches can be prolonged if, when used or stored, 
the solution is protected by a gas (e.g., CO2). 

Another interesting point mentioned by Phillips et al. [5.59] is the con
cept of the fixation-free method in rehalogenating processing - a rather 
new and for some readers confusing approach. It was, however, accidentally 
discovered and reported by Hariharan as early as in 197 I [5.36]. The pre
sent author has been using this method since the mid 70's. Holograms de
veloped in HOLODEV 602 were bleached (without fixing) in the ferric 
sodium EDT A type bleach. 

Eastes [5.56] made a careful investigation of six bleaching techniques 
using Kodak 649-F and 120-01 materials: 
1) Cupric bromide/Hydrogen peroxide. 
2) Bromine vapor. 
3) Cupric bromide/Ferric chloride. 
4) Potassium ferricyanide. 
5) Iodine bleach. 
6) Reversal R-9 type bleach. 

In conclusion, Eastes stated that none of the investigated rehalogenat
ing bleaches produced better results than the reversal bleach. The latter is 
considered to be the best because of its ability to produce phase holograms 
of high diffraction efficiency and with an acceptable signal-to-noise ratio 
over a wide range of exposures. This indicates that none of the "pre-Phil
lips" rehalogenating bleaches could really compete with reversal bleaching at 
that time. 

Oliva et al. [5.68] and Fimia et al. [5.69] have noted that overexposing 
the material (3 < D < 6) will improve the signal-to-noise ratio of phase 
holograms processed with potassium-ferricyanide and ferric-nitrate rehalo
genating bleaches. Using the high-contrast Kodak D-8 developer instead of 
D-19 improved the overall recording results additionally. They claim that 
the noise reduction was caused by the nonlinear recording of the intermod
ulation noise that will eventually occur at high exposure levels. The effect 
was also confirmed by microscopic studies of the emulsion surface as well 
as by performing index-matching investigations. 
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A significant contribution to the processing of phase reflection holo
grams was made by Cooke and Ward [5.77]. They presented another bleach 
of the PBQ-type (PBQ-2). A tanning catechol developer was used because 
of its lower staining effect (CW-C2, already discussed in Chap.4). The new 
PBQ-bleach was actually able to eliminate the slight stain obtained in 
catechol development. The acidity of the bleach was increased using citric 
acid instead of boric acid, which affected the thickness of the final emul
sion. This was a completely opposite direction to take compared to the way 
which Phillips et al. [5.59] approached the problem. The main difference 
between the two approaches depended on the fact that Phillips et al. were 
mainly interested in display holography while Cooke and Ward were inter
ested in diffraction gratings of the reflection type. As a matter of fact, the 
Cooke and Ward method (CW-C2 and PBQ-2 bleach, no fixing) has proved 
to be a successful technique for producing phase reflection display holo
grams as well. The bleach (PBQ-2) was mixed in the following way: 

p-Benzoquinone (PBQ) 2 g 
Citric acid I 5 g 
Potassium bromide 50 g 
Distilled water I l . 

Bleaching time: 45 s to 2 min at 20° C, continuous agitation. 
In this scheme, both the developer and the bleach will affect the emul

sion in such a way that it will shrink, which can be useful for processing 
display holograms recorded with red-light lasers. However, immersing the 
processed holograms in propanol before drying (50% propanol for one 
minute and then 100% propanol for two minutes) increases the emulsion 
thickness (about 4.3%). 

The main difference between PBQ-l and PBQ-2 is their influence on 
the stain of the emulsion caused by the oxidation products in tanning de
velopers. Mix the PBQ bleach with boric acid in order to preserve the stain 
generated during development. To remove or reduce the stain, mix instead 
the PBQ bleach with citric acid. 

Fixation-free rehalogenating bleaching became the dominating tech
nique for the processing of phase holograms after the publication by Crespo 
et al. [5.83]. Here, holograms developed in PAAP, ACC and CW-C2 devel
opers are bleached in PBQ- I and PBQ-2 bleach baths. They concluded that 
developing holograms in a chemical (nonsolvent) developer followed by a 
bleach in which the diffusion of silver and bromide ions is promoted inside 
the emulsion can actually result in holograms with a high diffraction ef
ficiency and low scatter noise. This means that the bleach should soften the 
gelatin slightly to promote the diffusion process, which will render holo
grams with markedly increased diffraction efficiency. However, such a 
mechanism is also known to affect the position and the quality of the re
corded interference fringes, thus reducing the image resolution. 

Phillips [5.84] advocated the use of the ferric-EDTA bleach (Ferric
Ethylene Diamine Tetra acetic Acid) which he considers to be both safe in 
use and successful in the results it can achieve, trying to convince people to 
stop using the hazardous PBQ-based solutions. Ferric-EDTA can be ob-
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tained on the market or made by mixing di-sodium EDT A with a simple 
ferric compound such as ferric sulfate Fe2(S04)3: 

Ferric sulfate 30 g 
Di-sodium EDT A 30 g 
Potassium bromide 30 g 
Sulfuric acid (cone.) 10 ml 
Distilled water I l. 

Phillips maintained that in this bleach the complexing of silver ion by 
the sequestering agent EDT A assists the ionic migration of silver. It is also 
the present author's impression that there seems to be no doubt as to the 
exceptional ability of this mixture to promote physical transfer during the 
bleach process. 

Concerning copper bleaches Blyth [5.85] has introduced the following 
rehalogenating bleach which produces, however, rather printout-sensitive 
holograms: 

Copper sulfate (pentahydrate) 
Potassium bromide 
Acetic acid 
Distilled water 

35 g 
110 g 

10 mt 
It. 

The persulfate bleaches [5.86-88] have so far not attracted much atten
tion among researchers in holography. However, an interesting conven
tional-photographic bleach bath of the rehalogenating type, based on a 
mixture of persul/ate and para-benzoquinone has been formed by Keifer 
and Pollakowski [5.88]. The solution contains potassium peroxodisulfate as 
oxidizer and p-benzoquinone as activator. To avoid the hazard of mixing a 
bleach using pure PBQ, the compound can be formed in the bleach by a 
reaction between hydroquinone and persulfate. Potassium bromide acts, as 
usual, as a rehalogenizer. The solution is buffered with the acetic acid to a 
pH level between 3 and 4. Two, slightly different versions, are mixed in the 
following way: 

Version I 
Sodium acetate (anhydrous) 3.5 g 
Potassium peroxodisulfate 10 g 

. Potassium bromide 109 
Hydroquinone 0.75 g 
Copper sulfate, crystals 0.5 g 
Acetic acid (cone.) 15 mt 
Distilled water 1 t 

Version 2 
4.5 g 
10 g 
20 g 

1 g 
1.5 g 

IS mt 
1 t. 

Version 1 is for the Orwo color film, and Version 2 is for the 
Fuji/Eastman negative color film. In a persulfate-based solution, quinone 
tends to form humic acids, which will reduce the effect of PBQ as an acti
vator. To reduce this effect a small quantity of an inhibitor is added in the 
form of copper sulfate crystals (CuS04 . 5H2 0). It is important to note that 
this bleach must be mixed at least 6 hours before use in order to form a 
sufficient amount of PBQ. 
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The ideas of mixing a bleach by using an oxidation process between 
persulfate and common developing agents (e.g., ascorbic acid, amidol, 
metol, and hydroquinone) have been used to formulate a set of new rehalo
genating bleach baths for holography by Bjelkhagen et al. [5.107]. These 
baths have very good performance concerning both high efficiency and low 
noise. 

The best working formulas wiIl be given in the folIowing. The PBQ 
bleach for holography was slightly modified compared to the formula in the 
previously mentioned paper by Keiter and Pollakowski [5.88]. The PBU
quinol bleach is mixed in the folIowing way: 

Cupric bromide I g 
Potassium persulfate 109 
Citric acid 50 g 
or: Sodium hydrogen sulfate 5(} g 

Potassium bromide 20 g 
DistiIled water 1 l . 

Add 1 g hydroquinone (quinol) after the other constituents are mixed. 

This bleach must be mixed at least 6 hours before use in order to form 
a sufficient amount of PBQ. The potassium persulfate oxidizes the hydro
quinone to form quinone which is revealed by the noxious vapor of this 
substance. However, when mixing this bleach the unoxidized form of qui
none is used which means a much safer way of mixing a PBQ bleach. Once 
the quinone is formed, the bleach works like the normal PBQ bleach. In the 
bleach described by Keiter and Pollakowski [5.88], cupric sulfate was used 
to prevent polymerization (manifested by browning) of the quinone. To 
avoid too many different ions in the bleach above, cupric bromide was util
ized instead of cupric sulfate. The effect of this compound makes this 
bleach very long lasting which means that it can be used over and over 
again. 

WelI-working bleaching solutions can also be based on other develop
ing agents. After a systematic investigation of possible candidates the fol
lowing two agents were found to be most successful, namely amidol and 
metol. The amidol version produces probably the cleanest results and shows 
the highest bleaching rate, but the bleach bath is not as stable as the metol
based version. Both bleach baths can be used after about half an hour after 
being mixed. They are mixed in the same way as the PBU-quinol bleach 
with the only difference being the developing agent used. The PBU-ami
dolor PBU-metol bleach is mixed by adding either 1 g of amidol or metol 
to the stock solution above. 

If a rehalogenating bleach is desired in which an emulsion shrinkage of 
about 50 nm can be obtained after processing, the PBU-ascorbic acid 
bleach is worth trying. In this case 5 g of ascorbic acid is added to the stock 
solution. It is a slow bleach that can be employed 6 hours after mixing. 

The ami dol based bleach is port-wine colored, and the metol version is 
pale green when a sufficient amount of oxidizer is formed in the solution. 
The four just described bleaches perform very welI and are much safer to 
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mix and use than some of the previously introduced solutions for hologra
phy. These bleaches have been named PBU (Phillips-Bjelkhagen Ultimate) 
bleaches followed by the name of the developing agent on which they are 
based. 

Most of the bleaches discussed so far entail the application of an inter
mediate oxidation step, which can affect the MTF due to the diffusion pro
cess involved. For this reason, it may be worthwhile to have a look at the 
rehalogenating solutions that work in a more direct way. One of such 
bleaches in popular use is the bromine-water bleach. It has been recom
mended by Benton [5.58] and it is claimed to produce clean, bright, and 
printout-stable holograms. It is also safer and easier to use than the brom
ine-vapor method that will be discussed in the next subsection. The bleach 
is mixed in the following way (Benton's recommendations [5.58]}. A glass
stoppered glass bottle is filled with distilled water (about half a liter), after 
which a small amount of liquid bromine (about 5ml) is poured into the 
bottle which is then closed. After about one day the bromine is dissolved 
and the bleach is ready to use. Under a fume hood, some of the solution is 
poured into a glass tray. The bromine will begin to slowly outgas, which is 
why it should be used rather quickly and the solution returned to the bottle 
as soon as the bleaching is finished. Bleaching takes about a minute or so, 
depending on the strength of the bleach. After bleaching, the plates should 
be washed and dried in the usual way. It is recommended to keep a bottle 
with a sodium-sulfite solution (50g/i) handy to neutralize any spills or to 
clean stains in the trays. Benton recommended to use this bleach with the 
IEDT -processing method described in Chap.4. The bromine-water bleach is 
also often used for bleaching rainbow transmission holograms. 

Non-Aqueous Rehalogenating Bleaching 

A direct dry-bleaching method to convert silver into silver halide was first 
introduced by Thiry [5.42]. Here, bromine vapor was utilized to act upon 
the emulsion for half an hour, after being kept in vacuum for one hour. 
Higher diffraction efficiency combined with higher noise were obtained 
compared to those obtained for holograms bleached in a potassium ferricy
anide solution. 

Graube [5.49] has presented a systematic investigation on the dry
bleaching methods using elemental halogens. Since the refractive index for 
silver bromide is higher (nAgBr = 2.25) than that for silver chloride (nAgCl = 
2.07) the paper suggests that this was the reason why bromine bleaching 
produced the best diffraction efficiency - the statement that VQn Renesse 
[5.50] has contested supporting his view with the electrical polarizability 
theory (already discussed in Sect.5.2.2b). 

Graube did not find it necessary to apply a vacuum treatment to plates 
before bleaching. Transmission gratings recorded on Kodak 120-02 plates 
were developed in D-19 (density about 4) and fixed in a Kodak rapid fixer 
with a hardener added. The plates were then washed and dried, after which 
they were bleached in bromine vapor in a closed container partly filled with 
bromine liquid where they were held above the liquid surface for about 15 
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minutes. Bromine bleaching leaves unreacted bromine in the emulsion 
which appears in the form of a yellow stain. This stain can be removed by 
leaving the plates overnight in a fume hood providing good air circulation. 

Graube found that a diffraction efficiency of about 70% could be ob
tained for both transmission and reflection diffraction gratings. Unfortu
nately, such high efficiency was always associated with a rather high noise 
level. One of the advantages of this method is that no physical transfer 
from the nearby grains takes place; the bleaching technique applied is a 
pure rehalogenating technique in which no grain movement within an 
emulsion occurs. In wet development combined with a fixing step prior to 
dry bleaching, the emulsion undergoes considerable changes. The main 
advantage here is that the bleached holograms are almost completely resist
ant to printout effects. The elemental bromine did not only react with the 
silver grains but it also oxidizes functional groups on the gelatin molecules 
that would have otherwise acted as reducers for the silver-bromide crystals. 
This resistance to printout is also found in holograms bleached in aqueous
bromine bleaches. However, long exposure to vapors produces considerable 
bromination of the gelatin molecules, causing associative hydrogen-bonding 
destruction and a breakdown of the three-dimensional structure of the 
emulsion. Other disadvantages include high scattering levels, destruction of 
developer stain by the free halogen and a high toxicity of the bleach chem
ical, considered deleterious to both the skin and the respiratory tract. The 
upper-limit value for exposure to bromine is 0.1 ppm, which is why the 
bleaching operation should be carried out in a fume hood with an air velo
city of at least 0.8 mls with protective goggles and rubber gloves. 

The use of non-aqueous solvents such as methyl or ethyl alcohol to dis
solve bromine has the advantage of being easier to dissolve. The use of 
iodine in a direct bleach requires an alcohol to dissolve the crystals. Some
times a small amount of water is added to swell the emulsion and promote 
the reaction. Benton [5.58] formulated the following bleaching bath (direct 
iodine bleach) producing clean, printout-stable transmission holograms: 

Iodine (crystals) 2 + 5 g 
Methyl or ethyl alcohol 750 mt 
Distilled water 250 mt . 

To remove the deep yellow stain after bleaching, Benton recommended 
that the bleached hologram is rinsed in an identical solution without iodine. 
This bleach has become very popular for the processing of rainbow holo
grams. 

Popular Rehalogenating Bleach Baths 

To summarize the section on rehalogenating bleaching a list of bleach baths 
currently in popular use for holographic processing is presented below: 

• Ferric nitrate bleach (Phillips). 
• PBQ-I (Phillips). 
• PBQ-2 (Cooke-Ward). 
• Ferric EDTA (Phillips). 
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• PBU-(developing agent} (Bjelkhagen-Phillips). 
• Bromine/iodine (Benton). 

b) Reversal Bleaching 

Only wet-processing schemes for reversal bleaching have been discussed in 
the holographic literature up till now. The first paper introducing this 
bleaching technique for holography was published by Kiemle and Kreiner 
[5.10]. They used potassium dichromate and sulfuric acid to bleach reflec
tion diffraction gratings recorded with a ReNe laser on Agfa 8E70 plates 
developed in the Kodak D-19b developer. This technique is interesting in 
that it utilizes the original, unexposed silver-halide crystals to create the 
image at reconstruction of the hologram. This means that the size of the 
grains remains, in principle, unchanged after the processing, which causes 
the scattering to be low or at least determined by the original grain size in 
the emulsion. Unfortunately, by using the common reversal bleaching solu
tions the unexposed silver-halide grains will increase in size by a process 
similar to the Ostwald ripening. Normally, this phenomenon is not as pro
nounced as the grain growth which occurs in rehalogenating bleaching. Low 
scattering in reversal bleaching in which potassium dichromate was used is 
discussed in another publication by Kiemle [5.12]. During reversal bleach
ing, silver salt is removed from the emulsion which reduces the potential 
diffraction efficiency of the phase hologram in comparison with the fixa
tion-free rehalogenating bleaching technique. The reversal bleaching tech
nique shows, however, yet another advantage. After bleaching, the emul
sion shrinks, which often gives rise to a desirable color change of the holo
graphic image. Reflection holograms recorded with red-wavelength lasers 
will reconstruct in the yellow or green part of the spectrum depending on 
the pre-bleach density and the recording wavelength. The reversal bleach
ing technique is rather popular among holographers working in display ho
lography. 

About two years after the first publication dealing with the reversal 
bleaching process [5.10] for holography other researchers joined in the dis
cussion, introducing small changes and modifications to the above menti
oned. Chang and George [5.20] tried all the three existing photographic rev
ersal bleaches, but finally decided on a bleach containing only a concen
trated nitric acid which produced phase gratings with very low scattering 
noise on 649-F plates. Electron micrographs revealed that the original un
exposed grains were reduced in size after bleaching. Chang and George had 
demonstrated the advantages of the reversal method, but warning, however, 
that it was undesirable to use highly volatile acids. Lamberts and Kurtz 
[5.29,37] presented a reversal-processing scheme for Kodak materials. They 
also introduced the tanning pyrocatechol developer (Kodak SD-48) into 
their processing scheme (omitting potassium bromide) which seemed to re
duce the surface relief effects due to low-spatial-frequency intermodula
tion noise in the object beam. Verbovetskii and Fedorov [5.33] found that 
chromium-bleached holograms were clearer than rehalogenated phase holo
grams which "took on a milky color". Buschmann [5.34] formulated a pro-
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cessing scheme for the new Agfa 8E75 materials, comparing it with the 
formulation given in the Kodak P-230 pamphlet [5.30] on reversal bleach
ing of the 649-F plates (based on the publication of Lamberts and Kurtz 
[5.29]). In it he used phenosafranine as a desensitizing dye for the bleached 
holograms. At the same time Hariharan published a paper [5.35] describing 
a more complicated reversal-bleaching technique involving are-exposure 
of the holographic plate to white light after the first development. This 
method is especially well suited for the thick emulsion used in the 649-F 
plates. Hariharan claimed that the noise level in the holograms processed 
this way is very low. Soon thereafter Hariharan et al. [5.36] described a 
simple reversal technique in which the bleach contained potassium iodide to 
convert the unexposed, virgin silver-bromide grains to silver-iodide grains 
for better light stability of the phase hologram. Soon later, the same group 
[5.45] published a new reversal-processing scheme in which a different de
veloping technique was introduced. By adding a silver solvent to the devel
oper, controlled etching of the silver grains (the virgin, unexposed crystals) 
could take place during development. The bleached plates contained only 
slightly smaller grains than the original size. At the same time, the Agfa 
8E75 emulsion had a grain size of 50 nm. The effect was lower scatter 
noise, without any substantial decrease of diffraction efficiency. To obtain 
such an etching effect, 0.5 gil of sodium thiosulfate was added to a D-19 
developer for Agfa 8E75 materials and 1.0 gil for Kodak 649-F materials. 
The results are very similar to the ones obtained with the pyrogallol-based 
developer, HOLODEV 602, which has a high content of sodium sulfite 
(Chap.4). This is why the (as yet unpublished) pyrogallol developer used 
with the old type of Agfa materials produced very low noise holograms 
back in the times when the present author was experimenting with the Agfa 
materials. The HOLODEV 602 (with a reduced sodium sulfite content as 
compared to the first version) combined with a reversal bleach still repre
sents a rather good way of processing CW-Iaser reflection holograms on the 
finer-grained Agfa materials of today. 

Talking about the results obtained by the application of reversal 
bleaching it must be mentioned that the discussed results are slightly con
tradictory. The established view claims that a developer used for phase 
holograms of the reversal type should not contain silver solvents (i.e., a non
physical developer). This is certainly correct when an optimum diffraction 
efficiency is the main goal, as has been shown experimentally by Lamberts 
and Kurtz [5.37] as well as by Slaby and Sirko [5.66] and also by Crespo et 
al. [5.83]. If the content of the image forming silver salt in the emulsion is 
reduced, a reduction in diffraction efficiency is expected. On the other 
hand, the signal-to-noise ratio is often more important, in particular, for 
the overall quality of a hologram. In the earlier versions the Agfa materials 
had an average grain diameter of such a size that controlled etching of the 
virgin unexposed silver grains was beneficial to the signal-to-noise ratio of 
the image. It has been pointed out in Hariharan's papers, for example, that 
the reduction in efficiency can be. kept rather small and the overall image 
quality is improved. Even today, the effects of silver solvents for scatter re-
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duction in the developer for reversal bleach processing should not be over
looked when applied to emulsions with grain sizes of 30 to 40 nm. 

To reduce scatter noise in bleached holograms Hariharan et al. [5.44] 
used a diluted fixing bath to obtain a controlled etching effect on the silver 
grains. They tested Kodak 649-F plates containing normal AgBr grains as 
well as plates where the original grains had been converted to AgJ. A 
normal non-hardening fixing solution was diluted 1:40 and acted upon the 
emulsion for 5 minutes. About 30% of the silver content was thus removed, 
which corresponds to a 50% reduction in scattering. 

At the present author's laboratory a similar but simpler technique was 
used based on a sodium sulfite solution (70;.100gIl). It had two purposes: 
to reduce scattering and to introduce a color change for reflection phase 
holograms exposed with red laser light. The plates were treated in the 
sodium sulfite bath for 10 to 20 minutes depending on the desired shrink
age. 

Common Reversal-Bleach Baths 

The most common reversal bleaching technique is probably the "pyrochrome 
processing" technique [5.62,63]. Here, pyrogallol-developed holograms are 
bleached in the following bleach bath, which is actually a modified version 
of the Kodak R-9 bleach. The Pyrochrome bleach is mixed in the follow
ing way: 
Stock solution: 

Potassium dichromate 4 g 
Sulfuric acid (conc.) 4 ml 
Distilled water I l. 

Working solution: Use undiluted, or mix I part stock solution + 4 parts dis
tilled water. Bleaching time: 1 to 3 minutes. pH is about 2.4. 

Some modifications of this bath are possible, concerning mainly the 
concentration of its constituents. A higher concentration (used undiluted) 
gives a faster bleaching action (sometimes desirable for mass production 
and machine processing). A lower concentration means a slower action but 
also a more gentle effect on the gelatin emulsion, which often results in 
higher quality holograms. 

Blyth [5.82] recommended to use 20;.100 gil sodium hydrogen sulfate 
(sodium bisulfate) instead of sulfuric acid as a safer method and an easier 
way to adjust acidity. The use of a solid acidifying agent avoids the decant
ing of strong liquid acids. For each milliliter of sulfuric acid, 2.6 grams of 
the bisulfate should be used. An even milder acid recommended by Blyth is 
the toluene-4-sulfonic acid (20gll). Blyth has also stressed the importance 
of using distilled water not only for mixing the bleach solution but also for 
washing the plates in it, directly before and after the bleach bath. This is to 
prevent chlorine (from tap water) or any other substance from interacting 
with the bleach bath, which produces a scum difficult to wash away. If the 
scum remains in the emulsion, it will increase the scattering of the bleached 
hologram. In addition to these precautions, Buschmann [5.34] recommended 
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the use of a clearing bath after bleaching to dissolve remaining silver chro
mates (Ag2Cr207 and Ag2Cr04 ) out of the emulsion. The clearing solution 
was mixed in the following way: 

Sodium sulfite 50 g 
Sodium hydroxide 1 g 
Distilled water I l . 

Since the solubility of the silver chromates is so much higher than that 
of the silver bromide in the emulsion only a short processing time is neces
sary in this bath. About I to 2 minutes is quite sufficient and should not be 
exceeded in order not to dissolve too much of the silver bromide. After 2 
minutes, less than 5% of the AgBr is dissolved, after 4 minutes, 10% and 
after 8 minutes, 20%, as shown in Buschmann's investigation. 

Another reversal bleach used in holography is the permanganate based 
bath. Benton [5.58] recommended the KP-4 recipe: 

Potassium permanganate 3 g 
Sulfuric acid (cone.) 10 ml 
Distilled water I l. 

Phillips et al. [5.59] introduced a slightly different version of the per"': 
manganate bleach: 

tion: 

Potassium permanganate 0.5 g 
Nitric acid 0.25 ml 
Distilled water I l . 

He also recommended that the plate be cleared in the following solu-

Sodium metabisulfite 
Distilled water 

10 g 
If... 

Thomas [5.95] investigated the reversal-bleach baths mentioned above 
combined with different holographic developers and found that the follow
ing combinations gave the best results as regards both the diffraction ef
ficiency and the signal-to-noise ratio for Denisyuk reflection holograms ex
posed with the HeNe laser, using Agfa HD materials: 
I) The CW -C2 developed holograms showed very good results when 

combined with both types of permanganate bleaches. 
2) Holograms developed in HOLODEV 602 yielded similar results but 

only with the KP-4 permanganate bleach. 
3) The HOLODEV 602- or CW-C2-developed holograms showed almost 

identical results when bleached in pyrochrome bleach - similar in 
quality to the ones obtained in point 1 above. 

Combined with other developers, such as pure pyrogallol, Kodak D-19 
or Agfa GP 62 the resulting quality was not equally good as that of the ones 
obtained above. 

The ceric sulfate reversal bleaches have been employed by some holo
graphers, but did not secure the same high-quality results as those achieved 
by the previously discussed baths. The investigation performed by Thomas 
[5.95] in which he tested the ceric sulfate bleach bath, supplies the evidence 
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for the above statement. The investigated bleach bath was mixed in the fol
lowing way: 

Ceric sulfate (yellow) 
Sulfuric acid 
Distilled water 

10 g 
8 ml 
Ii. 

To close the reversal-bleach section it is important to mention that a 
brand-new, well-working, and safe solvent-bleach bath for holography was 
recently (July 1992) introduced by N. Phillips. The extensive use of dichro
mates in bleach solutions became a point of concern to him, which is why 
he set off to find a reversal bleach that could replace the current ones. The 
new bleach Phillips' Safe Solvent Bleach (PSSB) is mixed in the follow
ing way: 

Ferric sulfate or ferric nitrate 
Potassium persulfate 
Sodium hydrogen sulfate 
Distilled water 

30 g 
20 g 
30 g 
Ii. 

The bleaching time is rather long, about five minutes or more. 
The new bleach performs very well. It requires less exposure (t to t, 

which means 50 to IOOJ,LJjcm2) compared with the other reversal methods. 
Combined with the pure pyrogallol developer, this bleach produces bright 
holograms with a very high signal-to-noise ratio. The hardening effect of 
the pyrogalled developer is important in this processing scheme. This bleach 
does not attack the pyrogallol-produced stain in the gelatin, which the di
chromate-based solution does. 

If, instead, the hologram is developed in the CW-C2 developer (less 
stain and hardening), a slightly lower signal-to-noise ratio is obtained, 
combined with more shrinkage of the emulsion. Therefore, it seems that the 
best developer to use with this bleach is the pure pyrogallol developer, 
unless a rather large wavelength shift is of interest. 

Popular Reversal-Bleach Baths 

To summarize the subsection on reversal bleaching, a list oof bleach baths 
currently in popular use for holographic processing is presented below: 
• Dichromate bleach (Kiemble & Kreiner, von Renesse, Spierings). 
• Permanganate bleach (Benton). 
• PSSB (Phillips). 

5.2.4 Comparison Between Different Bleach Processes 

Several experimental investigations have been performed with the view to 
compare different processing methods and to delineate the influence of the 
various parameters on the bleaching process. The way in which a developer 
affects a bleached hologram has been investigated by Hariharan and Chid
ley [5.89] as well as by Hegedus and Hariharan [5.100]. The main concern 
associated with the processing of holograms when using the rehalogenating 
method is not so much to obtain high efficiency, which is rather easy with 
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many bleaches, but to reduce the noise in the final image. Noise is caused 
by both surface emulsion irregularities as well as by scattering from the sil
ver-halide grains, other compounds, or voids in the emulsion. If surface 
irregularities are minimized by careful processing and drying, granularity 
will be the significant source of scattered light. The first question that can 
be posed then is how the developer will affect the noise in both reversal 
and rehalogenating bleaching. In reversal bleaching, the virgin unexposed 
grains are used, which, in principle, means that the problem of grain 
growth during rehalogenating bleaching is eliminated. However, in practice, 
a slight grain growth may occur also during reversal bleaching when ap
plying common bleach baths. The effect of controlled etching by using sil
ver solvents in the developer can control the size of the grains, which has 
already been discussed [5.44]. The main conclusion from the previously dis
cussed tests is that for reversal bleaching the noise level can be reduced 
which, however, is always accompanied by a slight reduction in the dif
fraction efficiency. The overall quality (dynamic range) can be improved 
using controlled etching. Elimination of the sodium sulfite and the potas
sium bromide from the conventional types of metol-hydroquinone develop
ers increases the diffraction efficiency without really increasing the noise 
level very much. In other words, reducing the sulfite content increases the 
noise and the diffraction efficiency in a hologram. This is valid for MQ 
developers but not necessarily for pyrogallol or catechol developers. The 
developer strongly recommended by Hariharan for reversal bleaching of 
CW-Iaser-exposed holograms is the ascorbic acid based developer. 

Hariharan [5.101] made a comparison between the hardening non-sol
vent MQ developer and an ascorbic acid developer for reversal bleaching. 
The local hardening around the exposed grains caused by the MQ-devel
oper causes some additional refractive-index modulation which is 1800 out 
of phase with the modulation of the unexposed grains. This explains the 
reason why the diffraction efficiency is lower when using hardening devel
opers for processing holograms with the reversal method as compared to 
non-hardening developers. It is important to remember this fact when using 
the common, pure pyrogallol developer in the reversal-bleaching process 
(pyrochrome). It also explains why, developers such as CW-C2, HOLODEV 
602, PAAP and SM-6 work so well (actually better than the sulfite-free 
pyrogallol developer) in the reversal bleaching process. 

In rehalogenating bleaching, the conventional metol-hydroquinone 
developer containing sulfite and potassium bromide produces holograms 
with higher scattering levels than if sulfite and bromide were omitted. In 
other words, reducing the SUlfite content decreases the noise with only a 
slight loss of diffraction efficiency. This is valid for MQ developers but 
does not necessarily apply to developers based on other agents. The attempts 
to use ascorbic acid-based developers for the rehalogenating bleaching of 
CW-laser-exposed holograms have not been very successful, according to 
Hariharan. An interesting aspect of processing rehalogenated holograms 
with MQ developers containing large amounts of sodium sulfite has been 
taken up by Hariharan. It is the fact by exposing the holograms to a high 
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level, in order to obtain a high density, reduces the solution-physical devel
opment since the amount of the unexposed silver-halide crystals in the 
emulsion decreases. (Compare Sect.4.4.5). Concerning potassium bromide in 
the developer it seems that for rehalogenating bleaching the developer can 
contain KBr but not for reversal bleaching [5.691-

Hariharan and Chidley [5.90] have also investigated the influence of 
the halide type and its concentration on rehalogenating-bleach baths. A 
non-hardening ascorbic acid-metol developer was used here to avoid physi
cal transfer during development. The bleach contained acidified potassium 
dichromate to which potassium bromide was gradually added to convert it 
from the reversal to the rehalogenating type. At first, the diffraction ef
ficiency decreases, but later when a certain concentration level is reached, it 
starts rising again and reaches a maximum value that is higher than that for 
the zero concentration, i.e. for reversal bleaches. It was found that the KBr 
concentration of above 6 gil starts showing the effects of the rehalogenat
ing process, namely an increase in diffraction efficiency. The optimum 
concentration was found to be 16 gil, above which the diffraction effi
ciency did not increase further. 

In another experiment in the same testing procedure, potassium bro
mide was substituted with potassium iodide. This produced very different 
results. Small amounts of potassium iodide added to the bleach (0.2.,.0.8 gil) 
resulted in an increase of the diffraction efficiency, which would drop 
when a concentration level of about 3.2 gil was reached. A continued in
crease of potassium-iodide concentration resulted in an increasing diffrac
tion efficiency reaching its maximum at a concentration of about 12.8 gil. 
The rise of diffraction efficiency was usually accompanied by a large in
crease of scatter noise. 

De Winne and Phelan [5.S1] reported on an investigation into the silver
halide grain sizes as a function of KBr concentration in a PBQ bleach. The 
investigated material was the green-sensitive Agfa SE56 HD emulsion. The 
results are listed in Table 5.5. 

When 100 gil KBr was used the noise was increased by 50% due to the 
increased mean grain size and the grain-size spread of AgBr particles 

Table 55. Silver-halide grain size as a function of KBr concentration 

PBQ KBr Main grain Spread 
concentration concentration diameter 
[gil] [gil] [nm] [nm] 

2.5 25 46 11 
2.5 50 61 15 
2.5 100 73 29 
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formed during rehalogenating bleaching. It was also shown that the noise is 
increasing much faster than the brightness of the holographic image is with 
increased KBr concentration. 

Another observation made was that it is not possible to use a ferricy
anide bleach if the holographic material has been developed in a tanning 
developer, e.g., a pyrogallol developer. In spite of the fact that very small 
silver-halide grains (mean grain size 37nm) were produced by the ferricy
anide bleach, no detectable holographic image could be reconstructed from 
such a hologram. This is in good agreement with polarizability calculations 
performed by Phillips [5.72]. Under certain conditions, the modulation can 
vanish for fixation-free rehalogenating bleaching using ferricyanide 
bleaches. 

Two other investigations performed by Hariharan and Chidley [5.91, 
92] were aimed at showing the way in which spatial frequency affects the 
diffraction efficiency in different bleaching processes. In the first paper 
[5.91] the reversal- and the conventional rehalogenating-bleaching methods 
(including fixing) were compared when applied to transmission gratings 
with varied fringe spacing formed on Agfa SE75 RD materials and exposed 
with the ReNe laser. In order to avoid physical transfer and hardening 
during development, a metol-ascorbic acid developer was used. In the re
halogenating mode of operation, potassium dichromate bleaches (O.Sg/l) 
were used with 4 g/l potassium bromide. Both types of bleaching processes 
show a peak in efficiency at a fringe spacing of about I jjm. A drop in ef
ficiency starts at O.S jjm and progresses rapidly, especially for conventional 
bleaches showing a 50% reduction at about 0.5 jjm. As a way of compari
son, it was shown that amplitude holograms are not affected by variations 
in spatial frequency to the same degree and that their diffraction efficiency 
is rather constant in the same fringe spacing region. 

Hariharan and Chidley explained this phenomenon by the diffusion of 
the reaction products, which takes place in all types of bleaching processes. 
For the fixation-free rehalogenating processes the diffusion is the actual 
mechanism behind it, but even in other types of bleaching processes dif
fusion plays an important role. In conventional rehalogenating bleaching, the 
bleach converts developed silver into silver ions which then react with bro
mide ions (supplied by the bleaching solution), forming silver bromide in 
the exposed areas. Some silver ions, however, diffuse away to nearby un
exposed grains, where they enter into a chemical reaction with bromide 
ions. The formation of silver bromide in these areas results in lower modu
lation and, consequently, a lower diffraction efficiency. The strength of this 
effect depends, obviously, on the diffusion length over which the diffusion 
occurs, explaining the spatial-frequency dependency. 

In reversal bleaches diffusion is caused by formation of bromide and 
silver ions coming from the unexposed silver-bromide grains and entering 
the bleaching solution. Some of the bromide ions formed this way diffuse 
away from the unexposed areas to exposed areas, forming silver bromide 
with the silver ions also diffused from the unexposed grains. This process 
affects the diffraction efficiency to the extent which depends on the fringe 
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separation in the affected area, i.e. the area in which diffusion takes place. 
From this we can see that diffusion length is as important in reversal 
bleaches as it is in conventional rehalogenating bleaches. 

These findings initiated yet another investigation by Hariharan and 
Chidley [5.92] who now studied the fixation-free rehalogenating bleaching 
process, where the diffusion is believed to be the mechanism behind the 
process. The same testing technique as the one described in the previous 
paper was used, except for the fact that here 8 gil potassium bromide was 
used in both bleaches, as compared to the previous experiment in which the 
second rehalogenating bleach contained ferric sulfate (30g/l). What is inter
esting in the results obtained is that both types of bleaches show much 
higher efficiency at a fringe spacing of about 0.5 J"m (and below) than they 
did in the previous test on conventional bleaching. The drop in efficiency 
occurs at higher fringe spacings. The diffraction efficiency for the dichro
mate bleach (whose overall efficiency is higher than that of ferric sulfate 
bleach) drops rapidly for fringe spacings of above 1.2 J"m. For a ferric sul
fate bleach the diffraction efficiency falls already at a fringe spacing of 
about 0.6 J"m. The diffusion process occurring here can be explained in the 
same way as in the previous paper. The emulsion contains both the un
exposed silver bromide and silver. A part of the dissolved silver ions diffuse 
away to create silver bromide in the unexposed silver-bromide grains. The 
remaining silver ions are redeposited in situ on the exposed and developed 
grains. The material transformation process taking place in the emulsion oc
curs without any significant loss of silver salts, which means that the emul
sion shrinkage is minimized. The diffusion process can only take place over 
a certain distance (the diffusion length of the silver ion) which now be
comes an important characteristic for a fixation-free rehalogenating bleach. 
In the investigation of Hariharan and Chidley [5.91] on bromide concentra
tion in the bleach discussed earlier in this section it was found that at the 
fringe spacing of 0.83 J"m the efficiency drops down to zero if the concen
tration of potassium bromide is below 1 gil. This means that the diffusion 
length at that concentration is below 0.83 J"m. The highest efficiency was 
obtained at the concentration of 16 gil, indicating that the diffusion length 
was then >0.83 J"m. Hariharan and Chidley also mentioned the fact that by 
changing the fringe spacing in the gratings, a transition from the thick to 
the thin recording regime will eventually occur (for an emulsion thickness 
of 6J"m). This transition takes place at a fringe separation of somewhere 
above 4 J"m. From the above follows that the observed drop in efficiency is 
not really affected by regime transition. One of the side-effects of the re
halogenating process contributing to the increase of diffraction efficiency at 
smaller fringe separations is the progressive improvement of the MTF, 
caused by various adjacent effects during development. This does not affect 
the overall process to any great degree, however, which is why Hariharan 
and Chidley concluded that the rehalogenating-bleaching process hinges on 
the diffusion length of the silver ion, since above a certain value the mate
rial transfer process in the emulsion stops and the efficiency is drastically 
reduced. The paper suggests that a certain drop in diffraction efficiency at 
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a certain fringe spacing should be used for determining the diffusion length 
of the silver ion for a given bleach. In the present investigation, the dif
fusion length is 0.6 J.l.m for the ferric sulfate bleach and 1.6 J.l.m for the 
dichromate bleach. The larger diffusion length found for the dichromate 
bleach is probably due to its higher activity. 

Phase-contrast microscopy investigations for studying these effects 
have been described by Kostuk and Goodman [5.108]. This technique will be 
discussed in Sect.6.9.3. Their results support the theory that a redistribution 
of silver-halide grains occurs during the rehalogenating bleaching process 
and that this mechanism is spatial-frequency dependent. 

Hariharan [5.101] investigated the mechanism of material transfer 
during fixation-free rehalogenating bleaching. He suggested that a process 
similar to the Ostwald ripening is involved in this type of bleaching. Tests 
were made with a bleach containing ferric sulfate as the bleaching agent 
and potassium bromide as the alkali halide. The quantities of these com
pounds in the bleach were varied for different experiments. The diffraction 
efficiency and scattering of recorded holograms were measured. The best 
results were obtained when the molarity of potassium bromide was slightly 
higher than that of ferric sulfate. If the oxidizing agent in the bleach is 
further increased the diffraction efficiency drops off. If the alkali halide is 
increased above the optimum level only an increase in scattering is ob
tained. Hariharan explained the process in the following way: First the 
developed silver is converted by the oxidizing agent into ionic silver which 
goes into solution. In the vicinity of the exposed areas the silver ions react 
with the bromide ions and form silver-bromide nuclei. Then material 
transfer takes place from the exposed areas to nearby unexposed areas, 
which is similar to Ostwald ripening. The formed silver-bromide nuclei is 
dissolved caused by excess bromide present in the bleach solution. The 
solubility of the newly formed small silver-bromide crystals is much higher 
than that of the bulk material. Material transfer by diffusion then takes 
place and silver bromide is deposited on larger silver-bromide crystals in 
the unexposed areas. Thus, this process results in a grain growth of original 
crystals in the emulsion. Grain growth can also occur by coalescence of 
crystals which were originally separated. A large excess of alkali halide 
speeds up this process. Hariharan has reviewed all the just discussed inves
tigations in [5.1 02]. 

Jeong et al. [5.103] studied the diffusion transfer mechanism by re
developing holographic gratings which had originally been rehalogenated 
without fixing. The obtained density of low and high spatial frequency 
gratings was measured. By comparing the difference of optical density for 
these gratings, relative amount of rehalogenated silver halide and the dif
fusion transfer for high-spatial-frequency gratings could be estimated. In 
this study, it was found that a KBr-bleach concentration of 16718 gil is the 
optimum, which is in good agreement with Hariharan's results. 

From the above, the general conclusion that may be drawn is that fixa
tion-free rehalogenating bleaches with optimum diffusion lengths can attain 
both a high diffraction efficiency and low noise, provided that the grain 
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Fig.5.3. Wavelength shifts (shaded areas) and variation with increasing exposure (in
creased darkness) obtained with reflection gratings over an exposure range of 4: I using 
a nontanning Metol-Ascorbic Acid (MAA) developer and a tanning pyrogallol (PYRO) 
developer with three different bleaches [5.93] 

growth in the emulsion is controlled in some way. The intermodulation 
noise remains in the low-frequency range in which the fixation-free rehal
ogenating bleaches show a low response, as we have just seen in the above 
investigations. That, combined with the fact that emulsion thickness is 
hardly affected in this processing scheme, makes it possible to record phase 
holograms of high quality. Continued research is, however, needed for 
further studies of the diffusion mechanism as a function of emulsion and 
its processing parameters. 

Hariharan and Chidley [5.93] have also compared different bleaching 
processes for reflection holography, where the effect on color shift is of in
terest. Holographic reflection gratings developed in non-tanning metol-as
corbic acid or strongly tanning pyrogallol were bleached in a potassium 
dichromate rehalogenating bleach (with or without fixing) or a reversal 
dichromate bleach. The wavelength shifts for the different bleach-process
ing schemes are shown in Fig.5.3. 

As could be expected, in both the conventional and the reversal bleach
ing a shift to shorter wavelengths occurs because of the removal of some 
material from the emulsion. The tanning pyrodeveloper will, however, re-
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duce the amount of wavelength shift compared to the non tanning ascorbic 
acid developer. In reversal bleaching the shift is usually larger than in direct 
bleaching. Increased exposure in direct bleaching causes more grains to con
vert into silver than in reversal bleaching, which is why only a small 
amount of silver halide is left in the emulsion. The fixation process wiII 
therefore remove very little material, causing only a small wavelength shift. 
In reversal bleaching, increased exposure has the opposite effect - a larger 
amount of silver is developed and removed during bleaching, which, in 
turn, causes a larger wavelength shift. In both cases the shift wilI, however, 
be reduced by the use of a tanning developer, such as the pyrogallol devel
oper for example, as when compared to when a non-tanning developer is 
used. 

In the case of fixation-free rehalogenating bleaching, the wavelength 
shift that occurs here is very limited due to the fact that no material is re
moved from the emulsion. However, a tanning developer can be used to 
harden the wet emulsion so that it will not revert to its original thickness 
after the processing. This means that a wavelength shift towards longer 
wavelengths is experienced here. This effect increases with increased ex
posure since the hardening effect is proportional to exposure. The smallest 
wavelength shift is obtained if a non-tanning developer is used. 

In conclusion, it can be said that a non-tanning developer used in con
junction with a fixation-free rehalogenating bleach will generally minimize 
the changes in the emulsion thickness between recording and reconstruction. 
This is important for many applications of reflection holography, such as in 
HOEs, in reflection masters used for contact copying, etc. The only other 
efficient processing technique able to compete with the above-mentioned 
and to minimize the emulsion changes, is the colloidal development of 
ultra-fine-grained emulsions, in which the fixing step is omitted. The last 
method of phase-hologram processing is also the one that shows probably 
the highest fidelity in recording the interference fringes in the emulsion 
and therefore yield the highest possible image resolution. 

For amplitude-hologram processing without shrinkage the highest im
age resolution has been obtained in holograms which were desensitized 
directly after development, omitting the fixing step (Chap.4). This method 
appears, however, to be rather impractical for amplitude-reflection holo
grams which show low diffraction efficiency. 

Variations in the emulsion thickness are actuaIly quite useful for vary
ing the colors of a hologram. Shrinkage occurring in reversal bleaching is 
often used as a means of obtaining a more pleasant color in reflection holo
grams. Special swelling agents can be introduced in the emulsion during 
manufacturing like, for example, the technique used by Ilford (Chap.3) for 
the red-sensitive emulsion, so that fixation-free rehalogenating bleaching 
could be applied in which a wavelength shift occurs. In pseudo-color ho
lography, artists have been using various swelling methods before exposure 
to bring about emulsion shrinkage in order to produce different colors in 
their holograms. By applying multiple exposures combined with different 
degrees of swelling in-between exposures, it is actually possible to obtain 
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several colors in a single hologram when reconstructed in white light. We 
shall again return to these special methods in Chap.9. 

Various reconstruction properties of a hologram will be affected by 
varying the emulsion thickness with the help of different processing meth
ods. In Chaps.2 and 4 some of these phenomena have already been dis
cussed. For bleached silver-halide emulsions Syms and Solymar [S.7S] have 
studied the effect of emulsion swelling in transmission hEllograms. Both dry 
holograms and water-swollen holograms were reconstructed and different 
parameters, such as Bragg sensitivity, transmission, diffraction efficiency, 
etc., were measured and compared. It was found that the thickness of the 
Agfa BES6 material exposed with a S14.5 nm wavelength, immersed in wa
ter increased from 4.7 to 12.B J.Lm, which constitutes an approximate in
crease of 170%. At the same time the selectivity of the hologram increased 
as expected, whereas both the transmission and the diffraction efficiency 
were reduced due to the fact that the average refractive index in the emul
sion was lowered when water was used as the swelling agent. Using the 
definitions introduced in Sect.S.2.2b, the change in n = Vfo has slightly in
creased the Bragg angle in the emulsion. Since no additional modulating 
material is introduced by swelling, the volumetric filling factor f is in
versely proportional to emulsion thickness d, which means that f'l ex lid 
and f'l d is more or less constant. The important parameter in the Bragg dif
fraction process is K'l d/cos80 where both K'l d and 80 , are slightly increased 
by the drop in Vfo' This effect is less significant if the refractive index of 
the swelling liquid is closer to that of gelatin, e.g. glycerol. According to 
Kogelnik's theory on the efficiency of volume diffraction gratings replayed 
at Bragg incidence, the overall efficiency of the water-swollen hologram 
decreases. One advantage of the swollen hologram is that the response to 
spurious scatter gratings is reduced, which means a better separation. be
tween spurious scatter gratings and the desired main grating. The above
mentioned paper also provides the reader with numerical examples of how 
Kogelnik's theory should be applied in practice, which is rarely the case in 
other publications. 

Another, vital factor in hologram processing is the drying procedure, 
discussed in some detail by Burckhardt and Doherty {S.16] where it was 
found that the drying method applied affected the quality of a hologram. A 
very important point concerning washing and drying of bleached holograms 
has been raised by Hariharan [S.BO] in an investigation comparing the 
drying process for holograms bleached in conventional and reversal potas
sium dichromate based bleaches. The difference in washing and drying 
consisted in the fact that some of the bleached plates were immersed in 
various alcohol solutions before being dried at room temperature, whereas 
other plates, exposed and processed the same way, were just washed and 
dried at room temperature. The results were striking. The plates bleached in 
the conventional rehalogenating bleach showed improved efficiency after 
treatment in an alcohol bath before drying. The plates bleached in the rev
ersal bleach and treated in alcohol showed a dramatic reduction in diffrac
tion efficiency, compared to the holograms that had been just washed and 
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dried. The results obtained depended to a large degree on the use of a tan
ning bleach, potassium dichromate, which is a tanning bleaching agent. 
During conventional bleaching tanning takes place at the exposed sites of 
the emulsion. The chromium ions formed during the bleaching process 
harden the gelatin molecules by crosslinking them. This takes place in the 
exposed areas, i.e., the areas where silver had been formed during the dev
elopment. As a result, the local hardening in the exposed areas, combined 
with the usual refractive index modulation which occurs after bleaching, 
will increase modulation and, therefore, also diffraction efficiency if, prior 
to drying it, the emulsion is treated in an alcohol bath - very much in the 
same way that dichromated gelatin holograms are processed. The two 
mechanisms for modulation will cooperate to increase the efficiency of the 
hologram. 

Similarly to the conventional rehalogenating bleach, when a tanning 
bleach is used with a reversal bleach, tanning takes place at the exposed 
sites. Phase modulation is normally obtained from the unexposed silver
halide grains located in the areas which have not undergone hardening. In 
other words, the alcohol method secures modulation in the hardened sites, 
which, in turn, counteracts modulation caused by the unexposed grains. The 
resulting effect is a dramatic reduction in diffraction efficiency. This ap
plies only to cases when tanning bleach baths are employed in the process
ing of phase holograms. Since the dichromate reversal bleaching technique 
is in common use, it is important to be aware of the effects just discussed. 

A comparison between reversal (pyrochrome) and rehalogenating (CW
C2 - PBQ-2) bleaching on Agfa '8E75 HD materials was made by Joly and 
Jacobs [5.99]. They found that the a prebleached optical. density of 2.5 
yields the best efficiency for both processes. However, the reversal bleach
ing technique shows a more narrow range of exposures about the optimum 
than the rehalogenating method. The results are shown in Fig.5.4. 

The pyrochrome bleached holograms exposed at 633 nm reconstructed 
at 625 nm with a bandwidth of 30 nm and the PBQ-bleached holograms at 
615 nm with a bandwidth of 50 nm. These results are interesting. Although 
in the pyrochrome process material is removed the thickness of the emul
sion is better retained than with the CW -C2 developed and rehalogenated 
holograms. This means that the tanning action of the pyrogallol outweighs 
the removal of material. The pyrogallol-developed holograms also show a 
more narrow-band reconstruction. 

They also recommend that the developer should yield the highest pos
sible local gradient in the working point and develop silver with fairly low 
covering power. 

The pyrochrome process has its merits (high signal-to-noise ratio) al
though it does not yield the highest diffraction efficiency. The use of re
halogenating bleaches will give higher efficiency, but the noise level in 
these holograms is always difficult to control. 

Kumar and Singh [5.109-112] have investigated various bleaching 
processes intended for Agfa and Kodak materials, including fast holo
graphic materials, such as Agfa 10E75 and Kodak SO-253. In addition, blue 
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Fig.S.4. Reflectance as a function of exposure for a reversal bleaching method 
(pyrochrome processing) and a rehalogenating bleaching method (developer CW-C2 
and PBQ-2 bleach). The reversal method shows a narrow range in which the optimum 
reflectance is reached. The rehalogenating method yields higher reflectances over a 
wider range of exposures [5.99] 

recording laser light (442nm) was utilized in some of the tests [5.l11,112]. 
For high-resolution materials from Agfa and Kodak, Kumar and Singh 
found that the rehalogenating potassium ferricyanide bleach works very 
well. For holograms recorded on the faster materials, which are difficult to 
convert to phase holograms, the potassium iodine and iodine bleaches are 
recommended [5.110]. For holograms recorded at 633 nm and reconstructed 
at a different wavelength (442nm), the chromium intensifier bleach seems 
to be the best choice [5.112]. Only diffraction gratings were generated in all 
the tests by Kumar and Singh, which means that the processes recom
mended have not been tried for recording diffuse objects. 

As already mentioned, Hariharan and Chid ley [5.91,92] investigated 
the diffraction efficiency as a function of spatial frequency for bleached 
holograms. In a recent publication by Belendez et al. [5.l13], it was shown 
that the diffraction efficiency is independent of the slant angle of the in
terference fringes in the emulsion and depends exclusively on the spatial 
frequency. 

Finally, in order to study the effects of various bleach constituents and 
their concentrations, Kostuk [5.l04, lOS] recommended that a factorial 
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design approach for the optimization of rehalogenating bleaches should be 
applied. An advantage of this technique is that it allows simultaneous im
provement to a number of hologram performance characteristics as a func
tion of several input parameters. Interactive effects of combinations of in
put parameters can also be examined. Specifically, he shows an example 
where diffraction efficiency, average light loss, thickness change, and noise 
grating efficiency are optimized as a function of the rehalogenating agent 
and acid concentration of the bleach bath Kodak R-IO. The holograms 
were developed in an ascorbic acid-catechol developer. Both the perfor
mance of Agfa and Ilford red-sensitive materials were investigated using 
the factorial design approach. 

5.2.5 Stability of Bleached Holograms 

One of the problems connected with bleached phase holograms is that they 
are rather light-sensitive, which is due to the fact that the emulsion of the 
finished hologram contains silver halide. Such holograms will therefore 
tend to have darkened by the time they are exposed to ambient light. This 
is independent of whether the rehalogenating or the reversal process has 
been employed. If the phase hologram is illuminated with light for an ex
tended period of time, metallic silver is formed in the emulsion in the pro
cess of photolysis. This process is otherwise referred to as the printout effect 
in the professional jargon. There are several ways of reducing or eliminat
ing the printout effect [5.115-130]. It should be pointed out that the print
out effect should not always be viewed as an undesirable, negative process. 
For example, in display holography which uses high-resolution materials, 
darkening of a phase hologram reaches a maximum after which no more 
printout takes place. Actually, a slight reduction of density occurs on dark 
storage of holograms suffering from printout exposure (printout relaxation). 
Such hologram darkening reduces the diffraction efficiency to a certain de
gree, but at the same time it also decreases scattering in the material. The 
combined effect often results in an overall improvement of the image qual
ity. As a matter of fact some holographers expose their freshly bleached 
holograms to light, as it is often desirable to obtain a certain degree of 
printout-noise reduction. In particular, if the exposure is performed when 
the material is still wet, darkening will be faster. It is generally known that 
the photolytic effect increases in an aqueous environment, also shown in an 
investigation by Locker [5.120]. The influence of humidity on bleached 
holograms was tested by Chenoweth [5.116] who found that the diffraction 
efficiency decreased if the emulsion was kept in high humidity (> 75%). 
This is caused by two factors - a decrease in overall diffraction efficiency 
and a change in the spacing of the grating structure due to emulsion-thick
ness variation as a function of humidity. 

To reduce the printout effect and thus make the holograms more light
stable, several means are at one's disposal. The first thing to remember here 
is that the bleached emulsion must be very thoroughly washed so that no 
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chemical compounds that might trigger off the printout process are left in 
the emulsion. If a swelling agent, such as, for example, triethanolamine is 
used with a view of· increasing the emulsion thickness in the finished pro
duct, the photolytic process also increases dramatically, which is why it is 
not recommendable to employ this agent for permanent post-processing 
swelling. 

Chang and George [S.20] introduced safranine to desensitize phase 
gratings bleached in the chromium intensifier process. McMahon and Malo
ney [S.l1S] investigated several different bleaching schemes and found that 
the stability of bleached holograms increases as the silver halide changes 
from chloride into bromide and into iodide. Hariharan and Ramanathan 
[S.118] found also that silver iodide is the most stable of the three silver 
halides. They suggested that holograms should be bleached directly to form 
silver iodide, or alternatively, that already bleached holograms should be 
converted to this silver compound. However, sometimes rather poor results 
are obtained (with a high noise level) when using KI in a bleach bath. The 
R-IO bleach frequently used at the time and containing in its original 
iodide version 128 gil. of KI can be drastically reduced to only 2 gil. of KI 
for holographic purposes, in the opinion of Hariharan and Ramanathan. To 
demonstrate the stability of holograms which contain silver iodide, van 
Renesse and van der Zwaal [S.32] reported that the Agfa Neutol S devel
oper for photographic paper did not develop any silver in the exposed, sil
ver-iodide-bleached emulsion in ambient light. 

Laming et al. [S.117] suggested a hardening procedure for bleached 
holograms which can be accomplished in two steps. First a chemical 
hardening solution is used (ammonium dichromate and sulfuric acid), 
which is followed by a heat treatment (30 minutes under vacuum in an 
oven at 2000 C). This process increases substantially the lifetime of bleached 
holograms. Norman [S.119] investigated various desensitizing dyes which 
could reduce the printout effect. The following were found useful: pheno
safranine, rhodamine B, malachite green, and methylene blue. Picrin acid 
(2,4,6-trinitrophenol) was found to produce superior stability against 
printout exposure at the green argon wavelength (S14.Snm). 

Graube [S.49] found that bleaching done with the dry bromine method 
produced very stable holograms. This is due to the fact that the mobility of 
the silver ions within the emulsion is inhibited and that halogen remains in 
the emulsion to recombine with any photolytically formed silver. During 
bleaching, the bromine does not only react with the silver but it also oxi
dizes functional groups on the gelatin molecules that could otherwise act as 
reducers for the silver-bromide crystals, which is an additional factor im
proving the printout stability. The advantage of the high stability of brom
ine-vapor-bleached holograms could eventually be carried over to other 
phase holograms bleached by different techniques. Phillips and Porter [S.51] 
recommend that a plate bleached in ferric nitrate should be washed in iso
propyl alcohol and then immersed into bromine vapor for a few seconds, 
whilst it is still wet with alcohol. This will create a stable hologram, though 
at the expense of increased scatter and a possible gelatin structural damage. 
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The idea of using bromine in the bleach as a method of reducing printout 
was recently suggested by Weiss et al. [5.129]. They formulated some new 
bleaches based on ammonium dichromate and ferric sulfate, in which 
bromine was either chemically synthesized in-situ or simply added or dis
solved in the solution. Ammonium persulfate was utilized for the oxidative, 
in-vitro synthesis of bromium from potassium bromide. As expected, holo
grams treated in these bleaches possessed a high photolytic stability. 

A completely different approach was taken by Nishida [5.121] who 
suggested that silver halide should be converted to a nonsilver, less light
sensitive compound. After investigating many different compounds he re
commended two of them: choose from lead ferrocyanide [Pb2Fe(CN)6] or 
nickel ferrocyanide [Ni2 Fe(CN)6]' After exposure, development and fixa
tion, holograms on Agfa 8£75 were bleached for 5 minutes in the following 
solutions, depending on whether lead- or nickel ferrocyanide was desired. 
Bleach converting silver to lead ferrocyanide 
Solution A 

Lead nitrate 
Distilled water 

Solution B 
Potassium ferricyanide 
Distilled water 

Solution C 
Acetic acid (glacial) 

7 g 
100 ml 

1.4 g 
100 ml 

Mix 50 parts of solution A with 60 parts of solution B and one part of solu
tion C just before use. 

Bleach converting silver to nickel ferro cyanide 
Solution A 

Nickel nitrate 
Potassium citrate 
Distilled water 

Solution B 
Potassium ferricyanide 
Distilled water 

Solution C 
10% nitric acid 

5 g 
15 g 

100 ml 

4 g 
100 ml 

Mix 20 parts of solution A with 10 parts of solution B and one part of solu
tion C just before use. 

The results reported were rather good. Of the two, lead ferrocyanide 
showed higher stability than nickel ferrocyanide. Both were better than sil
ver ferrocyanide .. 

lnayaki et al. [5.122] found that almost printout-stable holograms could 
be obtained if the material is treated in a cleaning bath followed by a short 
rinse in a potassium-iodide solution (20g/t) after being bleached in the EB-
2 bleach process. The cleaning bath in which the holograms are treated for 
three minutes was mixed in the following way: 
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Solution A 
Potassium permanganate 
Distilled water 

Solution B 
Sulfur acid (conc.) 
Potassium bromide 
Distilled water 

5 g 
I l 

10 ml 
40 g 

1 l 
Mix solution A with solution B just before use. 

Phillips [5.84] recommended to treat the material after bleaching in 1% 
acetic acid solution as the final rinse. This treatment will dissolve the re
maining sensitizers and therefore largely diminish the printout tendency. 
The adsorption of desensitizing bromide ions to the silver halide in place of 
gelatin is favored by increased acidity, which will reduce the printout. 

Holograms with colloidal silver are regarded to be very stable. This 
processing technique has mainly been employed for ultra-fine-grained ma
terials so far, such as the Russian materials. The method of converting 
bleached holograms recorded on Western materials to the colloidal type, will 
be presented in full in Chap. 7. This new technique is actually a good solu
tion to the printout problem. The method contains a step in which the 
bleached material is exposed to incoherent white light. Hilttmann [5.123] 
described a way of reducing the printout tendency by a long exposure to in
tense white light after the hologram has been bleached, washed, and dried. 
After that, the hologram is rebleached in a reversal bleach, washed and 
dried again. During the exposure to light, photolytic silver is produced, 
which is then converted to a soluble silver complex in the bleach bath. The 
silver-halide grains previously containing photolytic silver will now be re
duced in size when the silver is dissolved. The smaller silver-halide grains 
left in the emulsion will now be much less sensitive to light than they were 
before because of their reduced size. However, this will also affect the re
sulting diffraction efficiency which will be somewhat lower after this treat
ment. 

Vila and Wesly [5.124] investigated the printout of the Agfa 8E75 HD 
emulsion on both glass and film using both low- and high-intensity illumi
nation. They tested three, common processing regimes: 
(i) Developing, fixing and rehalogenating bleaching. 
(ii) Developing and reversal bleaching. 
(iii) Developing and rehalogenating bleaching without fixing. 

In addition, raw film as well as its resistance to printout were tested, 
using anti-printout treatment solutions: 
• Phenosafranine desensitization (0.3g phenosafranine in a 50-50 mix of 

water and isopropyl alcohol). 
• Conversion of silver bromide to silver iodide (2.5g/l solution of potas

sium iodide). 
• Acid bath (I0ml/l acetic acid solution). 

For the low-intensity test a 100 W mercury vapor lamp was used at a 
distance of one meter from the material, giving a flux of 10 mW/cm2• The 
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low-intensity test samples received continuous exposure for four months, 
totalling over 2500 hours. This corresponds to the total accumulated energy 
density of over 90,000 J/cm2. 

For the high-intensity tests an argon ion laser was used at 488 nm, 
giving a flux of 800 m W / cm2 • As a comparison, sunlight is about 100 
mW/cm2. The testing period here was only twenty minutes, corresponding 
to the accumulated energy density about 9600 J/cm2 • The main results of 
these test are as follows: 
• Bleached holograms using a solvent bleach or a rehalogenating bleach 

plus fix had less printout than rehalogenated holograms without fixing. 
• In most cases initial, quick darkening could be observed, after which a 

reversal lightening and an apparent stabilization occurred. 
• The acid anti-printout treatment gave the best protection and the 

cleanest looking holograms. 
• The reversed-solarization effect was not present in the high-intensity 

test. 
• The printout rate is a function of the intensity of the irradiation 

source. 

The fact that printout occurs very quickly at high-intensity illumina
tion may cause problems when using bleached silver-halide masters for 
photoresist copying with the short-wavelength, high-intensity argon-ion 
laser light. 

Vorzobova et al. [5.125] recommended the use of methyl viologen for 
increasing the photostability of holograms. In their experiment processed 
holograms were exposed using a filament lamp of 200 lux illumination for 
400 hours without any change in diffraction efficiency of the holograms. 

Vakhtangova et al. [5.126] successfully used water solutions of two
quaternary salts of 4,4-dipiridilium to stabilize phase holograms. 

Recently, Kumar and Singh [5.127] described the influence of devel
oper composition on the stability against printout. They found that holo
grams which were beached in potassium-iodide and iodide solutions show 
an improved stability if urea (50g/e) was added to a metol-hydroquinone 
developer containing sulfite (lOOg/e). However, a developer without sulfite 
did not indicate an improved stability by adding urea. In addition, the 
papper mentions that ferric EDT A bleaches do not dissolve the sensitizing 
dyes in the emulsion which means that a rapid printout will occur. To pre
vent this the EDT A-bleached holograms must be treated in a solution to 
dissolve the dyes, e.g., the acetic-acid treatment. 

In another recent investigation by Jacobson and Baxter [5.128] tests of 
the printout stability for transmission and reflection holograms were per
formed using artificial daylight exposure (765W /m2 at 270.,.800nm and up 
to 15 hours). The tests were similar to the experiments by Vila and Wesly 
[5.124] which were just described. The main conclusions from the Jacobson 
and Baxter investigation were: 
(i) Re-bleaching printout-affected holograms make them more stable. 
(ii) Conversion to silver-iodide inhibited printout. However, the image 

contrast was reduced in this process. 
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(iii) Desenitizers can reduce the printout but often at the expense of re
duced image contrast. 
As described in the beginning of this section, the printout process is 

not always a negative factor to be considered when making holograms. It is 
actually possible to take advantage of this effect, not only for noise reduc
tion, but also for some special imaging purposes, as described by Jonathan 
and Kinany [5.130]. They found for printout caused by strong illumination 
due to linearly polarized light, the resulting plate is optically anisotropic. 
They actually suggested an application of this birefringence effect for the 
storage of two images and their separate restitution without contrast inver
sion. 

However, in addition to printout problems, there are several other fac
tors that can affect the long-time stability of holograms. These factors will 
be discussed in Chap.8. 
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6. Special Techniques 

Many different problems are encountered in the application of silver-halide 
materials recorded with various types of lasers. For example, reciprocity 
failure and latent-image fading are the phenomena which become more 
pronounced in holographic applications than in conventional photography. 
Therefore, the first part of this chapter is devoted to these problems. 

Increasing the sensitivity of holographic fine-grained materials is 
sometimes desirable, which is why various hypersensitization and latensifi
cation mathods are carefully examined. 

Index matching is a technique frequently employed in the holographic 
recording and reconstruction processes and the following chapter devotes a 
section to this particular matter, including a list of commonly used chemical 
products for index matching. 

The chapter also describes techniques for obtaining surface-relief ho
lograms on silver-halide materials as well as processing methods for silver
halide sensitized gelatin holograms. They are sometimes used as an alterna
tive to dichromated gelatin holograms. 

Finally, methods employed for the investigation of emulsion, such as 
electron microscopy and other techniques, are examined. 

6.1 Problems Due to Short or Long Exposure 

6.1.1 Early Pulsed Holography 

Pulsed lasers are being used on an ever increasing scale in holography, 
mainly because of less severe demands on stability during the recording 
process and a growth in the variety of objects that can be holographed. 
Brooks et al. [6.1] reported the first use of a pulsed ruby laser for recording 
holograms. They utilized both Q-switched and free-running operations for 
recordings made on Kodak 649-F plates. Dynamic events, such as a bullet 
in flight or a water jet, were captured. Other early publications on pulsed 
holography are the following papers: Jacobson and McClung [6.2] employed 
various Kodak materials (649-F, V -F and High Contrast Microfilm) to re
cord off -axis holograms of 35 mm transparencies with 60 mJ pulses. Siebert 
[6.3], one of the real pioneers in this field, made several front-lighted holo
grams of moving objects, e.g., a fan rotor, jet spray, hand pouring milk 
from a beaker, and a smoke stream. A hologram of a hand, holding a ball
point pen, was also recorded. Later, he made the first pulsed hologram of a 
human subject, a portrait of himself documented on October 31, 1967 [6.4]. 
Zech and Siebert [6.5] made the first pulsed reflection portrait. Ansley [6.6] 
described various aspects of producing holograms of people. 
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The Quality of solid-state lasers (e.g., ruby or Nd:YAG) has improved 
considerably since the early days of pulsed holography so that nowadays 
they are as good as CW gas lasers, both with respect to temporal and spatial 
coher.!nce. For holographic purposes solid-state lasers are operated mainly 
in the Q-switched mode (20;.30ns pulse length). Free-lasing operation 
(-I ms) is also possible for some imaging techniques. For a ruby laser 
made for bubble-chamber holography a special pulse stretching technique 
has been developed to obtain pulses from I to 100 J.I.S, which brought about 
an improved coherence length (10 meters and more) [6.7]. However, from 
the photographic point of view these exposure times are all "short". 

6.1.2 Reciprocity Failure 

For the Q-switched operation laser energy is released during that very short 
time producing very high output peak power. For a 10 J pulse (20ns) the 
peak power is 500 MW. Such high power is certainly desirable when ex
posing holographic materials of relatively low sensitivity. However, short 
exposure times are associated with a certain problem - the reciprocity fail
ure or, more precisely, failure of the reciprocity law. In general, the ex
posure H of the photographic material is: H = E·t, as discussed in Chap.2. 
The reciprocity law was originally formulated by Bunsen and Roscoe [6.8], 
stating that a given exposure H is independent of the two factors separately. 
This is not true for the extreme values of E or t; the phenomenon can also 
affect hologram recordings of even very long exposure times at low light 
levels (the Schwarzschild effect). In particular, using a CW laser with a 
weak output, which is often the case especially in small holographic labora
tories, can sometimes create problems for some recording materials. 

Curves showing the reciprocity law (or its failure) are often plotted as 
10gE·t vs logE for a fixed optical density. A typical reciprocity-law failure 
curve is shown in Fig.6.1. Between any two points on a horizontal part of 
the curve there is no reciprocity failure. If the two points are not on a hori
zontal part, then the reciprocity law would not hold between the corre
sponding exposure times. 

In reality, the exposure necessary for obtaining a certain density in the 
developed material is not constant but depends on time t. For very short 
exposures at high intensities E, as well as for very long exposures at low in
tensities, H has to be strongly increased to get the same density as the one 
required for the optimal values of E and t. These effects are called High
Intensity Reciprocity Failure (HIRF) and Low-Intensity Reciprocity Failure 
(LIRF) , respectively. The HIRF becomes of importance even for pulses 
much longer than those from a conventional Q-switched laser and the ef
fect is roughly constant for times < 10-5 s in the case of conventional photo
graphic materials. 

In order to better understand these phenomena and the effect of dif
ferent ways of increasing the sensitivity of the holographic material it is 
advisable to go back to Chap.2, where the formation of the latent image is 
explained. 
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Fig.6.1. Typical reciprocity-law failure curve. Curves showing the reciprocity law (or 
its failure) are often plotted as 10gEt vs logE for a fixed optical density. A material 
without reciprocity failure is a horizontal curve for all exposure times. If the two 
points of the curve are not within a horizontal part of the curve, then the reciprocity 
law would not hold between the corresponding exposure times 

At HIRF, as the intensity increases, more absorbed photons are re
quired per grain to produce the same density in the developed material as 
when compared with exposures at lower intensity levels. HIRF is caused by 
the silver ions' motion and their concentration in the emulsion. The ex
posure time of about one second is sufficient for a mobile, interstitial silver 
ion to neutralize a trapped electron before another arrives. At high intensi
ties, electrons are produced at such a rate that there is not enough time for 
the mobile silver ions to neutralize the trapped electrons. Because of elec
trostatic repulsion the second electron is not trapped at the same site as the 
first electron. Recombination of holes and electrons may occur instead at an 
increasing rate or trapping of electrons may take place at some other site. In 
each case the process of latent-image formation becomes inefficient. 

LIRF, on the other hand, depends on the thermal stability of an iso
lated silver atom which, if not stabilized by combining with another silver 
atom within its lifetime (-2s), will decompose into an electron and a silver 
ion again. This, of course, makes that a long exposure ata low light level 
becomes a very inefficient process of latent-image formation. 

Another result of short exposure is the localization of the latent image 
within the silver-halide crystal. At exposure times longer than 10-2 s the 
latent image is almost entirely localized on the surface of the silver-halide 
crystals. At shorter exposure times it is also formed inside grains. There
fore, in order to develop the internal latent-image specks as well, it is nec
essary to use the right developing technique. The development methods for 
silver-halide materials can be divided into three groups: 
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(i) Surface development. 
(ii) Internal development. 
(iii) Total development. 

A surface developer acts only on the latent image on the surface of the 
silver-halide crystal. Internal development is performed on the internal 
latent image after the surface latent image has been bleached off. Total de
velopment is performed with an internal developer but without bleaching 
off the latent surface image. This type of development technique is defin
itely preferable for holograms exposed with a pulsed laser. 

6.1.3 Holographic Reciprocity Failure 

The first publication on HIRF concerning holography was published by 
Hercher and Ruff [6.9] and dealt with the Kodak 649-F material exposed 
with a Q-switched ruby laser. They found that the effects of reciprocity 
failure were of significant magnitude. They also studied the effects of post
exposure, and increased development time and temperature on the reduc
tion of the reciprocity failure. Nassenstein et al. [6.1 0] found that for all 
Agfa materials exposed with a Q-switched pulse from a ruby laser, the ex
posure had to be increased by a factor 2 to 4, as compared to CW-laser re
cordings, in order to obtain equal densities. Reciprocity failure has also 
been observed in conventional photographic materials when exposed to 
ruby laser pulses, which was reported by Rice and Macomber [6.11]. 

Hiittmann [6.12] showed that exposing Agfa 8E56 HD with a 8 ns pulse 
compared to a lOs exposure result in lowering the slope of the T a -log ex
posure curve after development. Since the diffraction efficiency grows pro
portionally to the square of this slope, the efficiency of a pulsed hologram 
is often lower than that of a CW-laser-recorded hologram receiving the 
same total exposure. 

Vorzobova and Staselko [6.13,14] noted that there was a reduction in 
the 'Y-value of holographic materials exposed with pulsed lasers. The dif
fraction efficiency for a Q-switched hologram fell to 10% compared with a 
hologram recorded in the free-lasing mode. They conclude that the ob
served drop in diffraction efficiency of pulsed holograms is due to a change 
in the optical characteristics of the photographic layer when the illumina
tion time is reduced. In another investigation, Benken and Staselko [6.l5] 
studied the latent-image-formation process in Russian holographic materi
als (LOI, PE-2 and IAE). They were particularly interested in the influence 
of the exposure time on obtainable diffraction efficiencies. A dramatic dif
ference in the diffraction efficiency of the PE-2 material was found when 
the material was exposed to a 20 ns pulse (Q-switched) as compared to a 
300 jJ.s pulse (free lasing): the longer pulse produced a 100 times higher 
diffraction efficiency. Using a special scattering technique, Benken and 
Staselko could measure the diffraction efficiency of the dynamic latent
image grating as well as the efficiency of the static grating (the developed 
grating). The former was divided by the latter and the ratios compared. The 
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ratio that was obtained was about 10 to 20 for free-lasing pulses, whereas 
for Q-switched pulses it could sometimes be as high as 1000. This differ
ence is due to some extent to latent-image fading which will be discussed 
later in Sect.6.3. These examples may shed some light on the problems one 
has to contend with in pulsed holography. 

Recently, Pantcheva et al. [6.16] has discussed emulsion-manufacturing 
methods to reduce HIRF for silver-halide materials in pulsed holography. 
HIRF can be reduced by 
• Creating hole traps by introducing reducing agents. 
• Increasing electron lifetime by introducing shallow traps for electrons 

using, e.g., metal ions. 
• Formation of a few stable and active sensitivity-specks on the micro

crystal's surface by chemical sensitization. 

The different methods listed above were tested with emulsions having 
a grain size of about 30 nm. The best reducing agent appears to have been 
ascorbic acid, which means that a pretreatment of a holographic emulsion 
in an ascorbic acid solution before exposure can improve pulsed-hologram 
recordings. Introducing metal ions in the emulsion at the preparatory stage 
increases the latent-image specks' lifetime. The best results were obtained 
using lead ions, but also cadmium ions gave fairly good results. Gold sensi
tization with, e.g. HAuCI4 , also reduces HIRF, but any combination with 
sulfur or sulfur used alone, e.g. Na2S2 0 3 , increases HIRF and should 
therefore be avoided. This confirms similar results obtained for conven
tional photographic emulsions [6.17-20]. However, as mentioned in these 
papers, HIRF in sulfur-sensitized emulsions can be reduced by gold latensi
fication (Sect.6.2.3a). The very best results were achieved with a combina
tion 0/ lead and gold (8 mol% Pb(N03 )2 + gold) which gave an improve
ment of a factor of about 13. 

There are very few publications on holographic LIRF. However, a 
recent investigation by Bin/eld et al. [6.21] treated this problem. Exposure 
times between 1/8 of a second and 8 seconds at two nominally constant 
exposure levels (40 and 200JLm/cm2 ) were studied. Agfa 8E56 HD material 
was exposed with an argon-ion laser beam at 514 nm wavelength. After de
velopment of the samples, the developers were applied for the processing: 
Agfa GP61, GP62, I1ford Autophen, a holographic pyrogallol-ascorbic acid 
developer, Neofin Blue as well as J. Webster's Marchwood developer. The 
last-mentioned developer is actually a developer for pulsed holograms, 
where HIRF is the problem. Between the extreme exposure times, varia
tions up to 50% in optical density was observed, when applying strong de
velopers for the processing. Slower developers exhibit less reciprocity fail
ure than faster ones. However, the slower ones give an overall lower optical 
density. 

Johnson et al. [6.22] discussed a slightly different aspect of reciprocity 
failure. It concerns the decrease in diffraction efficiency of reconstructed 
images in multiple-exposure holograms recorded with equal energy per ex
posure. They called this phenomenon Holographic Reciprocity Law Failure 
(HRLF). Here, Monte-Carlo simulations of the mUltiple recording process 
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are presented with experimental verifications. The HRLF effect is depend
ent on the time ~t between the exposures, and is directly related to the 
lifetime of individual silver atoms in the latent-image prespecks. Due to the 
dissociation of single silver atoms the first exposure is favored. Subsequent 
exposures reinforce the signal of the previously recorded images, increasing 
the noise in later recordings. For a ~t = 0.5 s, there is hardly any reciproc
ity failure, but as soon as ~t > 2 s the HRLF effect can be seen. Experi
ments performed with the time delay ~t = 30 s between exposures support 
the presented theory. 

To compensate for the HRLF effect a first-order correction technique 
can be utilized when recording multiple images in the same material. The 
diffraction efficiency is dependent on ~t which is expressed in the correc
tion expression for the diffraction efficiency of the nth image in a multi
ple-exposure hologram as 

(6.1) 

If the modulation M j and the modulation transfer function M(v) are 
both constant, the decrease in '7n(~t) is caused by the decrease in [Qn(~t)]2 
which was demonstrated in both computer simulations and experiments. If 
M j and the M(v) are constant, then an improvement in the uniformity of 
the diffraction efficiency in multiple-exposure holograms involves increas
ing the bias exposure Hn of the nth recording for a given ~t according to 

'7n (~t) 
with '7~ = --- n = 1,2, ... , N 

TIl 

where Hn is the exposure increase for recording n. 

(6.2) 

These just described reciprocity effects are important for many holo
graphic applications where multiple exposures are used to superimpose 
holograms in the same emulsion. It is also of importance for understanding 
the effect of pre- and post-exposure of the holographic material. The 
demand for high-resolution recording materials means that the sensitivity 
often is rather low. In addition, sometimes only low-power lasers are avail
able for the recording [6.23]. These problems were addressed by many 
researchers in the early days of holography. Caulfield et al. [6.24] described 
how pre- and post-biasing differ from simultaneous biasing in holography. 
They found that pre- or post-exposure of the material sometimes is neces
sary when the total energy from the light source during the required ex
posure time is not sufficient. They also succeeded in recording a 4000-point 
multiple exposure hologram by using a pre-biased plate. Nishida and Saka
guchi [6.25] found that the optical density obtained for exposures recorded 
earlier was higher than those of recordings made later. They realized that 
this effect was caused by the latent-image-formation process in the silver
halide emulsion, as previously described. Also, Akahori and Sakurai 
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[6.26,27] reported difficulties in obtaining uniform diffraction efficiency 
for multiply exposed holographic plates. 

The pre- and post-exposing technique was successfully used by Bees
ley and Castledine [6.28] to reduce the exposure time of gratings recorded 
in photoresist materials. Vikram and· Sirohi [6.29] discussed in great detail 
the effect of pre- and post-exposure for any reference-to-object beam 
ratio. 

Landry and Phipps [6.30] investigated single- and multiple-exposure 
holograms using the Agfa 10£75 emulsion for the recordings. They studied 
not only the influence of mUltiple exposures on the diffraction efficiency, 
but also how signal-to-noise ratio and image resolution were affected. 

Couture and Lessard [6.31,32] have investigated the reciprocity-law 
failure for incoherently superimposed holograms (up to twenty) recorded on 
Kodak 649F plates with green laser light (514.5nm). 

Phipps et al. [6.33] have described techniques to reprocess holograms 
having a nonoptimum optical density caused by an incorrect exposure ener
gy in the first place. 

The possibility of increasing the sensitivity of silver-halide holographic 
materials is often important. Therefore, this subject will extensively be 
treated in the following section. 

6.2 Increasing Sensitivity 
by Hypersensitization and Latensifkation 

A photographic material can be treated in different ways before exposure 
in order to increase its sensitivity. Increasing the material's sensitivity is 
referred to as hypersensitization. If the treatment is performed after ex
posure but before development, it is called iatensi/icaJion (latent-image 
intensification). 

Some of the methods commonly used in astronomy for increasing the 
sensitivity of photographic materials and described by Hoag and Miller 
[6.34] have been reported to increase the sensitivity of holographic materials 
as well [6.35,36]. In particular, these methods are in frequent use in Russia, 
as the ultra-fine-grained silver-halide holographic emulsions have very low 
sensitivity [6.37]. 

The total increase of the holographic material's sensitivity that can be 
obtained with the help of these methods depends on the material used, the 
manufacturing method, the ripening, the finishing, etc. Only very few in
vestigations have been performed with the Western holographic materials. 
The results obtained for the Russian materials cannot be applied directly to 
Agfa, Ilford or Kodak materials. The reason for this is the difference in the 
manufacturing methods. 
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6.2.1 Hypersensitization 

For practical purposes hypersensitizing methods can be divided into two 
major groups: 
(a) Wet methods. 
(b) Dry methods. 

a) Wet Methods 

A wet method means that the material is placed in a solution for a period of 
time. Then, it is washed and dried before the actual exposure takes place. 
The following solutions have been in use: 

• Water. 
• TEA solution. 
• Sodium-sulfite solution. 
• Ammonia solution. 
• Silver-salt solution. 
• Gold-salt solution. 
• Developing (reducing agents) solution. 
• EDT A solution. 

Water. Soaking the material in distilled water to which a few drops of a 
wetting agent have been added, will remove excessive bromide and increase 
the concentration of silver ions. This, in turn, increases the material's sensi
tivity. 

The bath temperature should be 10° to 12° C and drying should take 
place in a low ambient temperature (13° to 15° C). The durability achieved 
by this method is low and the material must therefore be exposed directly 
after treatment - otherwise the fog level will increase. Placing the material 
in a low-temperature surrounding of about _18° C directly after treatment 
will increase its stability. This method has been tested for Agfa's holo
graphic materials by Biedermann [6.35] where the increase in sensitivity can 
be expressed by a factor of 1.5 f2. 

Water Solution of TEA. Triethanolamine (TEA) [(HOCH2CH2hN] has 
been used extensively in holography to increase the sensitivity of recording 
materials [6.35-38]. The treatment of the material is performed in a bath 
with a TEA concentration of 0.7% to 2%, which provides an increased sen
sitivity factor of about 2. Higher concentrations (up to 10%) are recom
mended for materials intended for pulsed-laser exposures according to 
Russian investigations. It is also recommended to use a bath at a tempera
ture of 10° to 150 C and not to dry the material in hot air. This method 
produces quite stable results but it is advisable to expose the material soon 
after the treatment to keep the fog level low. Storing the material at low 
temperatures (-180 C) ensures better stability than storing it at room tem
perature. Kirillov [6.37] demonstrated that the grain size in the emulsion is 
slightly reduced during the TEA treatment, resulting in a holographic im
age of a higher quality. 
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Sodium-Sulfite Solution. This method in which 0.5 to I % sodium sulfite 
concentration is used, is similar to water treatment. Sodium sulfite has also 
a slight solvent effect upon the silver-halide grains. The factor of sensitivity 
increase is similar to that for a water treatment. Crespo et al. [6.39] em
ployed this method and reported an increase in sensitivity by a factor of 
about 2 for thus-treated 8E75 HD plates. 

Ammonia Treatment. The ammonia treatment is a quite an effective 
method except that it is difficult to obtain uniform results with it. In this 
method one may use either a bath containing 10 ml ammonia/l of distilled 
water (ammonia 25%, specific gravity 0.91) at 20° C for 3 minutes or a bath 
of 4% ammonia (regent ammonium hydroxide, 28%) for 4 to 6 minutes at 
5° C. The most uniform results are obtained when the. action of the am
monia solution is quenched with a 1 % solution of acetic acid. The drying of 
the material should be rapid but should not be done in hot air. To speed up 
the drying process one may immerse the material in a bath of alcohol and 
water directly after treatment before drying. Ammoniated materials are 
very unstable and should be used as soon as possible after the treatment. 
Gain factors of 2.,.10 have been reported for conventional photographic 
materials. For holographic materials a factor of about 3 has been obtained 
for Agfa plates in the investigation by Biedermann [6.35]. Ammonia has 
been combined with silver chloride, but for the Agfa 10E material the best 
results were found in an ammonia solution without silver chloride. Hyper
sensitization in a water solution of ammonia depends primarily on the in
crease in silver-ion concentration, although an increased pH-value has a 
certain effect too. 

Silver-Salt Solution. Another interesting way for increasing sensitivity is 
the application of a silver-salt solution: 

Silver nitrate 5 g 
Acetic acid 5 ml 
Ethyl alcohol or water ] l . 

After one minute in this solution the material's sensitivity has been 
reported to increase as much as 50 times in Russian holographic materials 
[6.33]. This value seems to be very high and depends probably also on the 
processing techniques applied during the manufacture of the material, when 
little or no sensitization takes place. For the already highly-sensitized West
ern materials one cannot possibly obtain such a high gain factor. 

Gold-Salt Solution. Instead of silver salts, gold salts can be used to in
crease the material's sensitivity. High values increase have been reported 
from Russian work concerning holographic emulsions [6.37]. Here, gold 
chloride is utilized alone or in combination with an alkali thiosulfate. Solu
tions of gold-complex salts, such as aurous thiocyanate or aurous thiosulfate 
have also been employed. Like a mercury-vapor treatment, gold increases 
the sensitivity in the red end of the spectrum, but in general, gold treat
ment produces more stable results than when applying dry methods. 
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Developing Solution. The use of a developer as a hypersensitizing solu
tion for holograms has been reported by Biedermann and Molin [6.40] and 
also by Spiering's laboratory [6.41,42]. The technique is to soak the plate in 
the developer that will be employed for the processing for a few minutes 
before the exposure and then let it dry. This has an effect on the latent
image fading and the reciprocity failure since introducing a reducing agent 
to the emulsion before the exposure creates an effective hole trap, prevent
ing the recombination of latent-image subspecks. Developers containing 
phenidone or ascorbic acid seem to be particularly effective in this respect 
[6.16]. 

Another interesting aspect of this technique is that since the developer 
has been introduced to the emulsion before the development starts, one can 
eventually get a more uniform processing within the emulsion. (Compare 
processing of nuclear emulsions, Chap.4). 

EDTA Solution. Todorova et al. [6.43] have shown that Pb(I1)-EDTA (a 
complex of Pb(II) and ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid) can be used as both 
a sensitizer and a hypersensitizer. Mixing a 0.1 M solution of Pb(N03 )2 and 
a 0.1 M solution of disodium salt of EDT A resulted in a 0.05 M solution of 
Pb(II)-EDTA which was then further diluted when used. A concentration 
of 2.10-4 M was found optimal for hypersensitizing. Treatment times were 
IS to 60 minutes. 

Todorova and Stankova [6.44] have found that TI(I)-EDTA (a complex 
of monovalent thallium with ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid) a high hyper
sensitizing effect combined with low fog can be obtained for photographic 
emulsions if this complex is introduced at concentrations from 8.10-4 M to 
1.6.10-3 M. It has been shown that the less sensitive the photographic emul
sion, the higher the hypersensitizing effect of this treatment. 

b) Dry Methods 

There exist several dry methods that can be taken advantage of to increase 
the sensitivity of the material: 

• Light. 
• Heat. 
• Vapor. 

These methods can be used separately or in combinations as well as in 
conjunction with wet methods. 

Light. "Light" means that the emulsion is exposed to light before the actual 
image-information exposure takes place. Pre-exposure is generally made 
with a rather short light pulse (a flash) resulting in a density of about 0.15. 
Chang and George [6.45] showed that the dynamic range was increased and 
the H&D curve was linearized at the lower portion after such treatment. 
Although this method produces some fog, it is useful in reducing the effect 
of LIRF. The contrast will be reduced by using pre-exposure. The light 
method should not be applied if HIRF is the problem, i.e. when short im
age-information exposures are utilized. 
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Heat. Ripening occurs during the manufacture of photographic emulsions. 
The initial heat treatment of an emulsion is the so-called Ostwald ripening, 
during which the grains grow in size. At this point the potential light sensi
tivity of the material is determined. The following heat treatment (the 
after-ripening) causes no additional grain growth. The second ripening 
takes place in the presence of sensitizing dyes and the sensitivity of grains 
undergoes important changes. 

Emulsion heat treatment for the purpose of hypersensitizing can be 
regarded as a second after-ripening which can affect the sensitivity of the 
material. Baking must be done in an environment free from contaminating 
vapors or in an inert atmosphere, e.g., in nitrogen, and in the temperature 
ranges of 50° to 80° C for several hours. The baking time decreases rapidly 
with the increase in temperature. For example, a 24 hour treatment at 50° C 
is equivalent to 8 hours at 65° C. Emulsion damage can occur if the temper
ature exceeds 80° C. 

Hypersensitized holographic materials from Russia are known to have 
been baked for 30 to 40 hours at 70° C where the gain factor obtained was 2 
to 4 times [6.35,46,47]. The fog level increases with the increase in the dur
ation of baking. However, the increase of sensitivity is stable and the mate
rial can be exposed several months after the treatment. There are different 
opinions as to the effects of such a treatment. In general, this method is sat
isfactory when LIRF is the problem and it also works for reducing the ef
fects of HIRF. Conventional, red- and IR-sensitive emulsions do not re
spond well to baking, but contrary to this statement some Russian investi
gations concerning the red-sensitive holographic materials show that the re
sponse is good. Yaroslavskaya et al. [6.46] mention that if a material has 
been heat-treated to its maximum sensitivity, additional hypersensitization 
in TEA has absolutely no effect. However, Kosobokova and Usanov [6.47] 
have shown that if TEA treatment is performed before the heat treatment, 
the baking time necessary to reach the maximum sensitivity will be short
ened. 

Vapor. At least four kinds of vapor or gases are known to increase the 
sensitivity of a photographic material. In vapor treatment it seems to be im
portant to start removing the oxygen and the moisture from the emulsion 
by vacuum degassing. The material must be kept in vacuum for a consider
able time. 

Mercury vapor and sulfuric dioxide have been used in photography 
from the early days. 

Mercury vapor will increase the material's sensitivity especially in the 
red part of the spectrum with a gain factor of 1.5~2.5, provided the materi
al has been exposed to a mercury atmosphere during its treatment, which 
may be from a few hours up to many days. The effects are very unstable 
unless the material is kept cold (-180 C) after the treatment. Mercury vapor 
is hazardous and is not recommended to be used indiscriminately. 

A treatment with sulfuric dioxide gives a similar gain factor. During 
the manufacturing the emulsion sulfur is often used for sensitizing (sulfur-
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sensitized emulsions). Such emulsions have a high HIRF, hypersensitization 
with sulfur dioxide will probably have little effect on holographic materials 
used with pulsed lasers. 

Hydrogen-gas treatment has been employed to increase the sensitivity 
of conventional photographic materials [6.48-50]. After degassing the emul
sion in vacuum for 16 hours at 5.10-7 torr, dry hydrogen gas of one atmo
sphere was allowed to act upon the material at room temperature for 3 to 6 
hours. Later, it was found that the use of heated hydrogen results in an im
provement of sensitivity [6.49]. The time of degassing was reduced to about 
30 minutes at 1.10-2 torr. The material was exposed to heated hydrogen of 
65° C for several hours. It was established that the sensitization level de
pends on the duration of the hydrogen treatment, the upper limit being 
about 6 hours. 

The first degassing step to remove oxygen and moisture is very im
portant. Already after this step an increased sensitivity is obtained, espe
cially for LIRF, but with no considerable effect on HIRF. After hydrogen 
treatment the gain factor is 3.,.4 and HIRF is almost eliminated. It is not 
fully understood how the process works in detail, but the resulting gain 
factor could be due to the following: 
• Reduction of silver ions by hydrogen to form silver, yielding a very 

effective type of reduction sensitization. 
• Absorption of hydrogen at the silver-halide surface, possibly at pref

erential sites, providing a very efficient hole trap. 
• Hydrogen reaction with some reducible species in the gelatin which, in 

turn, reacts with the silver halide. 
• Displacement of residual oxygen. 

In the presence of normal chemical sensitization (with sulfur, reduction 
plus sulfur, or sulfur plus gold) a hydrogen treatment increases the sensitiv
ity, most probably by adding new silver centers or by increasing the size of 
the existing chemical sensitivity centers. 

This method has been tested at CERN for holographic Agfa materials 
by Bjelkhagen [6.36]. The experiment was carried out in the following way: 
Film and plates (Agfa Holotest 10E75) were put in a cylindrical tank where 
the pressure and the temperature inside the tank could be measured. The 
tank was then connected to a vacuum pump and, depending on the time of 
pumping, different vacua were obtained. A vacuum of 2.10-6 torr obtained 
after 5 hours was found to be optimal. Hydrogen gas was then introduced 
to the tank and different treatment times were tested at room temperature. 
The effects of a temperature treatment were also investigated by immersing 
the hydrogen container into a larger water tank with heated water. To study 
the treated material's stability, the material was exposed directly after the 
completion of the hydrogen treatment, as well as after a certain lapse of 
time during which the material was kept in nitrogen. The test procedure is 
depicted in Fig.6.2, and the results are presented in Figs.6.3 and 4. 

Hydrogen hypersensitization made it possible to increase the sensitivity 
by a factor of 3 at the most. No considerable reduction of HIRF was found 
in the tests performed with a pulsed laser. The· fog level increases rapidly 
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Fig.6.2. Hydrogen hypersensitization test procedure. Holographic film and plates were 
put in a cylindrical tank where the pressure and the temperature inside the tank could 
be controlled and measured. The tank was connected to a vacuum pump to obtain dif
ferent vacua (a). Hydrogen gas was then introduced to the tank at room temperature 
(b). The effects of increased temperature were tested by immersing the hydrogen con
tainer into a larger tank with heated water (c and d) 

with the increase in the hydrogen treatment time, which is why it should be 
kept short (I5 to 30 minutes). Hydrogen gas has been used here at 40° to 
50° C. The fog level increases also with time if the treated, unexposed ma
terial is stored in air. A few days after the treatment the fog level is still ac
ceptable, but after a few weeks the material becomes useless. However, if 
the material is stored in nitrogen, there is hardly any increase in fog level 
(Fig.6.4). 

It should be mentioned that pure hydrogen is highly explosive and 
flammable when vented into air or oxygen. Therefore, it is recommended to 
utilize forming gas instead of pure hydrogen if the safety aspect of the hy-
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drogen treatment is not completely under control. The forming gas is a 
mixture of hydrogen and nitrogen which is nonflammable or nonexplosive. 
The forming gas mixture can vary from 2% (2% hydrogen and 98% 
nitrogen) to 8% (8% hydrogen gas and 92% nitrogen). This mixture has 
been used for hypersensitization of photographic materials for astronomy 
described by Sliva [6.51,52]. A 5% mixture has been successfully employed 
for treating Kodak spectroscopic plates by Scott et al. [6.53]. 

Another interesting technique uses the vapor from the Ammonium 
Ethylene-Diamine-Tetra-Acetat complex ion (EDTA·2NH4 ). The material 
is put in an oven at 650 C for 3 hours with a tray containing the above
mentioned liquid inside the oven. The method has been tested at CERN for 
Agfa Holotest 10E75 materials and the gain factor obtained was about 2.5 
with a low fog level [6.36]. 

Finally, to close the discussion about the hypersensitization methods a 
statement made by Biedermann should be brought to the reader's attention: 
"Hypersensitization sometimes changes the modulation so that a change of 
beam ratio is necessary. The gain in sensitometric speed results in lower 
diffraction efficiency if not compensated. This compensation, however, 
makes the effect of hypersensitization less pronounced" [6.35]. 

6.2.2 Increasing Sensitivity During Exposure 

During the actual exposure of the material some procedures may be applied 
to increase the material'S sensitivity. The sensitivity is temperature depend
ent since the mobility of the silver ions required to build up the latent
image centers depends on the temperature of the material during exposure 
[6.34]. Elevated temperatures increase the ion mobility and thus improve the 
material's response to short exposures of high intensity. Low temperatures 
inhibit the regression of sublatent-image centers that Occur during long ex
posures at low intensity, thereby improving the response at low light levels. 
Increased sensitivity has been reported for exposures at low and extremely 
low temperatures where LIRF is a problem. The LIRF effect almost ceases 
to exist at a temperature below -500 C. In astrophotography special cameras 
are sometimes used in which the film is cooled down to about _78 0 C using 
dry ice. 

For problems connected with HIRF, on the other hand, the tempera
ture during exposure must be raised above room temperature. Unfortu
nately, gelatin starts softening at about 800 C which is why an elevated tem
perature of at most 500 C may be used. 

For holographic materials a higher temperature could lead to the 
movement of silver-halide crystals between exposure (as the gelatin be
comes softer) and after processing. This would show up in a poor quality of 
the image. Therefore this inethod is not favored. 

Fig.6.4. Fog density obtained in hydrogen-treated Agfa lOE75 material as a function 
of time after treatment. The samples were stored first in nitrogen and then in air 
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Another way for increasing the sensitivity is to apply an electric field 
across the material during exposure, as described by Rothstein [6.54]. This 
method is not very easy to perform. It has oilly been used in cases where 
the emulsion was coated on a special, transparent electrode. The applied 
electric field was about 2.10-6 V fcm across the emulsion. The gain in gam
ma and contrast was high. The idea behind the method is that, since the re
lease of the electrons in the emulsion represents an important step in the 
photographic process, this process might ensure high sensitivity if the 
charge density of the electrons in the emulsion could be increased. By ap
plying an intensive electric field, this becomes possible. If the electric field 
could be somehow applied to the film holder instead of using transparent 
electrodes on which the emulsion is coated, the method would be even more 
efficient in practice. 

6.2.3 Latensification 

Generally speaking, latensification leads to the acceleration of the develop
ment process giving an apparent speed increase at short development times 
only [6.55]. At long development times the effect is less pronounced. There 
are, however, exceptions where a true increase in sensitivity can be ob
tained. The methods used for latensification are very similar to the ones 
used for hypersensitization. Both wet and dry methods are in use. 

a) Wet Methods 

One of the most effective methods for conventional photography is bathing 
the latent image in gold-salt solutions, which usually requires a few minutes 
only. Aurous thiocyanate solution is the one most commonly used here. 
Gold latensification increases the number of countable and developable 
specks but does not change their distribution. 

James et al. [6.56] have published a recipe for a gold latensification 
bath: 

Potassium thiocyanate 0.5 g 
Potassium chloraurate (0.1 % solution) 40 ml 
Potassium bromide 0.6 g 
Distilled water Ii. 
Treatment time 5 minutes at 20° C. After that the material should be 

washed for 30 minutes. Potassium thiocyanate is added to the potassium 
chlorate solution which is heated to the boiling point. After that potassium 
bromide is added and the solution is diluted with water. 

The effect of HIRF is reduced after gold treatment, in particular for 
sulfur-sensitized emulsions [6.19,20]. It has also been reported that gold 
treatment is applicable for hydrogen-hypersensitized materials [6.48]. The 
fog level can, however, increase during this treatment. 

In addition to gold-salt solutions, silver salts can also be employed for 
the same purpose. The following solution, which actually represents a silver 
intensification method, can give a gain factor of 1.5 -: 3: 
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Solution A 
Silver nitrate solution (I 0%) 
Sodium sulfite (anhydrous) 
Distilled water 

Solution B 
Sodium sulfite (anhydrous) 
Hydroquinone 
Distilled water 

70 ml 
90 g 

I l 

20 g 
6g 
Ie. 

Mix solution A with solution B before use. 

Electron-injection methods with developing agents for latensification 
of the internal image have been reported by James [6.57]. Some developing 
agents, such as, e.g., phenidone (l-phenyl-3-pyrazolidone) can latensify the 
internal latent image. (Refer to Chap.4 where developers are discussed). It 
has been suggested that latensification depends here on the initial formation 
of isolated silver atoms which subsequently lose electrons to the conduction 
band of the crystal. Conduction electrons formed in this way act to build up 
latent-subimage centers in the same way as photoelectrons formed by the 
exposure. If "action at a distance" occurs between the developer and the 
latent subcenters or the very small latent-image centers, as suggested, this 
action should also lead to latensification of the internal image. 

This effect can be obtained by adding I to 2 gil phenidone to a metol
hydroquinone developer. The reason why developers containing phenidone 
work so well for holograms exposed with pulsed lasers is that internal image 
latensification takes place in combination with the superadditive effect due 
to another developing agent. Figures 6.5 and 6.6 show the results of a test 
on Agfa 10E75 materials exposed to a 13-ns pulse at 694 nm and developed 
with the Kodak D-19 developer with and without phenidone [6.36]. The 
test reveals that the sensitivity increases by a factor of about 3. 

Latensification taking place in the developer is not directly recognized 
as a separate method for hologram treatment. Therefore, more detailed in
formation on this matter is given in Sect.6.4, where special developers for 
holograms recorded with pulsed lasers are discussed. 

b) Dry Methods 

Essentially, two dry methods are used for latensification: 
• Light. 
• Vapor. 

Light. Latensification using low-intensity light offers a possibility for true 
speed increase by actually using the LIRF mechanism. Post-exposure can be 
made at a suitable wavelength depending on the spectral sensitivity of the 
material. A very low light intensity must be applied for a long time. The 
latensification exposure takes between IS minutes and two hours for normal 
photographic materials. 

Light latensification has been tested for Agfa 10E75 materials [6.36]. 
Here, an underexposed image was created using coherent light, after which 
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Fig.6.7. Density differences obtained before and after light latensification of Agfa 
IOE75 material. The latensifjcation was performed using weak green light exposures 
(1.2 and 2.0JjW Icm2 ) for one or two hours. The material was developed in Kodak D-
19b (normal, 2.5 minutes at 27° C) 

an additional exposure of the material was performed with incadesent light. 
The incoherent light employed for latensification was in that part of the 
spectrum in which the material has low sensitivity. An ordinary, safe-light 
lamp with a 25-W light bulb and a dark green filter (Kodak Wratten No.3) 
was used. The material was exposed at two different distances from the 
lamp (I 10 and 165cm), corresponding to the power-density level at the film 
of 2.0 and 1.2 p.W /cm2 , respectively. The exposure time varied between 30 
minutes and two hours. At optimal conditions, an increased sensitivity of 
about 2.5 was obtained. Figures 6.7 and 8 display results of the latensifica
tion investigation. 

Vapor. The vapor or gas used for latensification is absorbed by the small 
latent-image specks which grow and become developable during the treat
ment. Mercury and sulfur dioxide have been utilized for conventional pho
tographic materials, the treatment-time being between a few hours and sev-

Fig.6.6. Characteristic curves for the Agfa lOE75 material developed in Kodak D-19b 
(normal) as well as with I gil and 2 gil phenidone added. The material was given a 
fixed short exposure (I3ns pulse at >. = 694nm) 
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eral days. Here, gain factors of 1.5-;·2 were obtained. Acetic acid vapor and 
hydrogen gas are also known to latensify, and are especially effective in 
materials suffering from HIRF. 

6.2.4 Autoradiography 

Autoradiography is a post-processing intensification method which is not 
very common [6.58]. In this case intensification takes place after the ex
posure and processing of the material. The term autoradiography derives 
from the fact that the radiation used for the exposure comes from the sub
ject itself rather than from an external source. The auto radiographs for 
post-processing image intensification are made by exposing the photo
graphic emulsion that has been activated by nuclear or chemical methods to 
the radiation from the silver contained in the emulsion. This intensification 
method finds obvious applications in cases where photographs have been 
underexposed or underdeveloped. 

Standard development procedures yield about 109 silver atoms for each 
stable silver atom in the latent image of the original exposure. In autoradi
ography, part of the 109 atoms are made radioactive through a chemical 
combination or exchange with radioactive atoms or through neutron bom-
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bardment. Each of these activated atoms is then a potential source for am
plification of the original latent image. A contact print of the original un
derexposed emulsion is made on an auto radiographic emulsion. The radio
active exposure takes several hours. A safe method using Thiourea-S35 
(developed at Marshall Space Flight Center in the USA) can be applied in 
photographic laboratories. A basic aqueous solution of thiourea (H2 NCS 
NH2) labeled with S35, will react directly with the emulsion silver to pro
duce radioactive levels appropriate for autoradiography. The radiation from 
S35 is pure {3 of 0.167 MeV maximum energy. Five mCi will activate up to 
5000 cm2 of the emulsion area. The contact-exposure times vary from two 
to 20 hours. The speed increases 8 to 13 times and the contrast, 4 to 18 
times. 

It is not clear whether this method would be useful for holographic 
high-resolution emulsions. In any case, it could only be considered for thin, 
transmission holograms. As a contact print is made from the original plate 
there is certainly some loss of the resolution. For tested, conventional pho
tographic materials the resolution was reduced to half of what it was in the 
original photograph. Very-low-density images in the original material can
not be enhanced without a corresponding enhancement of fog. It is claimed 
that new solutions to photographic reciprocity failure may be found by the 
correct application of this technique. It is worth mentioning here that the 
technique is time-consuming and involves certain safety hazards. It may be 
considered to be used for saving, e.g., very underexposed recordings of 
special value. 

6.3 Latent-Image Fading 

6.3.1 General Latent-Image Fading 

One of the problems in hologram recording is the fading of the latent im
age. If the holographic material is not developed immediately after the ex
posure a certain amount of latent-image fading will occur, i.e., the optical 
density will be lower than it would have been had the plate been developed 
right after the exposure. The fading rate varies depending on the exposure 
time and the type of material used. Fading is much more pronounced in 
holograms exposed with a Q-switched laser, for example. 

Latent-image fading has been investigated for conventional photo
graphic materials [6.59-61]. It is believed that it is caused by both the 
chemical processes resulting from the contact of the material with the air 
surrounding the emulsion (in particular, the oxygen), as well as from the 
physical (thermal) process, such as ejection of electrons from the silver 
specks of the latent image. However, it is the chemical processes that are 
responsible for 90% of fading. Latent-image fading is also linked with the 
grain size and the initial density (exposure) of the film. It has been ob
served that latent-image fading increases with a rise of the temperature, 
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moisture. the size 0/ silver-speck centers in the emulsion, as well as with the 
decrease in grain size. Therefore, by storing the film under favorable and 
appropriate conditions between its exposure and processing fading can be 
minimized. 

6.3.2 Holographic Latent-Image Fading 

The effects of latent-image fading in holographic materials were tested at 
Fermilab for bubble-chamber holograms recorded on Agfa 10E75 film by 
Akbari and Bjelkhagen [6.62J. The holographic plates were exposed to 4 J.l.S 
laser pulses. Each plate was then cut into small pieces, some of which were 
developed immediately, whereas others were stored under different con
ditions, e.g., at a low temperature of about 3° C or in a vacuum of about 
10-3 torr, and developed a week later. The reference parts were kept in 
open air at room temperature of about 18° C. All plates were developed in a 
D-19-Phenidone developer (4 min, 20S C). The results reveal that the 
storage environment is vitally important for the fading rate and that most 
of the fading occurs within the first few minutes, which is why holograms 
exposed with a short pulse should be developed almost immediately (within 
seconds) after the exposure. If this is not possible, one has to compensate 
for the estimated fading that will occur by overexposing the film. The 
fading rate of the latent image can be predicted according to the following 
formula which has been experimentally verified: 

(Do - Dt )/°0 = 1 - exp( -ctn ) (6.3) 

where Do and Dt are densities at the time 0 and t, and c and n are constants 
depending on the exposure, temperature and humidity. 

Using the data obtained from the fading test on holographic materials 
fitted to the fading curve above gave: c = 0.21 and n = 0.16 for the fading 
of the Agfa 10E75 material stored under normal conditions. When the ma
terial was stored at low temperatures (3° C) these constants were c = 0.0013 
and n = 0.55. 

6.4 Pulsed-Hologram Development 

As described in the previous sections there are many factors to consider 
when processing holograms recorded with extremely short exposure times. 
The difficulties connected with this have been solved to some extent by 
formulating special developers to be employed for this type of processing. 
However, before recording a pulsed-laser hologram, a presoaking of the 
unexposed material in a water solution of ascorbic acid (20g/£) can be very 
effective to increase the sensitivity of the material. 
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Based on the considerations already described, the SM-6 developer has 
oeen formulated and has proved very successful in this type of develop
ment. SM-6 is the pulse version of the Benton PAAP developer [6.63], where 
the phenidone content has been drastically increased, and its combination 
with ascorbic acid has made it especially suited for pulsed-hologram pro
cessing. The SM-6 developer is mixed in the following way: 

Ascorbic acid 18 g 
Phenidone 6 g 
Sodium hydroxide 12 g 
Sodium phosphate (dibasic) 28.4 g 
Distilled water I l. 

The development time is 2.;.2.5 minutes at 20° C to 24° C. The required 
exposure is between 5 to 100 p.J/cm2 depending on the material, the re
cording wavelength, and hologram type. The SM-6 developer requires a 
very low exposure compared with other developers, e.g., the standard 
Kodak D-19. It works for both transmission holograms and reflection holo
grams. In particular, Denisyuk single-beam holograms of high quality can 
be produced using this developer. The whole process will be described in 
detail in Chap. 7. The Neo/in blue developer introduced by Phillips and 
Porter [6.64] is another choice for pulsed-hologram development, as is the 
Kodak D-19 to which 1.5 gil phenidone is added for the Agfa IOE75 ma
terials, or 2.0 gil for the Agfa 8E materials and Ilford emulsions [6.36]. 
Figure 6.5 illustrates how adding phenidone to the D-19 developer affects 
the developed density for a given exposure. The D-19-phenidone developer 
can actually produce a higher density compared to concentrated Neofin 
blue for the same exposure. Compared to these two, the performance of 
SM-6 is even better. Slightly different formulas have also been published 
for pulsed hologram development, e.g., the Royal College of Art (RCA) de
veloper by Phillips [6.65] (which is essentially the D-19-phenidone without 
metol and KBr) and the Quephe developer by Unterseher [6.66] which is a 
PQ developer to which ascorbic acid is added: 

Ascorbic acid 109 
Hydroquinone 8 g 
Phenidone 2 g 
Sodium sulfite (anhydrous) 30 g 
Sodium carbonate (anhydrous) 60 g 
Distilled water 1 l . 

The development time is 2+4 minutes at 19° C. 
Unterseher recommends that the ascorbic acid is added to the developer 

just before it is ready to be used. The development time is 2 to 4 minutes at 
19° C. Hydroquinone is not really needed in a developer where the superad
ditive effect is obtained by phenidone and ascorbic acid alone. However, in 
this case the amount of ascorbic acid has to be increased. 

Boone [6.67-69] formulated a developer for recording primarily pulsed 
Denisyuk reflection holograms. The developer (Boone's Pet) is mixed the 
following way: 
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Ascorbic acid 
Metol 
Sodium carbonate (anhydrous) 
Sodium EDTA 
Potassium bromide 
Distilled water 

10 g 
2.5 g 

45 g 
2 g 
0.5 g 
1 l. 

Development time 4 minutes at 20° C± 1° C. Constant agitation of the 
holographic material is recommended. About 15 sheets of film (30x40cm2 ) 

can be developed in one liter of this developer. 
J. Webster has formulated a proprietary developer, the Marchwood de

veloper when working at the Marchwood Laboratories in the UK. It is 
believed to contain potassium nitrate and formulated to counteract HIRF. 

Also in the former USSR pulsed-hologram processing techniques have 
been investigated. Ruby lasers have been used for the recordings, but also 
frequency doubled Nd: Y AG lasers are common. The use of a free-running 
ruby laser for recording large pulsed holograms was reported by Nikolaev 
and Starobogatov [6.70]. A yellow pulse (580nm) generated from a pulsed 
dye laser was also used to record holograms, as described by Aristov et al. 
[6.71]. Concerning pulsed holograms recorded on Russian materials Kliot
Dashinskaya et al. [6.72-74] recommend to apply either the LOI- emulsions 
or the PE-2 material with the GP-2 developer (30-min development time). 
The LOI-3 plates have a flatter diffraction efficiency-exposure curve than 
the PE-2 material. The sensitivity of the LOI-3 material for the free-run
ning ruby laser is 500 p.J/cm2. This material has a silver content of about 10 
gil emulsion. The LOI-2 (630nm) emulsion was the best material for re
cording holograms at the yellow wavelength.· An exposure of only 50 
pJ/cm2 was necessary provided that the material had been pretreated in a 
TEA solution as well as in sensitizing dyes, such as, e.g., rhodamine B. Also 
in this case the GP-2 developer produced the best results. 

Concerning the remaining steps of pulsed hologram processing the 
procedure is very much like any other type of processing technique de
scribed in· previous chapters. However, in Chap.7 a few complete process
ing schemes for pulsed holograms will be described. 

6.5 Index Matching 

6.5.1 Index Matching in General 

Index matching can be of special interest for holography in some cases. 
Firstly, when a sheet of unexposed film is attached to a glass plate for ex
posure with a CW laser. Secondly, when contact copies are made on film 
from a glass master. When a sheet of film is placed on a glass plate, the opt
ical contact between the two is not perfect because of a layer of air that 
remains between the plate and the film. Since the refractive index of the 
atmospheric air is much lower than that of the film and glass, unwanted re-
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flections can cause interference that will affect the quality of the image. In 
order to avoid this effect, a liquid with a refractive index as close as possi
ble to that of the film can be applied between the glass and the film. This is 
often called index mqtching. The use of a liquid gate for recording and/or 
reconstructing a hologram is another example where index matching is ap
plied in holography. 

Index matching has successfully been employed in the printing of 
motion-picture films over many years and information as regards liquids 
used for this purpose is available in a publication by Delwiehe et al. [6.75]. 

There is a wide choice of liquids that can be utilized to improve index 
matching. The choice of a particular liquid depends on the task to be per
formed and is guarded by the following general principles: The liquid must 
not affect the emulsion or the support material; the liquid must be easy to 
remove; and finally it must have a good index match for the particular 
film. It is also important that it is safe to use. 

The main object for index matching liquids in motion-picture film 
copying is to reduce the effect of scratches, which can also be important in 
hologram contact-copying. It is important to know the refractive index of 
the support material. For example, the refractive index for film material on 
triacetate base is 1.485; a film polyester base has a refractive index of about 
1.6; the refractive index of pure gelatin is about 1.52 to 1.54. Sklar [6.76] 
determined an average value of 1.5384±0.0001 for the Kodak SO-243 film 
emulsion measured at 546.1 nm. If the gelatin is wet (swollen with water) 
the index is 1.36. Gelatin containing silver bromide has a refractive index 
of about 1.62. Recently, Kostuk and Goodman [6.77] measured the refractive 
index of the emulsion and glass support for the Agfa 8E75 HD plates. They 
found the following values (glass: 1.51, unprocessed emulsion: 1.64, fixed 
emulsion: 1.54, and fixation-free rehalogenated emulsion: 1.64). This last 
value was independent of exposure and prebleached density. For index
matching considerations one must remember that in most cases there is a 
protective pure gelatin coating of the support material to avoid curling of 
the film. 

In Table 6.1 several index-matching liquids, each with its index of re
fraction, are presented. 

According to the publications concerning the motion-picture film 
copying technique, it can be stated that from the point of scratch elimina
tion an index difference of 0.1 0 or more from the support is not acceptable. 
A match of about ±0.02 is necessary. 

In order to obtain a desired value of the refractive index, two different 
liquids can be mixed, giving an index calculated according to 

PI nm - n2 

100 = n1 - n2 
(6.4) 

where PI denotes the volume per cent of component 1, n1 is the refractive 
index of component 1, n2 that of component 2, and nm that of the mixture. 
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Table 6.1. Index-matching liquids. (The values for the refractive index have been 
measured at 20· C) 

Product 

Methyl alcohol 
Freon-1 13 
1-Butanol, 3 methyl 
Kodak dispersant MX-1320 
Stoddard solvent 
Methyl chloroform 
Kerosene 
Carbon tetrachloride 
Decalin solvent 
Glycerin 
Mineral oil 
Trichloroethylene 
Tetrachloroethane 
Diethylbenzene 
Toluene 
p-Xylene 
Di-n-butyl phthalate 
Xylene (commercial) 
Tetrachloroethylene 
o-Xylene 
Pyridine 
Dimethylphthalate 
Benzyl ether 
,B-Ionone 
Ethyl benzoil acetate 
Chi oro benzene 
Methyl salicylate 
Benzyl benzoate 
Bromo naphthalene 

Refr. index 

1.328 
1.358 
1.405 
1.420 
1.435 
1.438 
1.460 
1.461 
1.475 
1.475 
1.475 
1.478 
1.494 
1.496 
1.496 
1.496 
1.497 
1.499 
1.504 
1.506 
1.509 
1.515 
1.517 
1.520 
1.523 
1.524 
1.536 
1.570 
1.658 

This expression is approximate as it assumes volume additivity, which 
is why small errors are possible if the two liquids differ greatly in physical 
properties. 

The index of refraction is temperature dependent and decreases at the 
rate of about 0.0005 per degree centigrade as the temperature increases, 
which is normally quite insignificant for practical applications. 

The liquids for holographic purposes must not affect the emulsion in 
any way, which is why neither water nor any aqueous solutions can be 
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used. Some liquids, such as acetone or ethyl acetate, act as solvents for the 
triacetate support, which is why they cannot be considered for a film on an 
acetate base. Other liquids, such as alcohol, e.g., are also unsuitable as they 
have a tendency to react with antihalation layers and dyes in the emulsion. 

Other aspects to consider when choosing the liquid are the toxicity of 
it and the simplicity of removing the liquid after it has been used. If the 
liquid is sufficiently volatile it will evaporate very quickly, but it may be
come a safety problem if it is employed frequently. If it is less volatile, it 
has to be removed from the film before the film can be processed. 

6.5.2 Index Matching for Holograms 

The consideration of index matching in holography is different from that in 
conventional photography, where the reduction of visibility of scratches is 
the main purpose. In holography, index matching is taking advantage of 
both for reducing Fresnel reflections as well as for reducing the effect of 
phase distortions in film materials [6.78,79]. Random phase distortions in
troduced by the substratum which the emulsion is coated on will affect the 
recorded hologram at reconstruction, introducing image aberrations. Phase 
noise in photographic film materials is produced by lack in their optical 
homogeneity, i.e. random variations in thickness and the refractive index. 
Variations in substrate thickness constitute usually the main phase-noise 
contributing factor [6.80]. Typically, a 140 J-Im triacetate film can show a 
variation of 3 to 10 J-Im and an 80 J-Im film of 1 to 2 J-Im. 

In accordance with aberration-free imaging in holography, the optical 
path difference between rays passing through different portions of the 
emulsion should not exceed one-quarter of the wavelength (Rayleigh limit), 
and thus the thickness variation t:..h must be 

t:..h = (n - I) ~ >./4 (6.5) 

where n is the refractive index of the emulsion and>. the wavelength of the 
laser light. If n = 1.5 and>. = 500 nm, the variations indicated above far ex
ceed the maximum thickness variation permitted in this case (t J-Im). To 
eliminate or reduce the effect of thickness variations, an immersion liquid 
with an index equal or close to that of the film has to be applied. Since 
emulsions (dry gelatin) and film substrates have different refractive indices, 
it is not possible to obtain perfect index matching. The refractive index of 
the immersion liquid will always differ from that of the layers constituting 
the film. Knowing that the refractive index of a liquid differs slightly from 
that of the immersed material we can calculate the remaining phase differ
ence from a defect in the material. Assume that there is a depressed spot in 
the film base (refractive index nb) of thickness t:..h, which is filled in by 
the liquid (refractice index nt). The remaining phase difference t:..L be
tween this point on the film and a point without defect will then be 

(6.6) 
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If the thickness variation of the substrate is known, this formula can be 
used to find the largest difference in refractive index permitted for index 
matching with an >';4 or >';8 phase criteria. 

a) Index-Matching Liquids for Dry Holograms 

Dry, pure gelatin has a refractive index of about 1.54. A holographic raw 
emulsion has a higher refractive index on average since it also contains sil
ver bromide. Bryngdahl [6.81] reported that the Kodak 649-F emulsion un
dergoes a change from 1.61 to 1.56, and the Agfa 8£75 emulsion from 1.63 
to 1.53 during (amplitude) processing, both measured at 633 nm. Syms and 
Solymar [6.82] found that the Agfa 8£56 emulsion had a refractive index of 
1.62 before processing and 1.59 after bleaching, a drop of 2%. These values 
are the real values of the index. The imaginary parts are about three orders 
of magnitude smaller and can be neglected. Normally, the refractive in
dexes of the emulsion and the substrate differ, which is why it is not possi
ble to obtain perfect index matching. 

A commonly used index-matching liquid is xylene, but it is not to be 
recommended because of its toxicity. Another commonly used by hologra
phers and a safer liquid is a paint thinner or while spirit (turps substitute) 
called Thin-X in the USA [6.83]. The advantage of this liquid is that, in ad
dition to its index-matching property, it can also act as an adhesive between 
the film and a glass plate. Another popular index-matching fluid is kero
sene (Naphtha), which is, however, more toxic than Thin-X. The best liq
uid would probably be the decalin solvent (decahydronaphthalene, ClO H1S ) 

as it is both easy and rather safe to use. Also, Kodak's product: Kodak dis
persant MX-1320, can be used with good results. Trichloroethylene, tetra
chloroethylene and mixtures of Freon-113 or methyl chloroform with tetra
chloroethylene, or with toluene are other possibilities, if a very good index 
matching is required. Quintanilla et al. [6.84] reported the use of a mixture 
(80% benzylic alcohol and 20% triacetate glycerin) with a refractive index 
of 1.5142 for the 632.8 nm wavelength. 

In general, toxic liquids, such as orthoxylene and toluene, work very 
well. Kerosene and dimethyl phthalate give quite acceptable results, while 
mineral oil and glycerine give lower quality results because of their high 
viscosity. N. Phillips, who has been very concerned about safety, recom
mends baby oil as a good index-matching liquid for holograms. Another 
safe solution is sugar water (50 % solution, n = 1.42) suggested by Wuest and 
Lakes [6.85]. This liquid, containing water, is not used in contact with the 
emulsion. The sugar-water solution is placed between the back of the holo
graphic glass plate and another glass plate coated with an AH layer. 

b) Index-Matching Liquids for Wet Holograms 

In some cases index matching would be of interest for holograms which are 
still wet from processing, e.g., when liquid gates are used. As the wet emul
sion has a refractive index of 1.36 and the base may be 1.48, a somewhat 
lower-index liquid would seem necessary. However, when a film is used, 
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phase distortions are mainly caused by the base material and not by the 
swollen gelatin. The use of most organic immersion liquids is not recom
mended, as they do not dissolve in water. Here, the application of aqueous 
inorganic salts is recommended. In saturated solutions only a few inorganic 
salts have a refractive index larger than that of the solution itself. Good re
sults have been reported for greatly 'undersaturated aqueous solutions of 
potassium and ammonium thiocyanate. For wet holograms on glass plates 
the application of water (n = 1.33) or alcohol (n = 1.36) produces good re
sults. 

c) Practical Methods for Large-Format Film Holograms 

Finally. two well-working methods for combined index matching and film 
mounting to glass plates will be mentioned. At the Atelier Holographique de 
Paris, a technique is used to laminate a piece of film to a glass plate using 
an index-matching silicone sealant, applied during both exposure and pro
cessing. After the film is dry it can be removed from the glass plate. This 
technique works best with Agfa materials which have a suitable gelatin 
coating on the back of the base substrate. Another similar technique devel
oped by J. Kaufman in California is to employ gelatin for the same pur
pose. The film is laminated to the glass plate with a solution of gelatin. It is 
also processed while still attached to the glass plate. After the processing has 
been finished the film can be removed from the glass simply by soaking the 
hologram in warm water. Actually, large sheets of film are often more easy 
to process in trays when they are attached to a rigid support. Therefore, 
these methods are convenient both for exposing and processing large
format film holograms, where both index matching and stability are a
chieved at the same time. 

6.6 Surface-Relief Holograms 

The generation of a surface relief on a silver-halide emulsion can have 
some applications in mass production, e.g., of HOEs and display holograms. 
The embossing technique for mass replication of holograms utilizes the 
transfer of a relief pattern. The dominating recording material for produc
ing master holograms for embossing is the photoresist material. This materi
al works very well but has the disadvantage of having a rather low sensitiv
ity and being only UV or blue sensitive. Powerful argon-ion lasers are re
quired for the recording. The possibility of using other materials for mas
ters for embossed holography is therefore of interest. A silver-halide emul
sion has the advantage of high sensitivity and strong sensibility in any part 
of the visible spectrum. Large plates for embossing can therefore be pro
duced with cheap low-power lasers, such as the HeNe laser. Actually, sil
ver-halide masters were manufactured by one European holographic com
pany for producing embossed holograms. The quality of the embossed holo-
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grams from such masters is very similar to the photoresist-produced holo
grams. The important question here is how to create the surface-relief pat
tern on the silver-halide emulsion. 

6.6.1 Surface-Relief Emulsion Structures 

The generation of a surface-relief hologram is one way for obtaining trans
mission phase holograms already discussed in Chap.S. However, concerning 
silver-halide materials the effect is normally limited to low spatial frequen
cies. Also sometimes an unwanted surface-relief pattern is created as a re
sult of certain bleaching processes. Such a pattern is then only considered a 
source of noise. We shall therefore devote some time to 'discussing the pos
sibilities of enhancing and extending the relief pattern to higher spatialfre
quencies. 

The fact that a surface-relief image can be obtained in a photographic 
silver-halide emulsion has been known since the 19th century. The Kopp
mann process, for example, uses gelatin relief images for dye printing. In 
photography such images have also been used for color reproduction. 

The main procedure to obtain a relief structure on photographic mate
rials is to use either a tanning developer or a tanning bleach, or else a com
bination of the two. The gelatin of the emulsion must be soft (very little or 
no hardening of the unexposed material). Pyrogallol or pyrocatechol devel
opers are often used. After development the emulsion is washed in hot wa
ter to remove the gelatin (from unexposed areas) which has not been hard
ened during the development. This gives a surface-relief image which is, 
however, obtained mainly at low spatial frequencies. A tanning bleach, such 
as Kodak R-IO, can also be employed. Concerning the tanning development 
of photographic dye-transfer images a good review by Tull has been pub
lished [6.86]. The following developing agents have a tanning effect on ge
latin according to Tull: pyrogallol, pyrocatechol, amidol, and hydroquinone. 
All these tan the gelatin at various degrees when. mixed with suitable alkali. 
No sodium sulfite is allowed in the developer. One interesting remark men
tions that the developer promotes a better relief image at a lower tempera
ture (120 C) than when used at higher temperatures (200 C). Another impor
tant finding was that a supplementary oxidatic:>n step applied before the 
hot-water etching takes place, improves the relief structure. The oxidizing 
agents tested were potassium ferricyanide, dichromate, and ferric nitrate, 
which all enhanced the relief image. After the tanning development the 
material is washed, fixed in a nonhardening fixer, washed and then soaked 
in the oxidizer for about one minute. After that the material is washed 
again and then etched in hot water (800 C). The oxidizing step can be sub
stituted by an alkali treatment (carbonate). The paper contains a lot of other 
useful information that could be important for potential holographic appli
cations as well. The above-described technique has only been tested for 
low-spatial-frequency information recording. 
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An investigation on relief images on photographic materials (Kodak 
Minicard film 6451 and 649-GH) was made by Smith [6.87]. Both tanning 
developers and bleaches were tested. Only spatial frequencies between zero 
and 200 lines/mm were studied. The main conclusions are: 

• The height of the relief image is dependent on the degree of tanning 
which is proportional to the amount of silver in the image (propor
tional to the optical density). 

• The maximum relief is obtained for a certain spatial frequency. This 
maximum depends only on the thickness of the emulsion and varies 
inversely with the thickness. 

• The material processed in a tanning bleach has a higher relief at higher 
spatial frequencies than the material processed with a tanning devel
oper. 

• The drying method (slow or fast, drying in high or low humidity) does 
not affect the height of the relief image. 

Later, Smith [6.88] discussed the production of relief images with an 
arbitrary profile mainly for low-spatial-frequency applications, such as len
ticular lenses and screens. 

Altman [6.89] investigated Kodak high-resolution photographic plates 
and the 649-GH film. He established a relation between the height of the 
relief image h", and the optical density D. A linear relationship is valid for 
densities between 0 and 2.5. In the linear range, the relation is 

0= 5.9h", (6.7) 

where h", is the height in p.m. This is valid for images developed in the 
Kodak HRP developer for 5 minutes at 20° C. This is also an upper limit 
for the highest density depending on the recorded line width of the object. 

6.6.2 Surface-Relief Holograms 

Most publications concerning holographic relief images on silver-halide 
materials came from the former USSR. However, an early paper on this 
topic was a Western publication by Altman [6.90]. He used the Kodak 
649-F emulsion, which is a thick and rather hard emulsion, for producing 
pure relief images. After development (Kodak HRP developer), the plate 
was bleached in Kodak R-9 bleach. A surface-relief of about 1 p.m was 
observed when the emulsion was exposed to an optical density of 4. If a 
tanning bleach (Kodak R-I0) and a fixing step were applied instead, a 
relief of 3 p.m was obtained. It was verified that an index variation had no 
or very little influence on the phase modulation, which indicates that the 
relief pattern alone is responsible for the diffraction. The spatial-frequency 
response was also discussed and it was speculated that a relief image was 
probably impossible to achieve at high spatial frequencies. 

To prove that the surface relief alone was responsible for the recon
struction of the holographic image, Rigler [6.91] aluminized the emulsion 
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side of a 649-F plate. An excellent image of high brightness was obtained 
in reflection illumination. He assumed that the relief pattern was a fraction 
of a wavelength in depth. This was confirmed by Calhey [6.92] who meas
ured the emulsion-surface profile using a Tayler Hobson Talysurf. Gratings 
with different spatial frequencies recorded on 649-F plates were investi
gated. Calhey found that at 65 lines/mm the height of the fringes varied 
from 30 nm to 140 nm by increased exposure. At 275 lines/mm, the depth 
was only 10 nm. Similar measurements were made by Hannes [6.93]. 

Russo and Sottini [6.94] reported that phase holograms were obtained 
on 649-F plates at a spatial frequency of 1200 Iines/mm, using a reduced 
amount of silver chloride (1/10 of the original) in the Kodak R-I0 bleach. 
Unfortunately, their findings were rather misleading since the observed ef
fect was actually due to volume/refractive index phase modulation mainly. 
They could not make a successful hologram recording if they first bleached 
the hologram and then fixed it, which means that no relief image was actu
ally produced. When the two processing steps were reversed, phase holo
grams were obtained because of index modulation within the emulsion. 

Brandt and Rigler [6.95] demonstrated that an aluminized emulsion in 
which a focused-image hologram had been recorded could be reconstructed 
in white light. 

All the early investigations indicate that it is difficult to obtain good 
surface-relief holograms at high spatial frequencies. Therefore, by the end 
of the 60's this particular field of research had been abandoned by almost 
all researchers. 

One country that did not follow this trend was the former USSR in 
which the interest was kept alive and papers describing improved surface
relief holograms continued to appear [6.96-103]. Naturally, much of the 
Russian work has been carried out on the ultra-fine-grained emulsions, 
such as, the PE-2 material, for example; but also Agfa materiaJs have been 
employed. Butusov and Joffe [6.96] investigated the parameters of holo
graphic periodic structures recorded in silver-halide materials. They com
pared the height of the relief pattern before and after bleaching for the 
Mikrat-VRL and Agfa 8E75 materials. Bleaching increased the relief pat
tern and the Agfa emulsion performed slightly better than the Russian ma
terial. They also found a dependance of the height of the surface relief on 
the spatial frequency, which was explained in the following way: In the ge
latin there is a competition between the intermolecular attractive forces, 
generated by drying, and the surface tension forces. When the spatial fre
quency of the relief structure becomes higher, the curvature of the gelatin 
surface becomes larger, which means increased surface-tension forces 
which create a reduced height of the surface relief. They also investigated 
the various profile types. Three types were considered, sinusoidal, triangu
lar and rectangular. For the case of diffraction by transmission the modula
tion index 0: is 

0: = ~)-l(n - I)h (6.8) 

where n is the refractive index of gelatin and h the height of the profile. 
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For). = 633 nm and n = 1.53 the optimum height is for the three profiles: 
Qsin = 577 nm, Qtri = 687 nm and Qrect = 404 nm. For diffraction by reflec
tion the surface-relief height is lower and for the same conditions we find: 
Qsin = 145 nm, Qtri = 184 nm and Qrect = 105 nm. In this case the efficiency 
can also be increased by metallization of the relief pattern. 

Beinarovich et al. [6.97] described the possibility of making copies 
based on Rigler's [6.91] aluminized reflection-relief hologram. They used 
Mikrat- VR and Mikrat-300 materials. No details concerning processing of 
the materials are given in the paper which is devoted mainly to the descrip
tion of the method to make copies from silver-halide relief emulsions. This 
method will be described in Sect.6.6.3. 

It was not until the mid 80's when some real improvements had been 
obtained in the former USSR. Galpern et al. [6.98] presented then a pro
cessing method for recording surface-relief holograms with spatial frequen
cies extended to 1600 lines/mm using the PE-2 emulsion. The experience 
from the 60's, documented in the references discussed above suggested to 
use the D-19 developer and the Kodak R -10 bleach for obtaining relief 
structures. Galpern et al. formulated a new developer for the PE-2 material 
mixed in the following way: 
Relief developer, No.1 (stock solution) 

Metol 2.2 g 
Hydroquinone 8.0 g 
Sodium sulfite (anhydrous) 50.0 g 
Sodium carbonate (anhydrous) 30.0 g 
Potassium thiocyanate 4.0 g 
Sodium hydroxide 4.0 g 
Potassium bromide 5.0 g 
Distilled water I l. 
'\ 

Dilute: 1 part stock solution + 4 parts distilled water. 

The following processing steps were performed: 
I) Development 10 minutes at 20° C. 
2) Rinsing in distilled water for 30 seconds. 
3) Fixing in a sodium metabisulfite fixer for 15 minutes. 
4) Rinsing in flowing water for 10 minutes at 16° to 18° C. 
5) Bleaching in Kodak R-I0 until clear. 
6) Rinsing in running water form 5 minutes at 16° to 18° C. 
7) Drying the hologram. 

Gratings produced in this process were then aluminized and the dif
fraction efficiency of the masters and copies was measured. Using the fol
lowing method, the corresponding depth values could be calculated: 

If a sinusoidal character of the relief structure is assumed, the diffrac
tion efficiency 1] is given by 

(6.9) 

where Jq is the Bessel function of q order and where t m determines the 
phase difference between the maximum and the minimum of the grating. 
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By measuring the diffraction efficiency TJ, it is possible to calculate the 
value of t m by means of a table for the Bessel functions. Then, the depth h 
of the relief pattern is 

(6.10) 

where n is the refractive index of the grating material, nm is the refractive 
index of the surrounding medium, and >. is the wavelength. If a reflecting 
coating is applied to the transparent copy of a grating, then (6.10) assumes 
the form 

tm = 27rh/>. (6.11) 

which means that the phase change increases by a factor of four in compar
ison with that of a transmission grating. An even greater increase of the 
phase change can be obtained by applying a transparent coating with re
fractive index nr > l. In this case, (6.11) becomes 

tm = 27rDr h/>. . 

The results of measurements and calculations are listed in Table 6.2. 

Table 6.2. Diffraction efficience (Diff. eff.) of relief holograms 

Angle between Spatial Diff. eff. Diff. eff. Relief 
recording frequency of bleached of aluminized depth 
beams lines/mm samples samples [nm] 

[%] [%] 

20° 550 24 33 210 
40° 1080 50 14 90 
50° 1340 30 4.2 60 
600 1580 22 2.4 50 

The above method was also applied to the production of relief holo
grams of diffuse objects. Mass replication of the L. Cross 3600 multiplex 
holograms was of prime interest here, using such relief masters for emboss
ing. However, the paper mentions that the technique needs further im
provements. In two other papers by Ga/pern et al. [6.99,100] various pro
cessing methods were investigated. Here, holographic gratings of spatial 
frequencies of 1080 and 1340 lines/mm were tested. The investigation con-
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firmed the earlier findings that nonhardening development followed by 
hardening bleaching produced the highest relief images for both spatial fre
quencies. A new developer composition was devised: 
Relief developer, No.2: 

Metol 
Hydroquinone 
Ascorbic acid 
Sodium carbonate (anhydrous) 
Potassium thiocyanate 
Ammonium bromide 
Distilled water 

4g 
8 g 

26 g 
40 g 
4g 
2g 
1 l. . 

This developer produces the highest relief images on silver-ha-lide 
emulsions even at rather high spatial frequencies. When used with Western 
materials, the potassium thiocyanate content must be adjusted (reduced to 
2g/1 or less) to suit the particular emulsion. 

Galpern et al. also mentioned the reason why the other method (tan
ning development) does not work so well. It appears to be due to the fact 
that the hardening effect of the oxidation products of the developer, e.g., 
pyrogallol, extends beyond the boundaries of the developed image lines. 
This, in turn, leads to the leveling of the degree of gelatin hardening in the 
developed and the undeveloped regions of the emulsion. This effect is, of 
course, more pronounced at high spatial frequencies. 

Concerning the hardening bleach bath, best results are obtained with 
the standard Kodak R-I0 bleach. To increase the hardening effect the ma
terial was treated in a solution of ammonium dichromate after bleaching 
and then directly (without washing) soaked in a solution of sulfuric acid 
(pH 3). The surface-relief processing steps are the following [6.101]: 

1) Preheat the unexposed material for 1 hour at 90° C. 
2) Expose the plate to obtain a high density. 
3) Develop in Relief developer No.2_ 
4) Wash. 
5) Bleach in Kodak R-l 0 until clear. (No wash after this step). 
6) Soak in ammonium dichromate solution (5 g/l.) for 5 minutes. (No 

wash after this step). 
7) Dip in a sulfuric acid solution of pH 3_ 
8) Wash in water at 20° C. 
9) Dry at an elevated temperature of 70° C. 

Using this procedure it was possible to obtain about 30% diffraction 
efficiency of aluminized gratings recorded on PE-2 at 1080 lines/mm and 
20% at 1340 lines/mm. 

The influence of the thickness of the PE-2 emulsion layer was investi
gated by Brui and Koreshev [6.102]. They studied layers whose thickness 
varied from 0.1 to 10.5 I'm. The processing was different from the one just 
described. Brui and Koreshev used the PRG developer, followed by the R
IO bleach and a fixing step, to remove the silver halide from the emulsion. 
The material was dried in isopropyl alcohol. Only holograms with low spa-
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tial frequencies «300 lines/mm) were tested. An interesting way of 
enhancing the relief pattern was a superprotional intensification process 
(silver intensifier) directly after the development. The mass of silver is in
creased during this process which means that the degree of tanning is raised 
in the subsequent bleach bath. 

It was found that thinner layers work better and that it is actually pos
sible to obtain a relief depth equal to twice the original thickness of the 
emulsion for a layer thickness of about 0.1 J.l.m. With a thin layer it is also 
possible to achieve a better uniformity of the relief height over a wider 
range of spatial frequencies. Koreshev and Gil [6.103] studied the thickness 
of PE-2 layers at spatial frequencies below 300 lines/mm, but only for 
layers in a thinner region (0.4 to 1.5 J.l.m). They discussed the profile shape 
of the relief phase holograms. It was shown that the profile shape is nearly 
trapezoidal in the thickness region studied. When the spatial frequency in
creases, the shape approaches a triangular shape. 

The methods used in Russia can also be used quite successfully for 
Western materials, provided that the highest resolution materials with the 
softest emulsions are used. Here it is recommended to slightly modify the 
developer, as already mentioned. In addition, the emulsion can be further 
etched after the hardening bleaching procedure in a solution of hydrogen 
peroxide (H2 0 2 ) or a household bleach. This etches away part of the un
hardened gelatin and enhances the relief pattern. Another possibility is the 
copper etch solution described by Sklar [6.76]. This solution removes the 
gelatin associated with silver at a much faster rate than the gelatin not as
sociated with silver because of the catalytic action by the silver. The reac
tion starts with surface gelatin and works down. The copper etch bleach is 
mixed in the following way: 

Solution A 
Acetic acid 
Water 
Cupric nitrate 
Potassium bromide 
Water to make 

Solution B: 3% H2 0 2 

150 ml 
360 ml 
200 g 

10 g 
1 i. 

Working solution: Solution A plus solution B in equal proportions. 

Finally, a technique developed in Europe was recently published by 
Ahlhorn and Kreye [6.104]. The material is developed and fixed, and the 
surface relief pattern is enhanced using a biochemical etching process. For 
this purpose an enzyme is utilized which has a stronger etching effect on 
pure gelatin compared to gelatin containing silver. However, neither the 
enzyme applied is mentioned nor is the developer recipe revealed in the 
paper. The enzyme used is probably trypsin or chymotrypsin. The material 
can be developed in a nonhardening developer, such as, e.g. the PAAP de
veloper. Their replication method will be described in the next section. 

The techniques just described have been tested by the present author 
and the results indicate that the method from the former USSR [6.99-101] 
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a b 

Fig.6.9. SEM pictures of the relief pattern created by the Russian method on the Agfa 
8E56 HD emulsion. A fringe spacing of -I JIm is revealed [Mag.l5,OOO] (a). The relief 
depth is -180 nm, seen at the edge of the emulsion [Mag.22,OOO] (b) 

works very well but also the enzyme method produces good relief patterns. 
Holographic plates (Agfa 8E56 HD) were used for the recording of diffrac
tion gratings with a fringe separation of 1 J-Lm. The samples were gold 
coated and investigated with the SEM technique. In Fig.6.9 a relief depth 
of about 180 nm with the expected grating period of 1 J-Lm is revealed in 
the SEM pictures. 

6.6.3 Matrix Fabrication from Silver-Halide Relief Masters 

Gale and Knop [6.105] published a book on relief images and copying tech
niques including photoresist materials and the embossing technique. The 
procedure based on photoresist materials is well established, which is why 
only the way concerning the preparation of a matrix from a silver-halide 
relief wiII be presented here. 

As already mentioned, Beinarovich et a!. [6.97] described a technique 
for making copies from silver-halide relief emulsions. In their experiment, 
the emulsion layer was fiIIed with a cold-hardening synthetic liquid resin 
(e.g., polyester) and covered by a glass plate. After the resin (a liquid at 
room temperature) had hardened, the matrix was separated from the back
ing with the resin and the relief pattern remaining on the glass. This was 
achieved by the initial treatment of the backing with an adhesive substance 
composed of an alcohol solution of methacrylic methyl triethylane. The 
separation of the original from the copy was obtained by the treatment of 
the matrix surface with an anti-adhesive, such as diethyl dichlorosilane. As 
was expected, the copies obtained had a higher efficiency at low spatial 
frequencies than at higher frequencies. 
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Several different techniques of matrix fabrication were described by 
Farberov et al. [6.106], some of which will be reviewed here. A rather com
plicated method consists of applying a one-component sealant (silicone 
rubber) on the relief pattern, a catalyst under vacuum, and allowing the 
pattern to harden at room temperature for 48 hours. Then the silicone rep
lica is peeled off the original emulsion and a thin layer of a solution of po
lyisobutyl methacrylate in ethylene dichloride is poured over it. This coat
ing gets dry in about 3 hours and becomes the polymer hologram copy. A 
tin oxide coating is then applied to the polymer copy. After that metallic 
silver is deposited onto it from a silver-ammonium complex. Then nickel is 
deposited onto the silver layer by an electroplating method. Finally, the 
metal matrix is removed from the polymer copy. 

In a simpler method thermal polymerization of a monomeric composi
tion is used for the first polymer copy. It is important that the polymer 
copy is carefully degreased before beginning of the whole process. Then a 
thin layer of conducting copper is deposited by vacuum evaporation 
(5.3·1O-3 Pa) onto the surface of the polymer copy. This process takes about 
one minute and produces a copper layer of about 0.02 pm. After that an 
electrolytic deposition of nickel is performed. When the thickness of the 
nickel layer is about 0.5 mm the electroplating process is finished. The 
metallic matrix is separated from the polymer copy. Before the matrix can 
be used for embossing, the top copper layer covering the nickel is chemi
cally removed. 

Yet another method to make a copy of the relief pattern would be to 
use techniques established for making impressions for electron microscopy. 
The surface-relief is covered with a synthetic material, e:g., a zapon lac
quer. When dry, a coating of epoxy cement is applied. After hardening the 
epoxy copy is removed from the silver-halide emulsion. This method was 
employed by Ahlhorn and Kreye [6.1 04]. The molding is silvered by im
mersing it into silver-nitrate reduction solution based on ammonia and glu
cose. On top of this silver layer a nickel layer is deposited in a sulfamate 
electrolyte solution. In a next step the resin layer is dissolved and another 
nickel coating is deposited on the back of the silver layer, previously cov
ered by the resin. Before this step is performed, the silver layer is passi
vated in potassium dichromate so that the final nickel layer (thickness about 
300 nm) can be used as a master shim. Such a shim can be utilized for 
embossing about 5000 holograms according to the paper. 

A review of making relief-phase holograms and methods for mass re
plication has been given in a publication by Galpern and Smaev [6.l07}. 

6.7 Silver-Halide Sensitized Gelatin Holograms 

Silver-Halide Sensitized Gelatin (SHSG) holograms are similar to Dichro
mated Gelatin Holograms (DCG). Holographic Optical Elements (HOEs) 
are often recorded in dichromated gelatin which offers a high diffraction 
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efficiency combined with low noise. The drawback of a DCG is its low 
sensitivity and limited spectral response. Therefore, a lot of interest has 
been directed at silver-halide materials processed in such a way that the 
final hologram will have properties like a DCG hologram. This can be per
formed using some special processing steps. The results are rather good, 
which means that holograms of high efficiency and low scattering can be 
produced. In addition, the SHSG hologram is free from the printout effect. 
However, during the recording of the hologram on a silver-halide emulsion 
scattering will take place, which differs from the recording of a hologram 
on dichromated gelatin where very little or no scattering OCcurs. Therefore, 
only the fine-grained silver-halide holographic emulsions should be consid
ered for SHSG holograms. 

Briefly, the technique for generating an SHSG hologram is to expose a 
silver-halide emulsion and then, using tanning developers or bleaches, pro
cess it in such a way that local tanning will occur within the emulsion. It 
seems that a tanning dichromate bleach gives best results. The material is 
fixed in order to remove all the silver halides from the emulsion, leaving 
only gelatin. The last step of the processing is to dehydrate the material 
using isopropyl alcohol in the same way in which dichromated gelatin holo
grams are processed. A dry SHSG hologram must be sealed to prevent 
moisture penetrating into the emulsion which would destroy the image. The 
difference between the SHSG process and the DCG process is that in the 
DCG process hexavalent chromium is photolytically reduced to the trivalent 
state, while in the SHSG process the same is done chemically. The devel
oped silver in the SHSG emulsion reduces the chromium during bleaching 
in the dichromate bleach solution 

(6.13) 

Maximum tanning occurs in the regions of maximum bleaching. A lo
cal hardening of the gelatin is caused by cross-link bonds between neigh
boring gelatin molecule strands. 

The SHSG process has been known since the beginning of the 70's. 
Pennington et al. [6.108] used a complicated, 21-step chemical process to 
create the first SHSG holograms. However, first in the early 80's did the 
process become more manageable in practice. A simpler process was pre
sented by Gladden and Eastes [6.109]. They took advantage of Kodak 
649-F plates, a D-19 developer, the Kodak R-9 bleach and a nonhardening 
fixer (Kodak F-24). They found that a slightly acid rinse bath (pH about 5) 
applied after the dichromate bleach improved the efficiency. Their method 
was described in more detail in a paper by Graver et al. [6.110]. In particu
lar, the importance of the acidity of the washing bath following the R-9 
bleach was pointed out here. They claimed that it is possible that only the 
reduction of the hexavalent to trivalent chromium takes place in the bleach 
bath. The actual tanning will not occur until the material is immersed in a 
wash bath with a pH of about 5, which differs from the acidity of the 
bleach (pH about 1.7). Therefore, the rinse bath is very critical in this pro
cess. 
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Chang and Winick [6.111,112] used a slightly different processing 
method to create SHSG holograms on 649-F plates. The development was 
performed in the 0-19 developer. Instead of the reversal Kodak R-9 
bleach, they used a modified version of the Kodak R -] 0 bleach which is a 
rehalogenating dichromated bleach bath. An additional step was introduced 
by soaking the material in an 0.5% ammonium dichromate solution in order 
to increase tanning before the fixing step. Before exposing the material the 
plates were pretreated in a weak fixer in order to dissolve some of the dyes 
as well as to reduce the size of the silver-halide crystals. The absorption of 
the plates was then reduced and the diffraction efficiency increased com
pared to the untreated plates. Impressive diffraction efficiencies were ob
tained, demonstrating the potential of this new processing method. 

SHSG hologram recordings at 633 nm on Agfa SE75 HO plates were 
reported by Fimia et al. [6.113]. The Agfa emulsion is more difficult to use 
for regular OCG holograms because it is thinner and has a different gelatin 
type than the Kodak 649-F emulsion. For the SHSG process, Fimia et al. 
employed the Kodak O-S developer, a modified Kodak R-I0 bleach, and 
the nonhardening F-24 fixer. By using a washing bath of a slightly higher 
than room temperature (30° C) as weIl as a dehydration bath at an elevated 
temperature (60° C), the diffraction efficiency was increased compared to 
that obtained for room-temperature solutions. However, the signal-to-noise 
ratio decreased with temperature. In three other publications from the same 
group, Boj et al. [6.1 ]4] and Fimia et al. [6.1] 5, ] ]6] revealed some interest
ing results. The emulsion on the Agfa SE75 HO material is normaIly too 
hard to be used directly for recording SHSG holograms. The plates should 
therefore be soaked in hot water to soften the gelatin before the exposure. 
The influence of the bleach-bath temperature (Kodak R-I0) was also in
vestigated. The diffraction efficiency obtained for a transmission grating 
was higher at 50° C ('I = SO%) than at 20° C ('I = 40%). As regards reflection 
holograms, the non-solvent PAAP developer [6.117] was recommended in
stead of Kodak 0-19 or O-S. With the PAAP developer better resolution 
can be obtained. The performance at high spatial frequencies is improved 
which is important for reflection SHSG holograms. Ferrante [6.11S] investi
gated the spatial frequency response of the Agfa SE75 HO emulsion for 
SHSG transmission holograms. Using the D-] 9 developer and essentially the 
same technique as Graver et al. [6.110], he obtained experimental data points 
which fitted a theoretical MTF function for an emulsion with an apparent 
grain size of about 70 nm. The particular processing technique which util
izes the 0-19 developer seems to give larger grain growth than if the PAAP 
developer were used. This indicates the fact that good reflection SHSG 
holograms can be produced with the PAAP developer. This developer is 
then, of course, also a better choice for transmission holograms at higher 
spatial frequencies. In general, overexposing the material wiII reduce noise 
according to Boj et al. [6.114]. The exposure needed for SHSG holograms 
developed in 0-19 is about SO and 200 j.£J/cm2 for PAAP-developed holo
grams. Another interesting finding shows that the diffraction efficiency 
could be increased by interrupting the process after the bleaching step 
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(without washing) and letting the plates slowly dry (in darkness) in a high 
humidity atmosphere (-80%). After 24 hours (under high-humidity 
conditions) the processing continued with washing, fixing and dehydration. 
An increased efficiency was found in this case. A possible explanation is 
that during the remaining time, the trivalent chromium could form a large 
number of cross-links. High humidity during the storage is important, since 
at lower humidity levels lower diffraction efficiencies were achieved. 

The influence of the temperature on the processing solutions was also 
investigated by Hariharan [6.119]. In addition, he compared a tanning 
bleach (dichromate) and a nontanning bleach (ferricyanide). He wanted to 
prove that tanning can actually be performed during development instead 
of during bleaching. Moreover, using a developer which is normally classi
fied as a non tanning developer can actually produce a hardening effect if 
the material is subsequently brought in contact with an oxidizer (even 
nontanning). An MQ developer containing a large amount of sodium sulfite 
will not harden the gelatin. During development, oxidized developer pro
ducts are bound to the gelatin immediately surrounding the developed sil
ver. No cross-linking will take place during development, but the oxidized 
developer molecules constitute available bridges whose free ends can react 
if they come in contact with an oxidizer. This effect described by Tull 
[6.86] has already been discussed in Sect.6.6.2 for relief-pattern holograms. 
Hariharan's experiment confirmed that SHSG holograms could be obtained 
on such grounds. Concerning the temperature of the washing bath after the 
fixing step, he found that 55° C was the best for the tanning bleach, and 
35° C for the nontanning bleach. 

Angell [6.120] introduced a 13-step processing scheme intended for the 
Kodak 649-F material. The process, slightly modified later [6.121], is re
vealed in Table 6.3. Commercial processing products (mainly Kodak) are 
applied in this process. 

Although rather a complicated and time-consuming procedure, the 
processing scheme introduces some very interesting aspects of SHSG pro
cessing. So far, the main tanning bleaches used have been the dichromate 
bleaches (Kodak R-9 or R-I0). Angell claimed that potassium chlorochro
mate (Peligouts salt) used as a bleaching agent is an improvement. This is 
solution A of the Kodak chromium intensifier (Kodak CIA). He also stated 
that a fixer with a hardener can improve the dynamic range and the signal
to-noise ratio but it will also reduce the sensitivity of the material. 

The above-mentioned processing scheme contains some new details, 
such as the stabilization and emulsion protection, for example. In particular, 
the use of an organo-silane coupling agent (Dow Corning Z-6020) in the 
fixing step makes it possible to maintain a certain emulsion thickness after 
the processing, which is important for many HOE applications. This emul
sion-thickness control technique will also apply to other types of holograms. 
The organo-silane coupling agent N-(2-aminoethyl)-3-amino-propyltrime
tohoxy silane (Dow Corning Z-6020) [6.122] is recommended since it is 
compatible with the gelatin matrix. The chemical formula for the agent is 
of the following type: RCH2 CH2 CH2 Si(OCHg h, where R is any organic 
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Table 6.3. Angell's SHSG processing [6.121J 

Step Process Formulation Time 

I Develop Kodak D-19 4 min 
2 Rinse Water 0.25 min 
3 Stop Indicating stop 0.5 min 
4 Rinse Water 3 min 
5 Bleach Kodak CIA 5 min 
6 Rinse Water 5 min 
7 Fix Hypo (25%) 3 min 
8 Fix Rapid fixer w. hardener 5 min 

+2.,.4% Dow Corning Z-6020 
9 Clear Hypo-clearing agent 3 min 

10 Rinse Water 10 min 
II Dehydrate 50% Isopropanol 5 min 
12 Dehydrate 100% Isopropanol 5 min 
13 Dry In oven at 49° C 20 hours 

molecule forming a functional group which is compatible with the emulsion 
matrix. The diamino functional group which exhibits a high degree of ge
latin solubility is suitable in this case. 

This new technique introduced by Angell makes it possible to obtain a 
permanent chemical way of controlling the emulsion thickness in holo
graphic emulsions. This does not effect the noise level of the hologram neg
atively in any way, but it actually improves the signal-to-noise ratio ac
cording to Angell. The actual method depends on the emulsion type, the sil
ver-halide solids loading, the exposure level, the bleaching technique, etc. 
For the Kodak 649-F emulsion, Angell found that adding 2% to 4% of the 
coupling agent to the fixer resulted in an emulsion thickness of 16 p.m after 
drying, which was equal to the original thickness. This percentage has to be 
adjusted in each and every case when other materials or processing methods 
are used. 

Weiss and Millul [6.123], and Weiss et al. [6.124] have recently worked 
out an alternative simpler SHSG processing method for the 649-F emulsion. 
Based on Hariharan's [6.119] experiments on tanning developers, Weiss and 
his co-workers introduced the CW-C2 developer to the SHSG process. This 
developer gives very good results when used in regular silver-halide pro
cessing. They tested both reversal and rehalogenating dichromate bleach 
solutions. Their best working SHSG processing scheme was performed ac
cording to Table 6.4. In Table 6.5 a method is described where all process
ing solutions are kept at room temperature. 
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Table 6.4. Weiss-MilIul's warm SHSG processing [6.123] 

Step Process Formulation Time 

1 Develop CW-C2 5 min 
2 Stop/Rinse Distilled water 3 min 
3 Bleach RB5-2 (reversal) 5 min 
4 Rinse Distilled water 3 min 
5 Fix Rapid fixer, no hardener 5 min 
6 Rinse Dist. water (50-800 C) 7 min 

+ 10% TEA solution 
7 Dehydrate 50% Isopropanol 5 min 
8 Dehydrate 100% Isopropanol 3 min 

Table 6.5. Weiss-Millul's room temperature SHSG processing [6.123] 

Step Process Formulation Time 

1 Develop CW-C2 5 min 
2 Stop/Rinse Distilled water 3 min 
3 Bleach RB-6 (rehalogen) 5 min 
4 Rinse Distilled water 3 min 
5 Fix Rapid fixer, no hardener 5 min 
6 Rinse Distilled water (200 C) 3 min 
7 Dehydrate 50% Isopropanol 5 min 
8 Dehydrate 100% Isopropanol 3 min 

The RBS-2 bleach is a reversal bleach, and RB-6 is a rehalogenating 
bleach mixed in the following way: 

Ammonium dichromate 
Sulfuric acid (cone.) 
Citric acid 
Potassium bromide 
Distilled water 
pH 

RB5-2 
5.0 g 

2.0 me 

1 e 
1.5 

RB-6 
2.5 g 

15.0 g 
42.5 g 

1 e 
2.3 

Weiss and Millul compared the D-19 developer with the CW-C2 de
veloper and found that CW-C2 gave significant higher signal-to-noise 
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ratios. Actually, the D-19 developer can give a higher diffraction efficiency 
for relatively low spatial frequencies. This is in agreement with Ferrante's 
[6.118] investigation in which an apparent grain growth was noticed for D-
19 developed gratings, reducing the MTF at higher spatial frequencies. The 
CW-C2 developer is therefore often a better choice, in particular for re
flection holograms. The PAAP developer performs also very well as already 
discussed. 

As regards the bleaching part of the process, Weiss and Millul [6.123J 
tested a variety of bleaching agents and found that only the reversal or the 
rehalogenating ammonium dichromate bleach could produce high diffrac
tion efficiency SHSG holograms. They presented two possibilities here. The 
first is to use their reversal RB5-2 bleach, followed by fixing in Kodak 
rapid fixer without hardener and a warm (500 _800 C) rinsing bath. To this 
bath Weiss et al. [6.124] added a 10% TEA solution which resulted in an in
creased diffraction efficiency of about 10%. They also tested sorbitol 
(another swelling agent) which, however, had no influence on the diffrac
tion efficiency. The reason why only TEA gave an improved diffraction 
efficiency was explained in the following way. In the reversal bleach the 
silver is bleached and dissolved, leaving voids in the emulsion. These voids 
are amplified during the warm rinsing step where the gelatin swells. If these 
voids are filled with air (n = I), water (n = 1.33), sorbitol (n = 1.33) or iso
propanol (n = 1.38), they will have a lower refractive index than the gelatin 
(n= 1.52), which will result in a lower diffraction efficiency. If they are 
filled with triethanolamine (n = 1.47) instead, index matching can increase 
the diffraction efficiency. However, this method works only for SHSG 
holograms. If the voids are filled with TEA in a regular silver-halide emul
sion bleached in a reversal bath, no improvements are observed. This is be
cause the voids are expected to be in phase with the low-index regions of 
the emulsion. 

The other alternative presented by Weiss and Millul is to use the rehal
ogenating bleach RB-6, followed by fixing in the Kodak rapid fixer with
out hardener and a rinsing bath at room temperature (200 C). It is not exactly 
clear from the paper if this second method has any advantages over the 
first, warm TEA method based on the reversal bleach. 

A new method for producing SHSG holograms was described in three 
publications from the former USSR [6.125-127]. The new principle is based 
on the formation of a Micro-Cavity (MC) structure. The gelatin in a photo
graphic emulsion is absorbed on the silver-halide grains. In fact, only a part 
of the gelatin molecules is absorbed. The molecule chains are also linked 
with the gelatin mass of the emulsion. The thickness of the absorbed layer 
in a dry emulsion is 2.5 to 4 nm. Each silver-halide grain is surrounded by 
gelatin molecules linked at different points by active groups able to form 
complex compounds with silver grains produced during the development. 
The new method is based on the fact that these absorbed layers are less 
active and will be more difficult to harden than the surrounding gelatin 
mass. Variations in hardening between exposed and unexposed areas will 
therefore occur. After removing silver and silver-halide grains from the 
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emulsion and dehydrating the hologram, micro-cavities will remain which 
will be responsible for the refractive-index variations. The processing is 
performed in the following way: After the material has been exposed, de
veloped and fixed it is hardened in a potassium dichromate solution or in 
formaldehyde. The treatment in the hardening solution takes one hour or 
more in a potassium dichromate bath. The duration of treatment is six times 
longer in a formaldehyde solution. After that the material is bleached, fixed 
and finally dehydrated. Another possibility is to bleach the material before 
hardening it; after that it is fixed and dehydrated. A third possibility is to 
use a reversal bleach after development. Then the material is hardened and 
the final steps are fixing and dehydration. The second processing method 
results in holograms with better spectral selectivity than holograms pro
cessed according to the third method. The new SHSG technique was tested 
with the Russian material PFG-03. High-quality holograms were produced 
with diffraction efficiencies between 70% and 90% at 458 to 647 nm. In the 
third publication [6.127] it is mentioned that the D-19 developer which 
contains a large amount of potassium bromide (20g/l) is a better alternative 
for processing reflection SHSGs in the PFG-03 emulsion than the GP-2 de
veloper, previously used. 

An important contribution was very recently made (February 1993) by 
Phillips et al. [6.132]. The traditional view stating that the DCG system 
hardens gelatin thus preventing solubilization of the material must be bal
anced against other observations such as that of the reduction of the bulk 
index of the gelatin layer and the appearance of gelatin in the processing 
solutions. The researchers proposed that the large values of index modula
tion in DCG holograms are caused by gelati1l hydrolysis in the nodal parts 
of the image structure. Based on the new ideas about the mechanism behind 
the DCG process, two new processing procedures for SHSG holograms were 
formulated. The first one is a reversal process which is presented in Table 
6.6. The second one (Table 6.7) is a refined process based on high-speed 
development and rehalogenation beaching. Fimia et al. [6.129-131] have 
described the advantages of using rehalogenating of the silver image as an 
important feature of the SHSG process. Since silver is not removed from 
the developed site when rehalogenation of the silver takes place, the forma
tion of hardened shells around the bleached silver site is enhanced by non
removal of the contents of each shell, according to Phillips et al. [6.132]. 

The reversal SS-1 and SS-2 bleaches and the rehalogenating SRH-2 
bleach are mixed in the following way: 

SS-I 

Ammonium dichromate 
Ferric nitrate (or sulfate) 100 g 
Potassium persulfate 20 g 
Potassium (or sodium) hydrogen sulfate 
Potassium bromide 
Distilled water I l 

SS-2 

10 g 

20 g 
2g 

I l 

SRH-2 

10 g 

20 g 
2g 

20 g 
I l . 
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Table 6.6. Reversal SHSa process after Phillips et al. [6.132] 

Step Process Formulation Time 

Develop HC 110 (diluted 1 = 30) 2 min 
or Agfa G284c (conc.)a 

2 Rinse Water 5 min 
3 Bleach SS-2 (solvent) until clear 
4 Rinse Water 5 min 
5 Reactivate Solution RA b 2 min 
6 Rinse Water 2 min 
7 Expose to white light 
8 Develop to completion High-energy developer (HCIIO) 
9 Rinse Water 5 min 

10 Bleach SS-I (solvent) until clear 
11 Dehydrate Hot or graded isopropanol 

a The Agfa G284c (lithography developer for Agfa's MiIIimask products) 
bRA: Sodium sulfite (anhydrous) 50 g 

Sodium hexametaphosphate I g 
Distilled water I l 

Table 6.7. Rehalogenating SHSa process after Phillips et al. [6.132] 

Step Process Formulation Time 

I Develop Agfa G284c (cone.) 2 min 
2 Rinse Water 5 min 
3 Bleach SRH-2 (rehalogenating) until clear 
4 Rinse Water 5 min 
5 Fix Hardening fixer 5 min 
6 Rinse Water 5 min 
7 Soak Warm water (300 C) 
8 Dehydrate 50% isopropanol (300 C) 
9 Dehydrate 100% isopropanol (300 C) 

10 Dry Bank of infrared tungsten lamps 

These two new SHSG procedures outlined in Tables 6.7a and 8 have already 
proved to work very well and the reader is advised to follow the current 
work of Phillips' research group. 

Comparing the results from all the publications discussed in this sec
tion, the SHSG processing technique can be summarized as follows: 
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A 70% diffraction efficiency for transmission gratings recorded in the 
Kodak 694-F emulsion at 514.5 nm (300 beam separation, K = 1) was re
ported by Weiss and Millul [6.123] who used the CW-C2 developer, a rever
sal dichromated bleach, and a warm rinsing bath to which a 10% TEA solu
tion had been added. In addition, a high signal-to-noise ratio was obtained 
with this method. 

Similar diffraction efficiencies (of about 70%) were also obtained with 
Angell's [6.120] more complicated process for transmission holograms re
corded in Kodak 649-F emulsion at 632.8 nm (at high spatial frequencies, 
> 1000 lines/mm). 

Almost the same diffraction efficiency (>70%) for transmission grat
ings recorded in the thinner Agfa 8£75 HD emulsion at 632.8 nm (spatial 
frequencies between 1000 and 2000 lines/mm) was reported by Fimia et al. 
[6.115, 116} who utilized the PAAP developer and a rehalogenating dichro
mate bleach. The process was interrupted after the bleaching step and taken 
up again 24 hours later with fixing, rinsing and drying. An efficiency of 
80% was reached at a spatial frequency of about 1000 Iines/mm. 

However, a very high diffraction efficiency (80%) for transmission 
holograms recorded in the Kodak 694-F emulsion at 632.8 nm (no spatial 
frequency mentioned) was reported in one of the first SHSG papers by 
Chang and Winick [6.111, 112} who applied pretreatment of the unexposed 
material in a weak fixing solution. The rest of the process was a D-19 -
rehalogenating dichromate bleaching process .. Probably, the spatial fre
quency was rather low here, which can give a high efficiency with the D-
19 developer. The pretreatment, already described, was important in order 
to reach this high efficiency. 

Recently Fimia et al. [6.l30} investigated how to optimize the SHSG 
process. By measuring the diffraction efficiency at different steps during 
the process it was possible to find, for example, the optimum potassium
bromide concentrattion in the R -10 bleach. A diffraction efficiency of 80% 
for gratings (1000 lines/mm) recorded on Agfa 8E56 HD emulsion at 
514-nm wavelength was obtained. The material was processed in an ascor
bic-acid/sodium-carbonate developer (ACC), bleached in the optimum R
IO bleach, fixed in the Kodak F-24 fix, and dehydrated in isopropanol in 
the usual way. This result is another confirmation of the fact that a devel
oper which avoids the influence of oxidation products during development 
is to prefer for the SHSG process. 

As regards reflection gratings, high efficiency can be best obtained 
using either the PAAP or the CW-C2 developers. The D-19 developer for 
reflection gratings results in very poor holograms. 

In general, it seems that the use of the CW -C2 or the P AAP developers 
combined with either a reversal or a rehalogenating ammonium dichromate 
bleach represents so far the best processing method for both transmission 
and reflection holograms. The temperature of both the bleach bath and the 
rinse bath can play an important role. As regards the material used, the 
Kodak 649-F plate is often preferred, although the Agfa 8£75 HD emul
sion can also give good results. The pretreatment (with a weak fixer) as well 
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as softening the emulsion in a warm-water bath should also be considered. 
For SHSG holograms produced with a pulsed laser, the SM-6 developer will 
probably work very well since it is the pulse version of the PAAP devel
oper. 

Finally, a method for increasing the sensitivity of regular dichromated 
gelatin (DCG) holograms was presented by Mazakova et al. [6.133,134]. 
This new method is based on very small silver-halide grains added to the 
emulsion. They sensitized the gelatin emulsion by producing super-fine sil
ver-halide grains in an already coated gelatin layer by bathing the material 
in a silver-nitrate solution. Then, after washing in distilled water, the plate 
is immersed in an alkali-halide solution. The plate is then washed again and 
sensitized in an optical sensitizer (1,2-dimethyl-3,3-methylpiromedinidene
ketylidine). The 20-J,Lm emulsion contained super-fine silver-halide grains 
of a concentration which is about 10 times smaller than in a normal holo
graphic emulsion. An exposure of I J/cm2 produced a density of only 0.15 
in such an emulsion developed in D-19. However, this emulsion is about 10 
times faster than the ordinary DCG emulsion. Both transmission and reflec
tion gratings were produced at the 488-nm argon-ion laser wavelength. The 
processing was performed with a 0.5% ammonium-dichromate bath, fol
lowed by a fixing step, washing, and dehydration in isopropanol baths of 
increasing concentrations. 

6.8 Dye Substitution for Silver in Holograms 

In Chap.5 one method of improving the light stability in bleached holo
grams has been presented, suggesting lead or nickel ferrocyanide as substi
tutes for the light-sensitive silver halides in the emulsion [6.135]. Dyes can 
be another choice for the replacement of silver in processed holograms. The 
dyes tested for this purpose are the color couplers used in photographic 
color processing. This technique enables a holographer to obtain a wave
length-selective reconstruction combined with a high diffraction efficiency 
by phase modulation. The method was first described by Nassenstein and 
Eggers [6.136]. Thin holograms can be processed to act as wavelength
selective phase holograms or as amplitude holograms with reduced noise 
caused by phase variations. Which type of hologram is received will depend 
on the absorption band of the particular dye and the difference between its 
refractive index and the refractive index of the gelatin in the emulsion. 

In the first case dispersive refraction is used, which means selective 
absorption outside the spectral absorption interval of the dye. The calcula
tions performed by Lashkov and Sukanov [6.137] demonstrated that due to 
the presence of the absorption band the refractive index falls off with the 
distance from the center of this absorption band much more slowly than the 
absorption coefficient does. It is thus possible to effectively change the re
fractive index in a given spectral interval by adding a substance which is 
essentially transparent in the working spectral interval. 
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Amplitude absorption is based on pure absorption which means that 
the dye's absorption band center is peaked at the reconstruction wavelength. 
The refractive index of the dyeshould be equal (or almost equal) to that of 
the gelatin. 

6.S.1 Chromogen Development 

If a hologram is developed with the conventional color development tech
nique, the silver grains in the emulsion are replaced by dye molecules. It is 
possible to convert the silver-grain distribution of a conventional amplitude 
hologram into a corresponding distribution of dye molecules. The steps to 
achieve this are the following: 
• Exposed silver-halide grains are reduced chemically to silver with the 

usual developing method. At the same time, however, the developed 
silver grains are superimposed on the dye molecules formed as a result 
of an oxidative coupling reaction of the added color coupler in the de
veloper. 

• In the second step the developed silver grains are rehalogenized with a 
bleach solution. 

• In the third step (which can be often combined with the bleaching 
step) the rehalogenized silver grains and the unexposed silver-halide 
grains are removed from the emulsion, so that only dye molecules are 
left in the emulsion. 

Rohier et al. [6.138] introduced slight modifications to these processing 
steps to improve the performance of dyed holograms. They used the Agfa 
10E75 emulsion and the following chromogen-processing· procedure 
(Modified Color Coupler "MCC" processing) to make holograms based on a 
blue dye: 
1) Conventional development in Agfa G3p developer. 
2) Fixing in Agfa G334. 
3) Bleaching in a special color bleach bath: NIl. 
4) Re-exposure of the material to uniform light of high intensity. 
5) Chromogen development using blue color developer: NPS I. 
6) Bleaching. 
7) Fixing. 

Rohier et al. claimed that the advantage of this rather complicated pro
cess is that the diffusibility of dye molecules increases when the unexposed 
silver-halide grains are removed before the chromogen development takes 
place. Also, the already processed amplitude holograms can be converted (in 
daylight) to dye holograms, using steps 3 to 7 above. 

A comparison between conventional amplitude holograms and dye 
holograms of the amplitude type indicates that a similar diffraction ef
ficiency is obtained up to a spatial frequency of about 1500 lines/mm. 
Beyond this frequency, the efficiency decreases, due to the relatively large 
size of the blue molecules. The noise level of dye holograms is rather low 
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for a wide range of spatial frequencies, but because of the drop in ef
ficiency at a spatial frequency of above 1500 lines/mm, the signal-to-noise 
ratio is lower for dye holograms than for conventional amplitude holograms. 

Sukhanov et al. [6.139] discussed the possibility of producing efficient 
dye holograms of the phase-type, using dispersive refraction. Different 
dyes were tested for the processing of the Russian material LOI-2-633. For 
the best performing dye (the type was not mentioned in the paper) the the
oretical diffraction efficiency calculated for a given recording case was 
28%. They measured 22% for that particular dye in the emulsion. In this 
case, the diffraction efficiency of the dye-phase hologram was much higher 
than that of the corresponding amplitude hologram which had a diffraction 
efficiency of about 4% only. 

The mechanism of dye holograms is similar to the underlying principle 
of the behavior of the new. organic recording material Reoxan, developed in 
the former USSR [6.140] and briefly described in Sect.1.2.2b. 

6.9 Microheterogeneous Recording Media 

A very interesting development project concerning a new volume-recording 
material for holography is currently taking place in Russia [6.140-143]. The 
tested product is a heterogeneous material with a capillary structure and the 
typical recording layers' thickness of between 100 and 1000 J.Lm. It consists 
of a rigid porous frame and a light-sensitive substructure firmly connected 
to the walls of the inner frame structure. A fine-grid structure of the inner 
frame cavities remains open during its processing, enabling the processing 
solution to quickly reach the entire volume of the material. The pore radii 
of these channels range from 10 to 200 nm. The penetration ability of the 
processing solution is enhanced by the presence of the capillary pressure. 
The material's permeability to various processing solutions was tested and it 
was found that the average rate of passage through the structure was about 
3.3.10-4 cm/s. Due to its rigid frame, the material is shrink proof. The 
rigid materials must be transparent over the entire visible spectrum and 
contain a large free-volume of interconnected inner cavities. Porous glass 
meets these requirements. It consists of 90% to 99% silicon dioxide. Figure 
6.1 0 depicts a structural model of the capillary recording material. 

The inner walls of the channels must undergo special treatment to en
sure that the light-sensitive substratum is rigidly attached to the pore sur
faces. The light-sensitive coating can consist of a number of common pho
tosensitive materials. The following section discusses only the silver-halide 
capillary structure holograms, however. In this case we are dealing with a 
latent-image material that needs post-exposural processing. The new re
cording material is called Focar, which is a Russian acronym for phase, 
volume, capillary and reinforced material. When the silver-halide grains act 
as a light-sensitive substratum, the material is called Focar-S. To reduce 
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Fig.6.10. Structural model of the Focar-type capillary recording material [6.140] 

light scattering caused by its capillary structure, the inner cavities can be 
filled with a liquid that has a refractive index similar to that of the frame 
material. Index matching has to be performed at both the recording stage 
and at the reconstruction of the hologram, which means that this material is 
suitable for the production of low-noise holograms. 

6.9.1 The Focar-S Recording Material 

The Focar-S volume medium consists of a porous, quartz-like frame, 
(porous glass) with 15% to 30% of the walls of its inner cavities covered 
with an ultra-fine silver-halide suspension in gelatin. The synthesis of sil
ver-halide grains takes place inside the structure, which gives very fine sil
ver-halide grains (l5.,.20nm). Currently, the sensitivity of this material is 
about 100 mJ/cm2 , but it is believed that it can be increased by one to two 
orders of magnitude. Focar-S materials with a thickness of 2 mm have been 
produced. 

The development is performed with a slow-acting, diluted colloidal 
developer. In such thick materials the colloidal silver particles will attenuate 
the reconstructed waves, which affects the diffraction efficiency. This ef
fect is more pronounced at shorter wavelengths. For example, at 633 nm a 
diffraction efficiency of 90% could be obtained for a mixed (absorption
dielectric or phase-amplitude) hologram. For a wavelength of 488 nm a 
diffraction efficiency of only 7% could be obtained for the same type of 
hologram. For this reason, such holograms are most often bleached after the 
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colloidal development process. For a phase hologram of this type with a 
thickness of 2 mm a diffraction efficiency of 96% was reported. The same 
efficiency could also be obtained for Focar holograms based on dichro
mated gelatin (Focar-G) but only at the expense of a higher exposure. 
Focar-S seems therefore to be the most promising microheterogeneous 
volume recording material, producing dimensionally stable, highly selective, 
high-efficiency HOEs over the whole visible spectrum. 

6.10 Investigation of Emulsions 

It is often important to understand how holographic recording, e.g., in the 
silver-halide emulsion, really takes place, in order to better understand the 
effect that various processing methods may have on the final product. It 
may interest the reader that already the researchers working with Lippmann 
photography investigated the interference structure of the emulsion, not 
only for the purpose of improving the color-recording technique but also to 
prove W. Zenker's photochromic theory applied to Lippmann photography. 
This theory had already been verified experimentally by O. Wiener who de
monstrated stationary light waves. However, using optical microscopy to 
study the periodic silver-grain structure in the emulsion is pushing this 
technique to its very limit. Nevertheless, iri the late 1890's, Neuhauss [6.144] 
succeeded in microscopically imaging the interference structure of red light 
recorded in a Lippmann emulsion. He used a long-wavelength recording 
where the interference layers are most widely separated. In air~ the distance 
between the interference layers is 330 to 380 nm; in the emulsion it is closer 
and depends on the refractive index of the emulsion. A fringe separation of 
220 to 250 nm must be microscopically resolvable in order to see the re
corded structure in the emulsion. Neuhauss used different techniques for 
embedding the emulsion samples to be studied, such as paraffin, Canada 
balsam, and glycerin, which slightly increased the separation of the layers. 
Thin emulsion layers (about 2J.'m in thickness) were prepared at the Ana
tomic Institute in Berlin using a very fine microtome. The quality of the 
microscope lens was considered very important, too, which is why the oil
immersion technique and a high-quality apochromat lens (numerical aper
ture 1.40) from Zeiss were applied. Short-wavelength illumination will also 
increase the resolution. Neuhauss utilized sunlight passing through a dark
blue dye to get a wavelength peaked at about 450 nm. With the above-men
tioned technique, Neuhauss succeeded in recording photographs of the 
emulsion through a microscope, receiving a linear magnification of about 
4000 times. The separation of interference layers was clearly visible and the 
distance between them could be measured. The results of the experiment 
were in good correlation with the theory. Thereafter, optical microscopy 
was often used by Lippmann-photography scientists to study the influence 
of various processing methods (see, for example, the work by lves [6.145]). 
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Today, of course, the electron microscope is a more powerful instru
ment in the hand of a holographic researcher who studies cross sections of 
the holographic emulsion. In the following, some of the results of such 
studies will be discussed. 

6.10.1 Electron-Microscopic Investigation of Holographic Emulsions 

An early publication by Akagi et al. [6.146] gives photographs of the Kodak 
649-F emulsion recorded in a Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM). 
The investigated specimen was prepared by embedding the holographic ma
terial in an epoxy adhesive mixture and cutting it with an ultramicrotome. 
The thickness of the emulsion section was 1500-200 nm. Akagi et al. made 
transmission gratings using a HeNe laser. Two collimated interfering beams 
of equal intensity (K = I) were employed for some of the tests. Other tests 
were made with the object beam containing an on-off bit pattern and the 
value of K = 2.5 in this case. The plates were developed, fixed and some 
were bleached in a potassium ferricyanide bleach. It was found that the in
terference pattern had been recorded throughout the whole thickness of the 
emulsion layer. It was also found that the grain size in bleached holograms 
was about 1.5 times larger than in similar amplitude holograms. The record
ing containing object information showed some expected irregularities, due 
to the modulation of the signal beam by the information of the digital im
age. 

In addition to the 649-F emulsion, some tests were performed on the 
high-sensitive, coarsely grained Agfa Sci entia 14C75 emulsion. These re
vealed almost no periodic structure of the layers of the silver grains, due to 
the rather large grains of this recording material. Reconstruction from such 
an emulsion is, of course, rather poor. 

At Agfa, Buschmallll [6.147] investigated the bleaching process applied 
to the 8£75 emulsion, using electron microscopy. Also, ioly and Vanhore
beck [6.148] from the same company took advantage of this powerful tech
nique to study the influence of various developers on the quality of the 
holographic images recorded on Agfa 8E56 HD plates. The holograms were 
bleached in a PBQ solution. The main findings from the electron-micro
scope images were the following. The developed silver structure is filamen
tary. The pyrogallol developed structure contains longer filaments of silver 
than filaments developed bya metol-hYdroquinone developer, but not as 
compact. Another important finding shows that the rehalogenated silver 
grains become spherical after bleaching. The interesting thing is that the 
mean grain size of silver-halide particles formed in the emulsion is more or 
less uniform, which indicates that it is not dependent on the developer em
ployed in the particular case. 

Aliaga and Chuaqui [6.149] used 50 nm thick emulsion samples for 
TEM investigations. They compared the Agfa 10E75 and 8E75 HD emul
sions which were processed with a solution-physical development (CPA-l 
processing). This type of processing forms spherical silver particles. The 
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Fig.6.1 J. Electron microscope picture of an emulsion cross section from a reflection 
hologram recorded on the Agfa 8E75 HD material and processed with the CW-C2 
developer and the PBQ-2 bleach. The hologram recording geometry used produced a 
period of 0.20 pm and a 9° inclincation of the fringes in the emulsion. The thickness 
of the sample is 80 nm. Due to deformations during the preparation of the cross sec
tion, the fringe separation measured is 0.33 pm and the inclination angle 12°. The 
grain size in this sample is about 50 nm [6.150] 

size of these particles was more or less the same (50 nm) for the two emul
sions after fixing (not before) and the only noticeable difference was grain 
density. In the same investigation holograms processed with the CW-C2 de
veloper and fixed or bleached in the PBQ-2 bath were also examined. The 
fixed samples showed the familiar filamentary structure. The PBQ bleached 
samples revealed spherical particles similar in size to the original grain sizes 
of the emulsion. 

Kubota [6.150] published an electron microscope picture of the emul
sion of a reflection hologram recorded on the Agfa 8E75 HD material. One 
collimated beam from a HeNe laser entered the plate at the emulsion side at 
normal incidence and the other beam entered at the glass side at an angle of 
30° (in air) to the plate normal. This recording geometry produces a period 
of 0.20 JLm and a 9° inclination of the fringes in the emulsion, assuming an 
emulsion refractive index of 1.62. Three different processing methods were 
investigated: 
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(i) CW-C2 developer - PBQ-2 bleach. 
(ii) D-19 developer - fixing in Kodak rapid fixer. 
(iii) D-19 developer - 3% bromine water bleach. 

The thickness of Kubota's samples was about 80 nm. Figure 6.11 shows 
the CW-C2 - PBQ-2 processed emulsion. 

The measured values are slightly different from those calculated above. 
The fringe separation was 0.33 J.Lm and the inclination angle 12°. The dis
crepancies can be explained by the fact that the emulsion samples were cut 
aslant to the surface and that, in addition, some water was absorbed in the 
emulsion during the preparation of the cross section. The grain size in this 
sample was about 50 nm and it was relatively uniform. The amplitude holo
gram developed in D-19 revealed a filamentary structure which confirms 
the Joly and Vanhorebeck investigation [6.148]. When such a hologram is 
bleached the rehalogenized grains become spherical again, which has also 
been confirmed in Kubota's test on holograms bleached with bromine wa
ter. 

6.10.2 Phase-Contrast Microscopic Investigation 
of Holographic Emulsions 

At the beginning of this section conventional optical microscopy was dis
cussed. Although it is not as powerful a tool for emulsion studies as electron 
microscopy, it has some advantages over the last mentioned. The possibility 
to use phase-contrast microscopy was described by Kostuk and Goodman 
[6.77]. This technique offers a more economical alternative to electron mi
croscopy and also allows for larger areas of the emulsion to be studied. In 
addition, there is no need of preparing the ultra-thin emulsion samples for 
these investigations. The phase-contrast microscope is applied in conjunc
tion with a Fresnel-zone plate formed in the film under test. Using this 
technique Kostuk and Goodman were able to demonstrate the spatial-fre
quency-dependent diffusion process of silver-halide grains during the fixa
tion-free rehalogenating bleaching (Fig.6.12). The diffusion process, which 
is an important part of this bleaching mechanism, does not take effect until 
the spatial frequency has reached a certain value. (Refer to Sect.5.2.4). 

6.10.3 X-Ray Fluorescence Analysis of Emulsions 

X-ray fluorescence for the analysis of holographic emulsions has been dis
cussed by Eichler et al. [6.151] In this method a radioactive source is used to 
generate a photon beam to which the holographic emulsion is exposed. Pho
toelectric absorption of photons from the incident beam leads to the crea
tion of K-shell vacancies which are subsequently filled up by electrons 
from higher shells. Characteristic Ka: and K,8 X-rays are then emitted from 
the emulsion. A detector is used to record the emitted X-ray intensities 
which are proportional to the atomic concentrations of silver and silver 
halide in the emulsion. 
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Fjg.6.J2. Example of a holographic emulsion bleached with the fixation-free rehal
ogenation process and investigated with the phase-contrast microscopy technique 
showing the spatial frequency dependent diffusion process: I cycle/70~m (a), I 
cycle/35~m (b). I cycle/15~m (c), 1 cycle/IO~m (d). The diffusion process does not 
set off until the spatial frequency has reached a certain value. Compare a and d in the 
figure [6.77] . 

Eichler et al. investigated various processing methods for the Agfa 
SE75 HD emulsion. The results are summarized in Table 6.S. They repre
sent an example of the possibilities which this method offers to the investi
gator. The rehalogenating bleach was of the PBQ-type and the reversal 
bleach of the pyrochrome type. As can be seen from the table, the silver
halide concentrations after bleaching, depend strongly on the exposure and 
the optical density obtained after development. 

The paper also discusses the relationship between the concentration of 
the absorbing silver x (in mg/cm2 ) and the optical density D. The attenua
tion of light by the emulsion is given by 

(6.14) 

where Eo and E are the incident and the outgoing light intensities, respec
tively. The absorption coefficient J1. is then given in cm2 /mg. The optical 
density is expressed by 

D = 10g(Eo/E) (6.15) 
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Table 6.8. Concentrations of emulsion constituents 

Element Unexposed Bleached Bleached Bleached 
emulsion emulsion emulsion emulsion 
(rehalo- (reversal) (reversal 
genated) with KI) 
[mg/cm2] [mg/cm2] [mg/cm2] [mg/cm2] 

Ag 0.296 0.288 0.222 0.l17 
Br 0.220 0.216 0.l67 0.080 
I 0.011 0.010 0.010 0.024 

which means that 

x = 2.303D/J.L . (6.l6) 

Assuming a linear relationship and considering the Agfa 8E75 HD 
emulsion and the Kodak D-19 developer, the absorption coefficient J.L was 
found to be 50.16 cm2/mg. 

Eichler et al. claimed that the combination of the X-ray fluorescence 
method with microstructure emulsion analysis leads to a better understand
ing of the way in which the silver-halide emulsion works. This can help us 
in the optimization of the performance for holographic purposes. 
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7. Processing Schemes 

This chapter presents a wide collection of complete processing schemes for 
different types of holograms. The presentation is based on the various as
pects of hologram recording discussed in detail in the previous chapters. 
Many of the well-working techniques, tested and used for quite some time 
in holographic processing, have appeared in various scientific journals. 
They may, however, be difficult to locate just when they are needed. The 
idea of this chapter is to provide the reader with easy but extensive ref
erence to the existing processing schemes and techniques published so far 
and help holographers to further improve their processing skills as regards 
silver-halide materials. It is just as well to remember though that even as 
this book is being written the existing techniques are undergoing modifica
tions and that new processing techniques might have appeared by the time 
this book is finished. The reader may also be glad to know that after some 
time in the field he or she will have worked out his/her own modifications, 
which, even though they may be small, may have a considerable influence 
on the final results. Finally, attention should be drawn to the fact that only 
processing schemes for commercial Western materials are discllssed in this 
chapter. 

7.1 Recording Considerations 

The processing technique to be chosen is dependent, to some extent, on the 
recording technique applied. As regards the choice of a suitable recording 
wavelength for a given hologram type, the following considerations should 
be kept in mind: 
• For transmission holograms a long recording wavelength is highly pref
erable since light scattering during the recording will be the lowest possible 
for a given silver-halide material. At times, however, other considerations 
can be more important, such as the reduction of aberrations when a short 
wavelength is to be used at the reconstruction of the hologram. One such 
case is, for example, when recording silver-halide transmission masters for 
photoresist copying. One must also remember that the highest image resolu
tion is obtained at a short wavelength. 
• A long recording wavelength is preferable also for reflection holograms 
from the scattering point of view. However, for both HOEs and display ho
lography the peak of the reconstructed image bandwidth is important and 
therefore a decision as to the most suitable recording wavelength must be 
carefully weighted. It will also depend on whether a pretreatment, such as 
emulsion preswelling, will or will not be performed. 
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• Availability of various recording wavelengths obtainable from commer
cial lasers must be considered. Actually, the choices are rather limited, with 
less than ten wavelengths in practice. The most widely used CW laser for 
red recordings is the HeNe laser (633nm). A more powerful alternative is 
the krypton-ion laser (647nm) which is common in commercial laborato
ries. Newcomers in the area are red diode lasers. The most popular CW laser 
for green recordings is the argon-ion laser (5l4nm) which is especially 
common in large-scale production holographic laboratories. This is the most 
powerful CW laser employed in holography today with more than IO-W 
output power possible in a single line (with an etalon). The argon-ion laser 
emits also several powerful blue lines (476nm, 488nm). Newcomers in the 
green recording area are the green HeNe laser (543nm) and the CW fre
quency-doubled diode-pumped Nd: Y AG laser. One blue wavelength fre
quently used is the 442 nm emission from the HeCd gas laser. The most 
commonly used laser for holographic pulsed recordings is the red ruby laser 
(694nm). The main green pulsed laser source is the frequency-doubled 
Nd: Y AG laser (532nm). Sometimes, there is no other alternative for re
cording a hologram but a pulsed laser, which means a choice between these 
two wavelengths (694nm and 532nm). 
• Various scientific or industrial applications may require a very specific 
recording wavelength. In such a case the recording material is of less im
portance. Display holography is mainly concerned witlt the best possible 
image quality which is usually determined by the combined effect of the 
recording wavelength, the recording material and the processing method. In 
display color holography, the recording wavelengths and their combination 
are equally important, as will be discussed in Chap.9. 
• Economical considerations must not be overlooked. The cheapest lasers 
are the red HeNe lasers which are employed in a variety of holographic ap
plications. However, a mass production of holograms as well as the record
ing stability demands can justify investing in more expensive, high-power 
CW lasers, such as ion lasers or even pulsed lasers. 

The recording geometry, beam ratios, polarization control, recording 
stability, etc. will not be discussed here. These factors and their influence 
on the image quality have been closely discussed in other books on hologra
phy. However, with regard to the influence of the state of polarization, 
Phillips [7.1] has made an important contribution to the understanding of 
interference structures recorded in holographic emulsions. The conflict 
between interference symmetry to obtain the highest fringe contrast and 
polarization control to avoid internal reflections in the plate results in 
reduced image quality and increased fog. The popular Brewster-reference
angle method with p-polarization (Sect.2.2.4) to suppress internal reflec
tions during recording of holograms is not generating maximum fringe con
trast in the emulsion. Therefore, in order to obtain the highest possible 
image quality it is instead recommended to use s-polarization and to dump 
the internally reflected light within the material, employing, for instance, 
the index-matching technique. 
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Fig.7.1. Optimal geometry for recording white-light reflection holograms with mini
mum image blurring. For the recording of Denisyuk single-beam holograms with a 
reference angle of 45° from above, the top of the plate should be tilted backwards 
IS" . One should try to arrange the setup in such a way that the recorded interference 
fringes run as parallel as possible to the surface of the emulsion 

Another detail, often overlooked in other publications, concerns the 
recording of white-light reflection holograms, and particularly ways of re
ducing image blurring. Ward et al. [7.2], and Ward and Solymar [7.3] have 
extensively treated this particular problem. Briefly summarized, they re
commended that for the recording of Denisyuk single-beam holograms with 
a reference angle of 45° from above, the top of the plate should be tilted 
backwards 15° (Fig.7.1). This is the optimum recording geometry for re
ducing dispersion blurring in white-light reflection holograms. One should 
try to arrange the setup in such a way that the recorded interference fringes 
run as parallel as possible to the surface of the emulsion. In addition, Ku
bota [7.4] discussed various methods for image sharpening of Lippmann re
.flection holograms. 
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Before a holographic recording can take place, a suitable silver-halide 
emulsion must be selected. For a choice of materials from Agfa, Ilford or 
Kodak the reader is referred to Chap.3. The three companies offer also a 
wide choice of materials with different sensitivity. For display holography, 
only the materials with the highest resolving power/lowest sensitivity 
should really be considered. For scientific and industrial applications very 
often the faster materials are required and even preferred. 

In some applications, the recording material must be presoaked in vari
ous solutions before exposure, e.g., in a TEA solution or water for the pur
pose of hypersensitizing, swelling or stress relief. However, in most cases 
the material can be used directly without any pretreatment. The exposure 
takes place with the material mounted in a film or a plate holder. Some
times, the material is exposed in a liquid gate or the film is attached to a 
glass plate, taking advantage of an index-matching liquid. In holography, it 
is common that the exposure time is extremely long or short, e.g., a long 
exposure time during which a weak laser beam ilIuminates the emulsion, or 
a very short exposure time provided by a Q-switched laser pulse of very 
short duration and a high-peak power. In both cases the effects of the re
ciprocity failure must be considered, already described in Chap.6. 

After the material has been exposed, it must be processed in order to 
obtain the recorded information. In holography the material is quite often 
processed almost immediately after the exposure. However, a long delay 
between recording and processing is also possible. In this latter case one 
should be prepared for a rapid latent-image fading which occurs in materi
als exposed with Q-switched lasers, a phenomenon described in Chap.6. 

Processing is done either manuaIly (in trays or tanks) or automatically 
(in processing machines). Some special holographic applications require that 
processing must take place in-situ (i.e., at the place where the exposure of 
the recording material was done). The following sections provide a detailed 
description of the necessary processing steps. Generally, it can be said that 
machine processing offers a high degree of uniformity which is rather dif
ficult to achieve when the material is processed manually. 

7.2 Processing of In-Line Transmission Holograms 

7.2.1 In-Line Amplitude Holograms 

The in-line holograms of the Gabor type normally present few problems in 
the development process. If the holograms have been recorded on fine
grained, high-resolution holographic materials, the processing is quite 
straightforward and any high-contrast MQ developer (such as, e.g., Kodak 
D-19) wilI give good-quality amplitude holograms. These holograms are 
very often recorded with Q-switched lasers, where the pulsed holography 
processing technique applies (compare Chap.6). 

For an in-line type of hologram, the holographed object must be either 
transparent or consist of smaIl particles only. This means that the object 
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signal will be low and the K-value high. This, in turn, means that the in
termodulation noise will be low and the holograms will have a relatively 
good signal-to-noise ratio. The main problem with this type of hologram is 
the background reference light, which, if it is not spatially filtered at the 
reconstruction stage, will affect the image contrast. The in-line hologram is 
normally used only for scientific applications (spatial filters, holographic 
microscopy, bubble-chamber recordings, etc.), which is why amplitude 
holograms are often sufficient. In general, as explained by Vikram and 
Billet [7.5], an amplitude, in-line hologram gives a higher signal-to-noise 
ratio if the density is high (low amplitude transmission) than a normal amp
litude off-axis hologram. Optical densities from 1.5 to 2.0 give usually very 
good results. Bexoll et al. [7.6] claimed that an optical density of 1.7, in 
combination with a 'Y-value between 6 to 9, will produce optimum quality. 
Dunn and Walls described processing of in-line holograms and the ways of 
obtaining high-quality amplitude holograms as well as producing good 
phase holograms [7.7,8]. Their technique uses the Neo/in Blue developer and 
high-resolution materials, such as Agfa 8£75 HD. The general rule for ho
lography by which to obtain high-quality holograms applies, also, here: the 
finer the grain size, the better the signal-to-noise ratio of the hologram. As 
this type of hologram can sometimes be recorded on faster, coarser-grained 
materials, the noise level will increase considerably. The processing of in
line holograms is done along lines indicated by DWl1l and Walls [7.7]: 
(i) Predevelopment in a bath of 200 mg/l Benzotriazole for 2-10 seconds. 
(ii) Develop in concentrated Neofin Blue, for 1.5 minutes. 
(iii) Wash and fix in Agfa G 334 for 2 minutes. 
(iv) Before drying, soak the plate in a 90% solution of methanol. 

The density level of the in-line amplitude holograms should be about 
1.2 according to the paper. 

As fixing is applied, the image will be affected, so that various aberra
tions and distortions may appear [7.9]. To minimize these aberrations, visi
ble only on a microscopic scale, the fixing phase should be omitted. Instead, 
desensitize the plate in a phenosafranine (eIs H15 CIN.) solution. This will 
produce a stable amplitude hologram with a higher image resolution than if 
it had been fixed: 

Phenosafranine 300 mg 
Methanol 0.5 l 
Distilled water 0.5 l. 

Treatment time about 3 minutes. 

In another investigation, astigmatism was reported in phase holograms 
developed in undiluted Neofin Blue, which was not the case of holograms 
developed in Agfa GP 62 [7.10]. However, this was noticed after the holo
grams had been bleached. To really minimize aberrations at the reconstruc
tion it is often necessary to use a liquid gate [7.11]. For holograms recorded 
with a Q-switched pulse, the SM-6 developer is an alternative to Neofin 
Blue. 
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7.2.2 In-Line Phase Holograms 

As mentioned in the previous subsection, for most applications of in-line 
holography, amplitude holograms are quite satisfactory, mainly because of 
their better signal-to-noise ratio. However, if a phase hologram is really 
needed, bleaching should be done. DUIlIl and Walls [7.8] have also developed 
a method for obtaining in-line phase holograms. They employed the same 
developing technique as the one described for amplitude holograms. The 
developed density level required for holograms intended for bleaching is 
higher (>2), however. After predevelopment and the 1.5 minute develop
ment in concentrated Neofin Blue, the plate is washed for 2 minutes. No 
fixing is done and the following bleach is recommended: 

Ferric nitrate 75 g 
Phenosafranine 150 mg 
Distilled water I l. 

Bleaching time: Until clear + 1 minute. Washing and drying as for an amp
litude hologram. 

Dunn and Walls claimed that this process gives rather noise-free recon
structions with a good edge definition, although contrast and signal-to
noise ratios are reduced when compared to an identical amplitude hologram. 
The diffraction efficiency is, of course, higher. They do not discuss their 
method's influence on the image resolution. In many applications of in-line 
holography, the image resolution is often the most important feature. 

One investigation on the bubble-chamber holography resolution [7.9] 
shows that fixing or bleaching (using a solvent bleach) both resulted in a 
reduction of the image resolution of about 1.6, compared with a desensi
tized amplitude hologram. In both cases bulk material was removed from 
the emulsion, which affected the image quality. One may suspect that a fix
ation-free rehalogenating bleaching might have given better results. In gen
eral, the fixation-free rehalogenating teChnique is not working well at low 
spatial frequencies, as discussed in Chap.5, making it a bad alternative for 
in-line holograms. Tests performed using rehalogenating bleaching at high 
spatial frequencies (reflection phase holograms) where the technique works 
well, did show a slightly worse resolution compared to a hologram made 
using a solvent bleach. The reason for this was found in another investiga
tion in which contact Denisyuk reflection holograms recorded on the Agfa 
8E75 HD emulsion were made [7.12]. The surprising result is caused by the 
fact that in rehalogenated emulsions high scattering occurs, reducing the 
image contrast and thus affecting the resolution on a microscopic scale. 
Even if the emulsion thickness remains the same at both the recording and 
the reconstruction, this fact is not enough to guarantee that a higher resolu
tion will be obtained. The diffusion process involved in the fixation-free 
rehaiogenating bleaching is probably also a contributing factor affecting 
resolution. It may be interesting to know that the best image resolution in a 
phase in-line hologram recorded on the Agfa 8E56 HD plates was obtained 
with the direct bleaching technique (bromine-methanol), where no ion dif
fusion takes place during processing. This result was obtained in an investi-
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gation by Fusek et al. [7.13]. However, this bleaching technique can be used 
only after a fixing step, which, as we know, affects the image resolution. 
Watson and Britton [7.10] employed a rehaloganating PBQ-bleach (Agfa G 
432) after the Agfa 8E56 HD plates had been developed in the GP 62 dev
eloper. As already mentioned, they found that this processing technique 
gave lower astigmatism than when the Neofin Blue developer was used in 
the same process. However, the Neofin Blue developer and the G 432 
bleach are generally not a good combination; moreover, no comparison with 
desensitized amplitude holograms was made in the investigation. 

It seems that at the present moment the desensitized colloidal develop
ment technique (without fixing) is the most superior processing method as 
regards the achievement of the highest possible image resolution. In the 
contact Denisyuk-hologram recording test [7.12] it was found that the very 
best resolution was obtained on Bulgarian HP-650 plates developed in the 
Russian GP-3 developer. The resolution achieved here was actually better 
than the image resolution obtained from a dichromated gelatin emulsion 
which requires drastic dehydration. The colloidal processing technique 
ensures accurate transfer of the intensity distribution in the emulsion 
during exposure to form concentration variations of ultra-fine spherical sil
ver grains after processing. As mentioned earlier, the desensitized amplitude 
hologram offers the highest image resolution. The colloidal-silver hologram 
is the best choice for the combination of high-resolution/high-diffraction 
efficiency because of the phase-type modulation character of these holo
grams. Unfortunately, such holograms cannot easily be produced on West
ern commercial holographic materials. 

Summary: In-line transmission hologram processing. 
The highest possible quality (including image resolution) is achieved in an 
in-line transmission hologram on a glass substrate by 
• using a recording material (glass plate) with the highest possible 

resolving power; 
• presoaking the plate for emulsion stress relief; 
• recording an amplitude hologram, using a high-contrast developer 

yielding an optical density of 1.2 .. 1.5; 
• desensitizing the emulsion (instead of fixing); 
• carefully washing and slowly air-drying; 
• replaying the hologram with the recording wavelength; and 
• optionally, one may use a liquid gate at recording and/or reconstruc

tion. 

7.3 Processing of Orf -Axis, Transmission Holograms 

7.3.1 Off-Axis Amplitude Holograms 

Off-axis amplitude holograms are both used in display holography and sci
entific/industrial applications. Amplitude holograms are characterized by a 
very favorable signal-to-noise ratio, which makes them suitable for a num-
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ber of scientific applications. Because of a rather low diffraction efficiency, 
they are seldom employed in display applications, with the exception of 
plates used as masters for hologram copies. In display holography, only 
commercial materials with the highest resolving power (such as Agfa BE75 
HD/BE56 HD, I1ford SP696T/Hotec/SP695T) are recommended. Scientific 
and industrial applications sometimes require faster materials (such as Agfa 
10E75 or Kodak 131 or SO-253) which have to be processed for highest 
possible sensitivity. Sometimes, e.g., for HNDT applications, there is also a 
time factor to contend with - the processing must be very fast. In this case 
a monobath developer can be helpful (Sect.4.3.4). The other extreme would 
be when we want to achieve highest possible image resolution for a scien
tific-industrial application (e.g., holographic inspection of nuclear power 
fuel elements [7.14)}. 

a) Off-Axis Transmission Holograms Recorded with CW Lasers 

Processing techniques for high-quality holograms without any time con
straints will be described here. Normally, the processing is performed on 
the highest-quality recording emulsions. Except for semi-physical develop
ment and some bleaching techniques, faster emulsions will in most cases 
produce acceptable results. In principle, there is no substantial difference 
between processing glass plates or film, or even holograms recorded with 
different wavelengths. It must be remembered, however, that a holographic 
emulsion coated on film substrates is often faster than the same emulsion 
coated on glass. A glass plate is normally the only choice if the highest pos
sible image resolution is desired. In this case, desensitized amplitude holo
grams are preferred. 

Chemical development of a high-resolution holographic emulsion is 
performed by exposing the material so that it receives its optimal exposure, 
which will result in an optical density of about 0.5 corresponding to an 
amplitude transmission of about 0.6 assuming also that the reference/object 
beam ratio (K-value) is between 5 and 10. Depending on the kind of re
cording material, Kodak D-19, Neofin Blue, or a special holographic devel
oper is used. 
(l) For amplitude holograms on Agfa lOE- and BE-emulsions as well as on 
I1ford and Kodak materials, Kodak D-19 or similar holographic MQ devel
opers give good results if followed normally by fixing or desensitization, 
when a minimum image distortion is desirable. 
(2a) For phase holograms on Agfa lOE-materials, a tanning developer, such 
as pure pyrogallol, is preferred, since the stain will reduce the unavoidable 
scattering noise in the bleached emulsion. Only reversal bleaching should be 
applied here in order to avoid increased scattering due to grain growth 
during rehalogenating bleaching. In general, the lOE-material is not really 
the emulsion one would recommend in the first place for phase holograms. 
However, Kumar and Singh [7.15] claim that high-efficiency diffraction 
gratings can be obtained on the 10E75 material applying a potassium iodide 
and iodine bleach process. 
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(2b) A general, low-noise developer for transmission phase holograms on 
both Agfa 8E and Ilford materials is the adurol developer introduced by 
Phillips [7.16]. Overexposed materials developed in ascorbic acid show a 
tendency to image solution in rehalogenating bleaches. The clorohydroqui
none overcomes this problem, which makes this developer a useful all-pur
pose developer for high-efficiency transmission phase holograms recorded 
with CW lasers and treated with fixation-free rehalogenating bleaching. 
Adurol and potassium bromide contained in this developer indicate that it is 
a depth developer, which means that it can also be used in the fixation-free 
rehalogenating bleaching process of reflection holograms. The developer is 
mixed in the following way: 

Ascorbic acid 
Clorohydroquinone (adurol) 
Sodium sulfite (anhydrous) 
Sodium metaborate (Kodalk) 
Potassium bromide 
Sodium carbonate (anhydrous) 
Distilled water 

Use at 21° to 23° C. 

10 g 
2g 

30 g 
109 
5g 

60 g 
It. 

For the develop-bleach processing technique, Phillips [7.16] recom
mended specifically the following developers for Agfa and Ilford materials: 
Solution A Agfa Ilford 

Catechol 20 g 20 g 
Hydroquinone 10 g 30 g 
Sodium sulfite 60 g 60 g 
Potassium bromide 109 
Distilled water 1 l 1 l . 

Solution B 
Sodium metaborate 
Sodium carbonate 120 g 
Distilled water 1 l 

Mix solutions A + B and use at 21° 

20 g 
120 g 

1 l . 

to 23° C. 

The potassium bromide and sodium metaborate additives control the 
rapid induction tendency of Ilford materials. 

As regards bleaching, the most popular formula is currently the ferric 
EDT A bleach for fixation-free rehalogenating bleaching. The PBQ-2 
bleach is also frequently used. A PBQ-based bleach is often giving the 
highest diffraction efficiency, but is avoided because of its toxic properties. 
However, the present author recommends the safer-to-mix PBU-quinol 
bleach instead of the normal PBQ-2 bleach if a PBQ-type of bleach is 
really desired. The PBU-quinol is obtained in the following way: 

Cupric bromide 1 g 
Potassium persulfate 109 
Citric acid 50 g (or 50 g sodium hydrogen sulfate) 
Potassium bromide 20 g 
Distilled water 1 l . 
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Add 1 g hydroquinone (quinol) after the other constituents have been 
mixed. 

This bleach must be mixed for at least 6 hours before use in order to 
form a sufficient amount of PBQ. Instead of the PBU-quinol bleach the 
PBU-amidol bleach is worth trying. 

The CW-C2 developer - PBQ bleach combination is an alternative fix
ation-free rehalogenating technique for transmission holograms on Agfa 8E 
materials. When processing for the highest possible signal-lo-noise ratio, a 
pyrogallol developer or the CW-C2 developer must be selected, followed by 
a reversal bleach, e.g., the pyrochrome bleach. This process will, however, 
result in holograms with a lower diffraction efficiency. The application of 
the reversal-bleach process also leads to image distortions, as already de
scribed in Sect. 7.2.2. 

As regards phase holograms on IIford materials, liford's chemistry 
works well and is particularly recommended, since their chemicals come in 
concentrated solutions to which only distilled water is added. In most cases, 
Hotec chemicals produce satisfactory results. However, sometimes, when 
manually processing the material in a tray, one is occasionally faced with 
some fog problems. Therefore, a developer formulated by Phillips [7.16] is 
worth trying. The rapid induction tendency of other holographic developers 
used for processing IIford materials can cause splash marks during the de
velopment which get out of hand in the bleach. It should also be mentioned 
that Phillips [7.l7] has formulated a ferric EDT A bleach particularly in
tended for the IIford green emulsion which is mixed in the following way: 

Ferric sulfate 
Disodium EDT A 
Potassium bromide 
Sodium bisulfate 
Distilled water 

12 g 
12 g 
30 g 
50 g 

1 l . 

Bleaching time should be in excess of 6 minutes without agitation. 
Finally, phase holograms on Kodak materials, such as the Type 120 or 

S0173 emulsions, are best processed with the holographic version of the 
Kodak SD-48 developer followed by the reversal pyrochrome bleach ac
cording to E. Wesly. The GP 431 ferric nitrate bleach is an alternative for 
fixed phase holograms. As regards display holography, it seems that Kodak 
materials are mainly used for the recording of Benton transmission rainbow 
holograms. Such holograms are best processed by development in D-19, 
fixing and bleaching in bromine/methanol bleach or, if more printout sta
bility is required in a iodine/methanol bleach according to Berkhoul [7.l8]: 

Iodide 5 g 
Methyl alcohol 900 ml 
Distilled water 100 me . 
After bleaching, the material is rinsed in ethyl alcohOl/water (9: 1) for 

2 minutes. 
Kodak gelatin emulsions can withstand the action of direct bleach so

lutions, which is why bromine and iodine methanOl/water bleaches produce 
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satisfactory results, meaning very clean and stable holograms explained by 
Benton [7.19]. The printout stability is of the greatest importance in white
light display transmission holograms, since from an aesthetic point of view 
even a slight darkening of a transmission hologram, which does not really 
affect the efficiency in any serious degree, may be disturbing to the ob
server. 

Summary: Off-axis CW transmission hologram processing. 
(I) The highest possible quality (including image resolution) in an off-axis 
amplitude transmission hologram recorded on a glass substrate, exposed 
with a CW laser is achieved by 
• using a recording material with the highest possible resolving power; 
• presoaking the plate for emulsion stress relief (and removing the 

swelling agent from the I1ford material); 
• creating an amplitude hologram using a high contrast developer (e.g., 

Kodak 0-19 or Adurol developer) with an optical density of O.5ofO.7; 
• desensitizing the emulsion (instead of fixing); 
• carefully washing and slowly air-drying; 
• replaying the hologram with the recording wavelength; or 
• optionally, one may use a liquid gate at the recording andlor the re-

construction. 
(II) The highest possible quality in an off-axis phase transmission holo
gram on a glass substrate exposed with a CW laser is obtained by 
(I) using a recording material with the highest possible resolving power; 
(2) developing in a high contrast developer (e.g., the Adurol developer) to 

obtain an optical density of about 2; 
(3a) bleaching for highest signal-to-noise ratio in a reversal bleach; 
(3b) bleaching for highest diffraction efficiency in a fixation-free process 

using, Fe-EOTA or the PBU-type of bleach; 
(4) carefully washing and slowly air-drying; and 
(5) replaying the hologram with the recording wavelength. 
Phase holograms recorded on Kodak 120-01/S0-173 are developed in 0-
19 and bleached in a direct iodine bleach. 

b) Off-Axis Transmission Holograms Recorded with Pulsed Lasers 

Amplitude holograms recorded on any fast holographic material (Kodak, 
Agfa I OE7 5) are best developed in 0-19 to which 1.5 grams of phenidone 
per liter of 0-19 are added. Instead of 0-19, the Neofin Blue developer 
can be utilized. 

Amplitude holograms recorded on high-resolution materials can be 
developed in SM-6, Neofin Blue, or 0-19 to which 2 grams of phenidone 
per liter are added. Holograms intended for high-resolution imaging should 
not be fixed, but desensitized instead. If high image resolution is of little or 
no importance, the material can be fixed and washed in the usual way. 

Phase holograms recorded on high-resolution materials from Agfa and 
Ilford should be developed in the SM-6 developer, followed by a fixing 
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step and bleaching in a ferric-nitrate bleach (PhiJIips' ferric nitrate I). This 
will yield low-noise, high-quality holograms. By omitting the fixing step 
and using a rehalogenating bleach, higher efficiency can be accomplished, 
but the signal-to-noise ratio often decreases slightly. 

Phase holograms recorded on fast holographic materials (e.g., Agfa 
10E75) are best developed in the pyrogallol developer with phenidone 
(pyro-plus), followed by reversal bleaching (pyrochrome) in order to sup
press scattering noise as much as possible. 

Summary: Off-axis pulsed-transmission hologram processing. 
(I) The highest possible quality (including image resolution) in an all- axis 
amplitude transmission hologram recorded on a glass substrate, exposed 
with a pulsed laser is achieved by 
• using a recording material with the highest possible resolving power; 
• presoaking the plate for emulsion-stress relief (and removing the 

swelling agent from IIford materials); 
• creating an amplitude hologram, using a high-contrast pulse developer 

(e.g., SM-6) giving an optical density of 0.5~0.7; 
• desensitizing the emulsion (instead of fixing); 
• carefully washing and slowly air-drying; 
• replaying the hologram with the recording wavelength; or 
• optionaIIy, one may use a liquid gate at the reconstruction. 
(II) The highest possible quality in an off-axis phase transmission hologram 
on a glass substrate, exposed with a pulsed laser is achieved by 
(1) using a recording material with the highest possible resolving power; 
(2) developing in a fast, high-contrast pulse developer (e.g., SM-6), giving 

an optical density of 2~3; 
(3a) bleaching for the highest signal-to-noise ratio after fixing in a ferric 

nitrate bleach (Phillips' ferric nitrate I), or, without fixing, in a rever
sal bleach (pyrobleach); 

(3b) bleaching for the highest diffraction efficiency in a fixation-free pro
cess, using the Fe-EDTA bleach or the PBU type of bleach; 

(4) carefuIIy washing and slowly air-drying; and 
(5) replaying the hologram at the recording wavelength. 

7.4 In-Situ Processing 

In-situ processing means that the holographic material is processed at the 
exact place in which it was exposed. This is of importance for some real
time holographic interferometry investigations to guarantee that no reposi
tioning error of the plate wiJI be committed. In addition, in-situ processing 
is of interest only in the processing of transmission holograms. This tech
nique was first proposed by Bolstad [7.20]. The plate is held in an overhead 
holder in its exposure-position during the processing. This was performed 
by elevating beakers containing the appropriate solutions around the plate, 
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which made it possible to bring the liquid in contact with the emulsion. 
Casler and Pruett [7.21] soaked an unexposed 649-F plate in a 0-19 devel
oper, after which the plate, still saturated with the developer, was exposed. 
The reconstructed image could be viewed during the exposure which termi
nated when a satisfactory image was produced. The technique was further 
developed by Biedermann and Molin [7.22]. They used a liquid-gate plate 
holder. The holographic plates were exposed while immersed in the devel
oper which was then replaced by a fixing solution for reconstruction and 
evaluation. Their article presents the recipes for a developer and a fixing 
solution with identical refractive indices and indicates ways of controlling 
emulsion swelling and of maintaining the recording conditions at the recon
struction. The following developer and fixing baths intended for the old 
version of Agfa materials are recommended: 
Rapid developer: 

Sodium sulfite (anhydrous) 
Hydroquinone 
Phenidone 
Sodium metaborate 
Sodium hydroxide 
Potassium bromide 
Wetting agent 
Distilled water 
pH ~ 11.5, n = 1.3628 

140 g 
30 g 
0.5 g 

40 g 
IS g 
2.5 g 
1 ml 
1 l. 

Stop bath: 1.5 % acetic acid (glacial) solution. 
Fixing bath: 

Sodium thiosulfate 
Potassium pyrosulfite 
Distilled water 
n = 1.3627 

225 g 
15 g 

1 l . 

Emulsion swelling is adjusted in the fixing solution by keeping the 
correct proportion of potassium pyrosulfite to sodium thiosulfate. Swelling 
increases with pyrosulfite and decreases with the thiosulfate concentrations: 
Procedure: 

1. Fill liquid gate with developer, wait 2.5 minutes. 
2. Expose the plate. 
3. Develop for 1-2 minutes under flow agitation. 
4. Drain developer. 
5. Rinse with stop bath for 15 seconds. 
6. Fill gate with fixing solution. 
7. After 15 seconds, the reference beam can reconstruct the hologram. 

In holographic recording devices such as Holomatic [7.23] and Key-
stone [7.24] the in-situ processing is utilized, nowadays, to reduce the time 
between exposure and reconstruction. To further speed up the process, 
mono bath developers are used. For example, the Eastman Kodak 448 
monobath developer can be employed with the Keystone equipment. (Refer 
to Sec.4.3.4 for more on monobath developers for holography). 
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7.5 Processing of Reflection Holograms 

Reflection holograms intended for white-light or laser-light reconstructions 
are more difficult to process than both the laser-reconstructed transmission 
holograms and the white-light rainbow transmission holograms. The main 
problem connected with the processing of the first named is to obtain a 
high diffraction efficiency combined with a low noise level. This problem 
has already been discussed in Chap.5 at quite some length, which is why in 
this section only some of the more promising processing procedures will be 
taken up. The scientific applications of reflection holograms can be found 
in, for example, HOEs and "piggy back" interferometric hologram investi
gations [7.25,26]. In white-light display holography, three main types of re
flection holograms are produced: 
• Denisyuk reflection holograms, single-beam or with additional object 

lightening. 
• Image-plane reflection holograms transferred from transmission mas

ters. 
• Reflection holograms, contact-copied from reflection masters. 

The most important recent contribution to the field of hologram pro
cessing and, in particular, in the area of reflection-hologram processing was 
made by Phillips [7.27,28] with a three-step processing method. The new 
scheme for the processing of reflection holograms makes it possible to pro
duce holograms on Western materials with a noise level previously obtained 
only on ultra-fine-grained Russian materials. In the three-step method the 
material is exposed to regular light (white or UV) as part of the process. 
This is not an entirely new idea. Many holographers have already noticed 
that the quality of a reflection hologram will improve for a certain period 
of time immediately after bleaching if it is exposed to light. The reason for 
this is that the silver-halide grains will darken slowly due to the photolytic 
printout process taking place. This reduces the scatter in the emulsion and 
improves the signal-to-noise ratio. The diffraction efficiency is slightly af
fected, but the overall increase in the quality of the hologram compensates 
this small reduction in efficiency. Actually, some laboratories expose their 
reflection holograms to regularly strong white light or UV light after the 
processing to obtain a noise reduction. Blyth [7.29] described a method for 
introducing a shrinkage (combined with noise reduction) by exposing the 
hologram to white light after the normal bleaching step, and then redevel
oping and bleaching the plate in a solvent bleach. In this process a devel
oper of regular strength is used and the produced silver is then dissolved in 
the reversal bleach, causing shrinkage. The exposure to white light is care
fully adjusted in such a way that only part of the silver-halide grains are 
dissolved, which will give the desired reduction in emulsion thickness. The 
noise reduction is unavoidably accompanied by a reduction in diffraction 
efficiency in this method. As mentioned in Chap.5, this technique was also 
applied to reduce the printout tendency of transmission holograms, de
scribed by Hilttmann [7.30]. 
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In most holographic processing schemes Phillips' three-step process 
can be utilized. It works both for holograms treated in rehalogenating as 
well as in reversal bleaches. The first two steps consist in developing and 
bleaching the material the usual way. Originally Phillips recommended a 
rehalogenating bleach based on zinc chloride, because the silver chloride 
produced in the process is photolytically very sensitive and is also more 
suitable for colloidal development. In this process, the bleaching is only an 
intermediate step: 

Disodium EDTA 
Ferric sulfate 
Zinc chloride 
Sodium hydrogen sulfate 
Distilled water 

20 g 
20 g 
20 g 
50 g 

I l . 

The new PBU-amidol bleach has also been tested for this process and 
was found to work very well. 

After the development and bleaching the material is carefully washed 
and soaked in distilled water. A very weak colloidal developer (pH-3) 
mixed in the following way is used in the third step: 

Ascorbic acid 109 
Distilled water 1 l . 

The plate is immersed in this developer for 30 s after which a spotlight 
situated above the tray is switched on to illuminate the plate during the 
remaining part of the development. For the processing of a 20 by 25 cm2 

plate, a 50-W halogen spotlight, positioned at about one meter above the 
processing tray is sufficient. The developing time is about 5 minutes. At 
this stage the plate turns into a light, brownish-red color which is created 
by the colloidal silver. After the colloidal development, the plate must be 
washed and dried in the usual way. The hologram will show no printout 
tendency and the emulsion will have received a slight increase in thickness 
at the completion of this step. 

The three-step process works well for all types of phase holograms, 
both transmission and reflection, but it is in the white-light reconstructed 
reflection holograms when a really dramatic difference in their quality can 
be noticed. The process works also equally well for both Agfa and Ilford 
materials. 

7.5.1 Reflection Holograms Recorded with CW Lasers 

a) Red Recordings 

Only the processing of phase holograms will be discussed here, since the 
low efficiency of the reflection-amplitude holograms makes them usually 
of no practical interest. Almost all reflection holograms are recorded on 
high-resolution Agfa or Ilford materials. Kodak has not really any good al
ternative to offer here. There are two distinct ways of processing phase re
flection holograms: 
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(i) The first method is applied when the reconstruction must be done at the 
same wavelength as the recording wavelength. Examples where this applies 
are HOEs and masters for contact copying. In this case the hardening or the 
tanning processing scheme will apply. A cathecol developer followed by a 
rehalogenating bleach of the PBQ type (PBU-quinol) is recommended. 
Cathecol developers CW-Cl or CW-C2 can be used. In Ilford materials 
there is the BIPS factor to be considered, which sometimes means that the 
material must be presoaked in water and dried before exposure. The use of 
the three-step processing technique is not really necessary here if the laser 
reconstructions to be made are in the red part of the spectrum only. 

For Ilford materials Phillips [7.16] suggests the following processing 
scheme for a developer which controls the induction of the Ilford material: 
Solution A 

Pyrogallol 
Potassium bromide 
Distilled water 

10 g 
10 g 

1 l . 
Solution B 

Sodium metaborate 
Sodium carbonate (anhydrous) 
Distilled water 

20 g 
120 g 

1 l. . 

Mix solutions A + B and add 0.3 gil of benzotriazole to the working 
solution. Use at 21° to 23° C. The use of the new bleach bath, the PBU
amidol, is producing very good phase holograms on Ilford materials. 

Saxby [7.31] recommended the following ascorbate-metol developer 
for reflection masters which are later treated in a rehalogenating bleach: 

Ascorbic acid 20 g 
M~~ 5 g 
Potassium bromide 1 +2 g 
Sodium carbonate (anhydrous) 20 g 
Sodium hydroxide 6.5 g 
Distilled water 1 l. 

Development time: 12 minutes at 20° Cor 6 minutes at 30° C. 
(ii) The other way of processing phase-reflection holograms is to bring 
about emulsion shrinkage, by using a reversal bleach. This means that the 
holograms recorded in red will reconstruct in green, yellow or 
orange/yellow, depending on the holographer's taste and the degree of 
shrinkage. In this case the following processing technique is frequently ap
plied: 
• For Agfa 8E75 HD with little shrinkage, a pure pyrogallol developer, 
followed by the pyrochrome bleach, gives good results. 

Saxby [7.31] has formulated a modified pyrogallol-metol developer for 
Agfa materials as a result of recent changes in the Agfa emulsions: 
Solution A 
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Potassium bromide 
Distilled water 

Solution B 
Sodium hydroxide 
Distilled water 

1+2 g 
It. 

6.5 g 
1 t. 

Mix solutions A + B immediately before use, and apply once only. 
Development time: 6 minutes at 20° C or 3 minutes at 30° C. 
• For Agfa 8E75 HD with more shrinkage, the CW-C2 cathecol devel
oper, followed by the pyrochrome bleach gives very good results. 

As regards the Agfa 8E emulsions used for phase holograms with a 
high diffraction efficiency, an alternative processing method results from 
the CW-C2 developer, followed by a rehalogenating bleach (the PBU-type). 
In this case, the material must be pres welled in a TEA solution, where the 
concentration of TEA will determine the color of the finished hologram. 
Phillips' adurol developer can also be applied for reflection holograms, 
which gives results similar to the CW-C2 developer, consisting of 
Solution A 

Catechol 
Ascorbic acid 
Sodium sulfite (anhydrous) 
Urea 
Distilled water 

Solution B 

20 g 
10 g 
10 g 

100 g 
1 t . 

Sodium carbonate (anhydrous) 60 g 
Distilled water 1 t . 

Mix solutions A + B. Developing time: 2 min at 20° C (continuous 
agitation). 

It is sometimes advantageous to apply the divided development tech
nique described in Sect.4.3.2. One possible method is to first soak the mate
rial in solution A of the developer for about one minute and then immerse 
it in the mixed solution (A+B) for the development. A more uniform devel
opment throughout the depth of the emulsion is then obtained. Holodev 602 
is an alternative two-part pyrogallol developer containing sulfite for color 
control and noise suppression. A divided development is, particularly, re
commended when Holodev 602 is used since the duration of time in which 
the plate is soaked in solution A will determine the color to be obtained. 

pyrochrome reversal bleach stock solution: 
Potassium dichromate 4 g 
Sulfuric acid (conc.) 4 mt 
Distilled water 1 l. 
Working solution: Use undiluted, or mix 1 part of the stock solution + 

4 parts of distilled water. Bleaching time: I to 3 minutes. 

Instead of using sulfuric acid the safer sodium hydrogen sulfate (15 g) 
can be considered. Wash the material in distilled water both before and after 
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the bleaching to prevent chlorine (contained in tap water) or any other sub
stance from interacting with the bleach bath, which produces a scum dif
ficult to wash away. With a solvent bleach, it is advisable to bleach the plate 
upside down, i.e., with the emulsion facing the bottom of the tray but with
out the emulsion coming into physical contact with it. 

For people who feel concerned to work with dichromate-based 
bleaches the new PSSB bleach bath (Sect.5.2.3b) is recommended as a sub
stitution for the pyrochrome beach. 

Alternatively, the reversal permanganate bleach KP-4 can be applied 
which gives similar results. 

As an option, clear the material for I minute in 
Sodium sulfite (anhydrous) 50 g 
Sodium hydroxide 1 g 
Distilled water 1 l . 

For IIford Hotec materials, the Ilford chemistry gives good results. 
Here, orange or yellow holograms are obtained. If more shrinkage is re
quired, the Hotec bleach can be replaced by a reversal bleach, such as the 
pyrochrome bleach. An alternative here is the chemistry recommended by 
Phillips [7.17]. The BIPS factor of the Hford materials must not be over
looked as it will make a larger color shift than when the same process is ap
plied to Agfa materials. 

The third colloidal developing step of the three-step processing tech
nique can always be incorporated into any of the above-mentioned process
ing schemes. 

b) Green Recordings 

Almost all reflection holograms are made on high-resolution Agfa or IIford 
materials. The green emulsion from IIford is both more sensitive and less 
scattering than the Agfa 8E56 HD. As regards phase hologram processing 
there is really only one alternative, unless blue reconstructions are of in
terest. Normally, the reconstruction of the hologram should be made at the 
same wavelength as the recording (or even slightly longer, if possible). Ex
amples here are HOEs and masters for contact copying where the hardening 
processing scheme will apply: a hardening developer. followed by a rehalo
genating bleach. (A PBQ bleach, such as the PBU-quinol is the standard 
way to go about here). Cathecol developers CW-Cl or CW-C2 can be used 
- the former has a slightly higher hardening effect on the emulsion. Heaton 
and Solymar [7.32] used CW-CI and PBQ-2 for processing HOEs recorded 
on the 8E56 HD emulsion. High-quality reflection HOEs were obtained 
with this processing method and Agfa materials. The results were in good 
agreement with the theoretical model of HOEs recorded in silver-halide 
emulsions. 

The IIford emulsion is definitely recommended for green and blue re
cordings despite the BIPS factor, which sometimes means that the material 
must be presoaked in water and dried before exposure. After the soaking, 
the sensitivity of the emulsion increases and its stresses are released. The 
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three-step processing treatment can be performed here if very low-noise 
reconstructions are of interest. Isopropyl alcohol treatment, applied after 
processing but before drying, can actually increase the emulsion thickness, 
as shown by Cooke and Ward [7.33]. The material is first soaked in a 50% 
propanol bath for one minute and then in a 100% propanol bath for two 
minutes. This increases the emulsion thickness about 4.3%, which result was 
obtained on the Agfa 8E56 HD emulsion in the CW-C2 - PBQ-2 processing 
regime. 

Summary: CW reflection phase hologram processing. 
The highest possible quality of a phase-reflection hologram recorded on a 
glass substrate and exposed with a CW laser is achieved by 
(l) using a recording material with the highest possible resolving power: a) 

to obtain shrinkage or b) shrinkage-free processing. An option for the 
b-procedure below and the red Agfa recordings: preswell the emulsion 
in TEA solution and dry before exposure in order to obtain a wave
length shift. Ilford materials are already preswelled by 8.8%, 

(2a) developing in a developer with or without sulfite (e.g., CW-C2) giving 
an optical density of about 3, 

(3a) bleaching for the highest signal-to-noise ratio in a reversal bleach, 
(2b) developing in a sulfite-free developer (e.g., CW-C2), giving a density 

of <3, 
(3b) bleaching for the highest diffraction efficiency in a fixation-free pro

cess, using the PBU-type bleach, 
(4) both processes: redeveloping the plate under white light illumination 

(Phillips' third step), and 
(5) carefully washing and slowly air-drying. 

7.5.2 Reflection Holograms Recorded with Pulsed Lasers 

a) Red Recordings 

In general, when using a short exposure time (less than about I ms) for the 
recording of holograms the processing schemes presented in the following 
sections are applicable. When using the red wavelength from a ruby laser 
for recording display holograms (Denisyuk or image-plane holograms) a 
green, yellow or orange/yellow color is often suitable. The following pro
cessing scheme which is a modification of Phillips' three-step process gives 
good results on both Agfa and Ilford materials. Since it demands the use of 
a reversal bleach, the color can be controlled by exposure. Higher exposure 
results in more shrinkage and a larger color shift in the final hologram. 
Note that when using Ilford materials the BIPS factor will cause a larger 
color shift, compared to Agfa materials exposed to the same prebleached 
density. 

If the preswelling technique (using, e.g., TEA) for color control is ap
plied, or if a minimal color shift is desired when using the ruby laser, then 
the processing scheme for the green pulsed laser can be followed: 
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Give the hologram an exposure of about 50 /JJ/cm2 or more, depend
ing on the desired color shift. 
(i) Develop in SM-6 at 22+22° C for 2 minutes 

Ascorbic acid 18 g 
Phenidone 6 g 
Sodium hydroxide 12 g 
Sodium phosphate dibasic 28.4 g 
Distilled water 1 l. 

(ii) Bleach in pyrochrome bleach 
Potassium dichromate 4 g 
Sulfuric acid (cone.) 4 ml 
Distilled water 1 l. 

(iii) Develop in a colloidal developer under the illumination from a white 
halogen light. 

Ascorbic acid 
Distilled water 

Develop 5 min or more. 

10 g 
1 l. 

The light should be switched on 30 s after the plate was placed in the 
developer. 

b) Green Recordings 

The following processing scheme is formulated for holograms recorded with 
short green pulses. Give the hologram an exposure of about 50 /JJ/cm2: 

• Develop in SM-6 at 22+22° C for 2 minutes 
• Bleach in PBU -amidol bleach 
• Develop in a colloidal developer (Phillips' third step) under illumina

tion from white halogen light (5 minutes). 
The light should be switched on 30 s after the plate has been put in the 

developer. 

Summary: Pulsed reflection-phase hologram processing. 

The highest possible quality of a phase-reflection hologram recorded on a 
glass substrate and exposed with a pulsed laser is achieved by 
(1) using a recording material with the highest possible resolving power: a) 

to obtain shrinkage or b) shrinkage-free processing. An option for the 
b procedure below and the red Agfa recordings: preswell the emulsion 
in TEA solution and dry before exposure in order to obtain a wave
length shift. Ilford materials are already preswelled by 8.8%, 

(2) developing in a nontanning pulse developer (e.g., the SM-6 developer), 
giving an optical density of about 3.; 4, 

(3a) bleaching for the highest signal-to-noise ratio in a reversal bleach 
(pyrochrome bleach), 

(3b) bleaching for the highest diffraction efficiency without emulsion 
shrinkage in a fixation-free process, using PBU-amidol bleach, 

(4) both processes: redeveloping the plate under white light illumination 
(Phillips' third step), and 

(5) carefully washing and slowly air-drying. 
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For more detailed information on the developers and the bleach baths 
mentioned in this chapter, the reader is referred to the previous chapters. 

7.6 Processing of Holograms Produced by Scanning 

The scanning technique has become popular in hologram copying. The 
scanning method is described in Chap.S. As regards the processing of such 
holograms the best results have been obtained on I1ford red materials, pro
cessed with the help of the new chemistry from I1ford. Holograms copied 
with an HeNe (or krypton) laser beam will reconstruct as bright orange im
ages, pleasant to the eye thanks to the BIPS factor, provided the fixation
free rehalogenating bleaching technique is applied. The Phillips' third step 
will increase the image quality of such copies but it also means an ad
ditional bath. The whole procedure will thus become more complicated and 
the scanned copied holograms more expensive in this otherwise inexpensive 
mass-production method. An alternative to the I1ford bleach is the PBU
ami dol rehalogenating bleach which gives very low scattering without the 
necessity of using the third step. I1ford chemicals in a tray can occasionally 
cause problems due to the short incubation time. Therefore, sometimes, 
different processing chemistry may be required according to Phillips [7.17]. 

7.7 Secondary Effects in Hologram Processing 

The final quality of a silver-halide hologram is a result of a great number 
of factors interrelated. Therefore, using identical recording materials and 
processing schemes on two different occasions is no guarantee of identical 
results. The following will contribute to the final quality of the product: 

• Quality variations of the recording material from batch to batch. 
• Variations in temperature, humidity and safe light in the laboratory. 
• Processing variations, such as temperature and freshness of the solutions, 
pH, water quality used for the mixing solutions, processing time, agitation, 
washing in-between active solutions, final wash, type and amount of the 
wetting agent used, drying procedure, etc. 

It is obvious that it is rather difficult to always maintain perfect con
trol of all these factors. Boone [7.34,35] has investigated the influence on 
the reflection hologram quality caused by some of these factors. Th~ results 
are briefly summarized in Table 7.1. 

In addition to the results presented in the table, Boone has also investi
gated the influence of the following sources: emulsion batches, safelight 
illumination, prebleach rinse water quality, and machine processing. 
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Table 7.1. Processing factors affecting the hologram quality. (D: density, A: 
wavelength, AA: bandwidth, 17: diffraction eficiency) 

Solution 

Developer 
(MA type) 

Bleach 
(R-9 type) 

Quantity 

Sma/l
lower D 

Large -
higher D 

7.8 Final Remarks 

Temperature 

Low (200 C) -
narrow A), 
high '7 
High (300 C) -
narrow A>' 
higher '7 
Very high -
broad A>' 
low '7 

Freshness 

New - shorter 
replay>. 
higher '7 
(const. D -+ time = t) 

Old - longer 
replay>. 
lower '7 
(const. D -+ time> t) 

New - shorter 
replay>. 
narrow A), 

Old - longer 
replay). 
large A), 

Using the processing schemes described in this chapter, holograms of good 
quality can be obtained on a regular basis. In general, it often takes some 
practice to achieve these results even if one strictly follows the instructions 
and recipes. However, if the hologram quality is not satisfactory for a par
ticular application when using any of the processes described here, some 
modifications may be necessary. Information provided in previous chapters 
may assist the reader in what directions to go in order to achieve the de
sired improvements. 
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8. After-Treatment 

In this chapter some of the processing steps that are usually applied after 
the material has been fixed or bleached will be discussed. These steps are 
often important if the best possible quality of the final hologram is to be 
achieved. In addition, some other items concerning holography will be dis
cussed here, e.g., hologram copying and archival properties of holograms. 

8.1 Additonal Treatment After the Main Processing 

8.1.1 Washing and Drying Holograms 

As regards the final wash of the processed holograms the following consid
erations should be taken into account. It is necessary to remove the chemi
cals introduced during the previous processing steps from the emulsion if a 
long-term stability of the hologram is desired. Residual chemicals in the 
layer can also cause additional scattering and should, for that reason, be re
moved as well. A rinse in filtered tapwater is normally sufficient, provided 
that the material is soaked in distilled water before drying. For a bleached 
hologram an addition of a small quantity of acetic acid to the bath can re
duce the printout effect, as recommended by Phillips [8.l}. If the emulsion 
contains residual, sensitizing dyes which are difficult to remove in water, 
Coblitz and Carney [8.2] recommend soaking the hologram in a 75% ethyl 
alcohol - 25% water solution as part of the final washing procedure. 

A water rinse should last for at least 10 minutes, and for more impor
tant holograms even longer, with a guaranteed water flow across the emul
sion. The temperature should be kept constant on the same level as the one 
used during the whole process in previous baths. A temperature of 20° C is 
often recommended. Cold water taken directly from the tap in the labora
tory is not recommended, as it prolongs the rinsing time and can affect the 
gelatin, in particular if the material is suddenly introduced into a cold-wash 
solution. 

When introduced into water and processing solutions, gelatin has a ten
dency to swell. This presents a problem in holography since for many holo
graphic applications it is important that the emulsion thickness remains 
constant at both recording and reconstruction. In Chap.2 some of these 
problems were discussed. In Sect.8.1.2 ways to compensate for emulsion 
shrinkage due to processing will be treated. Green and Levenson [8.3,4] in
vestigated the swelling of thin layers of gelatin in water. They found that 
the swelling is largest in the beginning and decreases as the equilibrium 
level is approached. They also formulated a mathematical expression to de
scribe gelatin swelling, namely 
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s --= ktn Z-s ' (8.1) 

where S is the swell at times t, Z is the equilibrium swell at saturation, and 
k and n are constants. For various gelatin layers n may range from 0.5 to 
2.5 and n, if greater than unity, implies the initial phase of acceleration in 
the rate of swelling. BiedermGJIn and Molin [8.5] studied emulsion thickness 
variation for a holographic silver-halide material throughout the complete 
processing sequence. 

After a thorough wash, the holographic material is soaked in a tray 
with distilled water to which a wetting agent is added. Normally, this lasts 
for one to two minutes, after which the material is quickly taken out of the 
bath so that no dust particles get stuck to the emulsion surface. This final 
washing solution should be frequently changed to avoid accumulation of 
dust particles in it. Particles remaining on the surface of the emulsion will 
attract water and will dry later than the area around, which can cause 
drying marks, particularly disturbing in reflection holograms. These small 
spots are slightly thicker than the surrounding areas and will therefore re
construct images in different colors. A good method of reducing the possi
bility of such marks is to shower the emulsion with clean distilled water 
(with a wetting agent added to it) from a bottle, holding the hologram in an 
almost vertical position above the tray. After that the holographic material 
can be hung to slowly dry in a dust-free drying cabinet. For this purpose, 
warm air as well as blowing air can be used, provided the air stream con
tains no dust particles that might get stuck to the emulsion. Some hologra
phers prefer to squeegee the holographic plate or film before drying. The 
advantage of such a procedure is that the plate will dry faster and that any 
dust particles that might be there will be removed from the emulsion sur
face. However, some practice is needed here since it is easy to leave streaks 
or even to damage the emulsion. Straight, high-quality car windshield wiper 
blades mounted onto some rigid holder are suitable for this purpose. These 
blades are made of rubber or polyurethane and can be used one at a time 
or, for optimum efficiency, in pairs. The application of squeegees in pro
cessing machines was described by Perkins [8.6] and in another publication, 
Edgcomb and ZGJlkowski [8.7] discuss squeegee blades, too. 

A more sophisticated procedure is letting the hologram move past an 
air knife which will squeegee the photographic material without touching 
the emulsion. Air knifes are slotted tubes that direct a stream of oil- and 
dust-free air against one or both sides of the material to strip the water and 
surface particles from it. 

The use of special photographic dryers can be advantageous for a ho
lographic film. Such dryers must be carefully tested before actually using 
them for holograms since the holographic emulsion is much more sensitive 
to, e.g., roller marks, than the conventional photographic film is. Reflection 
holograms are particularly difficult to dry without any marks. Holograms 
processed in a machine normally pass through a drying section as the final 
step. 
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If a hologram has a drying mark, it can be rewashed and sometimes 
the mark will disappear after being dried the second time. However, some
times the gelatin is affected, e.g., by local hardening around the mark or 
else the particle could have damaged the gelatin layer, in such a way that 
the mark cannot be removed by rewashing even though the dust particle 
causing the mark in the first place has been removed. Normally, the sooner 
the hologram is rewashed the more likely it is that it will be recovered. 
Therefore, one should carefully inspect the wet emulsion layer and, if some 
dust particles are visible, rewash it immediately before it dries. Occasionally 
one may encounter dust particles which got embedded in the gelatin during 
manufacturing. Such particles (if they are small) eo not usually cause any 
problems since they were already in the emulsion during the recording of 
the hologram. Only particles added after the exposure (during processing) 
can cause problems. 

Drying a hologram constitutes a critical moment in hologram after
treatment. In many cases the emulsion is supposed to return to its original 
thickness (thickness during the exposure) when the hologram is dry. Emul
sion stress relief by, e.g., presoaking the unexposed material in water can 
help in this respect, as described in more detail in Chap.2. The final rinse 
procedure can also be helpful, as explained by Hariharan [8.8]. He studied 
the way in which an alcohol bath may influence a hologram's diffraction 
efficiency if applied before drying and found that bleached phase holo
grams processed with the tanning rehalogenaling technique showed an im
proved efficiency after such treatment (one ethyl alcohol bath and two 
isopropyl alcohol baths) prior to drying. As regards bleached phase holo
grams processed with the tanning reversal technique, a dramatic drop in ef
ficiency was observed if an alcohol bath was used. In Hariharan's opinion 
the hardening effect of gelatin is the contributing factor here. Alcohol 
treatment will create a second volume phase grating in the emulsion which 
works either in phase or out of phase with the ordinary phase grating. The 
second phase grating is similar to the SHG technique described in Chap.6. 
In the first case, maximum hardening occurs at the same sites at which sil
ver bromide has been deposited by the bleach and the resultant refractive
index modulation is at its maximum. In the second case, using the reversal 
bleach, the silver-halide content of the emulsion layer after processing is at 
its minimum at the points at which maximum hardening occurs, which 
means that the net refractive-index modulation will be at its minimum. 

8.1.2 Correction of Emulsion Thickness 

The TriEthanolAmine (TEA) shrinkage-compensation method presented by 
Denisyuk and Prolas [8.9] has been recommended by Lin and LoBianco 
[8.10] for color holography for the purpose of compensating for the shrink
age introduced by fixing a holographic emulsion. Fixing causes 15% to 20% 
of the emulsion shrinkage. The exact amount depends on the optical density 
of the developed hologram. Lin and LoBianco claimed that for a density of 
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2, a 6% TEA-solution treatment will compensate for the shrinkage in a 
fixed Kodak 649-F emulsion. This method works well when applied to 
amplitude holograms, but is not recommended for bleached holograms due 
to the fact that TEA sensitizes the silver-halide grains and increases the 
printout tendency. Nishida [S.1I] studied the long-term effect (over 100 
days) of TEA-treated amplitude holograms. He found that the diffraction 
efficiency remains unchanged provided that the humidity is kept constant. 
Hariharan [S.12] recommended sorbitol as an alternative to TEA for 
bleached holograms. A method of permanently controlling the thickness of 
a processed emulsion was presented by Young [8.13]. By imbibing aqueous 
solutions of N-Vinyl-2-Pyrrolidone (N.V.P.) into the emulsion layer, which 
is polymerized in situ by ultraviolet light, the emulsion thickness can be ac
curately and permanently adjusted. The material is soaked in the N.V.P. 
solution of a certain concentration for 30 minutes. The plate is then re
moved from the bath and the excess solution is swashed from the surface 
with acetone. A 125-W mercury lamp is used for the polymerization and 
drying of the emulsion. At a distance of IO cm between the lamp and the 
material this process takes one hour. It was found that a N.V.P. concentra
tion of 15% restored the original thickness of a fixed Kodak 694-F emul
sion. 

If the shrinkage is not compensated for, the diffraction efficiency of 
the hologram can decrease, which has been pointed out in many publica
tions, for example, by Dzyubenko et al. [8.14,15]. However, as shown by 
Kusakabe et al. [8.16] it is also possible to increase the diffraction efficiency 
of finished reflection holograms by baking them. The material is repeatedly 
baked (in air) at a temperature of 1300 C for periods of 10 minutes each 
time. According to Kusakabe et al. the increased diffraction efficiency is 
caused by an actual increase of the refractive index modulation in the 
emulsion after the baking process and is not caused by emulsion shrinkage. 
The effect was demonstrated with the Agfa 8E75 HD material developed in 
D-19 and bleached in a PBQ bleach (Agfa GP 432). Increased diffraction 
efficiency was also obtained by Guo and Cai [S.17] via a post-processing 
heat treatment of amplitude holograms which had been developed and 
fixed. A Chinese holographic silver-halide material (TJ -1) was baked at a 
temperature of 4000 C until the gray or black color in the hologram be
comes orange-yellow and more transparent. The increased diffraction effi
ciency is due to the splitting of silver particles in the emulsion during the 
heat treatment which transforms the amplitude hologram into a refractive
index-modulated phase hologram according to Guo and Cai. 

Recently, Wuest and Lakes [S.lS] utilized humidity to control the 
emulsion thickness. Even when using "nonshrinkage" processing a small 
emulsion-thickness change may take place after processing. By controlling 
the ambient humidity, both at the recording and the reconstruction of the 
hologram, it is possible to compensate for the small shrinkage of the emul
sion due to the processing. The effect, which, of course, depends on the 
material, the developer, and bleach used, is in the order of I-nm wave
length shift per one percent of humidity variation. 
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Serov et al. [S.19] described a technique allowing for drastic changes of 
the emulsion thickness between recording and reconstruction. With this 
technique, it is possible to change a reflection hologram to a transmission 
hologram, and vice versa. To convert a reflection hologram to a transmis
sion type, glycerin swelling is applied. To perform the opposite transition, 
the hologram is exposed in a swollen condition (using distilled water). After 
processing and drying, the hologram behaves like a reflection hologram. As 
regards possible applications of this technique, the UV or IR reconstruction 
of holograms recorded in visible light was mentioned. 

8.1.3 Protection of Transmission Holograms 

When a transmission hologram has been dried, it can be reconstructed 
directly without the necessity of any further treatment. However, to reduce 
noise caused by bleaching-induced emulsion reticulation, reconstruction in 
a liquid gate containing an index-matching liquid may be considered. To 
avoid the liquid gate, Buschmann [S.20] recommended to coat the emulsion 
using a plastic spray (Kontakt Chemie 70) as the first step and then ap
plying a light protecting lacquer from Agfa (Agfacolor Lichtschutzlack). 
After that the emulsion is treated in an IS.S% solution of cyclo-caoutchove 
in xylol and, finally, in a solution of 5% gelatin and 0.3% Formalin (30%). 

Many of the bleaching processes will produce low-noise holograms for 
which no index matching would be necessary. However, to protect the 
emulsion it can be advisable to laminate a film hologram with a transparent, 
protective plastic layer, e.g. MACtac PB2113 [S.21]. A glass hologram can 
be protected by a clean glass plate cemented to the emulsion of the holo
gram, using optical cement or epoxy. Berkhout [S.22] who has a long experi
ence in sealing rainbow transmission holograms recommended the following 
technique for this purpose: When the plate is still wet, 5 to 6 mm of the 
emulsion is completely scraped off around the edges. This can be done in 
the wash between development and bleaching. The purpose here is to pre
vent moisture from penetrating through the thin gelatin layer around the 
edges when it is sealed to a cover glass. The dry hologram is then laminated 
to a clean glass cover with a two-component epoxy, Epo-Tek 310 from 
Epoxy Technology, Inc. [S.23]. Epoxy takes 36 hours to set. It is important 
when coating the emulsion that the glue contains no air bubbles. Bubbles 
appearing from mixing the two components of the epoxy, can be removed 
before coating the hologram by using a vacuum or a centrifuge. Berkhout 
mentioned that using another product for sealing holograms, such as Nor
land UV cured optical adhesive, for example, causes considerable printout 
problems over time. 

Phillips and Porter [S.24] presented a rather interesting way of protect
ing transmission holograms. A holographic plate of the same size as the hol
ogram to be protected was fixed and used as a cover. This was done by at
taching the still wet hologram to the wet gelatin emulsion of the protecting 
plate. These were allowed to dry together (at 400 C) which meant that they 
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became sealed. The sealing was enhanced by applying cyanoacrylate around 
the edges of the plates. In addition to protecting the emulsion, this proce
dure also serves as an index-matching technique which eliminates any 
emulsion surface reticulation that could otherwise cause scattering noise in 
the hologram. A similar technique for reflection holograms was published 
by Janowska and Szydlowska [8.25]. Their method provides also a tech
nique for emulsion shrinkage control. The emulsion is soaked in a solution 
of Canada balsam and ethyl alcohol in volume ratio I: I. After that the 
emulsion is covered with a glass plate. The layer of Canada balsam fills the 
irregularities of the surface and thereby reduces the noise caused by emul
sion surface irregularities. 

8.1.4 Blackening of Reflection Holograms 

Often it is desirable to blacken the backside of the ready-made phase re
flection hologram. It is usually the emulsion side of the hologram. The most 
common way of doing this is to cover it with black paint. There are various 
spray paints that can be used for this purpose, but caution must be exer
cised when choosing a particular paint for a given material as some paints 
will react with the emulsion. And thus, a paint that will work with, for ex
ample, Agfa materials will not necessarily work with other materials. A flat 
black spray paint from Krylon, produced in the USA, works very well with 
Agfa emulsions. Hariharan [8.26] recommended a black PVC protective 
coating paint with a nearly emulsion-matching refractive index manufac
tured in England by DCMC Industrial Aerosols Ltd. The long-term effect 
of using paint on holographic emulsions is not completely clear. The safest 
to use are lacquers which contain chemical components that cannot pene
trate the gelatin or produce peroxides. Suitable solvents here are hydrocar
bons and halogenated hydrocarbons. Peroxides can be formed from oil
based paints, which is why such lacquers should not be used for emulsion 
protection. Instead of using spray paint, one can employ the silk screen 
coating technique (acrylic screen printing ink AMP-7l0 [8.27]) which gives 
a very uniform and thick protective layer. 

Yet another way of coating the emulsion has been suggested by Blyth 
[8.28]. It is a chemical technique used for blackening of the back of the 
emulsion by immersing the dry plate, after normal processing in a bath of 
0.5 gil sodium borohydride (NaBH4 ), in a mixture of water and methanol. 
The bath acts as a reducing agent on both the exposed and the unexposed 
silver-halide crystals, creating a colloidal silver layer in the upper part of 
the emulsion mainly. The plate becomes reddish after the treatment and the 
ratio of signal-to-noise level is superior to that of any spray paint, accord
ing to Blyth. The following recipe is used for preparing this bath: 

Sodium borohydride 0.5 g 
Methanol 650 ml 
Distilled water 350 ml . 
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Lamination of a clear reflection hologram in order to support the film 
material by, e.g., black plexiglass with a clear adhesive, such as MACtac 
PB2l13, has been recommended by Ilford. This is a convenient way of 
combining blackening and mounting of film holograms. For the production 
of large quantities of film holograms, soft lamination with, e.g. MACtac 
MACal 9S00 series or B297S, is often a convenient way of blackening the 
flexible substrate. An alterative laminating material is the Holopaque film 
from Imagys International, Ltd. [S.29]. The company has also a new, clear, 
non-birefringent material, Holoclear, which can be used to laminate film to 
glass plates even before the recording takes place. 

8.l.5 Noise Suppression 

Noise suppression refers to the ways of reducing the noise level in a pro
cessed hologram (transmission or reflection) by using dye staining tech
niques. One method by Cantos [S.30] is to use a 0.1 % (I gram per liter) ni
grosin solution in which the hologram can be treated for two minutes. Ni
grosin is a biplogical dye which stains some of the organic materials black. 
Here, nigrosin molecules get attached to the gelatin, absorbing the light 
scattered by the silver-halide crystals and thereby reducing the noise level. 

Another dye for microscopy and optical filters that can be used for 
noise suppression in reflection holograms, is Orange II from Merck. This 
dye is suitable for holographic images in the yellow or the orange-red parts 
of the spectrum. The dye can be added to the final wash-bath of distilled 
water-wetting agent. When a hologram treated in this way is illuminated 
with white light, the blue scattered part of the spectrum is reduced, which 
ensures better contrast. Red or green dyes can be used in a similar way if 
the reconstructed hologram is to reproduce the image in the red or the 
green color. However, the three-step processing technique presented in 
Chap.7 makes the noise suppression methods mentioned here less important. 

8.1.6 Protection of Reflection Holograms 

Reflection holograms on glass can be protected in the same way as 
transmission holograms, which was discussed in Sect.S.I.3. In addition, 
some other methods can also be used. Black backing can be combined with 
laminating a black-painted glass plate onto the emulsion side of the holo
gram. The index-matching laminating adhesive makes it possible to avoid 
contact between the emulsion and the lacquer, since the other side of the 
emulsion of the protecting glass can carry the black paint. Using optical 
epoxy eliminates color changes caused by humidity variations and is recom
mended for holograms exhibited in hot and high-humidity environment. 
Another method, not as efficient as the previous one, is to seal the black 
coated hologram with a glass plate that is slightly larger than the hologram 
(extending about 4 to 5mm around the edges of the hologram). A string of 
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Hologram Silicone seal 
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Protecting glass plate Emulsion 

Fig.S.1. Sealing a hologram using a silicone sealant. The black-coated emulsion of the 
hologram is sealed with a glass plate that is slightly larger than the holographic plate 
(extending about 4 to 5mm around the edges of the hologram). A string of silicone 
sealant is applied on the extending parts of the protecting glass plate as well as on the 
glass sides of the hologram 

silicone sealant is applied on the extending parts of the protecting glass 
plate extending beyond the holographic plate as well as on the glass sides of 
the hologram (Fig.S.l). Silicone will not give a one hundred percent protec
tion to the emulsion against humidity variations, but it will considerably 
delay emulsion changes. The advantage here is that this seal is not perman
ent and the protecting plate can be removed if necessary. 

Reflection holograms on film cannot be protected against humidity 
variations since the substrate itself is hygroscopic. The only way to provide 
protection would be to put the film between two pieces of glass and seal 
them together. However, it is often sufficient to laminate the hologram onto 
a piece of black plexiglass, using a transparent index-matching adhesive. To 
protect the substrate surface of the hologram a transparent protective lami
nating film can be attached to it as it is more scratch resistant than the 
holographic film material itself. However, lamination is not recommended 
for reflection holograms which are supposed to last very long. It has hap
pened that laminated film copies illuminated for extended periods of time 
have developed colored crack patterns over the entire surface (Fig.S.4c). 
This has occured with Ilford film laminated to black plexiglass. If, instead, 
the film was laminated to black lexan, these problems have not been ob
served, according to L. Lieberman. 

The Kiraly method [8.31] of embedding Ilford Cibachrome photo
graphic prints for archival protection could also be an alternative for film 
hologram protection. In this method, the photographic emulsion is sur
rounded by an acrylic microcrystal molecular layer. A partly polymerized 
acrylic resin is used by adding a catalyst of applying UV light to activate 
the polymerization. This forms a colorless, nearly perfect gas barrier which 
is impermeable by water and also acts as a filter for UV radiation. Actual 
tests of photographs embedded in this manner show no visible deterioration 
after being exposed to harsh weather conditions for over three years. 
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8.2 Preparation of Processing Solutions 

The processing of holographic materials must be carefuUy controUed if the 
desired results are to be obtained. The foUowing section provides the reader 
with some general rules and various practical hints that may help the reader 
to avoid some of the mistakes and common pitfaUs awaiting an unexperi
enced person when working with the preparation of processing solutions for 
holography. 

For mixing processing baths distiUed or deionized water should be 
used. Recipes for baths are usuaUy published with the chemicals listed in 
the order in which they are to be dissolved. In this book the recipes are 
listed with their chemical constituents in groups to which they belong, so 
that, for example, recipes for developers start with aU the developing agents 
grouped together. 

As regards the dissolution of chemicals, it is advisable to start dissolv
ing sodium sulfite before developing agents are dissolved. There is one ex
ception to this rule and that concerns metol which must be dissolved before 
sulfite is added. Phenidone is best dissolved after the alkali compound has 
been added. 

The general rule for mixing solutions is that each chemical should be 
dissolved completely before the next one is added to the solution. Most pro
cessing baths can be mixed at a temperature of about 500 C. One starts with 
a volume of water which is equal to three-quarters of the final volume. 
When aU constituents have been mixed weU, cold water is added to make 
the required volume (often 1 liter). It is recommended to take advantage of 
a stirring apparatus for the mixing of solutions. A magnetic stirring bar is 
put at the bottom of the beaker which is then filled with water. Since the 
top of the stirring apparatus can be heated, it is easy to perform mixing, 
using this type of equipment. 

When weighing chemicals, scales or balances adapted to the quantities 
required should be used. A new, clean sheet of paper should be placed on 
the scale pan for each chemical and the paper discarded after the chemical 
is weighed. With the exception of very unstable solutions, it is a good prac
tice to mix a processing bath the day before it is to be used so that it 
achieves a uniform constituency. Sometimes a solution has to be filtered 
before it can be used. The necessity of labeUing the containers with chemi
cal solutions very clearly and immediately after they are bottled, cannot be 
stated too emphaticaUy. 

In this book the metric system is utilized for indicating weights and 
volumes. Temperatures are given in the Celsius grade system only. Chapter 
10 provides tables and formulas for converting metric and Celsius units to 
corresponding avoirdupois, U.S. liquid, and Fahrenheit. 

In addition to scales, measuring graduates, and a stirring table, it is also 
necessary to have access to a very accurate thermometer and a pH-meter. 
Conventional dark-room equipment, such as sinks with filtered tap water, 
trays, safelights, etc. are not treated in this monograph. The reader is ref
erred to books on photography describing darkroom equipment. 
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8.3 Safety Aspects of Hologram Production 

The hazards of working in a holographic laboratory can hardly be exagger
ated and must be kept in mind at all times. The use of powerful lasers is 
one potential area of danger: another one results from the chemicals used 
for the processing of holograms. Some of them are highly toxic, e.g., 
para-benzoquinone, bromine vapor, ammonium dichromate, and mercuric 
chloride. If a person is regularly exposed to these products over extended 
periods of time, he/she must take certain precautions to eliminate the risks 
involved with their handling. And thus a holographic laboratory must com
ply with the standard conditions required for a normal chemical laboratory, 
which means that the processing facility should be equipped with sufficient 
ventilation and, in addition, a fume hood for handling the more toxic 
chemicals. A safety shower, an eye-wash bottle, a fire extinguisher, per
sonal protecting devices, such as safety goggles, rubber gloves, respirators, 
etc., belong to the standard equipment that must be provided. In addition, 
large-scale holographic production must also conform with the waste regu
lations concerning disposal of used processing solutions. 

Holographic film and plates should be fastened in special holders so 
that the operator does not have to put his hands into the processing solu
tions. If that is not possible, he must wear protective gloves. Figure 8.2 
shows a holder and a developing tank for four 30x40 cm2 plates. The tank 
contains about 12 liters of a processing solution. 

More information on the safety hazards connected with various chemi
cals can be found in reference books, such as The Hazardous Chemicals 

Fig.8.2. Developing system for 30x40 cm2 plates. Plate holder and a developing tank 
for four glass plates. The tank contains about 12 liters of a processing solution. 
(Holovision AB, Stockholm, Sweden) 
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Data Book [8.32]. One can also approach the companies from which the 
chemicals are obtained for safety data sheets for their products. In addition, 
the reader may want to refer to Cheung [8.33] and Crenshaw [8.34], for in
formation on the general safety aspects of holographic processing as well as 
a more comprehensive description of health hazards connected with the use 
of common chemicals in a holographic laboratory. 

8.4 Hologram Copying 

There are many reasons why hologram copies may be necessary to obtain 
and therefore various copying methods have been developed over the years 
[8.35-73]. Applications where hologram copies are of special interest in
clude, e.g. copying to produce display holograms and holographic optical 
elements. In holography, the term copying refers to both the recording of a 
replica hologram as well as to the process of transferring one holographic 
recording to another type of hologram, e.g. generating an image-plane re
flection copy from an off -axis transmission master hologram. In general, 
copying methods can be divided into mechanical and optical. Mechanical 
methods are used for copying relief structures into plastic materials. In ho
lography this method is used for mass production of holograms using 
embossing techniques. The embossing technique is not treated in this book. 
Chapter 6 discusses, however, surface-relief holograms on silver-halide 
emulsions and gives a few details as regards copying such holograms. Opti
cal methods can be divided into two fundamental types: direct cOlltact
printing methods and holographic interferometric copying methods, de
scribed in the following section. Copying can take place in either the Fres
nel-diffraction zone of the original hologram or in the Fraunhofer-diffrac
tion zone, depending on the distance between the emulsions. 

Normally, the master hologram (the original hologram to be copied) is 
called HI and the hologram copy obtained from HI is called H2. Three dif
ferent copying schemes have been proposed for optical hologram copying: 

(I) Direct contact printing of the interference pattern in the emulsion 
(HI-emulsion is in very close contact with the H2 emulsion). This method 
is identical with contact printing of photographic negatives. It can only be 
used for copying thin transmission holograms. Lasers, filtered narrow-band 
lamps or even broad-band light sources can be used. 

(II) Contact copying of the reconstructed wavefront from HI. The HI 
emulsion does not have to be in close contact with the emulsion of H2, but 
often enough they are placed rather close together. The same reference 
beam is used for both the reconstruction of HI and as a reference beam for 
H2. In contact copying the use of lasers prevails. Contact copying can be 
used for copying both transmission and reflection holograms. This copying 
technique is also used for scanning (line scanning) with a laser beam. 
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Copying method 1 

ReI.r.nce direction 
reconstructing H:! 
(lransmls""n copy)-.. 

Copying method 3 

Copying method 2 
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Fig.S.3. Hologram copying methods. HI is the master hologram to be copied. H2 is 
the copy being recorded in the setup. Method J. Direct contact printing of the in
terference pattern in the emulsion (HI -emulsion is in very close contact with 
Hz-emulsion). Method 2. Contact copying of the reconstructed wavefront from HI' 
(HI-emulsion does not have to be in close contact with the emulsion of H2 ). Method 3. 
Copying of the image wavefront reconstructed from HI' recorded at a certain distance 
from HI' The reference beam for H2 is normally added as a separate beam to produce 
either reflection or transmission image-plane holograms 

(III) Copying of the image wavefront reconstructed from HI, recorded at a 
certain distance from HI. The reference beam for H2 is normally added as 
a separate beam generated from the laser in the setup. Depending on 
whether the beam is introduced from the same side as the image wavefront 
or from the opposite side a transmission copy or a reflection copy is ob
tained. Most often than not the HI is a transmission hologram. In this kind 
of copying lasers are used exclusively. This setup is frequently used for the 
generation of image-plane holograms and rainbow holograms. These three 
methods are illustrated in Fig.8.3. 
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8.4.1 Optical Copying of Holograms 

The first publication on hologram copying appeared actually before laser
recorded holograms were made by E. Leith and J. Upatnieks. Rogers [8.35] 
produced a copy of an in-line hologram where the separation between the 
plates was 45 cm (Method II above). The hologram to be copied recon
structed both the virtual and the real image. The hologram copy was ex
posed to the two image wavefronts generated from the master hologram, as 
well as to the reconstructing reference beam which acted as a reference 
beam for the copy plate. Using a thin recording material, four images were 
obtained in the copy (H2). Later, Horman [8.36] described a similar tech
nique but this time the first-order diffraction image was separated from the 
zero-order reference beam for the master (HI) hologram. The plate for the 
copy hologram (H2) was located at a large distance from the original holo
gram and had an in-line reference beam superimposed on the first-diffrac
tion-order image wavefront created from the master. 

Rotz and Friesem [8.37] were the first to introduce the type (III) of our 
discussed copying methods, showing the possibility to obtain a real, non
pseudoscopic image from the H2 hologram. 

The first type of the copying techniques was actually the last one to 
appear on paper. Harris et al. [8.38] revealed that they had copied transmis
sion holograms using three different lamps: a tungsten lamp, a high-pres
sure mercury lamp, and a zirconium concentrated-arc lamp positioned at 
one meter's distance from the hologram. The exposure times were typically 
5 to 10 minutes, using Kodak 649-GH film developed in Kodak D-19 or 
D-8. The distance between the emulsions was 30 JLm and the master holo
gram as well as the film copy were mounted in a vacuum printing frame. 
Landry [8.39] investigated the use of (HeNe) laser for this type of copying 
technique. He found that the highest quality copies could be obtained using 
laser light as compared to either filtered white light (0.3nm-wide filter cen
tered at 694.3nm) or unfiltered white light. The 649-F plate and a vacuum
contact printer were used for copying. Rose [8.40] claimed that a copy gen
erated in this way will always be noisier than the master even if the copy 
and master were in perfect contact. 

Brumm [8.41] returned to method (II), pointing out the advantage of 
not having to preserve close contact between the copy and the HI holo
gram; also the fact that a vacuum contact printing apparatus was not neces
sary here. An HeNe laser and 649-F plates were used. Belvaux [8.42] menti
oned that this technique could also be employed for copying reflection 
holograms. This fact was also mentioned later by Kurtz [8.43]. Landry [8.44] 
was the first to draw attention to the fact that the reconstruction of the HI 
hologram with this method should be made at the same angle that was used 
for the HI recording. That was not obvious and clear in the previous 
papers. 

The in-line copying principle introduced by Rogers [8.35] was mathe
matically treated by Sherman [8.45,46]. The problem of creating four im
ages, mentioned by Rogers, could be eliminated by using volume holo
grams. Brumm [8.47] discussed exclusively the double-image problem. 
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The application of a ruby laser for making transmission hologram 
copies in a setup according to method (II) was described by Rieck [8.48]. He 
used an experimental version of the Agfa 8E75 material which required less 
than 100 J.LJ/cm2 when exposed to 50 ns ruby pulses. 

Nassenstein [8.49,50] pointed out that the "woodgrain" interference 
structures often present in the HI hologram, would not be copied if the HI 
was bleached and the direct copying method (1) was applied with regular 
light. The possibility of improving the hologram's diffraction efficiency by 
copying was discussed by Palais and Wise [8.51]. The quality of hologram 
copies was studied by Suhara et al. [8.52] where the MTF concept was ap
plied to the copying process. Practical applications of Belvaux's technique 
[8.42] in making reflection copies using method (II) was presented by 
Zemtsova and Lyakhovskaya [8.53]. The copying technique was tested here 
by making holographic recordings of an aluminized mirror. The master ho
logram was recorded on the LOI-2-633 material and developed in the GP-2 
developer. In the former USSR it was a common practice to hypersensitize 
the plates in a TEA solution prior to exposure. To avoid emulsion shrinkage 
after processing, the plates were washed for 30 minutes after the TEA 
treatment. This removes all the TEA from the emulsion without reducing 
the overall effect of the treatment. To demonstrate problems associated with 
using this technique for copying, the following experiment was performed. 
The master hologram was recorded in contact with the mirror. Since the 
mirror reflects about 90% of the light illuminating it, the beam ratio for 
this recording was 1:0.9. The processed master hologram had a diffraction 
efficiency of about 40%. This master was then used for making the holo
gram copy. Since the master hologram of the mirror reflects only 40% of 
the light illuminating it, the beam ratio is reduced so that the recording 
beam ratio for the copy hologram was 1:0.4. This means a reduction by a 
factor of two compared with the master recording, which is why the dif
fraction efficiency of the copy is lower than for the master, provided that 
the same recording material and the same processing technique are used for 
the copy. It was found that the efficiency of the copy was a little less than 
25%. This shows clearly that the application of this technique for copying 
holograms of diffuse objects requires masters with a very high diffraction 
efficiency, combined with a large signal-to-noise ratio. 

In the same paper, Zemtsova and Lyakhovskaya also described a meth
od for making copies of pseudoscopic images from reflection masters using 
a collimated beam. In this case the plates are separated a certain distance. 
The obtained copy is then an image plane reflection hologram containing an 
orthoscopic image. The advantage of this method as compared to an image
plane reflection hologram recorded from a transmission master is the in
creased viewing angle over which the image can be seen. One weakness of 
this method is that high diffraction efficiency is difficult to obtain here. As 
regards the (II) copying method, which is more common, it should be men
tioned that the size of the transmission master hologram (HI) affects the 
diffraction efficiency of the copied hologram (H2). This interdependence 
has been described by Vanin [8.54]. By increasing the size of the transmis-
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sion master hologram, a reduction in the efficiency of the reflection copy is 
perceived but the viewing angle increases. In simple words it can be stated 
that a limited amount of light is available for the observers of the hologram. 
This light is either concentrated to a very limited region in front of the ho
logram, in which case the image will be very bright, or else it is distributed 
over a large area in front of the hologram, with the result that the image 
observed at a particular point within this area will not be as bright as in the 
first case. This explains also the difference in luminance of the image be
tween, e.g., a rainbow hologram and a normal Denisyuk hologram. A better 
way of comparing diffraction efficiencies of various hologram types of dif
fuse objects would be to apply the following criteria. The integrated irradi
ance over the whole reconstructed field of the first-order diffracted image 
light divided by the whole area of the reconstruction field at the distance 
from the hologram where the irradiance is measured. This value is a meas
ure of the average reconstructed image-power density per unit area (e.g., 
p.W /cm2). The average reference-power density at the plane of the film is 
also measured. Compensations for reflection losses may perhaps be taken 
into consideration as well. The ratio between these two values will then be 
the holographic diffraction efficiency for holograms of diffuse objects. 

To avoid problems with emulsion shrinkage associated with reflection 
masters, Vlasov et al. [8.55] suggested that the Russian SP-4 developer be 
used. Unfortunately, they have not revealed the recipe for it. The pseudo
scopic image reflection copying method was also used by Bjelkhagen [8.56] 
for producing large-format glass reflection copies. 

Hologram copying using transferring techniques other than already 
discussed will not be further treated here. Details applied specifically in 
some of these copying setups, such as, e.g., the fringe locking technique and 
the polarization control, are described in other books on holography. Nor
mally, exposure and processing of the recording materials here will not dif
fer much from how it is done in other holographic techniques. However, 
there are some special features that should be noted and these will be brief-
1y discussed in the following. 

8.4.2 Practical Hologram Copying Methods 

The direct contact printing technique (Method I) is rather seldom used for 
actual hologram copying. The contact copying technique (Method II) is the 
one in common use. Here, many variations are found. Although, so far, 
mainly lasers have been used here, other light sources, including the sun 
[8.57], have been suggested. Phillip's considerations [8.58,59] about using 
incoherent light, discussed in Chap.l, must be looked into more carefully 
when developing new techniques based on this method. Chamberlin and 
McCartney [8.60] investigated the possibility of contact copying of the 
volume phase transmission gratings recorded in silver-halide emulsions into 
silver-halide or dichromated gelatin emulsions. 
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A single-step copying process for multiplexed volume HOEs was re
cently presented by Piazzolla et al. [8.61]. The technique utilizes a set of 
coherent but mutually incohernt optical sources. Pascual et al. [8.62] have 
designed a copy system based on partially coherent light for HOEs recorded 
in dichromated gelatin and photoresist. 

a) Copying with a Pulsed Laser 

As regards the use of lasers for copying, two approaches can be taken here, 
both of them providing less severe stability demands on the copying system. 
The first is the more obvious one and is based on the use of a pulsed laser. 
Employing a pulsed laser makes such a system rather expensive and its use 
can be justified only for massproduction of holograms. Applied Holograph
ies, PIc., introduced the "Holocopier" machine, utilizing a ruby laser and a 
holographic film from Ilford. The recording film used in Holocopier is 
based on thin polyester and uses a reversal bleach to introduce shrinkage 
necessary to obtain the desired hue in the reflection copy. The above system 
(no longer manufactured) described by Brown [8.63,64], was intended for 
both security applications and mass production of display holograms using 
the contact copying method (II). The properties of the Ilford film have been 
described in Chap.3. Using a pulsed laser for hologram recording seems to 
be very useful in avoiding recording problems due to, e.g., vibrations. 
However, maintaining the laser beam clean from a very folded beam path 
inside the copier is difficult. Maintaining a clean beam is necessary for the 
recording of holograms of high quality over a long period of time. The pro
cessing of pulsed holograms is also rather tricky as described in Chap.6, 
considering problems connected with latent-image fading and others. Prob
lems of both technical and commercial nature have prevented this system 
from becoming more successful. 

Pulsed lasers can be useful, however, in the making of contact copies 
of master holograms and even other types of copies. They can be also used 
in making holographic stereograms, as described by Towers et al. [8.65] or 
in the transfer step of large rainbow holograms [8.66]. Both the master and 
the rainbow copies can be made by pulses from a ruby laser. The advantage 
of using a pulsed laser for the rainbow copy produced from a pulsed master 
is that the same wavelength is used, which is why no wavelength distortions 
are introduced. Another advantage is the simplicity of the copy setup with 
hardly any stability requirements. No index matching of the film is neces
sary when exposing the copy which means that film copies can be produced 
much faster than using a CW laser transfer setup. The film is stretched flat 
in some sort of suitable film holder. 

b) Copying with a Scanning Laser Beam 

Another system used for contact copying holograms uses a scanning laser 
beam. Palais [8.68] proposed that a hologram could be made by using a 
method which he called scanned beam holography. The demonstrated ex
periment did not use a moving beam during the recording. The reference 
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beam was positioned at different locations over the film in sixteen discrete 
steps. The main advantage was the reduced exposure time at these indivi
dual small regions of the holographic recording material, which reduces the 
stability demand of the recording setup. In a more recent publication Im
edadze and Kakichashvili [8.69] demonstrated the technique of recording a 
Denisyuk reflection hologram by scanning a thin laser beam across both the 
plate and the object space behind it. The authors were mainly interested in 
recording large format dichromated gelatin holograms using this method. 
Qu et al. [8.70] described the basic principle of making scanning holograms 
including some examples that could be produced with a 50-mW HeNe laser 
such as, e.g., a hologram of a hand. However, the main application of the 
scanning method is for making hologram film copies. A vertical laser line is 
scanned across a holographic film which is in contact with the master plate. 
The laser line will both reconstruct the image (locally) and expose the film 
copy when it propagates across the plate. This technique has been described 
by Cvetkovich [8.71,72], where he discusses the influence of the slit width 
on the quality of copies, assuming a given output power of the laser. A very 
narrow slit reduces the momentary exposure time, which can allow faster 
scans. This, however, requires a very accurate scanner and extremely stable 
output power from the laser. Wider slit widths require a slower scanning 
speed in which the motion of the film can destroy the recording. On the 
other hand, inaccurate scanning performance and laser power variations 
will be averaged out in this case. A compromise must be made between 
these factors when determining the slit width. Typically, using a 25 mW 
HeNe laser, the I1ford Hotec recording film, and a slit width of 5 mm the 
exposure time is about 5s for a 30x40 cm2 hologram. The scanning speed 
is then about 6 cm/s at the film plane. Compared to a full beam copying 
technique, this represents a more relaxed situation as regards the stability 
requirements since the momentary exposure time for the individual parts of 
the film is short. To obtain clean film copies the demand on the scanner is 
high and the intensity stability of the laser must be high as well. There are 
two different ways of copying the hologram. In both cases the copying is 
performed at the Brewster angle if possible: 
1) The copying emulsion (H2) is in contact with the emulsion of the 

master hologram (HI). In this case no index matching is necessary. The 
problem here is that the emulsion of the master may get scratched after 
some time in use. This problem does not appear if a hologram master 
with a hard emulsion is used. The processing requirements for obtain
ing reconstruction at the HeNe laser wavelength favor the application 
of tanning processing, resulting in a hard emulsion surface. The re
duced handling time makes this method very popular. 

2) The copying emulsion (H2) is separated from the master hologram 
emulsion at the distance corresponding to the thickness of the master 
hologram's glass plate. The emulsion of the master hologram can be 
sealed in this case to protect it mechanically and to prevent it from 
humidity variations. An index-matching liquid between the film and 
the glass plate is, however, necessary here in order to obtain high qual-
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ity copies. Applying an index-matching liquid for each copy makes 
this method more time-consuming. 
Normally, an HeNe laser is used for this type of work. The holo

graphic film from I1ford (Hotec) works very well in these types of record
ings. The BIPS factor gives a nice orange-yellow color after the processing 
with a fixation-free rehalogenating bleach process for holograms exposed to 
the HeNe laser wavelength. The I1ford processing chemistry is particularly 
suitable here as it can be used in processing machines, which is important 
in any mass production system for holograms. 

Finally, it is worth mentioning that Vanin [8.73] has published a review 
of all types of copying techniques, including both optical and mechanical 
methods, and supplying information on details of theoretical aspects of the 
copying process as well as practical and experimental considerations. 

8.5 Archival Properties of Holograms 

One important problem in holography is the permanency of the holographic 
recordings stored in silver-halide emulsions. The question has especially 
high relevance for many expensive artistic holograms produced nowadays. 
Since the holograms discussed here are recorded in fine-grained emulsions 
of the black-and-white type, the experience gained in conventional pho
tography can be applied as guidance for the archival performance of holo
grams. However, most holograms differ from photographic recordings in 
one respect, namely that the holographic emulsion is usually bleached in 
order to produce phase holograms. 

In conventional photography, the color stability is of great importance. 
In holograms the color permanence is different from that in conventional 
photography since the holographic recording technique is very unlike the 
conventional color photographic technique based on dyes in the emulsion. 
The only similarity between color photography and color holography can be 
found in the old Lippmann color photography method. Although very lim
ited in its use, Lippmann photographs that have survived during all these 
years from the beginning of the century normally show no color distortions 
or changes. Therefore, color permanence is not the main problem as regards 
permanence of a holographic recording. For example, colors in transmission 
holograms of the rainbow type are created by white-light diffraction from 
superimposed gratings. This is why one does not have to be concerned 
about color preservation here. As regards holograms of the Lippmann re
flection type, the occurring color changes are due to the variations in the 
emulsion thickness throughout time. The most important question concern
ing holographic permanency is therefore the permanence of the interfer
ence fringes stored as silver particles or silver-halide particles embedded in 
gelatin and the stability of the gelatin itself. 
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8.5.1 Archival Performance of Conventional Photographs 

Conventional black-and-white photographs have been around for quite 
some time and a lot of experience has been gathered even as regards archi
val performance. American standards regarding photographic materials are 
found in ANSI PH 1.45-1981 "Practice for Storage of Processed Photo
graphic Plates" and ANSI PH 1.43-1983 "Practice for Storage of Processed 
Safety Photographic Film". Kodak has published a book on the preservation 
of photographs [8.74]. The stability of the photographic image, in general, 
has been recently discussed by Anderson and Goetting [8.75]. Actually, the 
most relevant comparison between photography and holography is for 
black-and-white emulsions. Concerning these photographic materials, a 
review paper has been published by Drago and Lee [8.76]. The main factors 
to consider are the following: 
• Processing influence. 
• Emulsion surface contamination. 
• Biological contamination. 
• Atmospheric pollution. 
• Thermal influence. 
• Humidity influence. 
• Irradiation influence. 

All these factors have to be considered when discussing the stability of 
conventional photographs. As regards the processing of black-and-white 
photographs, the main thing to remember is that thiosulfate ions from the 
emulsion must be removed after fixing. Thiosulfate ions remaining in the 
emulsion from incomplete washing, or residual silver-thiosulfate complexes 
from the use of exhausted fixing baths can result in fading or yellowing of 
the image. If the film is properly fixed and carefully washed - which can 
often be improved upon by using a hypo-clearing agent - the danger of 
emulsion degradation is minimized. For fine-grained black-and-white mi
crofilms used for archival purposes the American ANSI PH 1.41-1984 re
commends the residual thiosulfate concentration in the emulsion to be less 
than 0.007 g/m2. However, small quantities of residual thiosulfate in an 
emulsion can actually minimize the risks of changes caused by heat and 
temperature. The use of a Kodak Hypo Eliminator HE-l (not the clearing 
agent) is not recommended for emulsions on glass or film, since it can form 
gas bubbles in the emulsion which can cause blisters [8.77]. 

Emulsion surface contamination can also be caused by lacquers applied 
to it. This problem can be reduced by selecting lacquers containing chemi
cal components which cannot penetrate moist gelatin or produce peroxides. 
Suitable solvents are such as hydrocarbons and halogenated hydrocarbons. 
Peroxides can be formed from oil-based paints, which is why such lacquers 
should not be considered for emulsion protection. 

The danger. of biological contamination must also be studied since ge
latin is attractive to living organisms, such as fungus or mold. These organ
isms are more likely to form if the photographic material is stored in a 
warm, highly humid environment. The biodegradation of photographic ge-
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latin has been treated by Stickley [8.77]. This degradation occurs as a result 
of the hydrolysis of peptide bonds on the polypeptide chains of the gelatin 
molecule. There are several micro-organisms that can attack these bonds. 
Some fungi (e.g., Aureobasidium sp) are capable of liquefying gelatin. Bac
teria (e.g., Bacillius sp and Pseudomonas sp) can also give rise to biodegra
dation of the gelatin. The manufacturers are adding preservatives or bio
cides to the emulsion in order to limit this type of problem. If conventional 
film is to be stored under conditions of high humidity and temperature, it 
can be rinsed in a solution of 5 gil of vioform (powdered iodochlorhy
droxyquin) before drying. This treatment gives an effective protection a
gainst most growths. Kodak [8.74] recommened the following treatment for 
black-and-white negatives. After the final wash, soak the negative in a 
I %-water solution of zink fluosilicate. (Zink fluosilicate is extremely 
poisonous). Black-and-white prints can be treated in a 1% solution of diiso
butyl-cresoxy-ethoxy-ethyl-dimethyl benzylammonium chloride (Hyamine 
1622) [8.78] according to Kodak. The treatment time is 3 to 5 minutes in a 
solution of a temperature not lower than 21 0 C. 

Polluted air is another factor that can deteriorate the quality of the 
material. In particular, oxides of sulfur and nitrogen present in the atmo
sphere are apt to affect silver images, but also peroxy radicals and acidic 
atmospheric gases can have a negative influence. Local oxidation of silver 
can generate micro blemishes in a photographic emulsion. These microspots 
are generated by initial local oxidation of silver forming mobile silver ions 
which migrate to the surface where they are reduced to metallic silver by 
either hydrogen peroxide or light. The silver ions can then be converted to 
silver sulfide by hydrogen sulfide often present in the atmosphere. For con
ventional photographic products, toning (e.g., by using the Kodak Rapid 
Selenium Toner) is often recommended to reduce microspot formation and 
improve the long-term stability. 

The influence of high temperature combined with high humidity can 
cause serious damages to photographic emulsions. Therefore, archival stor
age of photographic products must be done in a temperature of less than 
240 C and a humidity of less than 50% RH (but above 25%). 

If the finished photographic emulsion is exposed to excessive radiation 
(visible, UV or IR) the effect on the images can be severe. Color photo
graphs are particularly affected by radiation which causes color changes 
and general image fading. Photographs can be UV protected by applying a 
UV absorbing coating, e.g. by lamination. 

Finally, the influence of the substrate is also important in photography. 
Here, the best choice from the point of view of stability is, of course, the 
glass plate. However, most photographs are produced on flexible film mate
rials, therefore the long-term stability of these materials is important. The 
archival quality of modern film bases has been treated by Brems [8.79]. The 
best material from this aspect is the polyester base. 
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8.5.2 Archival Performance of Holograms 

Holograms have only been around for about 30 years which is why the in
formation on their archival performance must be based on the experience 
gathered from conventional photography, combined with artificial ageing 
experiments on various holograms. There are two very different aspects 
concerning the archival problems in holography: 
(i) The first case, when the holographic recording is made mainly in order 
to be stored for future use, storing should present no real problem, pro
vided that the holographic material is kept in total darkness and in an envi
ronment specifically designed for archival photography. In particular, fixed 
amplitude holograms on glass plates should be able to last at least 100 years 
or more, if one is to go by the experience gained from the storage of pho
tographic black-and-white negative plates. A slight oxidation of the silver 
image that may occur at times should not be regarded as any serious 
damage. This will simply turn the amplitude hologram into a partly phase 
hologram. The signal-to-noise ratio can, however, be affected, which is 
caused by grain growth during oxidation. In addition, the image resolution 
can eventually be affected, too, which can cause a problem in, e.g., high
resolution hologrammetry. For holograms in which the image is not fo
cussed in the plane of the emulsion, microspots and local defects, such as 
scratches for example, will not be as damaging as in photography. Ampli
tude holograms (fixed and well washed) formed in silver-halide emulsions 
can therefore be regarded as excellent media for the long-term storage of 
information. 
(ii) The second aspect of the hologram's long-term storage and performance 
is much more difficult to define. In this category we find mainly bleached 
holograms which are often permanently displayed. A great deal of these 
holograms are produced on film materials. To make things worse, some
times the emulsion is coated by a black paint, sometimes it is not protected 
at all. Another problem unique in holography, is the printout effect occur
ring in bleached silver-halide emulsions. The combined effect of all these 
factors must be taken into consideration when predicting the lifetime of a 
hologram. This is, however, almost impossible to do. Under the worst con
ditions a hologram can degrade within less than a year, while under bene
volent conditions it can last for many decades. In the following, some 
guidelines are given concerning the archival storage and performance prob
lems connected with bleached display holograms. The printout problems 
(including printout protection) have already been treated in Sect. 5.2.5, and 
will not be further discussed here. Most of the bleached holograms pro
duced nowadays are not fixed and therefore the problems connected with 
the use of thiosulfate discussed previously do not apply to these holograms. 
The problems concerning the appearance of microspots in rainbow, image
plane or Denisyuk display holograms should be considered with some seri
ousness since these will affect the overall appearance of the holographic 
image. 
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Brown and Jacobson [8.80-82] have discussed the archival performance 
of holograms recorded in silver-halide emulsions. The main thing to keep in 
mind here is the protection of the emulsion and the effect of continuous 
illumination of holograms. The environmental conditions in holographic 
museums and galleries must be such that at all times they satisfy the humi
dity, temperature and air-pollution requirements to guarantee a long-term 
stability of the holograms. This is very often not at all complied with in 
places exhibiting holograms. For example, the air conditioning is often 
turned off after the museum's closing time. It is more ridiculous if we real
ize that air conditioning is actually more important for holograms which are 
on permanent display, than for the visitors staying in the exhibition rooms 
for a short time only. The present author's own experience of early reflec
tion holograms (unprotected emulsion) exhibited and stored a long time in 
air-polluted areas of Germany shows that emulsion degradation has oc
curred in them. Other holograms produced at the same time but exhibited 
in other, less polluted areas are still intact. Also sealed transmission holo
grams exhibited in the unfavorable environment, for example in high tem
perature/humidity conditions in Latin America, have degraded rapidly, as 
reported by Berkhout [8.22]. These holograms have completely been des
troyed by fungal spores and microorganisms attacking the emulsion because 
of the high temperature and humidity surrounding them during a long 
period of time. However, many problems associated with these environ
mental aspects can be planned for and remedied when exhibiting or storing 
holograms over extended periods of time, even though they are often con
nected with a substantial expense. 

A problem more difficult to control is a hologram's exposure to radia
tion. It goes without saying that all exposure to UV and other unnecessary 
electromagnetic radiation should be avoided. However, exposure to visible 
light is part of the reconstructing process of the holographic image but that 
very thing constitutes a serious problem for holograms on permanent dis
play. Another problem one has to contend with is connected with the holo
gram production process and has to do with emulsion protection. It is 
believed that recording holograms on glass plates where the emulsion is 
sealed with another glass plate by optical cement represents the safest way 
of protection. This protects the emulsion from air pollution, the UV radia
tion and humidity variations. However, sealing does not protect the emul
sion completely from micro-organism attacks or printout problems. Also, 
there is a risk that the optical cement will affect the long-term stability. In 
addition, one has no access to the emulsion of the sealed hologram for cor
rections should a problem occur later. Another problem associated with re
flection holograms is heat absorption of the black coating applied to the 
emulsion by the light. The type of lacquer applied to a holographic emul
sion is important here as well as the choice of the chemical components in 
contact with the emulsion. One must carefully consider also the amount of 
the IR radiation that will be absorbed by the black coating during the illu
mination of the hologram. Heating an emulsion in the presence of moisture 
or oxidizing gases may encourage deterioration of the emulsion. If possible, 
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Fig.SA. Holographic emulsion defects. Emulsion spots (a), cracked emulsion on glass 
plate (b), emulsion pattern in laminated film (c) 
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cold light (containing no IR radiation) should be used to illuminate holo
grams. Even in this area, the present author has encountered many ex
amples of damages to reflection holograms (unsealed, unpainted, unpro
tected emulsion) that were continuously illuminated for over five years, 
which caused cracks and blisters in the emulsion. Again, a hologram of the 
same object, produced at the same time, but kept in darkness showed no 
emulsion defects. This and the previous example demonstrate how impor
tant emulsion protection is. The answer to the question of whether to leave 
the light on continuously or switch it off at the end of the day is not quite 
obvious. Even though limiting the time of illumination may seem desirable 
as it will reduce printout (as well as save the electricity), the cycle of heat
ing and cooling the gelatin layer every day may also cause emulsion stress 
which can eventually become a serious problem and result in the destruc
tion of gelatin. Rapid temperature cycles are definitely not recommended. 
It is difficult to give general advice as to how to best deal with this prob
lem. One thing is certain and that is the fact that the preservation of the 
hologram image in a hologram (sealed or unsealed) which is never illumi
nated is very good, assuming that the other important storing conditions 
have been observed. In Fig.8A some of the defects just described are illus
trated. 

8.5.3 Artificial Ageing Experiments 

Unpublished, artificial ageing experiments on protected reflection display 
holograms, similar to the tests used in photography, have been performed 
by the present author and no serious image degradation has been noticed. 
Such tests have also been reported by Brown and Jacobson [8.80-82]. They 
have mainly studied the effect of the residual thiosulfate ions and microspot 
formation caused by accelerated oxidative emulsion attack. Microspots ap
peared in high-density holograms after four days in an atmosphere contain
ing 500 ppm hydrogen peroxide. The temperature was 50° C and the humi
dity 80% RH. 

Aliaga et at. [8.83] tested holograms processed with a solution-physical 
developer and a fixing step by exposing them to the Chilean summer 
(average temperature 30° C and clear skies) for a month without any change 
of diffraction efficiency before and after the treatment. The measurements 
were repeated after five years, also with no observed change in efficiency. 
There is no reason to believe that holograms processed in such a way that 
colloidal silver is obtained in the emulsion should be any worse than chemi
cally developed and fixed amplitude holograms if the former are also fixed. 

8.5.4 Recovering Affected Holograms 

Holograms suffering from printout can often be rebleached, provided the 
emulsion was not permanently sealed. Such treatment is suitable for 
transmission holograms mainly. However, sometimes such a rescue effort 
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can prove to be even more destructive than the printout effect itself. For 
example, when Fe-EDTA bleached holograms that had been exhibited for a 
long time where rebleached, the emulsion separated completely from the 
substrate. A disastrous effect like this is caused by a combination of factors 
affecting the gelatin. The best could well be to avoid any attempts to re
bleach the hologram. Fe-EDTA bleached hologram suffering from printout 
darkening have been treated simply by continuing the illumination using 
strong light, which causes solarization to take place, thus making them 
transparent again. 

Another disastrous occurrence took place when the emulsion of re
versely bleached holograms which had been exhibited previously collapsed 
completely when soaked in water, and the image turned from orange into a 
deep blue color after drying. This was definitely due to the effect of radia
tion since the color along the edges of the emulsion that had been hidden 
from light by a metallic frame was not affected. 

As regards defects other than printout, often very little can be done to 
reverse the destruction of the hologram. Sometimes microspots can be re
duced by bleaching and after that the emulsion is sealed to prevent the ap
pearance of more spots. If the emulsion has been painted the paint can 
sometimes be lifted off from the emulsion by the application of a strong 
adhesive tape to the paint. Color changes in reflection holograms (unsealed 
or not permanently sealed) are often caused by storing the hologram under 
the wrong humidity conditions (too high or too low humidity). The holo
gram will often slowly recover if it is placed in an environment containing 
the right humidity. However, if the surrounding humidity was very low 
(often combined with high temperature) during an extended period of time 
the color will have become more or less permanent, which is caused by the 
hardening of the gelatin layer. It is then very difficult to recover the color 
even if the hologram is kept in an environment of high humidity for a long 
time. 

Biodegradation is regarded as an irreversible damage to the hologram. 
In these cases when often a very large area or even the whole hologram has 
been affected, the image was either completely disappeared or showed a 
very high level of noise. 

When discussing the possibilities of recovering badly affected holo
grams one must mention that also a new (light-sensitive) holographic emul
sion can be saved, treated and reused even when it has been accidentally 
exposed to white light or laser light. Wesly [8.84] mentioned that the latent 
image formed during the unwanted exposure can be erased by simply 
bleaching the material in a rehalogenating bleach. The latent image consists 
of silver specks formed on the surface of the silver-halide grains. If the sil
ver atoms are brought in contact with an oxidizer and if bromine ions are 
provided at the same time, the latent image will be converted to silver bro
mide again. Wesly investigated the Agfa materials and two different bleach 
baths, and found that the ferric sodium EDT A bleach could restore the 
emulsion to the same sensitivity as that of the original emulsion. Using the 
PBQ-2 bleach, an increased sensitivity over the original 8E75 HD emulsion 
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sensitivity was experienced. The latent image caused by the exposure, 
which was erased with this method represented an optical density >4 had 
the emulsion been developed. This means, that a box of large, expensive 
plates that had been accidentally opened in daylight, for example, should 
not be regarded as destroyed and the plates can be erased and reused. 

8.S.S Conclusions 

In general, it is not possible to guarantee that a holographic image will last 
forever. However, if necessary precautions as regards storing and exhibiting 
holograms are taken and the requested procedures of sealing and protecting 
the emulsion are performed during manufacturing, it is believed that holo
grams can have a rather long life-time. In particular, color holograms 
should perform much better that color photographs. There is definitely no 
reason to expect that the colors of transmission holograms should change 
over time. Reflection holograms, if properly protected, should also show no 
color degradation. Actually, it has been suggested that important color pho
tographs should be stored holographically in order to preserve their colors. 
lh [8.85] has discussed the possibility of storing 2D color transparencies in 
Fourier color holograms. The use of the rainbow holographic technique for 
the same purpose was described by }U et al. [8.86]. In both cases color infor
mation has been geometrically encoded in a black-and-white emulsion. The 
reproduction of colors is done in the first case by using the same wave
lengths at the reconstruction as for the recording, and in the second case, 
by observing the image from the rainbow hologram at a weU defined point 
in space in front of the holographic plate. 
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9. Color, Infrared and Ultraviolet Holography 

This chapter describes the various existing methods of recording holograms 
in true colors and the ways of creating pseudo-color holograms, so popular 
among artists. The possibility of recording holograms of objects in which 
the images show colors identical to those of the original object are very 
important if display holography is to become more acceptable. However, 
there are many problems associated with the recording of high-quality color 
holograms, which will be discussed in the first part of the chapter. The 
second part takes up infrared and ultraviolet holography. This is another 
important field of holography, where the main interest is in applications of 
Holographic Optical Elements (HOEs). The possibility of recording holo
grams in these parts of the spectrum using silver-halide emulsions as well as 
other materials is discussed. 

9.1 Color Holography 

9.1.1 General Considerations 

Even after 30 years since the appearance of the first monochromatic holo
grams the possibilities of recording high-quality holograms in true colors 
are still very limited. Although various special techniques of today allow for 
the production of holograms exhibiting several different colors, in most 
cases the colors displayed in these holograms are not the true, original colors 
of the holographed object. The following sections outline the history of the 
development of color holography [9.1-81] and discuss some of the special 
techniques for the recording of pseudo- or multi color holograms [9.94-120]. 

The problem of finding a suitable name for the various techniques 
used for recording holograms of more than one color has been a hotly 
debated issue in the holographic world. Suggestions such as full color, 
natural color, or true color holograms have been forwarded for lifelike hol
ographic images but have not received a full acclaim. Perhaps the most log
ical name that comes to mind in analogy with color photography, color 
movies, and color television would be color holography. However, this term 
is sometimes objected to on the grounds that some colors of the objects we 
normally see around are sometimes impossible to record holographically 
since holograms can only reproduce colors of objects created by the laser 
light scattered (light consisting of various laser wavelengths). Colors we see 
are often the result of fluorescence which cannot be recorded in a holo
gram. For example, some dyed and plastic objects achieve their bright, 
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saturated colors by fluorescence. This limitation in color holography does 
not seem to be, however, very dramatic. If we compare, for example, color 
images on various TV screens in a store showing the same picture or color 
prints produced from the same negative but on different occasions, we shall 
usually think that each TV image or a photographic print is alone a true 
color recording. 

Jeong and Wesly [9.66,67] gave a heuristic definition of a color holo
gram, which relates directly to the colors obtained through the laser record
ing process: "A hologram is said to have true color, if it recreates an image 
which has the same combination of wavelengths and their relative intensi
ties as those laser wavelengths detected from the object during recording". 

Hubel [9.65,73], who was rather unsatisfied with this definition, gave a 
more quantitative and exact definition: "A holographic technique is said to 
reproduce 'true' colors if the average vector length of a standard set of col
ored surfaces is less than 0.015 chromaticity coordinate units, and the gamut 
area obtained by these surfaces is within 40% of the reference gamut. 
A verage vector length and gamut area should both be com'puted using a 
suitable, white-light standard reference illuminant". 

If a color hologram shows colors at the reconstruction which are in 
good agreement with the Hubel definition, the observer will most likely 
claim that the color rendition is quite accurate. The problems of recording 
color holograms will be further discussed in Sect. 9. 1.3. 

The problem of finding a suitable name for all the other types of color 
techniques is more difficult. Here, there exist methods for creating colors 
that give an impression of a true color in the finished image (e.g., multiple 
recorded stereograms or rainbow holograms) although the recordings could 
have well been made from objects with completely different colors. How
ever, they can also be made from three sets of color-separated photographs. 
By using the rainbow technique it has actually been possible to mass-pro
duce embossed holograms with either "natural" or artificial colors. It is also 
very common to make multiple-exposed color reflection holograms using a 
single wavelength laser where the emulsion thickness has been changed in 
between the recordings of special objects. These techniques will be de
scribed in Sect.9.2. 

9.1.2 History 

The first methods for recording color holograms were established a long 
time ago. Leith and U patnieks proposed multicolor wavefront reconstruc
tion in one of their early papers [9.1]. Mandel [9.2] pointed out that it might 
be possible to record color holograms directly using a polychromatic laser 
and an off-axis setup. Lohmann [9.3] included polarization as an extension 
of the suggested technique. These first methods concerned mainly transmis
sion holograms recorded with three different wavelengths from a laser or 
lasers, combined with different reference directions to avoid cross-talk. The 
color hologram was then reconstructed using the same three laser wave-
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lengths from the corresponding reference directions. Color holograms of a 
quite high quality could be made this way, but the complicated and expen
sive reconstruction setup prevented this technique from becoming popular. 
The first transmission color hologram was made by Pennington and Lin [9.4] 
as mentioned in Chap. I. They used the 15 J-Lm-thick Kodak 649-F emulsion 
with a spectral bandwidth of about 10 nm. This narrow bandwidth essen
tially eliminated cross-talk between the two colors (633 and 488nm) at the 
reconstruction. In general, the cross-talk problem was solved by Collier and 
Pennington [9.11] who used spatial multiplexing and coded reference beams 
which made it possible to record color holograms in thin media. 

The Lippmann color technique can be rather obviously used in holo
graphic color recordings as well. Lin et al. [9.5] made the first color reflec
tion hologram that could be reconstructed in white light. They recorded a 
reflection hologram of a color transparency illuminated with two wave
lengths (633 and 488nm). The material here was the Kodak 649-F plate 
which was processed without fixing in order to avoid shrinkage. This tech
nique seems to be the most promising one for the actual recording of color 
holograms and will be further discussed later on. However, the three-beam 
transmission technique can eventually become more applicable if inexpen
sive multicolor semiconductor lasers appear in the future. Very few im
provements in color holography were made during the 1960's and the 
1970's, although several papers on color holography were published [9.1-
24]. During the following decade, several new and improved techniques ap
peared [9.25-81]. A review of various transmission and reflection tech
niques for color holography can be found in [9.33]. Concerning reflection 
color holography, an extensive contribution was made by Hubel and Soly
mar [9.65]. 

9.1.3 Color Recording in Holography 

a) Color Transmission Holography 

Methods for recording transmission holograms with artificial or natural col
ors will not be treated here at all. The principles governing the recording of 
transmission holograms are based mainly on the geometry of the recording 
setup and are very little affected by the material used for the recording. 
Most materials, including silver-halide materials, work very well for trans
mission holograms. Ruzek and Muzik [9.21] compared Kodak, Agfa, and a 
Czechoslovakian material VRE-52 with regard to spectral sensitivity in re
cording color transmission holograms. For more details the reader is di
rected to the references, in particular, [9.23,27,30,32-35,38,42,45,47,53, 
58,64,70, 76, 79]. 

b) Color Reflection Holography 

Color reflection holography presents no problems as regards the geometry 
of the recording setup but the final result is highly dependent on the re-
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cording material used and the processing techniques applied. The single
beam Denisyuk recording scheme has produced the best results so far. Color 
holograms have been recorded in single-layer silver-halide emulsions [9.7,8, 
12,17,66,67,71,73,81], or in two separate silver-halide emulsions in a 
sandwich [9.22,25,26,29,37,39,40,52,59]. Pure dichromated gelatin emul
sions [9.24,61,78], or a DCG in combination with a silver-halide emulsion 
in a sandwich [9.43] have also been utilized. Even three-layer emulsions for 
color holography have been proposed and manufactured [9.69]. Photopoly
mer recording materials have also been experimented with [9.15,57,66-68, 
77,80]. 

There are at least four fundamental problems associated with the re
cording color reflection holograms in silver-halide emulsions which are the 
most convenient materials for large-format color holograms because of their 
high sensitivity: 
• Scattering occurring in the blue part of the spectrum found in commer
cial silver-halide emulsions makes them rather unsuitable for recording 
color holograms. Therefore, in the most successful color holograms the blue 
part has so far been always recorded in dichromated gelatin [9.24,43]. 
• Another problem is that multiple exposures of a single emulsion will re
duce the diffraction efficiency of each individual recording [9.36,82]. The 
diffraction efficiency of a mUltiple-exposed single-layer emulsion varies 
inversely as the square of the total number of recordings. 
• The third problem is the shrinkage of the emulsion that often takes place 
during processing, causing a wavelength shift. White-light-illuminated re
flection holograms normally show an increased bandwidth upon reconstruc
tion, thus affecting the color rendition. 
• The fourth problem, which is to some extent also related to the material, 
is to choose the laser wavelengths to be used and to decide upon the best 
combination of these in order to obtain the best possible color rendition of 
the object [9.28,48,62,63,65,73,74]. 

The problems just mentioned have already been discussed by Lin and 
LoBianco [9.12]. They recorded reflection holograms on Kodak 649-F plates 
using 632.8, 514.5, and 488 or 476 nm wavelengths. They also had a spe
cially prepared version of the 649-F emulsion with a lower silver-halide 
concentration than in the normal emulsion. This new emulsion proved to be 
successful and holograms recorded in it had rather nice colors. It was sug
gested that the shrinkage problem could be resolved with a TEA treatment 
of the plate after the processing. For the reconstruction of the color holo
grams a zirconium arc lamp was recommended, rather than thermal lamps 
which have a rather low luminosity in the blue end of the spectrum, where 
also the sensitivity of the human eye is low. In addition, the diffraction ef
ficiency of the hologram is poor in the blue part and the scattering noise is 
also highest there. 

Noguchi [9.17] tried to make a quantitative colorimetric comparison 
between recorded color holograms of color-test targets. He used the stan
dard 649-F emulsion and four primary wavelengths for the recording. The 
reproduction of the blue colors caused him, however, some problems. 
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Kubota and Ose [9.24] demonstrated that a good color reflection hologram 
could be recorded in a dichromated gelatin emulsion, which gives high ef
ficiency and low-noise blue reconstruction. Hariharan [9.25] introduced the 
sandwich-recording technique to improve image luminance compared to 
the earlier triple-exposed 649-F emulsions. He employed Agfa 8E75 for the 
red (633nm) recording and the 8E56 emulsion for the green (515nm) and 
blue (488nm) recordings. To compensate for the shrinkage of the emulsion, 
Hariharan suggested that sorbitol [CH2 OH(CHOH)4 CH2 OH] should be 
utilized instead of TEA. Triethanolamine, used as a permanent swelling 
agent introduced to a finished hologram increases the printout tendency of 
the bleached emulsion. The two plates were cemented together with Kodak 
Optical Cement HE-80. 

The sandwich technique has now become the primary method of re
cording improved-quality color reflection holograms. Sobolev and Serov 
[9.26], Smaev et al. [9.39], and Sainov et al. [9.40], all used that principle. To 
avoid the shrinkage, water-soluble substances (10.;.15% water solutions of 
sodium sulfate) added to the silver-halide emulsion at both the recording 
and the reconstruction stages of the color hologram were employed by 
Sainov et al. [9.40]. The most successful sandwich recording technique was 
demonstrated by Kubota [9.43] with a dichromated gelatin plate for the 
green (515nm) and the blue (488nm) components, and an Agfa 8E75 plate 
for the red (633nm) component of the image. The processing of the silver
halide plate consisted of development in 0-19, and fixing and bleaching in 
3% bromine water. The shrinkage problem (caused by fixing the plate) was 
solved by treating the plate in isopropyl alcohol, the treatment originally 
suggested by Cooke and Ward [9.83]. This consists in that after the regular 
processing steps, the plate is soaked in hot water (480 C) to which 3-wt.% 
ammonium EDT A (EDT A . 2NH4) is added. The plate is then soaked in a 
70% isopropyl alcohol bath of 480 C and finally in a bath of 100% isopropyl 
concentration and of the same temperature. In all the three baths the plates 
are soaked for three minutes. In this way the shrinkage of the emulsion can 
be accurately controlled and the diffraction efficiency of the hologram in
creased. Since the DCG plate is completely transparent to the red light, the 
silver-halide plate (containing the red image) is mounted behind the DCG 
plate in relation to the observer. 

Hubel and Ward [9.52] have been using Ilford silver-halide materials 
for recording color reflection holograms. The sandwich technique (SP 672T 
for blue and green, and SP 673T for red) was applied with the recording 
illuminations at 458, 528 and 647 nm. Although the Ilford blue/green ma
terial works better with regard to scattering than the Agfa 8E56 HD mater
ial, the holograms produced on Ilford material are suffering from the blue 
recording scattering noise. The color rendition is, however, good, and Hubel 
and Ward have, so far, produced the best results on the Western commercial 
silver-halide materials. 
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9.1.4 Recent Progress in Color Holography 

The present status of color reflection holography is that it is a relatively 
novel, developing area where a lot of improvements can be done. As men
tioned in the previous subsections only a few good color holograms have 
been recorded so far. In the following sections various considerations rele
vant to the quality of color reflection holograms will be discussed. 

9.1.5 Choice of Laser Wavelengths 

Any practical color reproduction process uses only a limited number of pri
mary colors (at least three). Other colors are obtained as a result of mixing 
the primaries. There are two fundamental ways of mixing colors: the ad
ditive and the subtractive method. In color holography the additive method 
applies for both transmission and reflection holograms 

The problem of choosing the optimal primary laser wavelengths for 
color holography is illustrated in the 1931 CIE (Commission Internationale 
de l'ecJairage) chromaticity diagram (Fig.9.l) and the 1976 CIE version 
(Fig.9.2). The diagram is a useful device for predicting the colors that can 
be matched by additively mixing a set of primary colors. Spectral colors are 
located along the horseshoe-shaped curve in the diagram. All visible colors 
are represented by points situated inside the diagram. Fully saturated colors 
are placed along the periphery of the curve. The straight line joining the 
extremities of the curve (extreme red and blue) is the locus of purple. In 
the center of the area, white is located. The colors along the curve between 
the white point and the red region represent colors generated by a black
body radiator, such as a hot filament at a certain temperature [K]. By mix
ing different spectral colors, all possible colors can be synthesized. 

Some definitions used in connection with discussing color could be 
useful to know [9.84,85]: 
• Hue is that attribute of visual sensation that has given rise to color 
names, e.g., blue, green, yellow, red. 
• Saturation which is also referred to as the purity of color, can be seen as 
that degree of purity in a given color. 
• Brightness (or luminosity) is the attribute of a visual sensation according 
to which a given area appears to emit, or transmit or reflect more or less 
light. 
• Lightness (or relative brightness) is the achromatic (colorless) continuum 
that goes from white, through gray, to black. 
• Luminance factor is the ratio of the luminance of a reflecting or trans
mitting surface, viewed from a given direction, to that of a perfect diffuser 
receiving the same illumination. 
• Chromaticity co-ordinates are the ratios of each of the three tristimulus 
values of a sample color to the sum of the tristimulus values. 
• Colorimetry is a numerical expression of colors. 
• Primary colors are three colors of constant chromaticity used to specify 
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Fig.9.1. The 1931 eIE chromaticity diagram, illustrating the chromaticities of various 
light sources 

an unknown color by such amounts that are required in an additive mixture 
to match the unknown color. Any three colors can serve as primary colors 
provided none of them can be matched by additive mixture of the other 
two. 
• Tristimulus values are the amounts of the primaries required to establish 
a match with a sample. This is done either by the addition to the sample of 
all three primaries, or of only one primary to the sample to match any pair 
of primaries, or by the addition of any pair of primaries to the sample to 
match the remaining primary. 

Chromaticity coordinates for any given color are computed from the 
tristimulus values X, Y, Z as follows: 

X Red 
x= = 

X + Y + Z Red + Green + Blue ' 
(9.1) 

Y Green 
y = X + Y + Z = Red + Green + Blue ' 

(9.2) 
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Z Blue 
z = X + Y + Z = Red + Green + Blue . (9.3) 

Chromaticity is given as a point on a rectangular co-ordinate, where 
chosen x and y denote ordinate and abscissa. respectively. Two of the three 
primaries (corresponding to X and Y) are selected in such away that their 
luminance factors are zero. Accordingly, the luminance factor of any color 
is given directly by its Y -tristimulus value. z is normally not plotted be
cause z = 1 - (x+y). 

Color is approximately specified in the CIE system by x, y and Y. 
After the three different primary spectral colors have been selected, a 

triangle is made by joining the three points corresponding to the spectral 
colors in the diagram. The colors within the area covered by the triangle 
correspond to all the colors that can be produced by an appropriate mixture 
of the chosen spectral colors. It may seem that the main aim in choosing the 
recording wavelengths for color holograms is to cover a very large area of 
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the chromaticity diagram. However, there are many other considerations to 
be taken into account when choosing the wavelengths for color holograms 
as discussed by Buimistryuk and Dmitriev [9.28], Bazargan [9.48,74], Kubota 
and Nishimura [9.62,63], and Hube/ [9.65,73]. 

Bazargan's [9.48,74] discussion is based on Winlringham's gamut of 
surface colors [9.86]. Surface colors refer to colors of natural and man-made 
objects. Normally, these colors are of low saturation. Such colors are also 
found in most of the objects considered for display color holography. 
Poinler [9.87] has extended the gamut of surface colors to include some of 
the highly saturated fabric dyes which were introduced after Winlringham's 
publication. So far, the recording wavelengths for color holography have 
often been 476.5, 514.5 and 632.8 nm. These wavelengths cover the Winlr
ingham data sufficiently well. One factor to bear in mind when working 
with silver-halide materials is that a slightly longer blue wavelength might 
give higher-quality holograms because of reduced Rayleigh scattering 
during the recording. However, if the scattering problem is not considered, 
Hubel [9.65,73] has made an important observation. He explained that only 
half of the relative efficiency is needed if a short wavelength (450nm) is 
used as the blue primary compared with the 480 nm wavelength in order to 
balance to white with the other primary wavelengths. This observation is 
very important for multiple exposures of holographic single-layer silver
halide emulsions. Using a short blue wavelength the diffraction efficiency 
of this recording can be rather low compared to the red and green record
ings and still produce a good color hologram. So what is needed is a low
scattering recording material which will make it possible to use the optimal 
short blue wavelength. 

Another important factor to consider is the reflectivity of the object at 
the primary spectral wavelengths. Thornton [9.88] has shown that the reflec
tivity of an object at three wavelength bands, peaked at 450, 540 and 610 
nm, has a very high bearing on color reconstruction. These wavelengths can 
also be considered optimal for recording color holograms and are in good 
agreement with investigations performed in the former USSR [9.28]. Using 
these wavelengths, a better rendition of the yellow part of the spectrum is 
obtained. The popular set of wavelengths (476.5, 514.5 and 632.8 nm), al
though covering the surface colors defined by Winlringham, often causes a 
distortion in the yellow colors, so that they are reconstructed as brown or 
pink [9.32]. 

The luminosity of the color image is affected by the drop in luminous 
efficiency with very short or very long recording wavelengths. This impor
tant factor has been pointed out by Bazargan [9.32] and should be remem
bered when choosing the wavelengths. This is also one of the reasons why 
trying to cover the largest possible triangle may not be the best procedure. 
Hubel [9.50] does not hold with this view and has argued that a larger trian
gle than is normally used is needed in order to compensate for the color 
desaturation (color shifting towards white) that takes place when recon
structing color reflection holograms in white light. Hubel and Ward [9.52] 
used the 528 nm wavelength (instead of 514.5nm) of the argon laser, (com-
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bined with 458 and 647 nm), which was the main reason why their holo
grams gave good yellow rendition. Hubel [9.73] has continued to investigate 
the optimum wavelengths, both theoretically and experimentally. According 
to Hubers color rendering analysis these wavelengths are 464, 527 and 606 
nm for the case of the sandwich silver-halide recording technique. If in
stead the calculations are performed to maximize the gamut area, the fol
lowing combination of wavelengths are obtained: 456, 532 and 624 nm. 
Hubel suggested that 458, 529 and 633 nm is the optimal wavelength com
bination for practical color holography recordings. Kubota and Nishimura 
[9.62,63] approached the wavelength problem from a slightly different 
point of view. They calculated the optimal trio based on a reconstructing 
light source at 3400 K, a 6 p.m thick emulsion with a refractive index of 
1.63 and an angle of 30° between the object and the reference beam. 
Kubota and Nishimura obtained the following wavelengths: 466.0, 540.9 and 
606.6 nm; Bazargan [9.74] found the ideal wavelengths to be: 450, 540 and 
610 nm. Only experiments will establish which combination will be the best 
in practice. 

Another factor that will determine the recording wavelengths is the 
availability of wavelengths in argon, krypton, helium neon, and helium 
cadmium lasers. These are the CW lasers currently in use for holographic 
recordings. In Table 9. I, the various CW laser wavelengths are listed. 

Table 9.1. Wavelengths from common CW l3Sers 

Wavelength Laser Single line power 
[nm] [mW] 

442 Helium cadmium <100 
458a Argon ion <500 
468 Krypton ion <250 
476 Krypton ion <500 
477 Argon ion <500 
488 Argon ion <2'103 

497 Argon ion 
502 Argon ion 
514 Argon ion <7'103 

521 Krypton ion 
529a Argon ion <600 
531 Krypton ion <350 
532 Nd:YAG (CW diode pumped) <80 
540 Krypton ion 
543 Green neon <5 
633a Helium neon <75 
647 Krypton ion <2'103 

a recommended combination of wavelengths by Hubel [9.73] 
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As regards pulsed lasers it is hard to find lasers producing blue wave
lengths with sufficient quality for holographic work. At Imperial College in 
London, Bazargan, in cooperation with M. Damzen and W. McGuigan, re
corded a pulsed color hologram using a frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser, 
where one third of the pulse was Raman shifted to the blue part of the 
spectrum [9.46,74]. The single-beam reflection hologram showing a hand 
holding a credit card was, however, of rather poor quality. It seems that the 
quality of the green wavelength that can be obtained from a frequency
doubled Nd: Y AG laser is not as good as the quality of the red light gener
ated by commercial ruby lasers. Therefore, it is also difficult to record good 
monochrome reflection holograms with green Nd:YAG lasers. However, 
improvements on this can be expected in the future. In the former USSR 
pulsed xenon lasers have shown promise for color holography. A multicolor 
pulsed dye laser for endoscopic purposes has been developed at the present 
author's university by Schacham et al. [9.89] and Marhic et al. [9.90]. Fur
ther improvements concerning the temporal coherence of this laser are ne
cessary for holographic work. 

9.1.6 Color Recording Materials and Their Processing 

Currently, a combination of different recording materials seems to be the 
most promising way of approach, for example, the DCG silver-halide 
sandwich, or photopolymer silver-halide sandwich. Also pure DCG or pho
topolymer materials can be considered if these materials can be sufficiently 
sensitized for the red part of the spectrum. Since this book is mainly con
cerned with the silver-halide recording materials, the question is whether 
such materials alone can be used for color holograms. At present, it seems 
that the commercially-produced Western materials are on the borderline, 
which has been demonstrated by Hubel and Ward [9.52]. On the other hand, 
the results obtained on Russian silver-halide materials show that good qual
ity color holograms can be obtained, which indicates that it is possible to 
manufacture ultra-fine-grained emulsions suitable for color holograms. As 
mentioned in Chap.2, these materials are, however, difficult to produce on 
an industrial scale. This is, of course, the main difficulty in the commercial 
development of color holography. They can be produced in a holographic 
laboratory which is currently also the only possible place for the production 
of various other materials, such as dichromated gelatin plates, for example. 
The photopolymers from duPont are commercially available, but their red 
sensitivity is low and they are stilI in a development phase. Silver-halide 
emulsions produced along the lines indicated in Chap.2 and processed using 
colloidal development or the new bleaching techniques discussed in Chap.5 
will be strong candidates for color reflection holograms. Also, the ultra
fine-grained materials from the former USSR may very well be introduced 
on the Western market in the future. Experiments with such emulsions for 
color holography have been reported by Watson [9.56,81], and earlier 
Sainov [9.31] described the use of Bulgarian materials for color holograms. 
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Concerning color work on Western commercial materials, the work by 
Hubel and Ward [9.52] has shown progress with holographic silver-halide 
materials from IIford. Hubel and Ward [9.59] compared different silver
halide materials produced by Western companies as potential recording 
materials for color holography. The results indicate that I1ford materials are 
highly promising for color reflection holograms. One thing to watch out for 
when using these materials is the shrinkage that will occur when the Built
In Pre-Swelling agent (BIPS) is removed during processing. Such shrinkage 
is highly undesirable in color holography, which is why hardening develop
ers, such as a pure pyrogallol, for example, should be used to reduce or 
eliminate it. To eliminate the shrinkage caused by the BIPS factor the I1ford 
material has to be presoaked in water before using it for color recordings. 

Additional improvements that can be made when employing the ex
isting commercial materials concern the processing phase. Here the new 
amidol-based bleach presented in Chap.5 is interesting. The three-step pro
cessing technique introduced by Phillips [9.91,92] and described in Chap.7 
can also offer advantages for color holography. This process was used by 
Jeong and Wesly [9.66,67] for recording color holograms on Agfa plates. 

Hubel [9.60] has treated the problem of emulsion shrinkage and the re
sulting wavelength shift as well as the desaturation problem causing diffi
culties in holographic color reproduction. He introduced a simple model in 
order to simulate bandwidth variations between the recording phase and the 
white-light reconstruction. The white-light reconstruction of a color holo
gram shows a decreased signal-to-noise ratio and an increased bandwidth 
compared to those found in the laser beams. Hubel demonstrated that his 
theoretical model fits his experimental results and concluded that the desa
turation is caused primarily by noise and partly by increased bandwidth. He 
points out that the magnitude of the desaturation is large and remains as the 
main problem with reproducing color holographic images in silver-halide 
materials. 

The Kodak 649-F emulsion which was used in many early color ex
periments has the advantage of being panchromatic. The thickness of the 
emulsion is about 12 }J.m, which is another reason that it can perform rather 
well when the emulsion is subject to several exposures. Both IIford and 
Agfa have indicated the possibility of introducing panchromatic hologra
phic materials on the market, provided that the noise problem associated 
with the blue scattered light can be solved. Hubel [9.73] reported that he 
had successfully recorded a color hologram in one single-layer panchro
matic emulsion specially prepared for him by IIford. 

9.1.7 Color Recording Techniques 

The most promising recording technique for color reflection holograms is 
the single-beam Denisyuk setup, which can provide color holograms with a 
very large field of view and full parallax. The last mentioned are important 
considerations for possible commercial applications of such holograms. The 
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A~------I Argon Ion laser 

Holographic 
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Fig.9.3. Setup for recording color holograms. The most promising recording technique 
for color reflection holograms is the single-beam Denisyuk setup. which can provide 
color holograms with a very large field of view and full parallax. The different laser 
wavelengths necessary for the recording can be delivered through the same beam 
expander and spatial filter 

different laser wavelengths necessary for the recording can be delivered 
through the same beam expander and spatial filter (Fig.9.3). 

The illumination of the object can also be made by combining a set of 
single-mode fibers, where the light output from each fiber is adjusted to 
match the spectral sensitivity of the recording material (Fig.9.4). 

Single-layer or multiple-layer recording materials and sequential as 
well as simultaneous exposure of the material can be considered. For re
cording color holograms, so far, sequential exposure combined with the 
sandwich-recording technique has produced best results. Sequential ex
posures of a single-layer emulsion using different wavelengths requires 
careful adjustment of the individual exposures in order to obtain the cor
rect color balance. This problem was treated by Shevtsov [9.36]. He investi
gated superimposed exposures at different wavelengths recorded in bleach
ed reflection single-layer holograms. The total diffraction efficiency of the 
color hologram was expressed as a function of the ratio of the exposures, 
the total exposure, and the dynamic range of the recording medium. Exper
iments with the PE-2 emulsion were also performed. 
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Fig.9.4. Fiber setup for recording color holograms. The illumination of the object can 
be also obtained by combining a set of single-mode fibers, where the light output from 
each fiber is adjusted to match the spectral sensitivity of the recording material [9.66) 

If the sandwich method is utilized for recording color holograms on 
glass plates, a compensating glass plate must be used and the back plate is 
recorded through it to obtain perfect image registration. Instead, as de
scribed by Hariharall [9.25], the plate holder can be mounted on a micro
meter slide and moved in a direction perpendicular to its plane over a dis
tance equal d[l-(Ijn)] between the recordings. The thickness of the plate is 
d and n is the refractive index of the glass. 

In general, each and every aspect of the recording technique for color 
holograms must be investigated in great detail if one is to obtain high-qual
ity holograms. The most crucial of all the factors is, however, the recording 
material itself. In addition, the choice of a processing method suitable for 
silver-halide materials is extremely important. Finally, even though there 
are still many questions to be answered and the final solution of all the 
problems connected with color holography is not at all obvious there is no 
doubt that high-quality color holograms will appear sooner or later, wheth
er they be recorded on silver halides or other materials. 

9.2 Pseudo Color Holography 

In the previous section the ways and possibilities of recording color holo
grams of real objects were discussed. This section discusses various methods 
of recording holographic images containing two or more colors, but where 
the colors of the final hologram frequently do not reflect the real colors of 
the objects originally used for the hologram recording. Sometimes compu
ter-generated images are taken advantage of recording holograms in several 
colors. Although the colors obtained in the final product can sometimes 
resemble "true" colors, the techniques applied here do not represent a color 
recording method and such types of holograms are therefore best called 
pseudocolor or multicolor holograms. Sometimes the true or natural color 
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holograms are also referred to as multicolor holograms, but, in accordance 
with the conclusions drawn from the discussion in the previous section, 
these should simply be called color holograms. 

9.2.1 Pseudocolor Holograms 

Pseudocolor holograms can be divided into two main groups. To the first 
group belong white-light pseudocolor transmission holograms based on 
Benton's original rainbow technique [9.93]. The other group contains white
light pseudocolor reflection holograms. 

a) Pseudocolor Transmission Holograms 

The pseudocolor transmission technique is based on multiple, white-light 
rainbow holograms in which different spectra are superimposed at the posi
tion of the observer. Here, natural colors can be obtained if three different 
wavelengths are used for the recording of the master hologram. By using a 
single-wavelength laser and combining different holograms recorded with 
different reference angles it is possible to create artificial colors in the final 
rainbow hologram. Often, these holograms are very impressive as regards 
both their colors and brightness. One problem with these holograms is that 
the colors vary depending on the vertical observation angle, which, particu
larly for the "natural" color holograms, means that they only show "true" 
colors at one particular observation level. So far, this type of holograms is 
the only one that has been produced in large quantities, since these holo
grams can be easily embossed. Many applications can be found for this type 
of hologram, e.g., in art, commerce and security. The colors of transmission 
holograms are created mainly by geometrical considerations of the record
ing setup. As transmission holograms they are often mirror-backed for re
flection reconstruction. The influence of the recording material is normally 
of much less importance. For that, the reader is referred to the references 
concerning these techniques. The multicolor technique for rainbow holo
grams was introduced in 1977 by Tamura [9.94,95]. Grover and Tremblay 
[9.96] demonstrated the possibilities of creating natural color rainbow holo
grams. Benton et al. [9.97] and Benton [9.98] gave detailed descriptions of 
the pseudocolor/natural color recording technique. Benton has also devel
oped computer programs facilitating the rather complicated calculations that 
are necessary to perform in order to obtain a perfect color mixture in the 
final hologram. 

b) Pseudocolor Reflection Holograms 

The other pseudocolor technique applies to reflection holograms and is 
therefore much more material dependent than that applied to the previous 
group. However, even here the recording geometry will affect the colors of 
holograms. It is difficult to produced pseudocolor reflection holograms on a 
large scale and they are therefore used mainly for artistic applications in 
limited editions. 
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The technique of creating different colors is based on the fact that the 
color in a reflection hologram is obtained by the reflection of light from the 
recorded interference layers within the emulsion. The distance between 
these layers will determine the color. A certain distance between the in
terference fringes is generated during the recording of a reflection holo
gram depending on the laser wavelength used. However, this distance can 
be manipulated in many ways by various processing methods, which means 
that different colors can be obtained in the finished hologram. Even by 
using only a single-wavelength radiation for the recording, the produced 
hologram can contain many different colors. PresweIling the emulsion 
before the recording will result in a shrinkage after processing, which will 
create colors of a shorter wavelength in the hologram than the color of the 
laser used. However, these methods are often very time-consuming and 
thus they are mainly of interest in holographic art applications. As regards 
the recording materials, the material most frequently used here is silver
halide emulsion. However, color control of dichromated gelatin has been 
reported [9.99], as well as pseudocolor processing [9.100]. The following 
sections describe some of the methods applied to silver-halide emulsions in 
the recording of pseudocolor reflection holograms. 

The first note concerning the possibilities of obtaining different colors 
by double exposure and emulsion thickness manipulation in between ex
posures was presented in 1979 by Blyth [9.101]. In a paper by Hariharan 
[9.102] the pseudocolor reflection process was carefully described. The 
technique became popular among artists and several papers on the reflection 
pseudocolor method have been published [9.103-120]. McGrew [9.103] has 
given information as regards the recording geometry for reflection pseudo
color holograms. Normally, the preswelling of the emulsion is performed by 
immersing the plates in various concentrations of TriEthanolAmine (TEA) 
solutions. This treatment also acts as a hypersensitizing method, which is an 
advantage when using HeNe lasers for the recording. (Refer to Chap.6 in 
which several hypersensitizing methods are described). For permanent 
swelling of the bleached emulsion after its processing, TEA is not recom
mended because of its sensitizing effect which will increase the emulsion 
printout dramatically. Hariharan [9.102] recommended that sorbitol be used 
for this purpose instead of TEA. Glycerin instead of TEA for a pseudocolor 
work was described by Lessing [9.106]. Presoaking the plate in a 10% 
glycerin solution results in a 17% increase in thickness of the dried emul
sion. Water-alcohol solutions of glycerin were employed by Van in and 
Vorobjev [9.115] to produce pseudocolor holograms on the Russian PFG-03 
material. They gave recommendations for suitable glycerin concentrations 
to obtain desired colors. In their colloidal processing technique which is 
based on the GP-2 developer, a fixing step is also included causing ad
ditional shrinkage after processing. An empiric formula for this process was 
given 

>-r = 613 - 6.65r (9.4) 
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where ).r is the reconstructed wavelength after processing, and r is the 
glycerin concentration in percent. The formula assumes that the recording 
wavelength is 633 nm. Vall in and Vorobjev discussed also image distortions 
in pseudocolor holograms and treated, in particular, image plane holograms 
transferred from transmission or reflection masters. 

As regards the concentration of TEA in which the material is to be 
treated in order to obtain different colors, this depends on the kind of ma
terial used, the recording wavelength, and the processing method applied. 
Normally, separate tests must be carried out in each and every case. In the 
following Tables 9.2 and 3 data from Kaufman's [9.l05, 113] and Smith and 
Cvetkovich's [9.107] experiments are presented. 

Table 9.2. Kaufman's pseudocolor procedure. (Recording wavelength: 633nm) 

Color 

red 
deep orange 
yellow 
yellow-green 
green 
blue 
violet 

Wavelength 
range [nm] 

700-620 
620-580 
570-580 
510-570 
487-510 
430-487 
400-430 

TEA concentration 
10 min treatment [%] 

o 
1.2 
3.5 
5.0 
10.0 
13.5 
17.0 

Processing: D-19 + PBQ or EDT A bleach 

The practical procedure for the pseudocolor TEA-treatment method 
has been described by Moore [9.l04], Kaufman [9.105,113,116], and Smith 
and Cvetkovich [9.107]. These papers contain important information on all 
the steps performed in the recording process of pseudocolor reflection holo
grams. In particular, the interested reader is referred to [9.l13] which con
siders this technique for the recording of holograms up to the size of 50 by 
60 cm2. 

In most cases, the laser used in the pseudocolor work is the ReNe laser, 
sometimes a krypton laser, too. Normally, image-plane reflection glass ho
lograms are produced from separate transmission masters for each color. 
Cvetkovich [9.109] described a method for making pseudocolor film holo
grams by a sequential contact-copying technique from different reflection 
master plates. This paper mentions also that a scanning technique can be 
used. More details concerning general copying of holograms are found in 
Chap.8. Recently, Lieberman [9.l11] has successfully applied the copying 
technique to produce high-quality film copies using a gray-scale separation 
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Table 9.3. The Smith and Cvetkovich pseudocolor procedure. (Recording wavelength: 
647nm) 

Color TEA concentration Bandwidth 
). peak [nm] 5 min treatment [%] [nm] 

646.5 No soak 29 
64l.5 Water only 27 
617.5 l.96 27 
604.5 3.8 27 
587 5.6 25 
565 7.4 22 
547 9.1 22 
520 10.7 20 
505 12.2 18 
485 13.7 17 
475 15.2 17 
462 16.6 19 
450 18.0 19 
439 19.3 22 
431 20.0 19 
427 21.8 22 
421 23.0 21 

Processing: GP62 + PBQ bleach 

technique also described by him [9.117]. For three or more colors, three 
master holograms must be made: one to reconstruct red, and the two others, 
preswelled, to produce green and blue. For example, if part of the image is 
to be red, the corresonding area of the model is painted white for the red 
recording and black for both the green and blue recordings. If a secondary 
color such as magenta is desired, the model must be painted white on both 
the red and blue exposures, and black on the green exposure. Other colors 
are created by mixing recordings where the object has been painted in dif
ferent gray-scale values. 

The transfer setup must be arranged in such a way that the necessary 
adjustments of the reference angles between the different recordings are 
carefully considered in accordance with the guidelines drawn up by 
McGrew [9.103]. He was the first to introduce the geometrical "hinge point" 
approach which facilitates the necessary calculations. In Fig.9.5-8, the tech
nique is briefly illustrated. The reason the direction of the reference beam 
must be adjusted in relation to the copy plate is that the exposure of the 
emulsion in the swollen state must be compensated for. The emulsion will 
reconstruct the shorter-wavelength images from the final holographic plate 
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R (blue) 

Viewing 
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H P 

Recording 
~is 

Fig.9.5. Diagram for making pseudocolor reflection holograms using different refer
ence sources. The "reflection" of H (master holograms with the various image compo
nents) is an imaginary plate placed at the same distance from the recording plate P as 
the actual H, but at the opposite side. The reflection of H is in line with the reference 
source positions R(red), R(green), and R(blue). The reference sources and the reflec
tion of H lie on a straight line in which the recording plate P lies. That point of inter
section is the "hinge point" [9.103] 

"Renacted· 
light source 

Viewing'-______________________ -I::IiI'-_________________________ ;:O"" 

axis 

Fig.9.6. Locating the hinge point for a reflection hologram. The hinge point is found 
by drawing a line from the imaginary "reflected" illumination source position to the 
position of the observer, and finding the intersection at the hologram plane [9.103] 
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Fig.9. 7. Using the hinge point found in Fig.9.S and the illumination axis to design the 
recording setup for a reflection hologram. The hinge point is found first, and is then 
used to locate the line along which the reference source and the H-plates are to be 
positioned (the recording axis) [9.103] 

with the fringe separation different from that in the recording stage. If that 
has not been compensated for at the recording stage, the registration will 
not be perfect and the diffraction efficiency of the shorter-wavelength im
ages will be reduced because of the nonoptimum Bragg reconstruction con
dition. More details regarding this are provided in the original paper by 
McGrew [9.103]. 

If the first exposure is the red recording and this is quite straightfor
ward. Then the plate is soaked in a suitable TEA concentration for the next 
color recording. The duration of this treatment is not that critical - it can 
vary from 30 seconds to several minutes. After that the plate is squeegeed 
with a windshield-wiper blade. This is a critical stage in the processing 
which requires some practice until a completely streak-free surface is ob
tained. An alternative method is the use of an air knife which blows a con
centrated stream of air across the plate when the plate is slowly moving un
der the air current. Then the plate is either blow-dried or left to dry slowly 
by itself (in a horizontal position to avoid uneven emulsion thickness). The 
glass side of the plate must be carefully cleaned before the next exposure 
can take place. The whole process is then repeated for each additional color 
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Recording 
axis 

pis 

Viewing 
p~~--~----r-~--~--~~--~~----~---------------------

Fig.9.S. Finding reference source position at the recording axis for e.g. the green com
ponent of a reflection hologram: Find the intersection between the illuminating axis 
and the recording axis R(red), which is the position for the red recording, e.g. 633 nm. 
Draw a circle through R(red) which is centered in the middle of the recording plate P. 
Draw also a line from R perpendicular to the viewing axis. Measure the distance and 
call it D(red). Finding the reference position for the green recording D(green), at e.g. 
520 nm: multiply D(red) by the ratio of the green wavelength to get D(green); 
D(green) = D(red)·633/520. Measure D(green) out from the viewing axis along the 
D(red) line. A line is drawn from D(green) parallel to the viewing axis until it inter
sects the circle. The intersection point is labeled C2 • A line from the center of the plate 
P through C2 is extended until it intersects the recording axis. That intersecting point 
is the reference position for the green recording R(green) [9.103] 

wanted, immersing the plate in higher concentrations of the TEA solution. 
It is also recommended to add a wetting agent to the TEA bath. One impor
tant factor to remember as regards the exposure times is the fact that the 
TEA treatment increases the sensitivity of the material. Therefore, the peri
ods of the second and the following exposures of the TEA-treated plate 
must be reduced accordingly. Moore [9.104] has found that compared to the 
first exposure of the untreated plate at a given exposure time, the second 
exposure should be 1/2 and the third 1/4 of the first exposure time. These 
are only rough guidelines indicating the direction to compensate for the in
creased sensitivity. Only tests performed for each separate case can establish 
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the exact color balance and wanted colors. Two factors that would counter
act the TEA treatment to some extent are first the fact that sensitizing dyes 
can dissolve out of the emulsion during the treatment, and second the fact 
that in a multiple-exposed layer the first exposure creates a higher density 
than the following exposures even if all are identical. However, as shown 
by Moore, these two effects are of less importance compared to the in
creased sensitivity caused by the TEA treatment. 

To make the individual exposures more equal, it might be better to 
start with the highest TEA concentration and finish with the red recording 
for which the plate is soaked in water with a wetting agent added, only in 
order to remove the triethanolamine from the previous step. 

As always when dealing with holograms, there are many factors con
tributing to the final quality of the hologram (master plate variations, copy 
plate emulsion hardness, humidity, TEA-processing temperature, etc.). 

As regards the processing of the plates, the best way is to arrange so 
that the red (no preswelling) recording will replay in red. This means that a 
nonshrinkage processing technique should be performed. In case any 
shrinkage occurs during the processing (e.g., by using reversal bleaching) 
the TEA concentrations have to be adjusted accordingly. In any case, it is 
recommended to rinse the plates in water to remove any trace of TEA 
before processing. Therefore, the second method which terminates with the 
red recording is preferable, since the plate has already been washed before 
the final exposure. Furthermore, a tanning developer such as a pure pyro
gallol developer combined with the PBQ-rehalogenating bleach seem to be 
the most frequent choice so far. Kaufman [9.113] reported that out of safety 
considerations he has switched to a ferric sodium EDT A bleach. However, 
the new processing methods described in Chaps.5 and 7 will probably have 
an impact on pseudocolor processing in the future, too. 

Smith [9.1 08] has discussed the pseudocolor technique for creating 
mixed colors from three primaries obtained by the TEA-swelling method. 
He used the three primary colors presented in Table 9.4. 

Using this technique it is possible to obtain any desired colors and re
cord achromatic as well as white images. With three masters where the three 
objects used for the master hologram recording had the correct grey levels 

Table 9.4. Smith's primary wavelength for the pseudocolor technique 

Color TEA concentration Wavelength Bandwidth 
[nm] [nm] 

red no soak 652 23 
green ]2% 532 20 
blue 28% 458 20 
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compared to the ones obtained when making black-and-white photographs 
of a polychrome object through three different color filters, it is actually 
possible to obtain a "true" color reflection hologram with a single-wave
length laser. Lieberman [9.111] recorded multicolor holograms based along a 
similar line of approach. 

Walker and Benton [9.112] presented a rather novel approach which 
makes the otherwise complicated swelling procedure employed in the pro
duction of pseudocolor reflection holograms less troublesome. Their method 
developed at MIT is a "hands-ofC' in-situ swelling method in which the 
emulsion thickness is controlled during the exposure by immersing the mat
erial in a solvent environment. The plate can remain in the setup during the 
whole swelling sequence. Water, which is used as a swelling agent, is com
bined with different concentrations of a water-miscible solvent, such as, 
e.g., isopropyl alcohol. To obtain the three primary colors the material is 
swollen sequentially; in 8%, 18%, and 25% water solutions. For uniform 
swelling Walker and Benton recommended that the emulsion be pretreated 
in an enzyme solution, e.g., trypsin. This technique has been used in the 
production of reflection stereograms of computer-graphic color-separated 
images. It means that full color computer-generated holograms can be pro
duced this way. 

The combination of holographic stereograms and reflection volume re
cording has been developed by Benton [9.114]. There are several advantages 
that this combination offers, e.g., that holographic reflection stereograms 
are easier to exhibit than transmission holograms, that they are better than 
their mirrorbacked alternative, that they can be recorded as achromatic or 
as full-color stereograms and that one can use a dark background for the 
recorded image. Other important advantages are that a conventional photo
graphic technique is applied for the master which means that all types of 
objects can be recorded as well as outdoor scenes. In addition, computer
generated images can easily be used for producing holograms. It is also a 
method for making reductions in holography without distortions. The paper 
mentions that the normal grating equations for transmission holograms can 
be combined with the "geometrical optics" of the volume recording media. 
This means that most of the experience gathered from the transmission 
stereogram technique can be directly applied here. 

It should be mentioned that the emulsion thickness manipulation tech
niques described above can be also utilized to create achromatic and black
and-white images. Orr and Tryner [9.118-120] at Richmond Holographic 
Studios, UK, have produced impressive large-format, black-and-white 
holograms, with a technique they alone developed. In this case only two 
colors are necessary in order to create white. In the elE diagram, the colors 
should be chosen in such a way that a straight line drawn between them 
should pass right through the white region in the center of the diagram. 
Obviously, there are many possibilities of choosing the primary colors 
which will satisfy this condition. Orr and Trayner used yellow and blue, 
which they achieved by preswelling the emulsion in different concentra
tions of triethanolamine. 
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Fig.9.9. Black-and-white hologram portrait: "Kate MCGougan & Stephen Jones hat". 
Hologram designed and produced by Richmond Holographic Studios. Ltd. in 1985 

The emulsion was first presoaked in the following bath in order to 
obtain the yellow image: 

Triethanolamine (TEA) 17 parts 
Wetting agent (Kodak 600 Photoflo) 2 parts 
Distilled water 100 parts . 

Soaking time> 1 minute. The film was then squeegeed and dried in warm 
air (300 C). 

After the first exposure the film was then soaked in a higher concen-
tration TEA bath for the blue exposure. This solution consisted of 

Triethanolamine (TEA) 33 parts 
Wetting agent (Kodak 600 Photoflo) 2 parts 
Distilled water 100 parts . 

Soaking time> 1 minute. 

After being dried, the second exposure was made. In order to get per
fect registration of the images the reference beam was changed between the 
two recordings according to the directions given by McGrew [9.l03]. In 
general, the exposure times for the two recordings, the change of the ref-
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erence beam as well as the TEA concentrations have to be fine-tuned to get 
a perfect result. The guidelines above were carried out for the Agfa 8E75 
HD film. The material was processed in a pure pyrogallol developer and 
bleached in an EDT A bleach. An example of such a hologram is shown in 
Fig.9.9. 

The pseudocolor process is rather time-consuming. Cvetkovich [9.109] 
mentioned that it takes one to four days to make masters and the first ac
ceptable copy of a new subject. Additional copies take three hours per copy 
since they all have to go through the same complicated steps. Using Lieber
man's film copying technique [9.111], one can generate approximately 300 
pseudocolor holograms, 30 by 40 cm2 per month. The production rate can 
be somewhat increased by using machine processing and other improve
ments. 

Despite the tedious procedure, several artists have been able to record 
several excellent-quality holograms with this technique. 

9.3 Infrared Holography 

The possibilities of making holograms in the near infrared and the infrared 
parts of the spectrum have been widely investigated and the results pre
sented in various papers [9.121-180]. 

There are many IR lasers that can be used for this type of recording, 
e.g., Nd: Y AG, CO2 and diode lasers such as GaAIAs or GalnAsP. The main 
problem with infrared recording is a lack of suitable recording materials. 
However, several different materials, including silver-halide materials, have 
been suggested and tested. 

The main applications of IR holography are 
• In the production of Holographic Optical Elements (HOEs). 
• In plasma diagnosis. 
• In nondestructive testing of three-dimensional objects which are 

opaque in visible light, but transparent in infrared light, e.g. german
ium and gallium arsenide objects; 

• In holographic interferometry investigations using CO2 lasers, where 
the long wavelength makes the separation between the fringes more 
suitable for some objects and measurements. 

Two regions of the infrared spectrum have been studied with respect 
to the wavelengths of the existing lasers. The first is the near-infrared part, 
i.e., 700 to 1100 nm. The second part of the IR spectrum corresponds to the 
wavelength of the CO2 laser, i.e. 10.6 J.Lm. 

The first IR holograms were made by Lowenthal et al. [9.121] employ
ing a photographic gelatin layer as the recording material for the 10.6 J.Lm 
wavelength. Chivian et al. [9.122] used an in-line setup and a CO2 laser for 
the recording. A thermochromic material (Cu2 HgI4) constituted the record
ing material for the 10.6 J.Lm radiation. lzawa and Kamiyama [9.123] re-
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corded off-axis IR holograms in a polymeric film contammg a photo
chromic spiropirans painted on a glass substrate. The possibility of real
time IR holography at 10.6 p.m was demonstrated by Simpson and Deeds 
[9.124]. They took advantage of a mixture of cholesteric liquid crystals as 
the recording medium. 

9.3.1 IR Recordings in Silver-Halide Materials 

a) Conventional Sensitized Mode of Operation 

In the UV and the visible parts of the spectrum the most sensitive holo
graphic material with a sufficiently high resolving power is the silver-ha
lide film. The high sensitivity of silver-halide materials depends on the fact 
that during the exposure only the latent image is recorded (normally with 
low energy) and the subsequent development process converts the latent
image specks to a silver image. The only other holographic materials with 
similarly high sensitivity and resolving power that can be considered for IR 
recordings are thermoplastic recording plates or film. 

Silver halides, as such, are not sensitive to the red part of the spectrum. 
To improve their sensitivity to radiation in this region, sensitizing dyes with 
strong absorption properties in this part of the spectrum must be employed. 
There is no clarity as to how this process really works, but it is believed 
that a photoelectron transfer from the dye to the silver-halide crystal takes 
place. The minimum energy of a photon to eject a photoelectron is 2.3 eV, 
which is possible only in the UV and blue parts of the spectrum. In the red 
and the infrared parts of the spectrum dyes must be used. Dyes for sensitiz
ing the emulsion up to about 1300 nm can be found. Further in the IR 
region, e.g. at 10.6 p.m, the photon has an energy of 0.1 eV only, which is 
far too low, even with a dye, to eject a photoelectron. When an electron has 
been released it can move through the crystal lattice. At an imperfection of. 
the crystal the electron is trapped and combined with an interstitial silver 
ion. This single silver atom will trap another liberated electron and the cycle 
repeats itself several times during the exposure, as explained in Chap.2. 

In the deep red and the near-infrared parts of the spectrum ordinary 
holographic silver-halide materials from Agfa and Kodak can be utilized. 
These materials have a spectral sensitivity of up to somewhere between 750 
and 850 nm. Holograms using these materials have been recorded with 
diode lasers (e.g., a 5-mW CSP-type GaAIAs) emitting 748 nm [9.125]. The 
Kodak holographic plate 120-01 had a sensitivity of two-thirds at 748 nm 
of the sensitivity at 633 nm. 

In another investigation performed at Kodak by Lysogorski and Lun
gershausen [9.126], a 30-mW laser diode of the GaAIAs double heteros
tructure V -channeled Substrate, Inner Stripe (VSIS) type, was used. The 
wavelength of 780 nm was utilized and the plates were Kodak 120-02 as 
well as an experimental IR-sensitive film similar to the holographic film 
SO-173. At 780 nm the required exposure was 1 mJ/cm2 for the 120-02 
plates. 
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A slightly longer wavelength (787.3nm) was employed by Davis and 
Brownell [9.l27] in an investigation comparing Agfa and Kodak materials. 
It was found that both Kodak 120-02 and Agfa 8E75 needed about 6 
mJ/cm2 exposure. The faster Agfa IOE75 plate required only 0.8 mJ/cm2. 
Notice that the exposure had to be increased six times as compared to the 
previous investigation where the 120-02 plates were used. The reason for 
this was probably that the wavelength was about 10 nm longer in the se
cond study. It may be interesting to mention that the thermoplastic record
ing technique was also investigated in the same study. Here, the standard 
Newport HC-300 thermoplastic camera was tested for IR holography. The 
sensitivity was the same (0.8mJ/cm2) as for the Agfa IOE75 silver-halide 
material. 

The Agfa 8E75 HD material has been applied for recording reflection 
gratings at 750 nm by Hart et al. [9.128]. They found that the sensitivity of 
the material at this wavelength was about 20 times lower compared to the 
sensitivity at 633 nm. The same material was employed by Wang and Kostuk 
[9.129] at 820 nm for making bleached planar transmission holograms. At 
this wavelength they found a sensitivity of 60 mJ/cm2. They observed that 
the 8E75 HD material has a useful IR sensitivity which extends to 840 nm. 
This means that this material is suitable for holographic recordings using 
GaAs lasers. 

The standard Kodak I-N spectroscopic IR material was tested by 
Sugaya and Iwamoto [9.130]. They recorded holograms at 865.4 nm on this 
low-resolution material (about 30 line pairs/mm) with an inter-beam angle 
of OS . The IR holograms reconstructed with a HeNe laser were of rather a 
poor quality, having a signal-to-noise ratio of only 10. Later, Gilbreath and 
Clement used the standard Kodak Spectroscopic IV -N material for record
ing holograms at 842.4 nm [9.131]. The IV-N material has a slightly higher 
resolving power of about 200 line pairs/mm and a very high sensitivity. 
They found that an exposure of only 56 nJ/cm2 was needed at the given 
IR-wavelength. Both Kodak materials mentioned here require small record
ing angles. 

An experimental Kodak material is the hypersensitized IR material 
4-Z, which Roychoudhuri and Thompson [9.l32] used for IR holograms. In 
their case holograms were made with a pulsed Nd-glass laser. The 4-Z 
emulsion has a resolution of only about 100 lines/mm. The spectral sensi
tivity reaches up to about 1200 nm. 

Silver-halide materials from the former USSR have also been used for 
IR holography. Ryabova et al. [9.133] reported that the IAE-3 was studied 
at 840 nm and IAE-6 at 1060 nm. Both materials have high resolving power 
and good sensitivity. The IR holograms exposed with a GaAs laser at 840 
nm were recorded on a special, sensitized holographic material from the 
LV. Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy (IAE) [9.134]. IR-sensitized 
Russian material was also investigated by Kalashllikov et al. [9.l35] for the 
recording of Fourier holograms at 850 nm. 

A gallium-arsenide injection laser at 860 nm was used by Zakharov et 
al. [9.1361 to record high-resolution microholograms on the IAE material. A 
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GaAIAs-GaAs double heterostructure laser has been employed by Vorobev 
et al. [9.137] to record holograms at 870-890 nm with I-880G plates. These 
plates have a resolution of about 1000 lines/mm and a sensitivity of 10-5 

J/cm2. 
The IAE materials were also applied by Gnatyuk et al. [9.138] to record 

IR holograms exposed with a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser at 1054 nm. They 
reported a diffraction efficiency of I % with this high-resolution material 
(> 1000tp/mm, sensitivity 50mJ/cm2). In another investigation by Dukhov
nyi et al. [9.139], domestic holographic materials have been tested, using an 
Nd:YAG laser at 1064 nm, free-running, Q-switched and mode locked. 
Two interesting results have been obtained from this investigation. The first 
one shows that the shortest pulses (2·1O-10s) gave rise to a sensitivity which 
was approximately one order of magnitude higher than the sensitivity of 
the same material exposed to longer pulses. The second observation shows 
that a 0.5 % solution of TriEthanolAmine (TEA) highly increased the sensi
tivity of the material at the wavelength used. TEA is a well-known hyper
sensitizing agent for holography in the visible part of the spectrum. 

Conventional silver-halide materials utilized for IR holography seem to 
work rather well in the region of 700 to 800 nm. Their sensitivity is, how
ever, lower here than in the normal, visible part of the spectrum. The use 
of TEA hypersensitization can eventually increase sensitivity. If recordings 
are to be made in the region of 800 to 1100 nm, the material has to be sen
sitized using special IR dyes. The upper . limit for dye-sensitized silver
halide materials lies at 1300 nm. Conventional holographic materials, for 
example Agfa IOE75, can be sensitized with different dyes in the following 
solution: 

Distilled water 
Methanol 
1% Borax (Na2 B4 0 7 . I OH2 0) 
Allocyanide solution in methanol 1:4000 

600 mt 
300 mt 
100 mt 

8 mt. 

The material has to be treated for 5 to 10 minutes, which is followed 
by a short wash and fast drying. The dye used here is called allocyanide by 
Agfa, whereas the same dye is called neocyanide by Kodak. This dye will 
increase the spectral sensitivity up to 900 nm. To obtain sensitivity between 
900 and 1100 nm, a dye called xenocyanide can be used. 

b) Infrared Presensitition Holography 

It is possible to use silver-halide materials for IR recordings in the far end 
of the IR spectrum in a different way compared to the conventional princi
ple. InfraRed Presensitization Photography (IRPP) is a technique which 
makes use of silver-halide materials for recordings in the far end of the in
frared part of the spectrum [9.140-142]. As mentioned earlier, the energy of 
IR photons is normally far too low to eject photoelectrons. However, ex
posure to the IR radiation has a certain effect on the material. It is known 
that heat can increase the sensitivity of silver-halide materials. Therefore, 
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the emulsion of the photographic material is thermally heated during the 
production process (Ostwald ripening). This step determines the potential 
light sensitivity of the material. During a second heat-treatment (the after
ripening), which takes place in the presence of sensitizing dyes, the material 
undergoes an important increase in its sensitivity. Heat treatment taking 
place after manufacturing can be regarded as a second after-ripening. For 
example, baking of the photographic material is regarded as a hypersensiti
zation method in which the silver-ion concentration is increased to a signi
ficant level and which brings about sensitization of the material. (Compare 
Chap.6). 

The IRPP technique is a hypersensitization procedure which works in 
the following way. The IR exposure causes an increase in the number or 
mobility of interstitial silver ions (Frenkel defects). These defects constitute 
sensitivity centers that will trap the arriving photoelectrons if the material is 
exposed to photons of sufficient energy. In this manner the IR exposure 
sensitizes the grains of the emulsion. Immediately after the IR exposure the 
material is exposed to visible light. The second exposure gives rise to for
mation of the latent image in the emulsion. After development, the more 
sensitive grains will produce darker areas than grains that have been ex
posed to very little or no IR light. To that extent we may say that the IR 
exposure is responsible for the formation of the image in the emulsion. The 
way in which the IR exposure affects the emulsion here is the opposite to 
the one which occurs when the well-known Herschel effect takes place, in 
which visible exposure followed by IR exposure results in desensitization. 

In an investigation performed by Juyal et al. [9.143] this particular 
method was used for the recording of interferograms with a CO2 laser and 
Kodak 649-F spectroscopic plates. A 4-Watt laser of 10.6 J.'m wavelength 
was used and the IR exposure of 20 seconds was immediately followed by a 
visible two seconds exposure provided by a tungsten lamp of 60 Watts. Dif
fuse light was achieved by covering the lamp with a translucent paper. The 
lamp was placed one meter away from the plate. Pulses from a CO2 laser 
were used by Gorlin et al. [9.144] for IR recordings of photographic FT -SK 
film applying the same method. They used 70 ms IR pulses combined with 
15 J.'s pulses of actinic light. A resolution and sensitivity investigation of 
this recording principle was also performed. They found that it was possible 
to obtain a density of 2.5 above a 0.58 fog level. The dynamic range was at 
least 224 and the minimum detectable energy was 5 mJ/cm2. 

The advantage of this method is that ordinary, high-resolution silver
halide materials can be used for IR recordings at very long wavelengths; the 
disadvantage - that the IR exposure energy must be several orders of mag
nitude higher than is usually required when the material is exposed to visi
ble light. 

c) Infrared Desensitization Holography 

Graube [9.145] utilized the reversed effect (lR/white light in the opposite 
order compared to the description above) to record IR holograms on dif
ferent popular holographic emulsions, such as Kodak 649-F, Kodak V -F, 
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Agfa IOE56, and Agfa IOE75, with a CW Nd:YAG laser (GTE Sylvania 
605). First, he exposed the plates to a 100-W incandescent bulb at a dis
tance of 40 cm for 10 seconds. After that, the plates were exposed to inter
secting beams of the 1.06 /Lm IR radiation to give an exposure of 9000 
J/cm2 ! The material was developed in Kodak D-19, fixed, washed and 
dried. Some plates were bleached in bromine vapor and the diffraction ef
ficiency of the gratings was measured using a HeNe laser. An efficiency of 
25% was obtained from gratings exposed at 4000 J/cm2 for 2000 seconds. 
The disadvantage of this low-sensitivity technique is somewhat compen
sated by the high energy that can be obtained from Nd: Y AG lasers. 

It is obvious that the IR radiation can both sensitize or desensitize a 
silver-halide emulsion. Frazier et al. [9.146] discussed this fact in a paper 
concerning conventional IR photography. They mentioned that the time de
lay between the nonactinic (IR) and actinic (white light) exposure is impor
tant. Extremely short IR pulses can photographically be recorded via this 
principle, as demonstrated by Mitchel et al. [9.147]. Concerning holographic 
emulsions Mikhailov et al. [9.148] as well as Starobogatov and Nicolaev 
[9.149] discussed the influence of short nonactinic pulses mixed with short 
actinic pulses. 

9.3.2 IR Recordings in Non-Silver Materials 

A number of non-silver materials and recording techniques can be consid
ered for recording holograms in the infrared part of the electromagnetic 
spectrum [9.150-180]. The following summary gives a brief survey of the 
existing techniques making use of non-silver materials for hologram re
cording. 

One technique for recording infrared holograms is a direct absorption 
of thermal energy in the material which means the induction of a spatially 
distributed temperature field on the surface of a material caused by the in
terference pattern to be recorded. This temperature field can then produce 
a physical or chemical change to yield a recording. At a relatively high 
average power from a CO2 laser, material can be locally evaporated or sub
limated from the surface of the recording material and thus record the in
terference pattern directly. Another possibility rests in the fact that temper
ature variations caused by thermal radiation are capable of selectively pro
ducing a chemical reaction or a change in some material property that can 
record the interference pattern. The normal holographic thermoplastic re
cording technique is also applicable in the IR region. 

a) Two-Photon Recording Process 

Another interesting method is the two-photon recording technique [9.150]. 
Here, two different light sources are employed. The first source, in the vis
ible or UV, excites the recording material to a metastable state. The light 
from the first source does not contribute to the formation of a hologram 
and therefore it is not necessary for it to be monochromatic or coherent. 
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The second source, which emits the IR light, is used to produce the holo
gram. This light is absorbed by the metastable state, resulting in irreversible 
photochemistry. The system is self-developing since turning off the UV 
source stops the recording process but allows for the reconstruction of the 
hologram immediately afterwards, with the IR laser light. 

Briiuchle et al. [9.151] used this particular technique for the recording 
of holograms in cyanoacrylate polymers in which a photoactive Q-diketone 
was dissolved. Holograms were recorded at 752 nm and 1064 nm. 

In an investigation by Gerbig et al. [9.152], a BiAcetyl (BA) dissolved 
in a PolyCyanoAcrylate (PCA) matrix was taken as a recording material. A 
Hg lamp (200W) was used for the UV illumination and a Krypton laser 
(752.5nm or 799.3nm) was used for the IR exposure. They also demon
strated the possibility of recording holograms (only 20J,Lm in diameter) in 
the BA-PCA material, with a GaAIAs laser at 797 nm. A two-photon pro
cess was utilized by Carre et al. [9.153]. This process works only when both 
the UV and the IR are on at the same time. They prepared a mixture of a 
liquid and a solid monomer in which a dye (diphenyl isobenzofuran) was 
dissolved. IR exposure from a CW ring dye laser at 715 nm and 1.4 W /cm2 
was used. The UV radiation was provided by a mercury arc lamp at 365 nm 
and 2 mW/cm2. This method [9.145] was later improved upon and a record
ing technique known as the two-photon two-product process was worked 
out and described by Lougnot et al. [9.154]. 

As already mentioned in the introduction, lzawa and Kamiyama 
[9.123] developed a photochromic emulsion for IR recording which consists 
of photochromic spiropirans (6' -methoxy ,S' -nitro-I ;3,3, -trimethylindolino
benzopyrylospiran) with methyl-methacrylate dissolved in tetrahydrofuran. 
The solution is coated on glass substrates leaving a 10 to 50 J,Lm thick coat
ing after drying. 

b) PMMA and TAC Materials 

Barkhudarov et al. [9.155] have been rather successful in recording high
efficiency IR holograms with PolyMethylMethAchrylate (PMMA) and 
films of TriAcetateCellulose (T AC). They used a pulsed CO2 together with 
industrial TAC films of 0.2 mm thickness. Their paper specifies the sensi
tivities for both PMMA and T AC and compares the two, indicating that the 
use of T AC films ensures a higher diffraction efficiency than that of 
PMMA [9.156]. For the CO2 laser radiation the TAC material has a sensi
tivity of about 0.8 J/cm2 and the PMMA material 1.3 J/cm2. In another in
vestigation the TAC material was used, as outlined in [9.157]. Holograms 
were made using a 30 J pulsed CO2 laser with a pulse length of 100 ns; the 
sensitivity of the material was about O.S J/cm2. Three-dimensional objects 
were recorded and reconstructed with a HeNe laser. 

c) Thin Solid and Liquid Layers 

Thin layers (JO;.SOnm) of bismuth, antimony and cadmium vacuum depos
ited on glass or paraffin on glass substrates for IR recording have been de-
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scribed by Decker et al. [9.158]. The use of bismuth film has been reported 
by Olsen [9.159], where the film had a resolving power of 1730 lines/mm at 
1060 nm and required an exposure of 50 mJ/cm2. The material requires no 
development and is sensitive far into the infrared region. The bismuth film 
was compared with the PMMA and T AC materials in an investigation by 
Kukharchik et al. [9.160]. A similar effect to the one obtained in the earlier 
described IRPP technique was obtained in bismuth silicon oxide (Bi12 Si020 ) 
reported by Karnshilin and Miteva [9.161]. 

PolyVinyl Alcohol (PV A) on a glass substrate can be used for the re
cording of holograms at 10.6 J.lm, as described by Durasov et al. [9.162]. A 
PYA thickness of 30 J.lm and an exposure of 470 mJ/cm2 were reported. 

A thin oil film (about 1 J.lm thick) on a glass substrate has been used to 
record holograms at 10.6 J.lm [9.163,164]. Applications of this recording 
technique for holographic interferometry have been reported by Lewan
dowski et al. [9.165,166]. 

The thermohydrodynamic technique for recording IR holograms in 
thin liquid layers has been treated by Belkin et al. [9.167]. 

d) Thermoplastic Materials 

Thermoplastic materials frequently used for holographic recordings in the 
visible part of the spectrum are also suitable for IR holography, as menti
oned by Colburn et al. [9.168] and Lo et al. [9.169]. The Kalvar film, which 
is a thermoplastic resin primarily intended for UV recordings (developed 
by heat) has been recommended for IR recordings in a reversed Kalvar 
process [9.170]. 

e) Additional Materials 

Another material for 10.6 J.lm holography is commercial wax (Takiwax), 
reported by Beaulieu et al. [9.171,172]. The heated wax was dissolved in 
xylene and poured on a glass plate (thickness 1O,"30J.lm) heated to 65° C 
before the recording. The sensitivity was 0.2 J/cm2. 

Finally, the following materials have also been investigated: a thermo
chromic cuprous mercuric iodide (Cu2 HgI4 ) as a recording material for 
10.6 J.lm. [9.123,173,174]; cholesteric liquid crystals [9.124,175,176]; a 
thermosensitive material FTIROS (Russian acronym for "Phase transforma
tion interference reversible reflection of light") [9.177]; two other materials 
with high sensitivity (about 1,"10mJ/cm2) are CdTe and CdHgTe absorp
tive semiconducting thin films [9.178]. The use of vanadium oxide as a re
cording medium has also been reported [9.179]. Slinger et al. [9.180] re
ported on photodoped chalcogenides as a potential infrared holographic 
recording material. 
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9.4 Ultraviolet Holography 

Publications on hologram recording in the ultraviolet part of the spectrum 
are scarce [9.181-196]. This is due to the fact that for a long time very few 
UV lasers had sufficient light quality for hologram recording and, in ad
dition, suitable recording materials are difficult to find. 

At the present time there are several UV lasers that can be used for 
hologram recording, e.g., nitrogen lasers, frequency tripled or quadrupled 
Nd:YAG, frequency doubled ruby, and Rare Gas Halide (RGH) lasers, 
such as ArF and XeF. 

The recording materials considered suitable for UV holography are the 
photoresist, the photopolymer materials, and the dichromated gelatin emul
sion. Silver-halide materials have also been used. They have sufficient sen
sitivity but the high scattering occurring already in the blue part of the 
spectrum will, of course, become even worse here. Another limitation of 
the silver halides is the fact that the UV light is highly absorbable in gelatin 
which will limit the recording depth of the emulsion. Despite these facts, 
silver-halide emulsions have been used for the recording of UV holograms 
with some success. In addition to the materials just mentioned various other 
materials can be considered for UV holography, about which later on. 

The main applications of UV holography are: 
• In the production of Holographic Optical Elements (HOEs), e.g., dif

fraction gratings with a grating period of 100 nm; to be used for IR 
applications. 

• In holographic high-resolution imaging, where sub-micron resolution 
would be possible. 

• In microcircuit lithography, offering a high resolution and a large 
numerical aperture imaging system. 

• In holographic interferometry investigations using UV lasers, where 
the short wavelength makes the method more sensitive. 

9.4.1 UV Recordings in Silver-Halide Materials 

In the UV and the visible parts of the spectrum the most sensitive recording 
materials are the photographic silver-halide emulsions. For holography, 
however, their use is somewhat limited by their resolving power and high 
scattering, making them not really very suitable in these recording regions. 

The first publication on UV holography was probably that of Wuerker 
et al. [9.181]. They generated the second harmonic (347nm) from a Q
switched ruby laser by sending the pulse through a KDP (potassium dihy
drogen phosphate) crystal. A double UV pulse was applied to record an in
terferogram in which a double amount of interference fringes was obtained 
at 347 nm when compared to a normal 694 nm double-pulse recording. 
Wuerker et al. used the Kodak 649-F emulsion for the recording. The holo
grams were reconstructed with a HeNe laser. One interesting observation 
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here was that the angular orientation selectivity of the UV hologram was 
lower for the UV recording than for the red recording when the reverse 
should apply since a shorter wavelength was used here (in a layer of a given 
thickness). The difference noted here can be attributed to the absorption 
power of the gelatin, making the effective thickness of the emulsion for the 
UV recording only 2.5 p.m. The thickness of a fixed 649-F emulsion is 
about 12 p.m. 

Sasaki and Hirose [9.182] reported the use of a pulsed N2 laser at 337 
nm for the recording of in-line Fraunhofer holograms on the Japanese pho
tographic material Fuji Minicopy film HR II. The holograms were devel
oped in the Fuji Copinal developer. The test object was a 94 nm platinum 
WIre. 

Excimer-recorded UV holograms were reported by Brannon and As
mus [9.183]. Kodak High Resolution Plate IA and Kodak Special Plate 
125-02 were used for the recording. The high energy available from the e
beam pumped XeF laser was such that the UV sensitivity of the recording 
materials was not the main concern here. To limit the demand for resolu
tion, the angle between the reference and the object beams was set to 13° . 
Of the two, the IA material gave holograms of the highest quality. 

Attwood et al. [9.184,185] studied laser plasma interactions using UV 
holographic interferometry. A frequency-tripled neodymium laser emitting 
355-nm 115-ps pulses was employed in the earlier investigation and later a 
frequency quadrupled neodymium laser emitting 266 nm IS ps pulses. 

9.4.2 UV Recordings in Non-Silver Materials 

As already mentioned, photoresist is one of the materials suitable for UV 
hologram recording. This and other materials that have been used in UV 
hologram recording will briefly be discussed in this subsection. 

The well-known Shipley AZ 1350 photoresist has been used by Shank 
and Schmidt [9.186] for the recording of holographic gratings with a grating 
period of 110 nm, formed by two intersecting 325 nm HeCd beams from 
the 10 mW laser. The exposed area of the photoresist was about 20 mm2 

and the exposure time was about 7 s. 
Another Shipley resist (AZ 2400) was employed by Ross et al. [9.187] 

to record resolution test masks using a commercial line-narrowed 249 nm 
KrF eximer laser. The photoresist layer was I p.m thick and it was spun on 
a glass substrate. At this wavelength the resist has an absorption depth of 
about 0.3 p.m. A holographic recording exposure of about 5 mJ/cm2 was 
needed here. 

Dichromated gelatin is a holographic recording material with high re
solving power and which is sensitive in the blue and the UV parts of the 
spectrum. It has been used for the recording of UV holographic gratings by 
Sosnowski and Kogelnik [9.188]. A 5-mW HeCd laser was operated at 325 
nm and with the intersecting beams at an angle of 20° . The emulsion thick-
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ness was 12 p.m, sensitized with 1% ammonium dichromate only. Normally, 
a 5% ammonium dichromate concentration is used for visible-light record
ings, but at this wavelength the emulsion's UV absorption is too high. A 
UV exposure of about 50 mJ/cm2 was needed to obtain a diffraction ef
ficiency of 90% (reconstructed in red light). 

PolyMethyl MethAcrylate (PMMA) can be employed in both the IR 
and the UV parts of the spectrum. Bjorklund et al. [9.189] used this mater
ial in the Vacuum UltraViolet spectral region (VUV) to record gratings and 
Fraunhofer holograms, using the, so far, shortest UV wavelength. The ninth 
harmonic of the Nd: Y AG laser used in the experiment meant a wavelength 
of only 118 nm. Multiple 12 ps pulses were used. The material was pre
pared by spinning a 3% solution of the PMMA in methyl ethyl ketone at 
5000 rpm onto quartz flats with a diameter of 254 mm. The thickness of the 
layer was 140 nm. The material was then baked for half an hour at 1700 C. 
After that the material was ready for the exposure to the UV pulses. A 
cumulative exposure of about 100 mJ/cm2 was necessary, which corre
sponds to 5000 separate pulses. Holographic gratings (area 2mm2) with a 
finest fringe spacing of 85 nm were produced. It was found that at this UV 
wavelength the penetration depth into the PMMA layer was less than 60 
nm. Far-field Fraunhofer holograms of spherical particles ranging from 
1.305 to 0.365 p.m were also successfully recorded in the PMMA material, 
with the 118 nm wavelength. 

In another investigation the PMMA material was applied for holo
graphic gratings in deep ultraviolet. Anderson et al. [9.190] used an ArF ex
imer laser emitting a wavelength of 193 nm, with a coherence length of 
about 2 mm. The gratings recorded in the PMMA material had a grating 
period of 125 nm. 

Some rather unusual recording materials have been recommended as 
suitable for the Extreme UltraViolet (EUV) holography. Underwood and 
Barbee [9.191] introduced the Layered Synthetic Microstructures (LSM) as 
potential recording materials for EUV holography. They presented the for
malism for computing the intensity of Bragg reflection from structures lay
ered on an atomic scale. These theoretical structures may very well push the 
research into X-ray and EUV holography a long step forward once they 
can be applied technologically. 

Another potential candidate for UV holography, and one which has 
already met with some practical applications, is a layer of TS-diacetylene 
single crystals, described by Richter et al. [9.192]. They recorded holo
graphic gratings with grating periods of 370 to 4400 nm, employing two in
terfering 257 nm laser beams and a frequency-doubled argon-ion laser, 
combined with an ADP (Ammonium Dihydrogen Phosphate) crystal. The 
above-mentioned high spatial resolution material has the sensitivity of 
about 220 mJ/cm2 and requires no processing. To increase the sensitivity of 
the material, the hologram can be annealed for 6 hours at 600 C after the 
exposure. The diffraction efficiency of a recorded grating was 35%. 

Finally, it should be mentioned that holograms intended for UV (or 
IR) reconstruction can be recorded at the visible wavelength. This fact can 
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be important for some HOE applications. As regards gratings recorded in 
bleached, silver-halide materials, HeaLon and Soiymar [9.193] reported that 
a UY reconstruction was possible for gratings recorded in Agfa 8E56 HD 
emulsion at 514 nm. Normally, if the wavelength difference is larger the 
violation of the Bragg condition will make the reconstruction from a 
volume hologram unfeasible. Therefore, the method used here was to 
overexpose the material and enhance its nonlinearities during the process
ing. Such a procedure induces the refractive-index modulation at twice the 
frequency of the interference pattern. The Bragg condition is then satisfied 
since the grating vector is twice as large the vector of the recorded pattern. 
Based on such reasoning, the experiment succeeded in that a diffraction ef
ficiency of a few percent was obtained in the region between 370 and 420 
nm for gratings recorded at 514 nm. Jannson [9.194] employed dichromated 
gelatin to record HOEs which were reconstructed in the XUY region (10.;.-
100nm). Another investigation performed by Savant et al. [9.195] utilized a 
completely new polymeric material for holography based on the graft con
cept. The material consists of an extremely dense photochemical crosslink
ing network of hydroxyalkyl acrylate-methacrylate, hard dichromated ge
latin and transparent PYA. They demonstrated that a high-efficiency (up to 
28% in the region of lIto 83nm) UY /XUY volume diffraction elements 
could be produced, recorded in visible light (488nm). 

In a recent publication li'n et al. [9.196] described a holographic con
figuration that employs two matched fused silica phase gratings and an ArF 
eximer laser for recording 100-nm gratings in polymethyl methacylate. 
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10. Recipes and Formulary 
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Table 10.lS. Conversion tables 

Pounds 

1 
0.0625 

2.205 

GaUoRS 

1 
0.25 

0.2642 

Avoirdupois 10 Metric: Welpt 

Ounces Grains Grams 

16 7000 453.6 
1 437.5 2835 

1 0.0648 
0.03527 15.43 1 

35.27 15430 1000 

u.s. Uquld to Metric: Measure 

Quarts Ounces Drams Cubic: 
(Fluid) (Fluid) Centimeters 

4 128 1024 3785 
1 32 2S6 9463 

1 8 29.57 
0.125 1 (60 mins.) 3.697 
0.03381 0.2705 1 

1.057 33.81 270.5 1000 

ConversIon Factors 

Grains per 32 fluid oz multiplied by 0.06847 = grams per liter 
Ounces per 32 fluid oz multiplied by 29.96 .. grams per liter 
Pounds per 32 fluid oz mUltiplied by 4793 .. grams per liter 

Grams per liter multiplied by 14.60 .. grains per 32 fluid oz 
Grams per liter multiplied by 0.03338 = ounces per 32 fluid oz 
Grams per liter multiplied by 0.002086" pounds per 32 fluid oz 

Grams per liter approximately equals ounces per 30 quarts 
Grams per liter approximately equals pounds per 120 gallons 
Ounces (fluid) per 32 oz multiplied by 31.25 .. cubic centimeters per liter 
Cubic: centimeters per liter multiplied by 0.032 .. ounces (fluid) per 32 oz 

cm x 0.3937 .. inches inches x 2.S4OO .. em 

Temperature Connrslon 

Kilograms 

0.4536 
0.02835 

0.001 
1 

Liters 

3.785 
0.9463 
0.02957 
0.003697 
0.001 
1 

From "Celcius (Centigrade) .. "Fahrenheit From "Fahrenheit .. "Celclus (Centigrade) 

"f"~+32 
5 
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CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES 
COMMON IN HOWGRAPHIC PROCESSING 

CHEMICAL FORMULA MW 

Acetic acid CH,COOH 60.05 

Acetone 58.08 

Acridine orange 
(see (Dimethyl amino)-acridine hydrocloride hydrate) 

Adurol 
(see Cblorohydroquinone) 

Aluminum chloride AICI, 133.34 

Aluminum sulfate 342.15 

Aluminum sulfate, octadecahydrate AI,{SO,),. 18H,O 666.42 

Amidol 
(see Diaminophenol dihydroch1oride) 

o-Aminophenol NH,C.H,OH 109.13 

p-Aminophenol NH,CoH,OH 109.13 

p-Aminophenol hydrochloride NH,coH,OH • HCI 145.59 

Ammonia (anhydrous) NH, 17.03 

Ammonia (liquid) 
(see Ammonium hydroxide) 

Ammonium alum NH,A1(SO,l: • 12H,O 453.33 

Ammonium bromide NH,Br 97.94 

Ammonium carbonate (NH,),CO, 96.09 

Ammonium chloride NH,CI 53.49 

Ammonium chromate (NH,),CrO, 152.09 

Ammonium citrate, dibasic (NH'),HCoHsO, 226.19 

Ammonium dichromate (NHJ,Cr,O, 252.10 

Ammonium hydroxide NH,OH 35.05 

Ammonium hyposulfite 
(see Ammonium thiosulfate) 

376 

CAS # 

64-19-7 

67-64-1 

7446-70-0 

10043-01-3 

7784-31-8 

95-55-6 

123-30-8 

51-78·5 

7664-41-7 

7784-26-1 

12124-97-9 

506-87-6 

12125-02-9 

7788-89-9 

3012-65-5 

7789-09-5 

1336-21-6 



CHEMICAL FORMULA MW CAS # 

Ammonium persulrate (NH,),S20 • 228.19 7727-54-0 

Anunonium rhodanide 
(see Ammonium thiocyanate) 

Ammonium sulfate (NH.l:SO. 132.12 7783-2Q.2 

Ammonium sulfite (NH.),SO, 134.20 10196-04-0 

Anunonium thiocyanate NH.sCN 76.12 1762-95-4 

Ammonium thiosulfate (NH.),S:O, 14B.21 7783-18-8 

Auramine 0 303.84 2465-27-2 

L-Ascorbic acid CH:OHCHOH(CHCOH:COHCOO) 176.12 5Q.BI-7 

L-Ascorbic acid, sodium salt CH:OHCHOH(CHCOH:COHCOO)Na 198.11 134-03-2 

Benzene CJi. 78.11 71-43-2 

Benzodiazole 
(see Benzimidawle) 

Benzimidazole C,H.N: IIB.14 51-17·2 

Benzoic acid C.H,COOH 122.12 65-85-0 

Benzole 
(see Benz.ene) 

p-Benzoquinone CoH.O: 108.10 106-51-4 

Benzotriazole CoH.NHN: 119.13 95-14-7 

Benzyl alcohol CoH,CH:OH 108.14 100-51-6 

Borax 
(see Sodium tetraborate. decahydrale) 

Boric acid H,BO, 61.83 10043-35-3 

Bromine Br: 159.81 7726-95-6 

Calcium carbonate Caco, 100.09 471-34-1 

Calcium hydroxide Ca(OH)2 74.09 1305-62-0 

Calcium hypochlorite Ca(OCIl: 142.99 7778-54-3 

Calgon 
(see Sodium hexametaphosphate) 
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CHEMICAL FORMULA MW CAS # 

Calomel 
(see Mercurous chloride) 

Carbamide 
(see Urea) 

Carbon tetrachloride CCI. 153.82 56-23-5 

Carbonyl diamide 
(see Ur~) 

Catechol CoH.-I,2-(OH): 110.11 120-80-9 

Caustic soda 
(see Sodium hydroxide) 

Cellulose triacetate (CoH,O,(OOCCH,),J. "," ••• lOG (288.12). 9012-09-3 

Ceric (Cerium IV) sulfate Ce(SO.>: 332.24 13590-82-4 

Chlorohydroquinone CIC,H,-I,4-(OH), 144.56 615-67-8 

Chrome alum KCr(SO.h • 12HP 499.43 7789-99.0 

Chromic acid crO, 100.01 1333-82.0 

Citric acid HOC(COOH)(CH,COOH), 192.12 77-92-9 

Citric acid, monohydrate HOC(COOH)(CH,COOH), • H,O 210.14 5949-29-1 

Corrosive sublimate 
(see Mercuric chloride) 

Cupric bromide CuBr, 223.37 7789-45-9 

Cupric chloride CuCl, 134.45 7447-39-4 

Cupric chloride, dihydrate CuCI,·2H,O 170.48 10125-13.0 

Cupric sulfate CuSO. 159.60 7758-98-7 

Cupric sulfate, pentahydrate cuso •• 5H,Q 249.68 7758-99-8 

Decahydronaphthalene C,.H" 138.25 91-17-8 

Decalln 
(see Decahydronaphthalene) 

2,4-Diaminophenol (NH:l,CoH,OH • 2HCI 197.06 137-09-7 

dihydrochloride 

3,7-Diamino-5-phenyl C"HuCIN. 322.81 81-93-6 

phenazinium .:hloride 

Diethanolamine (CH,OHCH:l,NH 105.14 111-42-2 
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CHEMICAL FORMULA MW CAS # 

Diethylamine (C:H~hNH 73.14 109-89-7 

1,1' -Diethyl-2,2 '-carbo ~H2$N:Br 433.40 2670-{)7-9 

cyanine bromide 

1,1'-Diethyl-2,2'-carbo C;:.!HzN:CI 388.94 2768-90-3 

cyanine chloride 

1,1 '-Diethyl-2,2' -carbo C2$Hz N,1 480.39 605-91-4 

cyanine iodide 

1,1' -Diethyl-2,2' -cyanine iodide C.JH:.IN•1 454.36 977-96-8 

1,1'-Diethyl-2,4'-cyanine Iodide C:.IH13N•1 454.36 634-21-9 

Diethylene glycol (HOCH:CH:l,O 106.12 111-46-{) 

Diethylenetriamine (NH,CH:CH.hNH 103.17 111-40-0 

Diethylenetriamlnepentaacetic (CH,COOHlsN,(CH:). 393.35 67-43-{) 

acid (DPTA) 

DTPA pentasodium salt (CH,COOH)~N,(CH:).Na, 508.30 140-01-2 

3,3'-Diethylthiadicarbocyanine ~H13IN:S, 518.47 905-97-5 

iodide 

2,4-Dihydroxybenzophenone (HO),C.H,COC.H, 214.22 131-56-{) 

Elon 
(see p-Methylaminophenol sulfate) 

Erythrosin B 
(see TetraiodtJuoresine disodium salt) 

Eosin Y 
(see TetrabromotJuorescein disodium saU) 

Ethanol 
(see Ethyl alcohol) 

Ethanolamine NH,CH.CH,QH 61.08 141-43-5 

Ethyl acetate CH,COOCH,CH, 88.11 141-78-{) 

Ethyl alcohol C,H,OH 46.07 64-17-5 

Ethylamine C:H,NH, 45.08 75-04-7 

Ethylenediamine NH:CH.CH,NH, 60.10 107-15-3 

Ethylenediamine sulfate NH,CH.CH,NH.H:SO. 158.17 25723-52-8 
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CHEMICAL FORMULA MW CAS # 

Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (HOOCCH:),NCH,CH,N 
(EDTA) (CH,COOHh 292.24 60-00-4 

EDT A sodium salt (EDTA)Na 314.24 17421-79-3 

EDT A disodium salt (EDTA)Na, 372.23 139-33-3 

EDT A trisodium salt (EDTA)Na, 376.20 150-38-9 

EDT A tetra sodium salt (EDTA)N .. 380.17 64-<l2-8 

EDTA tetra sodium salt, (EDT A)Na •• 4H,O 452.24 464-<l2-8 
tetrahydrate 

EDT A ferric sodium salt (EDTA)FeNa 367,07 1570S-41-5 

Ethylene glycol HOCH,CH,OH 62.07 107-21-1 

Ferric ammonium sulfate FeNH.(SOJ, • 12H,O 482.19 7783-83-7 

Ferric chloride FeCI, 160.20 7705-<lS-<l 

Ferric chloride, hexahydrate FeCI,. 6H,O 270.32 10025-77-1 

Ferric nitrate, nonahydrate Fe(NO,), • 9H,O 404.00 7782-61-8 

Ferric sulfate Fe,(SO.h 399.90 10028-22-5 

Ferrous sulfate, heptahydrate FeSO •• 7H,O 278.02 7782-63-<l 

Fonnaldehyde HCHO 30.03 50-OO-<l 

Fonnalin 
(see Fonnaldehyde) 

Fonnic acid HCOOH 46.03 64-18-6 

Gallic acid 3,4,5 - (HO),C.H,COOH 170.12 149-91-7 

Gelatin 15000 - 250000 9000-70-8 

Glycerin 
(see Glycerol) 

Glycerol CH,OHCHOHCH,OH 92.09 56-81-5 

G Iycin (photographic) HOC.H.NH(CH,COOH) 167.16 122-87-2 

Gold chloride, trihydr.lte HAuCI •• 3H,O 39S.83 16961-25-4 

Hydrazine NH,. NH, 32.05 302-<l1-2 

Hydrobromic acid HBr 80.91 10035-10-6 
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CHEMICAL FORMULA MW CAS # 

Hydrochloric acid HCI 36.46 7647..01..0 

Hydronuoric acid HF 20.01 7664-39-3 

Hydrogen peroxide Hz~ 34.01 7722-84-1 

Hydroqulnone CJI. -1,4 -(OH)z 110.11 123-31-9 

Hydroxylamine NHzOH 33.03 7803-49-8 

Hydroxylamine hydrochloride NHPHoHCI 69.49 5470-11-1 

Hydroxylamine sulfate (NHzOH)2 0 H:SO. 164.14 10039-54..0 

Hypo 
(see Sodium thiosulfale, penta-hydrale) 

Iodine Iz 253.81 7553-56-2 

p-Ionone C.,H:oO 192.30 79-77-6 

Isocyanine iodide 
(see 1,1'-Dietbyl-2,4'-cyanine iodide) 

Isopropanol 
(see Isopropyl alcohol) 

Isopropyl alcohol (CH,hCHOH 60.~0 67-63..0 

Kodak Anti-fog #1 
(see Benzolriazole) 

Kodak Anti-fog #2 
(see 6-Nilro-benzimidazole) 

Kodak Anti-cal #3 
(see Dihydroxybenzophenone) 

Kodalk 
(see Sodium metaborale) 

Kryptocyanine 
(see 1,I'~Dielhyl-4,4'-<:arbocyanine iodide) 

Lactic acid CH,CH(OH)COOH 90.08 598-82-3 

Mercaptoacetic acid HSCHzCOOH 92.11 68-11-1 

Mercuric chloride HaClz 271.50 7487-94-7 

Mercuric iodide Helz 454.40 7774-29..0 

Mercurous chloride HazClz 472.09 7546-30-7 
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CHEMICAL FORMULA MW CAS # 

Methanol 
(see Methyl alcobol) 

3-Methoxycatechol CH,OCJl,-I,2-(OH), 140.14 934-00-9 

Methyl alcohol CH,OH 32.04 67-56-1 

Methylamine CH,NH, 31.06 74-89-5 

Methylamine hydrochloride CH,NH:. HCI 67.52 593-51-1 

p-Methylaminophenol sulCate (HOC.H.NHCH3), • H:SO. 344.32 5S-SS-O 

1-Methyl-2-p-dimethylamino C"H:,N,J 380.28 378S-01-1 

styryl pyridine 

Methyl phenidone C,.HIlN,O 176.19 26S4-57-1 

Metol 
(see p-Metbylaminophenol sulfate) 

Naphtha MX8030-31-7 

Nigrosin 800S-03'{) 

Nitric acid HNO) 63.01 7697-37-2 

S-Nitrobenzimidazole 5-NO,(C,H,NJ 163.1-4 94-S2-O 

6-Nitrobenzimidazole nitrate S-NO,(C,H,NJ • H 226.10 27896-84-0 

2,2-0xydiethanol 
(see Diethylene glycol) 

Orange II C,.HIIN,O.SNa 350.30 633-96-5 

Oxalic acid (-COOH): 90.03 144'{)2-7 

ParaCormaldehyde (CH:O). (30.03). 30S25-89-4 

Phenidone (A) 
(see I-Phenyl-3-pyrazolidone) 

Phenidone (B) 
(see Methyl phenidone) 

PhenosaCranine 
(see 3,7-Diamino-5-phenylpbenazinium cbloride) 

o-Phenylendiamine C.H.(NH:l: 108.14 95-54-5 

p-Phenylendiamine CJl,<NH:l: 108.14 106-50-3 

p-Phenylendiamine C.H.(NH:l: • 2HCI 181.07 624-18-0 
dihydrochloride 
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CHEMICAL FORMULA MW CAS I 

I-Phenyl-3-pyrazolidone CoH.·C,H,N:O 162.19 92-43-3 

Pinacyanol bromide 
(see 1,1' ·Oielhyl-2,2' .carbocyanine bromide) 

Pinacyanol chloride 
(see 1,I'·Oielhyl-2,2'-carbocyanine ehloride) 

Pinacyanol iodide 
(see 1,I'·Oielhyl-2,2'-carbocyanine iodide) 

Phosphoric acid H,PO, 97.99 7664-38-2 

Pinanavole 
(see I·Melhyl-2-p·dimethylaminoststyryl pyridine) 

Polyester CH,O(OC-CoH,-COOCH:CH:Ol. • H 

Potassium alum KAI(SOJ •• 12H:O 474.40 7784-24-9 

Potassium biborate 
(see Potassium tetraborate) 

Potassium bisulfate 
(see Potassium hydrogen sulfate) 

Potassium borohydride KBH, 53.94 13762-51-1 

Potassium bromide KBr 119.01 7758-02-3 

Potassium carbonate K2CO, 138.21 584-08-7 

Potassium chloride KCI 74.56 7447-40-7 

Potassium chromate K.CrO, 194.21 7789-00-6 

Potassium citrate K,C.H.o, • H2O 324.40 6100-05-6 

Potassium cyanide KeN 65.11 151-50-8 

Potassium dichromate K:Cr.o, 294.19 7778-50-9 

Potassium ferricyanide K,Fe(CN). 329.26 13746-66-2 

Potassium ferrocyanide, tribydrate K,Fe(CN) •• 3H:O 422.39 14459-95-1 

Potassium hydrogen sulfate KHSO, 136.20 7646-93-7 

Potassium hydroxide KOH 56.11 1310-58-3 

Potassium iodate KIa, 214.00 7758-05-6 

Potassium iodide KI 166.01 7681-11-0 

Potassium metabisulfite K,s:O. 222.33 16731-55-8 
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CHEMICAL FORMULA MW CAS # 

Potassium nitrate KNo, 101.11 77S7-79-1 

Potassium pennanganate KMnO. ISS.03 7722-64-7 

Potassium persulfate K~:O. 270.33 7727-21-1 

Potassium phosphate, dibasic K:HPO. 174.17 77SS-11-4 

Potassium phosphate, K:HPO •• 3H2O 22S.24 167SS-S7-1 
dibasic, lrihydrale 

Potassium pyrosulfate K2S:O, 154.30 7790-62-7 

Potassium pyrosuInte 
(see Potassium melabisulfite) 

Potassium rhodanide 
(see POlaSsium thiocyanate) 

Potassium sulfate K:S0. 174.27 7778-S0-S 

Potassium sulfite K~O, ISS.27 10117-3S-1 

Potassium tetraborate K2B.O, • 4H2O 30S.S0 1204S-7S-2 

Potassium thiocyanate KSCN 97.1S 333-20-0 

Propanol 
(see Propyl alcohol) 

Propyl alcohol CH,CH2CH2OH 60.10 71-23-S 

Pseudocyanine iodide 
(see 1,I'-Dielbyl-2,2'-cyanine iodide) 

Pyrocatechol 
(see Catechol) 

Pyrogallol C.H,-I,2,3-(OH), 126.11 S7-66-1 

Quinaldine blue 
(see 1,1' -Diethyl-2,2' -carbocyanine chloride) 

Quinol 
(see Hydroquinone) 

Quinone 
(see p-Benzoquinone) 

Rubinol 
(see Methoxycatechol) 

Sensitol red 
(see 1,I'-Diethyl-2,2'-carbocyanine iodide) 
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CHEMICAL FORMULA MW CAS # 

Silver bromide AgBr 187.80 7785-23-1 

Silver chloride AgCI 143.32 7783-90-6 

Silver iodide AgJ 234.77 7783-96-2 

Silver nitrate AsNO, 169.87 7761-88-8 

Silver sulfide Ag:S 247.80 21548-73-2 

Silver thiocyanate AgSCN 165.95 1701-93-5 

Sodium acetate CH,COONa 82.03 127-09-3 

Sodium ascorbate C.H,O.Na 198.11 134-<J3-2 

Sodium bicarbonate NaHCO, 84.01 144-55-8 

Sodium bisulfate NaHSO. 120.06 7681-38-1 

Sodium bisulfate, monohydrate NaHSO.· H,O 138.07 10034-88-5 

Sodium bisulfite NaHSO, 104.07 7631-90-5 

Sodium borate Na,B,O, 201.26 1344-90-7 

Sodium borate, decahydrate Na,B,O, • 10H,o 381.37 1303-96-4 

Sodium borohydride NaBH, 37.83 16940-66-2 

Sodium bromide NaBr 102.89 7647-15-6 

Sodium carbonate, anhydrous Na,CO, 105.99 497-19-8 

Sodium carbonate, monohydrate Na,CO,· H,O 124.00 5968-11-6 

Sodium carbonate, decahydrate Na,CO, • 10H,o 286.14 6132-<J2-1 

Sodium chloride NaCI 58.44 7647-14-5 

Sodium chromate Na,CrO, 161.97 7775-11-3 

Sodium chromate, tetra hydrate Na,CrO, • 4H,o 234.06 10034-82-9 

Sodium citrate, dihydrate C.H,Na,o, • 2H,o 294.10 6132-<J4-3 

Sodium dichromate Na,Cr,O, 262.01 10588-<J1-9 

Sodium dichromate, dihydrate Na,Cr,O, • 2H,O 298.00 7789-12-<J 

Sodium hexametaphosphate (NaPO,), 611.17 10124-56-8 
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CHEMICAL FORMULA MW CASH 

Sodium hydrogen sulfate 
(see Sodium bisulfat~) 

Sodium hydrogen sulfite 
(see Sodium bisulfite) 

Sodium hydrosulfite N~,O. 174.11 7775-14~ 

Sodium hydroxide NaOH 40.00 1310-73-2 

Sodium hypochlorite, NaC10· 5H,o 164.53 7681-52-9 
penlahydrate 

Sodium hypophosphite, NaH,PO, • H,O 105.99 10039-56-2 
monohydrate 

Sodium hyposulfite 
(see Sodium thiosulfate) 

Sodium iodide Nal 149.89 7681-82-5 

Sodium meta bisulfite Na,S,Os 190.10 7681-57-4 

Sodium metaborate NaBO, 65.80 7775-19-1 

Sodium metaborate NaBO,.4H,O 137.88 10555-76-7 
tetrahydrate 

Sodium nitrate NaNO, 84.99 7631-99-4 

Sodium orthophosphate. Na,HPO •• 12H,O 38I.l3 10101-89-0 
dodecahydrate 

Sodium permanganate, NaMnO.· H,O 159.94 79048-36-5 
monohydrate 

Sodium persulfate Na,S,O, 238.10 7775-27-1 

Sodium phosphate. dibasic Na,HPO. 141.96 7558-79-4 

Sodium phosphate. Na,HPO •• H,O 159.97 10049-21-5 
dibasic, monohydrate 

Sodium phosphate. Na,HPO •• 7H,o 268.07 7782-85~ 

dibasic, heplahydrdte 

Sodium pyrophosphate, Na.P,o, • IOH,o 446.06 13472-36-1 
decahydrate 

Sodium rhodanide 
(see Sodium thiocyanate) 
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CHEMICAL FORMULA MW CAS # 

Sodium sulfate Na,SO. 142.04 7757·82-6 

Sodium sulfide Na,S 78.05 1313·82·2 

Sodium sulfide, nonahycirate Na,S·9H:O 240.20 1313·84-4 

Sodium sulfite, anhydrous Na,SD, 126.04 7757·83·7 

Sodium sulfite, crystal, Na,SO, • 7H:O 252.06 7557·83·9 
heptahydrate 

Sodium tetraborate, anhydrous Na,B.o, 201.27 1330-43-4 

Sodium tetraborate, pentahydrate Na,B.O, • 5H:O 291.29 12179-04·3 

Sodium tetraborate, decahydrate Na:B,O, • 10H:O 381.37 1303·96-4 

Sodium thiocyanate NaSCN 81.07 540·72·7 

Sodium thiosulfate, anhydrous Na:S,O, 158.11 7772·98·7 

Sodium thiosulfate, crystal, Na,S,O, • SH:O 248.18 10102·17·7 
penta hydrate 

D-Sorbitol [CH,OH(CHOH),CH,OH] 182.17 50-70-4 

Stoddard solvent 
(See Naphtha) 

Sulfuric acid H:SO, 98.07 7664·93·9 

Tartaric acid C,H.O. 150.09 87-69-4 

Tartaric acid, monohydrate C,H.O.· H:O 168.10 147·73·9 

Tetrabromonuorescein ~H.Br,O,Na: 691.89 17372·87·1 
disodium salt 

Tetraiodnuoresine disodium salt C:lDHJ,O,Na: 879.87 568-63·8 

Thiocarbamide 
(see Thiourea) 

Thioglycolic acid 
(see Mercaptoacetic acid) 

Thiourea H,NCSNH: 76.12 62·56-6 

Toluene CJ:I,CH, 92.14 108·88·3 

Triethanolamine (HOCH,CH,),N 149.19 102·71-6 

Urea NH:cONH, 60.06 57·13-6 
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CHEMICAL FORMULA MW CAS # 

Vitamin C 
(see Ascorbic acid) 

Washing soda 
(see Sodium carbonate, decahydrate) 

Water H,O 18.016 7732-18-5 

m-Xylene C.H.(CH,h 106.17 108-38-3 

o-Xylene C.H'<CH')l 106.17 95-47-6 

p-Xylene C.H.(CH,), 106.17 106-42-3 

Zinc bromide ZnBrl 225.18 7699-45-8 

Zinc chloride ZnCll 136.29 7646-85-7 

Zinc sulfate, monohydrate ZnSO. • 1H:O 175.45 7733-02-0 

Zinc sulfate, heptahydrate ZnSO. • 7H:O 287.54 7446-20-0 
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definition of 208 
dyes for printout suppression 209 
factors affecting printout 208 
prevention of printout 208-213 
printout 208-213 
tests of printout stability 211-213 

Processing of holograms 
cw-Iaser 276-283,284-291 
in-line transmission 276-279 
off-axis transmission 279-285 
pulsed-laser 236-238,283-284,29 I -293 
reflection 286-293 
scanned 293 

Processing 
bleaching 182-107 
desensitization 156-158 
development 129-152 
drying 295-297 
fixation 152-156 
stop bath 154-155 
washing 295-297 

Protecting holograms 
- lamination 299,301 
- sealing 299,302 
Pseudocolor holograms 

black-and-white holograms 343-345 
emulsion-swelling methods for 336-345 
multicolor holograms 334 
reflection pseudocolor holograms 335-345 
transmission pseudocolor holograms 335 

Pulse stretching 2 I 6 
Pulsed-laser holography 

developers for pulsed holograms 236-238 
history of 215 
latent-image fading for short exposures 236 
laser wavelengths for pulsed recordings 274 
problems associated with short exposures 216-22 I 
processing 236-238,283-284,291-293 

Pulsed-hologram developers 236-238 
Pyrochrome processing 138, I 95 

Q-parameter 60-61 
Q-switch 2 I 5 
Q-value. See Q-parameter. 
Quantum theory for photographic emulsions 83-88 
Quantum efficiency 83 
Quantum threshold 83 



Radiometric speed 18 
Rainbow hologram 8,282,299,312,335 
Rapid fixing baths 154 
Rayleigh resolution criterion 30 
Rayleigh scattering 82 
Real-time interferometry 27,144,284 
Reciprocity law 216 
Reciprocity law failure 216 
Recovering damaged holograms 318-320 
Redox reactions 163 
Reducers (photographic) 159 
Reducing agent 115 
Reduction chemical 115 
Reflection holograms 

DE of amplitude holograms 70,71 
DE of phase holograms 70,71 
processing of CW-Iaser holograms 286-291 
processing of pulsed-laser holograms 291-293 
recording considerations 273-276 

Selwyn granularity 20 
Semi-physical development 116,117 
Senior's emulsion 38 
Sensitivity of emulsions 

definition 18-19 
- general sensitivity 18-19 
- spectral sensitivity 14,19,47-49 
Sensitizing 

chemical 35,47 
infrared 348 
sensitizing dyes 38,47-49 
spectral 14,19,47-49 
theory of 47-49 

Sequestering and chelating agents 126-127 
Shave & Liu's emulsion 43 
Shrinkage of emulsion 

caused by processing 155-158 
- for color control 193,203,335-345 
- methods for avoiding 156-158 

Reflection mottle 65 
Refractive index 

SHSG. See Silver-halide sensitized hologram. 
Signal-to-noise ratio 60,75-83 

film material 52 
gelatin 239 
glass 50,239 
index-matching liquids 240 
silver-halide emulsion 239.242 

Silver compounds 14,170 
Silver halide properties 170 
Silver halide 

compounds 14,170 
crystals 14 

Rehalogenating bleaching 184-193 in emulsions 14 
Rdief hologram. See Surface-relief hologram. grain sizes 14 
Reoxan 10,264 refractive index 170 
Resolution of the holographic image sensitivity to light 14 

diffraction-limited resolution 29-33 Silver-halide emulsions. See Emulsions. 
material-dependent resolution 25-29 Silver-halide sensitized hologram 6,252-262 
processing-dependent resolution 156-158,278-279 Silver-solvent agents 125 
theory 22-29 Single-beam reflection hologram 6,275 

Resolving power Solarization 18 
- definition 20 Solution-physical development 117,144-151 
- of holographic emulsions 23-25 Solvent bleaching. See Reversal bleaching. 
Response 21 Space-bandwidth theorem 33 
Restrainers (in developers) 126 Spatial filter 31-33 
Reversal bleaching 182,193 Speckle-reduction methods 32 
Ripening of emulsion 35 Speckle noise 31,76 
Russian materials 44-47,108-109 Speckles 31 

Safelight filters 99,102,108 
Safety aspects of holographic processing 304-305 
Sandwich color hologram 325,334 
Scanned hologram 293,310-312 
Scattered flux spectrum 76 

Spectral sensitizing 14,19,47-49 
Spread function 65 
Squeegees 296 
Stability of bleached holograms 208-213 
Stability of the latent image 56 
Stop baths 154-155 
Storage conditions for holograms 312-320 
Stress-relieve in emulsions 27-28 
Subbing 51 Scattering in emulsions 75,83,179,197,286,301,324 

Schwarzschild effect 216 
Scientia 94 

Sulfite content in developers 135-136,150-151 
Super coating 52 

Sealing holograms 299-302 
Second ripening 35 
Secondary effects in hologram processing 
Self interference. See Intermodulation. 

293-294 

Superadditive effect. See Superadditivity. 
Superadditivity 119-120 
Surface developer 137 
Surface latent image 217 
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Surface-relief holograms 243-252 
Surface-relief noise 76,244 

T,-logH curve 58-59 
Tanning bleaching 206,244,253,255 
Tanning development 138,179,244,253,255 
TEA. See Triethanolamine. 
TEA-swelling for pseudocolor holography 336-345 
TEA-treatment for increasing sensitivity 7,222 
Temperature influence on development 129-130,132 
Temperature influence on exposure 229 
Thermoplastic materials 11,144 
Thick hologram. See Volume hologram. 
Thickness of emulsion. See Emulsion thickness. 
Thin hologram. See Plane hologram. 
Thiry's emulsion 41-42 
Three-step processing 286-287 
Time influence on development 129-130,132,148 
Transmission hologram 

DE for amplitude holograms 66,69 
DE for phase holograms 67,69 
in-situ processing of 284-286 
processing, in-line holograms 276-279 
processing, off-axis holograms 279-284 
processing, pulsed holograms 236,238,283-284 
recording considerations 273 

Transmittance 16 
Triacetate film 51 
Triethanolamine 7,44,46,222,225,276,297,336-345 
True color hologram. See Color hologram. 
Two-photon process for IR holography 350-351 
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Ultraviolet (UV) holography 
applications of 353 
in non-silver materials 354-356 
in silver-halide materials 353-354 

Valenta's emulsion 38 
Volume hologram 

coupled-wave theory 68-73 
DE for volume holograms 69-71 
extremly thick 72,264-266 
theory of 68,73 

Washing holograms 295-296 
Water for processing solutions 127 
Wavefront reconstruction 8 
Wavelengths for lasers. See Laser wavelengths. 
Wetting agents ·127 
Wiener spectrum 20 
Wintringham's gamut of surface colors 329 

X-ray fluorescence analysis of emulsions 269-271 

Young's fringes 29 
Young's modulus for glass 50 
Young's modulus for film 52 

Zagorskaya's emulsion 44 
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